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Use the components designed, specified and insisted 
upon by Du Mont receiver engineers. They 

account for that universally acknowledged Du Mont 
quality. Now these same Du Mont Original 

Television Parts and Teletron picture 
tubes are made available through selected 

distributors for top -quality TV servicing. 
Replacement Sales Cathode -Ray Tube Div, Sion 

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, ''NC. 

Clifton, New Jersey 

'Trade Mark 
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I'LL TRAIN YOU FOR YOUR 
FCC LICENSE 

A Federal Communications Commission 
Commercial Operator's License puts you 
in line for a good job in Radio or Tele- 
vision Broadcasting, Police, Marine, Avia- 
tion, Two -way, Mobile or Micro -wave Re- 
lay Radio. Mail coupon below for 64 -page 
book FREE. It will give you complete facts 
about my NEW Communications course. 

YOU BUILD THIS TRANSMITTER 
with parts I send. With this Transmitter you practice how 

to put a station "on the air." You perform procedures de- 

manded of Broadcast Station Operators, conduct 
many experiments, make many practi- 
cal tests. 

YOU BUILD 
this Transmitter Power Supply 
used in the basic experiments in 
RF and AFamplifiers,frequency 
multipliers, buffers, etc. 

aac..vri i.ávnxnru t. p..l 0, 

YOU MEASURE current, 
voltage (AC, DC and RF), re- 
sistance and impedance in cir- 
cuits with Electronic Multi - 
tester you build. Shows how 
basic transmitter circuits be- 
have; needed to maintain sta- 
tion operation. 

YOU 
PRACTICE setting up code, 
emplituce and frequency modu- 
lation circuits (put voice, music, 
etc., on "carrier signals" you 
produce). You learn how to 
get best performance. 

YOU 
BUILD this Wavemeter and 
use it to determine frequency 
of operation, make other tests 
on transmitter currents. 

Training Leads to Jobs Like These 
BROADCASTING 
Chief Technician 
Chief Operator 
Power Monitor 
Recording Operator 
Remote Control Operator 
SHIP AND HARBOR 

RADIO 
Chief Operator 
Assistant Operator 
Radiotelephone Operator 

GOVERNMENT 
RADIO 

Operator in Army, 
Navy, Marine Corps, 
Coast Guard 

Forestry Service 
Dispatcher 

Airways Radio Operator 
POLICE RADIO 
Transmitter Operator 
Service Technician 

AVIATION RADIO 
Plane Radio Operator 
Airport Transmitter 

Operator 
TELEVISION 
Pick -Up Operator 
Voice Transmitter 

Operator 
TV Technician 
Remote Control 

Operator 

I TRAINED THESE MEN 
"My position with WNBT 
is video control engineer on r the RCA color project. I 
owe a lot of my success to 
your textbooks. Warren 
Deem, Malverve, N. Y. 

Eli"My first lob was with 
R.DLR, obtained for me by 
your Graduate Dept. Now 
in charge of Radio Equip- 
ment for Police Dept. " - 
T. S. Norton, Hamilton, O. 

"I am a technician at 
WTOP in Washington and 
I like it very much. Most 
of my radio knowledge was 
from N.R.I. "-John Brit - 
to, Hyattsville, Md. 

"A former employer recom- 
mended N.R.I. training. 
Now employed as transmit- 
ter operator at WRBO." 
-Albert Herr, New Cum- 
berland, Pa. 

Get Practical 
Experience on Circuits 
Common to Radio & TV 

Ever think HOW FAST Radio- Televi- 
sion Communications is changing, devel- 
c -ping, growing? Have you considered what 
this amazing progress can mean to you? 

Even without Television the industry is 
Jigger than ever before. 105 million home 
Ind auto radios, 2900 Radio Broadcasting 
Stations, 108 TV Stations with 1800 more 
now authorized. Expanding use of Avia- 
tion and Police Radio, Micro -Wave Relay, 
Two-Way Radio for buses, taxis, etc. 
makes opportunities for Communications 
Technicians and FCC Licensed Operators. 
New jobs, more jobs for beginners ! Better 
jobs, better pay for experienced men ! 

Television Is Today's 
Good Job Maker 

In 1952, over 18,000,000 homes had TV 
sets. More are being sold every day. The 
"Freeze" on building new TV stations 
has been lifted. The time to act is NOW ! 

Start learning Radio -TV communications. 
America's fast growing industry offers 
good pay, a bright future, security. If you 
are a beginner, my course can help you 
get FCC License, prepare for the job you 

Servicing Training 
Also Offered by N. R. I. 

if you prefer a good -pay job in Radio - 
Television Servicing . . or your own 
money- making Radio -Television Sales and 
Service Shop, I'll train you at. home. My 
famous Servicing Course also includes many 
Kits of Radio Parts. You nee them to get 
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE with circuits 
common to Radio and Television. I also 
show you how to make $5, $10 a week or 
more EXTRA MONEY fixing neighbors' 
Radios while training. Full information in 
my 64 -page book. . . . Mail coupon. 

1. E. SMITH, President 

National Radio Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

For 38 years, the leader 
in training men fo: 
Radio- Television. 

MY COURSE INCLUDES 

TELEVISION 
want. If you've had sone tra ni sg .n 
Radio or Radar, or as a Licensed Operator, 
my course modernizes, increases the value 
of your knowledge. 

Includes New Developments 
Mail coupon now for facts about my 

practical course in Radio -Television Com- 
munications. Let me send you my FREE 
book. See the nine big Kits of Parts I 
send that "bring to life" theory you learn. 
You get practical experience by working 
on circuits common to both Radio and 
Television ; also lessons on TV principles. 
Read about the Transmitter you build anc 
operate, about the Electronic M.ultitester 
you get. All equipment is yours to keep. 

My graduates are filling jobs making 
good money in both Radio and Television.. 
Remember, the way to a successful career in 
Television is through experience in Radio. 

Mail Coupon for Book FREE 
Send today ! See what my Communica- 

tions course is like. Find out bow I get 
you ready for a brighter future, better 
earnings, more security '.n Ra So- Televi- 
sion. Send coupon now in envelope or paste 
on postal. NO OBLIGATION, NO SALES- 
MAN WILL CALL ! My book, sent to you 
FREE, tells the full story. J. E. SMITH, 
President, Dept. 3CF, National Radio 
Institute, Washington 9, D. C. Our 
19th year. 

114/1 NOW800A 'fRFF 
II 

L 

MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 3CF 
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C. 
Mail me your 64 -page Book about Radio and Television 
Communications opportunities and training. (No sales- 
man will call. Please write plainly.) 

Name. Age ..... ___ 

Address --,- 

City_.---_..... Zone State 
Approved tinder G. I Bill 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS is published monthly by Gernsback Publications, Inc., at Erie Ave.. F to G Streets, Philadelphia 32, Pa. Entered as second class matter September 27. 1948 
at the Post Office at Philadelphia, Pa., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1953 by Gernsback Publications, Inc. Text and illustrations must not be re;yroduced without per- 
mission of copyright owners. 
POSTMASTER: If undeliverable send form 3578 to: RApto-ELECraoNics, 25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 
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"WHAT IS ELECTRONICS ?" 
Due to the large number of definitions received, it has not been 
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AS A NATIONAL SCHOOLS GRADUATE 
THERE'S A PLACE FOR YOU IN THIS 
EXPANDING IDUST'RY...Never before 
such a demand for you! For never before 
such a growing industry as today's Televi- 
sion, Radio and other Electronic fields. This 
industry needs you ... TODAY ... and it 
needs you as a trained man ... the kind of 
man you will be as a National Schools 
graduate. So don't wait. Start your Na- 
tional Schools training NOW... and enjoy 
big money, jDb security, SUCCESS! 

LEARN from EXPERTS! BE A SUCCESSFUL 

MAN YOURSELF! Ycu learn from men who 
are themselves successful Radio, Televi- 
sion and Electronics technicians. You learn 
the practical way ... by doing ... with equip- 
ment we send you. Arid you advance quickly, 
step by step. Get ALL the facts from FREE 
book and sample lesson. Mail coupon be- 
low NOW. Absolutely no obligation. 

16- 
All yours at 
no extra cost! 

5 

EARN MORE MONEY AS AN EXPERT 

Get Shop- Method RADIO Training at Home in 

TELEVISION 
ELECTRONICS 

One Master Course - One Low Tuition 
LEARN ALL PHASES - EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 

You can qualify FAST for these 
big -pay jobs... plus many more 
Radio Station Technician Your own Sales and Service Shop District Service 

Manager Inspector Technician Aircraft Radio Inspector o Special Govt. 

Positions Service Specialist Sound Truck Operator and many others! 

ONLY NATIONAL SCHOOLS 

GIVES YOU THIS PROFESSIONAL 
MULTI -TESTER 
Ready to use. 
Easy to 
operate. Light 
enough to 

_ carry on 
- service calls. 

DRAFT AGE? National Schools 
training helps you get into special 
service classifications -get higher 
grades, better pay! 

GET YOUR TRAINING FROM 

THE RADIO -TV CAPITAL OF 

THE WORLD 

Let Na- 
tional . r> r 
Schools r tatti -a resi- 
dent technical trade school 
for nearly 50 years -train you 
at home for today's unlimited 
opportunities in Radio -TV. 

FREE! 
Radio -TV Book 

& Sample Lesson 
JUST MAIL 
COUPON! 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS GRADUATES IN 
BIG DEMAND. You'll find National 
Schools graduates in good jobs every- 
where. For these are the jobs National 
Schools trains you for. Such complete, 
shop- method home training can be your 
ticket to success...your key to the job 
happiness you've always wanted. It's 
up to you. Mail coupon NOW ! 

FRIENDLY GUIDANCE AS STUDENT AND 
GRADUATE. Our special Welfare De- 
partment is constantly at your service. 
Helps you with your technical and per- 
sonal problems. Gives you the benefit 
of its wide industry contacts and expe- 
rience in helping you after graduation. 
Both resident and home study courses 
offered. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS GPI.R RAINING 
Los Angeles, Calif. Est. 1905 In Canada: 193 Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 

YOU GET ALL 
THE PARTS 
INCLUDING 
TUBES for this 
superheter- 
odyne 
receiver... 
and lots of 
other equip- 
ment... to 
keep! 

Don't put it off! Mail coupon NOW! 

r_ MIN __ INN ____ NMI __ 
I NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RG -33 

4000 South Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles 37, California 
Send me FREE book "My Future in Radio -Television 
and Electronics." Also a FREE sample lesson. I un- 
derstand no salesman will call on me and that there 
is no obligation. 1 

1 

Mail in envelope 
or paste on 
postal card 

NAME AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

L VETS! Check here if you area veteran, 

MINI MMI OM MO -- --M =r- 
MARCH, 1953 
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NBEATABLE quality is built into every 
Sylvania product. Even beyond that, 

Sylvania quality goes back to its essential 
metals, chemicals, and materials. 

Sylvania quality is fundamental 
Sylvania grinds and formulates its own 
phosphors, and applies them by improved 
methods which assure maximum uniformity and 
fine picture -tube performance. Sylvania 
draws its own high - quality tungsten filaments 
and winds and tests its own coils. 

Naturally, this far -reaching quality control 
results in an enviable nation -wide reputation. 
Today 7 of the top 10 television set makers 
use Sylvania Picture Tubes and Receiving Tubes. 
Naturally, too, Sylvania quality pays off 
in fewer call- backs, more satisfied customers 

. and more profits for. you. 

You'll find your friendly Sylvania 
Distributor a mighty high quality man to do 
business with, too. Call him today! 

*Be sure to install Sylvania Picture Tubes and Receiving 
Tubes in all the sets you service. Your customers knoF, r 
about Sylvania's fine quality and they'll appreciate your 
selection of Sylvania products for their sets. 

SYLAA\IAL 
Sylvania Electric Prot acts Inc., 1740 Broadway, 1.ew Yort 19, ti 

RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONÏC 

TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; 

LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOCAMPS; TELEVISION SETS 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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NEW 1953 
HOME TRAINING 

PROGRAM 
has been re- designed to 

GET YOU FURTHER 
FASTER 

NOW ... as a port of our training, you build 
and keep this outstanding 21- inch- steady - sharp image - D.T.I. quality- engineered TV 
set. Can be readily converted to receive U.H.F. 

NEW 5 -INCH 
"SCOPE" 

D.T.I. now also makes it possible 
for you to build and keep this big 
5 -inch commercial -type oscillo- 
scope, one of the most useful and 
versatile pieces of testing equip- 
ment used in television today. In 
fact, it's almost a "must" for the 
serious -minded TV technician. 

IMPROVED 
HOME MOVIES 

D.T.I.'s new 1953 Master Home 
Training Program provides you 
with the use of 16 Hollywood. 
produced reels of film and a 16 
mm. motion picture projector to 
speed your progress. 

MILITARY SERVICE! 
If you're subject to military serv- 
ice, the information we have for 
you should prove very helpful. 

MULTIMETER 
HOME MOVIES 

ONE OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST 
TRAINING CENTERS 

rya - Established - 

earm nn_+r 

1931 

Here, we believe, is one of the most PRACTICAL . . . 
most HELPFUL ... most EFFECTIVE home training pro- 
grams ever offered to prepare you to earn real money in 
America's amazing multi- billion dollar opportunity field of 
TELEVISION -RADIO- ELECTRONICS. Now. at home, you 
can get real practical experience from working on high 
quality, FULL SIZE Commercial type equipment -much 
like you'll handle when later working in the TV field. Here's 
the REAL THING- nothing else like it! 

You get interest -packed lessons. You get 21 shipments of 
parts -working over 400 construction and test procedures 
that include building and keeping D.T.I.'s big. new. 5 -INCH 
Oscilloscope and a jewel bearing Multimeter- followed by 
building D.T.I.'s wonderful new 21 -inch tube TV set. You get 
shop method training -right at home. And to help you under- 
stand all- important fundamentals FASTER . EASIER 

you use D.T.I.'s unique and effective HOME MOVIES. 
Then upon completing your training. D.T.I.'s Employment 
Service helps you GET STARTED in a good job or your own 
sales and service business. Get the facts -including the 
thrilling story of the opportunities ahead in Television. 

OTHER TRAINING PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
D.T.I. also offers home training in (a) Television- Radio- 

Electronics -but without the TV set, (b) full time training 
in D.T.I.'s big CHICAGO TRAINING LABOR- 
ATORIES -one of the nation's finest. 
Mail coupon today. 

Get this publication FREE! 

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 

MARCH, I953 

AFFILIATED WITH 

DeVRY Technical INSTITUTE 
CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS 

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. Dept. RE -3 -J 
2533 N. ASHLAND AVE., CHICAGO 14, ILL. 
I would like your Opportunity News Bulletin showing "89 
Ways to Earn Money in Television- Radio -Electronics "; also, 
complete facts about the training opportunity made possible 
by your organization. 

Name Age 

Address Apt 

City Zone State 

89WAYS 
TO 

FARN 
MONEY 
n !IIIaStr 

liso W(Iltuti 
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- CAPACITORS 

Depend On- Insst On 

Write for Catalog AC -3 and 
Name of Jobber Nearest You 

Cut Ca//óûth/ 
When you install ASTRON Capacitors, you're insuring 
against call -backs, building your reputation for reliable service. 

Through the use of an improved electrolyte, and an excep- 
tionally high -purity anode foil -plus rigid quality control 
and exhaustive multiple testing techniques - ASTRON elec- 
trolytic SAFETY -MARGIN capacitors mean longer life 
and maximum performance under every condition. 
Unexpected surges of voltage, undue heat or moisture - 
conditions that might spell failure in an ordinary capacitor 
-rarely affect an ASTRON. 

So next time ask for ASTRON -the capacitor with the 
"safety margin" that protects your service reputation. And 
ask for Astron Type AM molded paper tubular capacitors 
to complete your service job. Individually tested - indi- 
vidually guaranteed. 

Visit Astron at the IRE Show, Booth 4 -707, 
Grand Central Palace 

ASTRON 
C O R P O R A T I O N 

255 Grant Avenue, E. Newark, N. J. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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4 The data that Launched Thousands 

of Careers is yours FREE .. e 

to show 

HOW YOU CAN BE SUCCESSFUL IN 

RADIO - TV - ELECTRONICS 

J_OU CAN plod along for years, getting a paltry 
increase now and then, enjoying little security, 

finding your work dull and drab. 
Then something happens. Things look up. You be- 

come more confident. Your earnings rise. You feel 
more important. 

"Luck," some may say. 
"Contacts," others may suggest. 
But in your heart, you will know the answer: "Train- 

ing." And it all may have started the moment you filled 
out a coupon requesting a copy of a free booklet 
named "Your Future in the New World of Electronics." 
From this data you get knowledge of where you stand 
in Electronics. Tremendous expansion leaves this 
gigantic industry pleading for trained men. In the 
defense build -up alone, more than $7 billion in elec- 
tronics contracts have been 
awarded. Top manufacturers 
sold about $3 billion worth of 
electronic merchandise in 1951. 
By 1960, the radio -electronics 
industry should do no less than 
10 billion dollars per year, not 
counting military orders. 

Today there are over 50,000 
radio -equipped police cars; an even larger number of 
taxis are radio equipped (at least 65,000) ; 28,000 ci- 

vilian planes have radio; 27,000 American ships have 
radio; there are 9,200 industrial radio network instal- 
lations. 

Today there are over 100,000,000 radios in use. 
There are over 20,000,000 TV sets and 121 TV stations 
in operation. 175 new stations have received the FCC's 
go -ahead signal. 823 more TV station applications 
are awaiting FCC action. Countless positions must be 
filled -in development, research, design, production, 
testing and inspection, manufacture, broadcasting, 
telecasting and servicing. To fill these posts, trained 
men are needed -men who somewhere along the line 
take time to improve their knowledge, their skills - 
men who today perhaps take two minutes to send 
for a booklet. 

"Your Future in the New World of Electronics" 
shows you how CREI Home Study leads the way to 
greater earnings through the inviting opportunities 
described above. 

However, CREI does not promise you a "snap." 
With an accredited technical school such as this, you 
must study to convert your ambition into technical 
knowledge you can sell in the fabulous Electronics 
market. 

Since its founding in 1927, CREI has provided thou- 
sands of professional radio men with technical educa- 
tions. During World War II CREI trained thousands 
for the Armed Services. Leading firms choose CREI 
courses for group training in electronics at company 
expense, among them United Air Lines, Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, Trans Canada Airlines, 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Bendix Products Division, 
All- American Cables and Radio, Inc., and RCA Victor 
Division. 

CREI courses are prepared by recognized experts, 
in a practical, easily understood manner. You get the 
benefit of time -tested materials, under the personal 
supervision of a CREI Staff Instructor, who knows 
and teaches you what industry wants. This is accom- 
plished on your own time, during hours selected by 

you, and controlled by your own 
will power. This complete train- 
ing is the reason that graduates 
find their CREI diplomas keys - 
to- success in Radio, TV and 
Electronics. CREI alumni hold 
top positions in America's lead- 
ing firms. At your service is the 
CREI Placement Bureau, which 

finds positions for advanced students and graduates. 
Although CREI does not guarantee jobs, requests for 
personnel far exceed current supply. 

Now is the time of decision for you. Luck will not 
propel you forward unless it finds you trained. Con- 
tacts won't budge you an inch unless you have the skill 
to back them up. The answer is : Technical Training ... 
and willingness to learn. Together they will bring you 
increased earnings in this new Age of Electronics. Fill 
out the coupon and mail it now. We'll promptly send 
you your free copy of "Your Future in the New World 
of Electronics." The rest -your future -is up to you. 

CREI resident instruction (day or night) is 
offered in Washington, D. C. New classes 
start twice a month. 

VETERANS: If you were discharged after 
June 27, 1950 -let the new G.I. Bill of Rights 
help you obtain resident instruction. Check 
the coupon for full information. 

MARCH, 1953 

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. 143 3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C. 

Send booklet "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" and course outline. 

CHECK TV. FM & Advanced AM Servicing 0 Aeronautical Radio Engineering 
FIELD OF Practical Television Engineering 
GREATEST Broadcast Radio Engineering (AM, FM, TV) 
INTEREST Practical Radio Engineering 

Name 

Street 

City Zone. State 

Check Residence School Veterans 
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ENGINEERED FOR BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE 

BY ANY STANDARD OF COMPARISON 

Tk F Alta= 

Secret of the Q- Tee all- channel operation is the pat- ented printed circuit electronic channel separator in this colorful red plastic housing. Lic. A.A. K. Pats. 2,422,458; 2,282,292; 2,611,086, others pending. 

Easy stacking makes the Q -Tee a pleasure to install 
especially when in combination with new UHF an- 
tennas. Three series, Q -Tee single bay for primary 
areas; Q -Tee double (two -bay) for near -fringe areas; 
Q -Tee quad (four -bay) for fringe areas. 

There is only one Q -Tee! It's powerful - it's 
revolutionary - it's patented - it's made only by 
Vee -D -X. Embodying an entirely new engineering 
approach to all- channel reception, the Q -Tee has met 
with sensational success. Its brilliant performance, ease of 
installation, ease of stacking and clean -cut appearance 
have won for it the reputation of "Antenna of the Year ". 
Ideal for all multi -channel areas (primary, near -fringe 
and fringe), the Q -Tee provides the high front -to -back 
ratio found in no other broadband antenna. In areas 
of co- channel interference this often means 
the difference between a good picture and none at all. 
The Q -Tee is an excellent basic VHF antenna for 
use in combination with UHF antennas. 

THE LaPOINTE -PLASCOMOLD CORPORATION 
ROCKVILLE, CONNECTICUT 

Send full information on Q -Tee 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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iei'.. 
40!) ri i ü 

ADD TECHNICAL TRAINING to your practical experience 

Then Use Our Amazingly Effective 
JOB EINDINO SERVICE 

FREE 
66:14/: Valuable booklet 

TELLS HOW- 
HERE 

GUARANTTER 
If you fail to pass your 

Commercial License exam 

after completing our 

course, we guarantee 
to 

continue your training 
without addttttil ocos $úc 

any kind, until Y 

cessfuftY 
obtain your 

Commerocu fir 
license, 

for 10 
vided you 

dayma ter completing ng ng our 

course. _ 1 

WE GUARANTEE 
TELLS NOW- 

TO TRAIN AND COACH YOU AT 
HOME IN SPARE TIME UNTIL 

YOU GET 

YOUR FCC LICENSE 
If you have had any practical experience 
-Amateur, Army, Navy, Radio repair, 

or experimenting. 

TELLS HOW- Employers make 
JOB OFFERS Like These 

to Our Graduates Every Month 
Letter from Chief Engineer, Broadcast Station, North Carolina, "Need men 
with radiotelephone 1st class license, no experience necessary. Will learn more 
than at average station for we are equipped with Diesel Electric power, trans- 
mitting and studio equipment." 
Telegram from Chief Engineer, Broadcast Station, Wyoming. "Please send 
latest list available first class operators. Have November 10th opening for two 
combo men." 
These are just a few examples of the job offers that come fo our office 
periodically. Some licensed radioman filled each of these jobs ... it might 
have been you! 

HERE'S PROOF FCC LICENSES ARE OFTEN SECURED 
IN A FEW HOURS OF STUDY WITH OUR COACHING 
AT HOME in Spare Time. 

Name and Address 
Lee Worthy 

2210./2 Wilshire St., Bakersfield, Calif. 
Clifford E. Vogt, 

Box 1016, Dania, Fla. 
Francis X. Foerch. 

38 Bender PI., Bergenfield, N. I. 
S /Sgt. Ben H. Davis, 

317 North Roosevelt, Lebanon, III. 
Albert Scheel!, 

110 West I Ith St., Escondido, Calif. 

License Lessons 
2nd Phone 16 

1st Phone 20 

1st Phone 38 

1st Phone 28 

2nd Phone 23 

Our Amazingly Effective 
JOB -FINDING SERVICE 
Helps CIRE Students Get Better Jobs 
Here are a few recent examples of Job-Finding results: 

GETS JOB WITH CAA 
"I have had a half dozen or so offers since I mailed some fifty of the two hundred em- 
ployment applications your school forwarded me. I accepted a position with the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration as a Maintenance Technician. Thank you very much for 
the fine cooperation and help your organization has given me in finding a lob in the 
radio field." Dale É. Young, 122 Robbins St., Owosso. Mich. 

GETS FIVE JOB -OFFERS FROM BROADCAST STATIONS 
"Your 'Chief Engineer's Bulletin' 1s a grand way of obtaining employment for your 
graduates who have obtained their let class license. Since my name has been on the 
list I have received calls or letters from five stations in the southern states. and am 
now employed as Transmitter Engineer at WMMT." 

Elmer -Powell. Box 274. Sparta. Tenn. 

GETS CIVIL SERVICE JOB 
"I have obtained a position at Wright- Patterson Air Force 
Base. Dayton, Ohio, as Junior Electronic Equipment Repair- 
man. The Employment Application you prepared for me had 
a lot to do with me landing this desirable position." 

Charles E. Loomis, 4516 Genesee Ave., Dayton, Ohio. 

Your FCC Ticket is recognized in all radio 
fields as proof of your technical ability. 

I 
I 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS I 
CARL E. SMITH, E.E., Consulting Engineer, President 

Desk RE -SO, 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

MARCH, 1953 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
Desk RE -50 --4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

(Address to Desk No. to avoid delay) 
I want to know how I can get my FCC ticket in a minimum of 
time. Send me your FREE booklet, "How to Pass FCC License 
Examinations" (does of cover exams for Amateur License), as 
well as a sample FCC -type exam and the amazing new booklet. 
"Money- Making FCC License Information." 

Be sure to tell me about your television engineering course. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone. .State 
Paste on 2 -cent postcard or send air mall. 

.1 
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No fuss No 
When you use Centralab Blue Shaft Controls 

64, v), Why waste time "tinkering "... 
-`S get exact Blue Shaft, 

quickest- for -servicing, plain or 
switch -type replacement 

controls for TV - AM - FM 

Don't fuss with an assembly job 
the factory does better, faster, 
and guarantees -at no extra cost. 

Yes, Blue Shaft Controls are your smartest service buy! 
Why? Because these exacts quickest- for -servicing replace- 
ments not only save you valuable bench- working time, but 
they're guaranteed right every time! 

Why it pays to standardize on Blue Shaft 
Centralab's famous Blue Shafts, plain or switch -type, are 
exclusive service items. The factory- attached and tested, 
high -amperage universal switches are exact for SPST - 
DPST or 3 -wire. Blue Shafts are available in a range from 
500 ohms to 10 megs in a wide variety of tapers and tapped 
units. All Centralab Blue Shaft Controls are packaged singly, 
or in handy kit assortments in plastic boxes of 12. You can 

Blue Shafts give you exactness plus LOW COST 

Cat. No. 

B -60 
13-60-S* 
B -70 
B -70 -S* 

Ohms Max. 
Resistance 

500.000 
500,000 

1 menohm 
1 meeohm 

Taper 

C -2 (audio) 
C -2 (audio) 
C -2 (audio) 
C -2 (audio) 

Circuit 
Location 

Volume or Tone 
Volume or Tone 
Volume or Tone 
Volume or Tone 

List 
Price 

$1.00 
$1.50 
$1.00 
$1.50 

*Switch Type j'Trademark 

also get a special metal cabinet containing 22 controls. NO 
EXTRA CHARGE for the cabinet. 

Flexible "Fastatch," }type KB, converts any 
plain type control with blue and white label 
on back cover to switch type ... in seconds. 

SERVICE ENGINEERS - here's more good news - 26 new Blue Shafts added in '53 line! 

O 
A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 

Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
In Canada, 635 Queen Street East, Toronto, Ontario 

CENTRALAB, A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
922 East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

Ask your jobber or write direct for Cat. 28. 

Name Position 

Company 

Address 

City State 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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LEARN 
RADIO AND TV 

That's the way to become an 
expert Radio or Television service 
man. Study the bedrock theories 
and principles. These are vitally 
important. Nothing can take their 
place -not even the most elabo- 
rate kits. 

Listen to what radioman R. G. 
Hamlin of Bay City, Michigan, 
says, "There's no royal road to 
learning. I am convinced more 
than ever after examining the lessons of friends 
who were lured by the alleged short -cut methods 
of competitors . . . `understandability' and 're- 
memberability' are of utmost importance and 
I.C.S. lessons qualify on both counts." 

I.C.S. offers you two new courses in radio and 
television servicing -one for beginners, the other 
for experienced amateurs. 

The beginner's course, Radio and Television 
Servicing with training Equipment, is extremely 
thorough. You get extra texts featuring experi- 
ments and job assignments. You get equipment 
second to none. Matched parts for an excellent 

INSIDE OUT! 

5 -tube superheterodyne receiver. 
Your own professional -quality 
multitester. A complete single 
generator kit. High -grade service- 
men's tools. "Rider's Perpetual 
Trouble- Shooter's Manual." The 
principles of Television including 
the most up -to -date developments 
(VHF and Color TV, for ex- 
ample) . 

The second course quickly re- 
views the essentials then goes step by step into 
advanced phases of Radio and Television, in- 
cluding modern methods of installation and re- 
pair. Course contains valuable supplementary 
material. For example, you get a special book 
giving characteristics of all tubes used in Radio 
and Television receivers. 

Learn by doing! That's the world -famous 
I.C.S. method. Thoroughly practical. Completely 
modern. Success proved. The coupon below 
brings you full details -on Radio and Television 
Servicing or any of the more than 400 I.C.S. 
Courses. Mark and mail it today! 

13 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS ICS 
BOX 2881 -H, SCRANTON 9, PENNA. 

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW to SUCCEED" and the booklet about the course BEFORE which I have 

ART Heating CI VI L, STRUCTURAL College Preparatory 

Commercial Art Steam Fitting ENGINEERING Mathematics 

Magazine and Book Air Conditioning Civil Engineering Commercial 
Illustrating Electrician Structural Engineering 
Cartooning BUSINESS Surveying and Mapping 

Show Card and Sign Lettering Business Administration Structural Drafting 
Fashion Illustrating Certified Public Accountant Highway Engineering 

AUTOMOTIVE Accounting Reading Blueprints 
Automobile, Mechanic Bookkeeping Concrete Construction 
Auto -Elec. Technician Stenography and Typing Sanitary Engineering 
Auto Body Rebuilding Secretarial DRAFTING 
and Refinishing Federal Tax Aircraft Drafting 
Diesel -Gas Engines Business Correspondence Architectural Drafting 
AVIATION Personnel and Labor Relations Electrical Drafting 
Aeronautical Engineering Jr. 
Aircraft Engine Mechanic 
Airplane Drafting 
BUI LDING 
Architecture 
Arch. Drafting 
Building Contractor 
Estimating 
Carpenter and Mill Work 
Carpenter Foreman 
Reading Blueprints 
House Planning 
Plumbing 

Good English 
MECHANICAL 
AND SHOP 
Mechanical Engineering 
Industrial Engineering 
Industrial Supervision 
Foremanship 
Mechanical Drafting 
Machine Design- Drafting 
Machine Shop Practice 
Tool Design 

Advertising Mechanical Drafting Industrial Instrumentation 
Retail Business Management Structural Drafting Machine Shop Inspection 
Managing Small Business Sheet Metal Drafting Reading Blueprints 
Sales Management Mine Surveying and Drafting Toolmaking 

ELECTRICAL Gas -Electric Welding 
Heat Treatment - Metallurgy 
Sheet Metal Work ' 
Sheet Métal Pattern Drafting 
Refrigeration 
POWER 
Combustion Engineering 
Diesel -Electric 
Electric Light and Power 

Salesmanship 
Traffic Management 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemical Engineering 
Chemistry 
Analytical Chemistry 
Petroleum -Nat'l Gas 
Pulp and Paper Making 
Plastics 

Electrical Engineering 
Electrician 
Electrical Maintenance 
Electrical Drafting 
Electric Power and Light 
Lineman 
HIGH SCHOOL 
High School Subjects 

marked X: 

Stationary Steam Engineering 
Stationary Fireman 
RADIO,T EL E VI SION, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
General Radio 
Radio Operation 
Radio Servicing -FM 
Television 
Electronics 
Telephone Work 
RAILROAD 

Locomotive Engineer 
Diesel Locomotive 
Air Brakes Car Inspector 
Railroad Administration 
TEXTI LE 
Textile Engineering 
Cotton Manufacture 
Rayon Manufacture 
Woolen Manufacture 
Loom Fixing 
Finishing and Dyeing 
Textile Designing 
HOME ARTS 
Dressmaking and Designing 
Cookery 
Tea Room Management 

Name Age Home Address 

City State Working Hours A M to P M 

Occupation 
Special tuition rates to members of the Armed Forces. Canadian residents send 

coupon to International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada 

MARCH, 1953 
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14 THE RADIO MONTH 

ELIMINATE 
CORROSION OF 

ANTENNAS 

HELP PREVENT 
CORONA WITH 

1 00% A C R Y L I C 

JUST PRESS 

THE 

BUTTON 

Krylon is a tough, quick -drying Acrylic 
coating that has become a' "must" in TV 
service. Because of its high dielectric 
strength it helps prevent corona. Spray 
it on high voltage coil and insulation, 
the socket of the high voltage rectifier 
and component parts of the rectifier 
circuit. 
Krylon is nationally advertised. 

CLEAR rustproofs, 
waterproofs, insu- 
lates. Goes on clear 
and stays clear. 

ALUM NUM is non- 
conductive. Pro- 
tects and insulates. 

WHITE is popular for 
touching up chip- 
ped white goods. 
Will not discolor. 

TECHNICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Dielectric constant -2.8 
to 3.4 (1,000 cycles) 
Dielectric strength -400 
to 800 (number of volts 
necessary to cause elec- 
tric arc through Krylon 
coat one mil thick) 
Electrical resistance - 
1010 ohms /cm3 

In U.S.A. and CANADA 
SEE YOUR JOBBER 

Or Write Direct 
Deportment 3103 

BLACK is newest 
Krylon product. 
Use for touch -up, 
stenciling and 
marking. 

KRYLON, Inc. 
2601 N. Brood St., Philadelphia 32, Pa. 

"AUDREY" -Bell Laboratories' Automatic Digit Recognizer -selects the right 
circuits automatically when numbers are spoken distinctly into the telephone. 

BELL LABS' " AUDREY" (automatic 
digit recognizer) translates spoken 
numbers directly into selective switch- 
ing operations. Audrey now responds 
dependably only to clearly enunciated 
syllables, but may some day do away 
entirely with dials and even operators 
-you may literally "call" a number 
merely by speaking into your telephone. 

The recognizer compares speech 
sounds with electrical equivalents of 
standard phonetic patterns stored in 
memory cells. The appropriate circuit 
-an indicator lamp at present -is 
energized when the waveform of the 
spoken numeral matches one of the 
stored standards. 

A TRANSISTOR TRANSMITTER on 
the 146 -mc amateur band, operated by 
George M. Rose of K2AH, Mountain 
Lakes, N. J., worked three stations - 
the farthest over 25 miles away -with 
power supplied only by a tiny 221/2 -volt 
hearing -aid battery. According to Mr. 
Rose, who manages the advanced de- 
velopment group at RCA's transistor 
laboratory, the entire transmitter, in- 
cluding the quartz frequency -control 
crystal, takes up no more space than a 
pack of cigarettes. Transmissions were 
reported strong and -clear, even at 
W2UK in New Brunswick, N. J., more 
than 25 miles from Mountain Lakes. 

THE ARMSTRONG MEDAL for out- 
standing achievement in radio was 
awarded to a Briton, Capt. Henry J. 
Round, by the Radio Club of America 
at its 43rd Annual Banquet in Decem- 
ber. Captain Round, one of the few 
surviving pioneers who aided Marconi 
in his early work, developed radio 
direction- finding equipment which en- 
abled the British to intercept the Ger- 
man fleet in World War I, and bring on 
the Battle of Jutland. Captain Round 

is well known to radio old -timers 
throughout the world as an operator at 
the first commercial radio station in the 
United States, at Babylon, N. Y., from 
1905 to 1907. 

A YEAR -END SURVEY OF TV pro- 
duction released by Admiral Corpora- 
tion points out that nearly 20% of all 
TV and radio receivers made in the 
United States are produced in the Chi- 
cago area. Philadelphia, New York City 
and Syracuse follow in that order as 
electronic manufacturing centers. 

TV's biggest year was 1950, when 
nearly 7,500,000 receivers were sold, 
with a value of $2,000,000,000. 

Of the 19,000,000 TV receivers in use 
in the United States at the end of 1952, 
9,000,000 were over 4 years old, and had 
screens smaller than 16 inches. The 
survey estimates the replacement mar- 
ket alone will hit 5,000,000 sets a year 
when television reaches all sections of 
the country (See P. 26 for NBC esti- 
mates). 

COMMITTEES to study television - 
interference problems were recently 
named by the RTMA. Acting on the 
FCC's request that the industry take 
steps to standardize receiver i.f.'s and 
reduce oscillator radiations, Dr. W. R. G. 
Baker, director of the RTMA Engi- 
neering Department, appointed the 
groups to work with the Joint Techni- 
cal Advisory Committee and the Insti- 
tute of Radio Engineers. 

One task committee, headed by J. A. 
Chittick of RCA, will tackle receiver 
problems. A second group, under J. E. 
Keister of G -E, will work on transmit- 
ter interference. The third committee, 
headed by Donald G. Fink of Philco, 
will co- ordinate the work of the first 
two, and act as liaison with the JTAC, 
I.R.E. and FCC. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Bay Snyder 
moral Manage r 

¢duc. Boole 
Division 

Just for Examining 
NE'S NE 

FRE 

Now ! The most liberal "get- acquainted offer you've ever seen! 

Think of it -Coyne gives you this big, brani new book, "150 

Radio- Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams Explained ", 

ABSOLUTELY FREE. This up -to- the -minute, practical book 

gives you complete wiring circuits and diagrams on the leading 
Radio and Television Sets. Also many trouble- shooting picture 

patterns. Large 81/2 x 11" pages. Full instructions 
show you how to read and use the diagrams. This 
valuable book is a FREE GIFT to you, for just asking 
to see the great new Coyne 6 -book set, "Applied 
Practical Radio- Television "! 

OVER 2500 FACT -PACKED PAGES 
OF TV SERVICING "KNOW- HOW "! 

You get all the right answers to today's TELEVISION -RADIO 
servicing problems -and get them quickly -in Coyne's great new 
6- volume set. Right at your finger -tips is :he TV -Radio knowl- 
edge that makes you worth more money! Over 5,000 practical 
facts and data are fully covered in easy-to-understand fashion in 

volumes 1 through 5. Every step is completely explained-from 
principles of radio and television to instating, servicing, trouble- 
shooting and aligning including full facts on COLOR TV and 
UHF. adapters and converters. Also indudes very latest in- 
formation on TRANSISTORS. Hundrees of photos, illustra- 
tions, charts and diagrams help you understand quicker. For 
speedy on- the -job use, I'll also include :he famous 762 page 
Coyne TELEVISION SERVICING CYCLOPEDIA -covering to- 
day's television problems in easy -to -find a phabetical order. Use 
this complete 6 volume TV -RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 days. 
Get the valuable Picture Pattern -Diagram Book ABSOLUTELY 
FREE! 

M9utx 

7a910 A,tkio_ 

dïi 

NEW 
EDITION 

w z 

a 

i01!Nf tow E. 

A WORLD OF PRACTICAL RADIO AND 

TELEVISION FACTS AT YOUR FINGER TIPS! 

Vol. 1. APPLICATION OF TELEVISION -RADIO PRINCIPLES: 
,00 pages, covers resonance & tuning, amplifiers, oscillators, etc. 
Vol. 2. RADIO, TELEVISION & FM RECEIVERS: 403 pages, 
coN.ers rectifiers, high frequency, short wave, FM, antennas, etc. 
Vol. 3. RADIO -TELEVISION CIRCUITS: 336 pages, covers power 
tubes, de- coupling, distortion, photo- tubes, phase inverters, etc. 
Vol. 4. LATEST INSTRUMENTS FOR SERVICING RADIO -TELE- 
VISION: 343 pages, covers all types of testing instruments, their 
use in service work. 
Vol. 5. TELEVISION SERVICING & TROUBLE -SHOOTING 
MANUAL: 400 pages, practical servicing of all types of TV 
sets, UHF, boosters, color TV printed in 4 colors, etc. * PLUS TY CYCLOPEDIA! 
A "must" for the TV serviceman. Quick answers to all TV problems in 

A -B -C order, cross -indexed. 762 pages, fully illustrated; covers hundreds 
of facts on servicing, installation. alignment. UHF, transistors much more. 

COY NE 
MARCH, 1953 

ELECTRICAL & 

TELEVISION-RADIO SCHOOL 

500 South Paulina Street 

Dept. 33 -TI, Chicago 12, Illinois 

1 

Il 

I 

ACT NOW -SEND NO MONEY! 
Just mail the coupon for Coyne's 6- volurie set on 7 days free 
trial. I'll include the book of 150 TV -RADIO Patterns & 
Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay $3 in 7 days and $3 per month 
until $22.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price, $20.95.) Or you 
can return the library at our expense in 7 days and owe nothing. 
Either way, the hook of TV -Radio Patterns is yours to keep 
FREE! Take advantage of this offer AT ONCE! 

f REE BOOK-- 
1 Mr- Ray Snyder, 

FREE TRIAL COUPON! AI,. R ELECTRICAL Technical 

B ger 
ON 1 500 CO S. Poulina St, 

Book Mana s O.K., Mr, Snyder! 33-TI. slo RADIO 
S 
M. 

Dept. 
new, 6 -book set, l'li take Chicago i 

$ Per your offer. APolied Practical 
go i I11, 

Include TV- RApcal Radin f Yeti Get-Acquainted 
IO Patternse &vDian for Sen,; ' 

Address grams Boo REF. TRI gt. k FREE! 

.............................. City ...... 
.... I 

City 

. Employed 1 Ptoe zone 

...State 
...................... 

Check lid 1 here 

1 .O. D. Posta YOU want . 
postage 

on delivery. 7-da 
Money Back 

Guarantee. $20.95 Plus I 
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take the 

out of 
TV 

CORONA FREE HVO -X7 

FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 

Merit's famous HV07 is now treated to 
a miracle- tough, new non -hygroscopic 
insulation. Liquid -molded, this latest 
development in insulating materials 
encloses the high voltage winding, is 
impervious to moisture and high hu- 
midity and forms a watertight seal for 
the high voltage lead. Unaffected 
physically or electrically by cycles of 
heat and cold, it will withstand operat- 
ing temperatures 50% above normal 
without change. Its high dielectric 
constant affords maximum protection 
with minimum distributive capacity. 

MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP. 

4425 NORTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40 

MET 

RADIO MONTH 

Above- Hearing aid models of the past 
15 years, terminating in the new Maico 
transistor type. The model at rear is 
using a still older type. Right -The 
new Sonotone transistor hearing aid. 

TRANSISTOR- EQUIPPED hearing 
aids have been offered to the public for 
the first time. Weight and operational 
costs are greatly reduced. Their small 
size may be seen from the photographs 
of the Maico aid, which uses three 
transistors, and the Sonotone model, 
which uses a transistor to replace the 
power tube and retains two voltage 
amplifier tubes. 

NEW GERMANIUM SOURCE -the 
richest found thus far -has been dis- 
covered in a Kentucky coal deposit by 
prospectors seeking new supplies of the 
urgently needed substance. Worth $350 
a pound in pure metallic form, the 
germanium is little more than a trace 
in the coal and must go through an 
elaborate process of extraction and re- 
fining before it is suitable for use in 
transistors, diodes, and power recti- 
fiers. Despite the new find, the tre- 
mendous increase in the demand for the 
valuable metal will probably bar any 
immediate decrease in cost. 

THE 1953 I.R.E. SHOW and conven- 
tion will be held at Grand Central Pal- 
ace, New York City, on March 23, 24, 
25, and 26. In anticipation of an even 
larger attendance than the 28,000 who 
visited last year's I.R.E. show, the lay- 
out has been improved and simplified 
to enable visitors to circulate more 
comfortably among the exhibits. RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS extends a cordial invita- 
tion to visit its exhibit on the second 
floor -Booth 2 -141- directly opposite 
the elevators on the 46th Street side of 
the building. 

Technical sessions in connection with 
the show will take place at the Waldorf - 
Astoria. 

TV SETS OUTNUMBER PHONES in 
many leading U. S. cities. Baltimore, 
Boston, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Phila- 
delphia, and St. Louis already have 
given TV a comfortable lead, while in 
New York, Chicago, Detroit, and Wash- 
ington the two vital services are run- 
ning just about even. Opening of u.h.f. 
channels and new assignments in the 
v.h.f. band are expected to pull TV far 
out in front in cities that have had at 
least one channel for five years or more. 

THE SERIAL- NUMBER RACKET, 
which has victimized thousands of pur- 

chasers of radios, television sets, and 
other appliances over many years, is 
being fought vigorously by Better 
Business Bureaus through proposed 
legislation already submitted in New 
York, Nebraska, and other states. Un- 
scrupulous dealers remove or deface 
manufacturers' serial numbers on 
equipment to evade warranty obliga- 
tions, transfer merchandise irregularly 
to non -franchised, cut -price channels, 
or conceal stolen merchandise. The bill 
introduced in New York calls for a fine 
of $50 for the first offense, with penal- 
ties up to $1,000 for subsequent con- 
victions. Nebraska's proposed legisla- 
tion goes even farther, carrying cash 
penalties of $50 to $5,000, and prison 
terms of 6 months to 5 years. 

EUROPEAN TV has been further ex- 
panded with the opening of a television 
station by the Northwest German Radio 
Network, which has been in operation 
since the beginning of the year. 

The station is so located as to cover 
about 60% of northwest Germany, and 
reaches West Berlin. The audience is 
still limited -unofficial estimates state 
that about 5,000 sets are in use in West 
Germany. Many are leased rather than 
sold outright, as the prices (ranging 
from $300 to $600 in American money) 
are from three to six times the aver- 
age worker's monthly salary. 

Broadcasts are reported to consist of 
2 -hour daily programs. No commercials 
are carried. 

There is a monthly television tax of 
five marks ($1.25 approximately) on 
each set. The Northwest German Radio 
Network and the Post Office radio ad- 
ministration share the proceeds. 

EDUCATIONAL TV has been given 
the support of no less an authority than 
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice -president of 
the General Electric Company and one 
of the country's television pioneers. 

"To my mind it is not a question of 
whether we can afford television," Dr. 
Baker said in a statement to the New 
York State Temporary Commission on 
the Use of Television for Educational 
Purposes, which is holding hearings to 
determine whether New York State 
should embark on a program of educa- 
tional television. "Instead, I believe we 
cannot afford, if we have the least con- 
cern for our country's future and for 
the future of our children, to pass up 
the opportunity offered us." END 
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THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOG FOR 

EVERYTHING IN TV, RADIO AND 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

17 

get your 1953 

ALLIED 
236 -PAGE CATALOG 

it's complete 
it's value -packed 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS 

TV and Radio Parts 

Test Instruments 

Hi -Fi and P.A. Equipment 

Custom TV Chassis 

AM, FM Tuners & Radios 

Recorders and Supplies 

Amateur Station Gear 

Builders Supplies 

Equipment for Industry 

Send for it today! 
Here's the one authoritative, complete 

Buying Guide to Everything in Electronics- packed 
with the world's largest selections of quality 

equipment at lowest money- saving prices. See 
the latest in TV custom chassis, TV antennas 

and accessories; AM and FM tuners and radios; 
High -Fidelity Custom Sound components; latest 

P.A. Systems and accessories; recorders; 
Amateur receivers, transmitters and station gear; 

specialized industrial electronic equipment; test 
instruments; builders' kits; huge listings of parts, 

tubes, tools, books -your choice of the world's 
most complete stocks of quality equipment. 

ALLIED gives you every buying advantage; 
speedy delivery, expert personal help, lowest 

prices, liberal time payment terms, assured 
satisfaction. Get the latest 1953 ALLIED 

Catalog. Keep it handy -and save time and 
money. Send for your FREE copy today! 

QUICK 
EXPERT 
SERVICE 

SEND TODAY FOR RADIO'S 
LEADING BUYING GUIDE 

EASY -PAY TERMS 

Take advantage of 
ALLIED's liberal Easy 
Payment Plan- Radio's 
best terms -only 10% 
down, 12 months to pay 
-no interest if you pay 
in 60 days. Available on 
Hi -Fi and P. A. units, 
recorders, TV chassis, 
test instruments, Ama- 
teur gear, etc. 

MARCH, 1953 

TV & HI -FI SPECIALISTS 

To keep up with devel- 
opments in TV and 
High -Fidelity, look to 
ALLIED! Count On us for 
all the latest releases and 
largest stocks of equip- 
ment in these important 
fields. If it's anything 
in Television or High - 
Fidelity equipment -we 
have it in stock! 

EVERYTHING IN 
ELECTRONICS 

ALLIED RADIO 
World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 2-C-3 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Illinois 

Send FREE 236 -Page 1953 ALLIED Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone.... State 

MMMMMMMMMM 
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INCREASED SERVICE BUSINESS 123 %! 

. , ' 
. BT 

c1= lä,0tt;ük. 

Miami TV- radio 

service dealer 

L. T. Sample 

proves that 

promotion 

pays off! 

/or 4/o, 434Q-SereteePeders 

`ú s 1953 CATALOG 

John Doe w << 

"Because of our summer promotion, June service sales 
were 194 per cent of May; July sales 223 per cent. 
August service will equal or exceed July. Newspaper 
ads, mailing cards, television spots, radio announce - 
ments-we used them all successfully." 

LAURENCE T. SAMPLE 
Electronic Television of Florida, Inc. 

1003 S. W. 27th Avenue, Miami, Fla. 

Follow I.. T. Sample's lead ... use G -E promotion aids 

to get more service business! 

BEGLNNLNG the first day you use them, these 1953 
promotion helps work hard to bring you more 

service business - bigger profits! See your General 
Electric tube distributor for your copy of G. E.'s new 
catalog! Or write direct to General Electric Company, 
Tube Department, Schenectady 5, New York. 

o2ei ca/z yea/ pea colanee 

GENERAL 

TUBE OEIAErMENT 

GENERAL ® ELE CTRIC 

Now you con do it! 
... with the sure -fire promotion aids 
described in General Electric's brand - 
new catalog for 1953- 

Identification aids, such as decals, 
clock, signs, and tube display cartons. 

Advertising aids, such as mailing 
pieces, newspaper ad mats, doorhangers, 
and streamers. 

Business aids, such as ¡ob tickets, 
calling cards, letterheads, and tube -test 
stickers. 

Service aids, such as tube puller, jump, 
er cord, drop cloth, and shop garments. 

Technical manuals and publications. 

ELECTRIC 

777 \kt 
779 771 5 11 51FCrrr` 
`+, YEARS OE EIECTRICAE LL 

`1` P0.0GRESf LL 
..t1-1 de-L 

.41 a o nd .. r li r mir ara ity , 
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11 le/re 
CARTRIDGE DISPENSER 

pa's 
THESE E -V SALES AIDS 

RE1ARa =1yCE 
When did you 

NSt change your 

PNON4 

CARTRIßOE? 

sy 

IPROFESSIONAL 

o RAPH 
SERVICE 

WI WE USE ] PRODUCTS FY 

1 

COLORFUL 
DISPENSER 2 

UNIQUE 
DECAL 3 

SET MODEL 
REPLACEMENT GUIDE 

USE this handsome, all -metal dispenser in 
your store or shop. It catches the eye and makes 
your customers want to buy! 

This modern merchandiser is the new way, 
the positive way to cash in on the $70,000,000.00 
phono- cartridge modernization -replacement market. 

Not only does it sell cartridges, but the handy 
Cartridge Interchangeability Chart on each side 
makes your replacement service quick and easy. 

In addition, the unique colorful, transparent 
Decal and the complete Manufacturers Set Model 
Replacement Guide make you the authority on 
Phono Service in your community. 

All three are Free, without extra cost, from your 
E -V Distributor with every purchase of any 6 E -V 
Phono Cartridges. (The 6 basic Preferred E -V 
Models shown here, of course, enable you to 
make over 92% of all replacements.) 

Use this profit key to '53! Open up the treasure 
'hat holds 10,000,000 Phonograph Modernization 
Sales. Make money selling Cartridge replacements 
now the E -V way. 

Handsome 
All -Metal 
Maroon, Yellow 
and White 
Dispenser. 
Holds any 6 
E -V Cartridges 
in their New 
Jewel -Like 
Golden Yellow 
Plastic Boxes. 

Hang it on a 
Wall or Shelf. 
Cartridge 
Boxes Easily 
Removed from 
Bottom or Top. 

Complete 
Cartridge Inter- 
changeability 
Chart on 
Both Sides 
of Dispenser 

gierefez 
Sued Wow 701 

FREE BOOKLET SCP 1 -2 

"YOUR PROFIT KEY TO '53" 

boort. 13 E. 40th St.. W. Y. 16, U. S. A. Cables: Arleb 

r ELECTRO -VOICE, INC. 
421 Carroll St., Buchanan, Mich. 
Send Free Booklet SCP 1.2 

"YOUR PROFIT KEY TO 'Sr 
NAME 

ADDIRESS 

CITY ZONE -STATE 
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20 I RADIO BUSINESS 

TUNG-SOL statistical quai i-y 
control methods produce the 
industry's most reliable tubes 
for all uses. 

Tung -Sol makes: All -Glass 
Sealed Beam Lamps, ?r liature 
Lamps, Signal Flashers Oicture 
Tubes, Radio, TV and Special 
Purpose Electron Tubes. 

TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC. 
Newark 4, N. J. 

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicagc, 
Culver City (Los Angeles), 

Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Newa -k 

TUNG-SOL 
RADIO, TV TUBES, DIAL LAMPS 

BAROMETER of the PARTS INDUSTRY 

During January, 54 of the leading 400 manufacturers of Radio - 
Television- Electronic parts and equipment made changes in their lines. 
Actually there was a decrease in "change activity" as compared to December. 
In price revisions by the number of manufacturers and products affected, the 
following summary illustrates the comparative trend for the months of 
December and January. 

No. of Manufacturers 
December January 

Increased prices 

Decreased prices 

18 

10 

19 

14 

No. of Products 
December Januar" 

Increased prices 

Decreased prices 

265 

88 

207 

123 

For a summary of the most active product categories, see the following table: 

Product Group 

Increased 
Prices 

Decreased 
Prices 

New 
Products 

Discontinued 
Products 

No. of 
Mfrs. 

No. of 
Products 

No. of 
Mfrs. 

No. of 
Products 

No. of 
Mfrs. 

No. of 
Products 

No. of 
Mfrs. 

No. of 
Products 

Antennas & Access. 3 17 ** 3 38* 7 117 ** 8 75 ** 

Capacitors 0 0 ** 0 0 1 44 ** 0 0 

Controls & Resistors 0 0 ** 1 45* 1 4 ** 1 1 ** 

Sound & Audio Prod. 5 8* 3 9 ** 14 47 ** 13 40* 

Test Equipment 2 2* 0 0 8 49* 5 17* 

Transformers 2 2 1 1 2 4 ** 0 0 ** 

Tubes 7 178* 6 30* 5 19 ** 5 29 ** 

Wire & Cable 0 0 0 0 I 2 ** 1 4* 

* Increase over December 
** Decrease from December 

* Inc ease over December 
** Decrease from December 

Comment: Since the last reported period, fewer manufac urers were engaged in 'change ac- 
tivity." TV and radio receiving tube manufacturers are continuing their tendency toward 
increasing prices, while other product group price changes remain spotty with no apparent trend. 

This data is prepared by the staff of United Catalog Publishers, Inc., 110 Lafayette Street. New York, 
publishers of RADIO'S MASTER, the Official Buying Guide of the parts Industry. 

Merchandising and Promotion 
Channel Master Corp., Ellenville, 

N. Y., presented the 200th performance 
of its film, "The Antenna is the Payoff," 
at Philadelphia's Benjamin Franklin In- 
stitute under the sponsorship of Radio 
Electric Service Co., Channel Master's 
Philadelphia distributor, and leading 
dealer associations in that area. Follow- 
ing the film, Sam Schlussel, Channel 
Master u.h.f. engineer, addressed the 
group. 

The General Electric Tube Depart- 
ment will continue its consumer adver- 
tising program in support of television 
service technicians with a series of con- 
sumer magazine ads in 1953. 

Merit Coil & Transformer Corp., Chi- 
cago, is packing a new form in each 
HVO -7 flyback box. The form provides 
complete hookup data and five appli- 
cable schematics to cover various chas- 
sis. The company plans to include simi- 
lar information in future TV "Repl" 
Guides. The forms are also available 
from the company for counter distri- 
bution. 

Simpson Electric Co., Chicago, has 
made reprints of an article on efficient 
TV installation techniques by two of its 
engineers, Jack Whiteside and L. J. 
Austin, available in Instruction Forms 
No. 19 and No. 20. 

(Continued on page 26) 

Sam Schlussel, Channel Master u.h.f. development engineer, at a demonstration. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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or opportunities wit in your reach 

See what the RCA 

TV Servicing Course 

offers you 

Good -pay jobs. A business of your own. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOOD -PAY JOBS 

in Television are within your reach when 
you study TV Servicing by the RCA Insti- 
tutes Home Study Method. Or perhaps 
you would like to start a TV Service busi- 
ness of your own. 

If you are not satisfied with the way 
your future now stacks up, see how easily 

you can change the course of your career. 
RCA Institutes Home Study Course in 
TV Servicing is helping thousands of other 
people to better jobs. It can help you. 
Right now thousands of opportunities are 
going begging. There is a critical shortage 
of trained TV servicemen. This is your 
big opportunity. 

Easy -to- understand, 

illustrated lessons 

The entire course is di- 
vided into ten units of 
several individual les- 
sons. You study them at 
home in your spare time. 

Lesson -by- lesson you learn 
the theory and step -by -step procedures of 
installing TV antennas, of servicing and 
trouble- shooting TV receivers. Hundreds of 
pictures and diagrams help you understand 
the how -it -works information and the how - 
to-do-it techniques. You will be amazed how 
easily you absorb the knowledge of each les- 
son, how quickly you train yourself to become 
an experienced technician. 

Experienced engineers and 

faculty prepared the course, 

grade your lessons 

The RCA Institutes 
course was written and 
planned by instructors 

with years of specialized 
experience in training men by home -study 
and resident- school methods. The course 
embodies RCA's background of television 
experience plus knowledge gained in training 
several thousand technicians. A study of 
the course parallels an apprentice's training. 
Your lessons are carefully examined and 
accurately graded by friendly teachers who 
are interested in helping you to succeed. 

RCA Institutes conducts a resident school in New 
York City offering day and evening courses in 
Radio and TV Servicing, Radio Code and Radio 
Operating, Radio Broadcasting, Advanced Tech- 
nology. Write for free catalog on resident courses. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A SERVICE Of RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
aso WEST FOURTHMEET NEW ro Rr/y N.Y 

One of the leading and oldest 

Radio -Television 

training schools 

Founded in 1909, RCA 
Institutes, Inc. has been 
in continuous operation 
for the past 44 years. Its 

wide experience and extensive educational 
facilities give students, just like you, unsur- 
passed technical training in the highly special- 
ized field of radio -television -electronics. 

RCA Institutes is licensed by the University 
of the State of New York ... an affiliate 
member of the American Society for Engi- 
neering Education ... approved by the Vet- 
erans Administration ... approved by leading 
Radio -Television Service Organizations. 

It costs so little 
to gain so much 

RCA Institutes makes it easy for you to take 
advantage of the big opportunities in TV 
Servicing. The cost of the TV Servicing Home 
Study Course has been cut to a minimum. 
You pay for the course on a pay- as -you- 
learn unit lesson basis. No other home study 
course in TV Servicing offers so much for so 
little cost to you. 

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET -Mail the coupon - 
today. Get complete information on the RCA INSTITUTES 
Home Study Course in Television Servicing. Booklet gives 
you a general outline of the course by units. See how this 
practical home study course trains you quickly, easily. 
Mail coupon in envelope or paste on postal card. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Home Study Dept. RE -353 
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N.Y. 

Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet "RCA INSnruns 
Home Study Course in TELEVISION SERVICING." (No salesman will call.) 

Name 

Address 

City lone Stnte 

(please print) 
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PAYIHEON 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

1 -ft4W 

., 

j 

... sign of Service Dealers 
who are 

El 

, oft,'- 

ra 

. 

B'..t- .. 

EogpEft 

ICNEE 

WHEREVER you see Service 
Dealers who are featuring the 

Raytheon Bonded Electronic Tech- 
nician Program, you're looking at 
good businessmen who are as in- 
terested in tomorrow as in today. 
True, the cash -protection of the 
Raytheon Bond (backed by Con- 
tinental Casualty Company) and 
the Raytheon "Code of Ethics" 
create initial customer confidence 
and thus stimulate sales right now. 

RIGHT... FOR SOUND AND SIGHT! 

But, more important, the sound, 
sensible way Raytheon Bonded 
Electronic Technicians do business 
insures future profits from an ever - 
increasing backlog of satisfied cus- 
tomers. 

Your Raytheon Tube Distributor 
will be happy to give you the whole 
story on the Raytheon Bonded 
Program, and tell you whether or 
not you can qualify for this double - 
barreled asset. Call him today. 

RAYTHEON MAKES All T 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Advanced FM -TV Training, 

AMAZING NEW TRAINING PLAN 

NOW ... YOU CAN BECOME A 

23 

LICENSED' TV TECHNICIAN 
Leonard C. Lane, U.S.. M.A. President of Radio -Television Training Association, 
Exec. Dir. of Pierce School 
of Radio and Television 

LICENSED TV MEN MAKE MORE MONEY 

AT NO EXTRA COST ! 

YOU GET 
YRORK 

C TRIP TO 

NEW 
FROM ANYWHERE 114 THE U.S. OR CANADA -I pa 

your way to New York and return, PLUS 2 FREE 

weeks. 50 hours of advanced instruction and shop 

trainin' at the PIERCE SCHOOL OF RADIO 

,You student -operated ad eRadio 

stations. 
ta .ncluding 

centers. 
behind the 

study first 
of And I 

big Radio-TV centers, to 
EXTRA lies to 

this AT NO 
complete Radio -TV course only.) 

Only 

COST: (APP 

Only RTTA makes this amazing offer. 

SET -UP YOUR OWN HOME LABORATORY 
WITH THE 15 BIG TELEVISION -RADIO 
KITS WE SEND YOU (At No Extra Cost) 

YOU BUILD 
AND KEEP 

ALL THESE 

UNITS 

EXTRA FEATURES THAT MEAN MORE MONEY FOR YOU! 
Thousands of new job opportunities will be available 
for you right in your own state, now that the govern- 
ment has lifted restrictions on new TV stations. My 
simple, successful methods can PREPARE YOU NOW to 
take your place in America's booming TELEVISION 
and Electronics industries ... help you get the success 
and happiness that you always wanted out of life. 
You learn the practical, easy way by using actual 
parts and equipment in the 15 big Radio -TV kits I 
send you, including a COMPLETE TV RECEIVER ... 
yours to build and keep. 
My Advanced Training Prepares You For Better Jobs 
Then, after you finish your training for a position as 
3 full- fledged TV Technician -where you con write 
your own ticket and choose from dozens of fascinat- 
ing careers -I don't stop there! I continue to train 
you -AT NO EXTRA COST -to qualify for even better 
pay in the BETTER JOBS that demand FCC licenses, 
with my ... 

* FCC 

UCOACHING 

COURSE' 
p REPARES YOU AT HOME 

FOR YOUR 

FCC LICENSE 
THE BEST JOBS IN TV AND RADIO 

REQIRE AN FCC LICENSE 

Given to every student at NO 
EXTRA 

COST after 

TV Theory and Practice is completed. 

-INCLUDING RIG SCREEN TV RECEIVER, 

plus Super -Het Radio Receiver, 

R.F. Signal Generator, Combination 

Voltmeter-Ammeter-Ohmmeter, 

C -W Telephone 

Receiver, AC -DC 

Power Supply. 

Everything 

Furnished 

Including 

All Tubes, and 
Big TV Tube 

-c 

i 
For Men Who Know Radio' 

Prepares You For Higher Pay Jobs 
In A Few Months 

COMPLETE theory and practical train- 
ing course . complete with kits I Including large screen TV receiver. 

FCC License Coaching Course Included FREE. 

ATTENTION! V E T E R A N S! 
MY SCHOOLS FULLY APPROVED TO TRAIN VETERANS UNDER NEW G. I. BILL! 
If discharged after June 27, 1950 -CHECK COUPON BELOW! Also approved 
for RESIDENT TRAINING in New York City ... qualifies you for full subsistence 
allowance up to 5160 per month. 

I GET MY GRADUATES GOOD PAYING JOBS 

"As Merchant Ship Radio 
Officer. I receive 8867. for 40 -day trip. Your training helped me get thr fine position." - Stanley Nawrockl 

2. - 
Your excellent Instruc 

lion helped me get my 
present Job as an air- port radio mechanic for 

An.erican Airlines." 
-Eugene E. Easko 

laI now hold a fine air- 
lines position at La- 
Guardia Field, New York 
City. thanks to your ex- 

cellent training." 
- Joseph Rosenberg 

e"Thanks to your train- ing. I Qualified for - 

good Joh as a Receiver 
Tester at Federal Tele phone and Radio." 

-Paul Frank Scier 
Many others working at NEC. RCA. COW Dumont, hilco, 

Emerson. Admiral and other leading firms. 

RADIO- TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION 
1529 Broadway, Radio City Station, New York City 19, N. Y. 

Approved as a Correspondence School 
under the laws of the State of New York 

MARCH, 1953 

BOTH 
FREE 
New 
Illustrated 
Book plus 
Sample 
Lesson 

Mr. Leonard C. Lane, President 
RADIO -TELEVISION TRAINING ASSN. 
1629 Broadway, Radio City Station 
New York 19. N. Y. Dept. R -; 
Dear Mr. Lane: 

Mail me your NEW FREE BOOK and SAMPLE 
LESSON that will show me how I can make BIG 
MONEY in TELEVISION. I understand I am un- 
der no obligation and no salesman will call. 
Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

I am interested in: Cl Radio -TV O Advanced FM -TV II 
VETERANS: If qualified under new G.I. Bill, check 
here 
tiNI = 11 
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ULTRA PAN's i, t, - v 

Today's MOO' so nitro, .4áEkGt@A 

cntennasl The slitro fana 
actually operate on eke* Hep 

crate electronic as risimins 
oa!omotic011y: 

1. tow Bond (Cho 
nefs 2 -b1 . Conicat 
antenna with porn- 
sitio reflector 

2. High Band VHF !Chan- 
nets 7 -138 , . Largo 
dïameter V antenna 

3 . t e1r (Channels 14438 
.. Triongotar dipole 

with shoe- reflector 
+31rí ,p.r sae *II-Vtd' stacking 

avich° higher VHF and 

sirs! bay -- +Yodel no. 413 starked - model no. 4132 

es gaits Eocis Ultra Fan hat 
ers awn 2 -toge inter- action 
fitter, so that only ono From 
scission imn to the eel iá 
euíred. 

'MI I VHF, oil wit. 

ULTRA 

DAPTER 
tn3dEl l+a. 414 

Instantly converts 
al Channel Master 
Super Fans into 
high gain, all - 
channel, VHF -UHF 
antennas. Features 
a Eeilt -in inter - 
a.tion filter. 

America's most complete - most effective -UHF antenna line. 

Uì i 

Channel Master's advmced engSeesing pays 3-7 again! While ra n 

caused h,,dreds of Ulf antenna! to 'All recently in Portland, not one 
Channel Master anteata dimmed or shorted out a picture! TEe 
facts spelt for themsekes: Rain e- iliac, Channel Master antennas out- 
perform I others. 

ULTRA 

SvW 
model no. 401 

The haste UHF 
antenna for 
primary signal 
areas, and the 
outstanding 
member of the 
bow -type an- 
tonne family. 

Onit Channel Maser- Antenna are designed to eliminate 

the "TWIN TERRORS" CT lHF RECEP "ION: 

. Vibnctios, which cause' picture 

flicker. 
Eli r inaied by Channel Master's Ultra - 

Ric d :onstruction and advanced 

mechcrical design. 

1fi 
. The ac:umulatien cf dirt or 

moist +e Ground the crtenna ter- 

minals, which dims and 
i evetu- 

ally !hosts out the TV p n 

Eilmineted by Channel Master's sen- 

sational "free -space" terminais which 

prevent the 
the 
accuulation of foreign 

points. 

w. 

ULTRA 

VEE 

model no. 404 

e Gosd UHF 
ges'n 

* Low VHF gain 
ti? Pre most rigid 

UHF antenna 
of its type 
sold size. 

SEP 

Gain 11 DB. single 
14 DRS. slacked 

DELTA 

WELD 
Wide Band 
10 Element 
UHF Yagi 

Custom- designed 
for full co,,erage 
of you' specific 
areal Brilliant high 
gain perfcr -lance 
across a3 many as 
23 different chan. 
nets. 

Sold through tf.e nation`% 

lending distributor! 

.o6111 .11 I= .- 

ULTRA 

ROW 
with 

SCREEN 

FtECTQt 

tatcel no, 40:3 

Ceo be stacked íe 

1, 2, and 4 boys. 
High all - channel 
UHF gain, excel - 
len' front -ta -bock 
relia. 

amerso mi. a* IMO MI .11110-Me OS ANY INS 

CORNER 

REFLECTOR 
model no. 405 

the outstand- 
ing all -channel 
U'IF FRINGE 
antenna. Now 
-can be 
stacked for 
even greater 
gc in. 

ULTRA TIE model no. 9034 

Electronic Inter- Action Filter 
JOINS separate antennas into a single VHF -UHF 
antenna system, fir use with a single transmis- 

rn line. 

atPARATES VHF and UHF signal at Sire sat 

04. 4, 'd.,.,r,l,z,ml t 
I 
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NOW -read this true story of 

UHF ANTENNA FAILURE IN PORTLAND! 

4FI!NM WA OW= Mlialw 

WO 

r...RP 

GARRETSON RADIO SUPPLYING. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION SEATTLE I, WASHINGTON 
2416 SECOND AVENUE SE. 0640 . MU. 0422 

Channel Master Corporation 
Napanoch Road 
Ellenville, New York 

Attn: Harold Harris 

Dear Harold: 

January 22, 1953 

Now that the UHF station, KPTV in Portland, Oregon has been on the air for a few months, it may interest you to know some of the results of antenna performance. 

Antennas of all descriptions, both multi -channel and single channel UHF have been installed in the Portland area. The results in most cases were fair, however in some instances certain types of antennas specifically for the UHF channels failed completely to perform. Several of the so called "all channel" antennas performed in strong signal areas, but failed completely where gain was needed, or ghost problems were encountered. These results were obtained while the weather in Portland was good. 

For the past few weeks it has been raining consistently in the Portland area and the antenna failures have been numerous, due to the shorting out of the terminal connection at the antenna. Tne result -- antenna crew men have been out drilling small holes in the terminal blocks trying to provide as much air insulation as possible. Certain types of antennas, which used an isolation filter at the antenna also had their troubles. In many cases this filter broke down and moisture leaked into the filter, causing it to short out at the terminal. 
Many of the Channel Master UHF antennas have been sold and installed by our dealers in Portland, with no complaints whatsoever. In 

all cases, the antennas have given excellent performance and provided clean pictures, regardless of weather conditions. This, we feel, is the 
result of research and engineering, and the foresight to foresee the many problems which would confront the UHF antenna. 

The use of your free -space terminals has forestalled any problems of signal loss due to moisture conditions and in all cases, our dealers tell us that the Channel Master antennas live up to the published catalog information. 

May we offer our congratulations on an excellent unit - and let's 
keep them rolling! 

VMH/pl 

Very truly yours, 

GARR)N RADIO SUPPLYJ INC. 

By: aige c. Lundber 

fit 'a!á.t : -: ..í 

Look to Channel Master for UHF- IT PAYS OFF! 
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,,r MODEL 650 

VISUALLY IDENTIFIES 

TROUBLE IN ANY SECTION 

OF A TV RECEIVER 

The HICKOK Model 650 Video 
Generator is the first instrument 
of its kind to accurately and rap- 
idly solve your servicing prob- 
lems with the necessary tests to 
visually identify trouble in any 
section of a TV receiver. 

FEATURES: 
An all- purpose video gener- 
ator. Provides an electronically 
accurate bar or dot pattern on 
the screen of any TV receiver 
-independent of station oper- 
ation. 
Can be used as a TV transmit- 
ter to simultaneously transfer 
a program to any number of 
TV receivers -on any desired 
channel. 
RF output, directly calibrated 
in microvolts for sensitivity 
measurements. 
Substitute Video Amplifier 
with gain of 0 to 10. 
Crystal controlled timer for 
greater accuracy. 
Fast, accurate, the ideal instru- 
ment for all area servicing. 
Increases TV maintenance 
profits -allows you to trouble 
shoot many more installations 
per day. 
Built only by HICKOK. Con- 
tains highest quality compo- 
nents throughout for lasting 
accuracy and dependability. 

Write for the new, complete Hickok 
Test Instrument Catalog today. 

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 

10531 Dupont Avenue Cleveland 8, Ohio 

RADIO BUSINESS 

(Continued from page 20) 
Jensen Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 

developed a new 9 -way merchandising 
package as a high- fidelity selling aid. 
The plan includes counter cards, folders, 
catalog material, etc. 

Weller Electric Corp., Easton, Pa., 
designed a new crowd -stopping display 
for use in regional and local dealer trade 
shows which it lends, free, to its distrib- 

utors. Built around a shooting -gallery 
theme, the display uses audience par- 
ticipation to gain additional appeal. 

P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, 
designed three new kits for its con- 
trols. Any one of the three permits serv- 
icing of over 50 different models of radio 
and TV sets. Individual kits are recom- 
mended for Western, Central, and East- 
ern states. 

Precision Apparatus Co., Inc., Elm- 
hurst, N. Y., manufacturer of radio and 
TV test equipment, opened its 1953 se- 
ries of lectures on television circuitry 
and servicing in New York City recent- 
ly. The lectures and demonstrations are 
scheduled to be presented in 110 cities 
throughout the United States and 
Canada during 1953. 

Permo, Inc., Chicago, manufacturer of 
phonograph needles, recording tape and 
wire, and record brushes, released a 
new brochure to distributors showing 
photographs of the representatives who 
handle the Permo line. 

Radio Merchandise Sales, Inc., 
(RMS), New York City, held another in 
its series of forums on TV antennas in 
Quebec. The company also participated 
in a forum at Bridgeport, Conn., con- 
ducted by the local station WICC -TV. 

Production and Sales 
The RTMA estimated TV set produc- 

tion for 1952 at approximately 6,000,- 
000 and radio set production at 9,500,- 
000. Officially, the RTMA reported pro- 
duction of 5,175,194 TV sets and 8,386,- 

076 radios for the 
1952, as compared 
sets and 11,701,115 
the 1951 period. 

first 11 months of 
with 4,798,056 TV 
radios produced in 

The NBC Research and Planning De- 
partment reported that there were 
20,439,400 TV sets installed in the 
United States as of December 1. New 
York had over 3,000,000 and Chicago, 
Los Angeles and Philadelphia over 
1,000,000 each. Boston was close to the 
million mark, and the new TV areas of 
Denver, Colo., and Portland, Ore., rang 
in with 70,000 and 35,000 respectively. 

New Plants and Expansions 
Aerovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass., 

purchased the entire outstanding stock 
of Acme Electronics, Inc., Pasadena, 
Calif., designer and manufacturer of 
filters. Acme will be operated as a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Aerovox 
under the continuing management of 
Hugh P. Moore, president. 

Radio Apparatus Corp., Indianapolis, 
has transferred the national sales offices 
of its Monitoradio line of receivers and 
transmitters for mobile or stationary 
communications systems to Chicago, 
according to an announcement by Roy 
True, corporation president. At the same 
time he announced the appointment of 
Verne Roberts and Paul Redhead as 
director of sales and sales manager, 
respectively, of the newly formed group. 
Both are well known in the industry. 

General Cement Manufacturing Co. 
opened an additional plant in Rockford, 
Ill., according to R. G. Ellis, general 
sales manager. This is the company's 
third plant in that city. Main offices re- 
main at 919 Taylor Ave. in Rockford. 

Granco Products, Inc., 36 -17 20th Ave., 
Long Island City, N. Y., was established 
as a new firm in the electronics field. 
The company will design, manufacture, 
and distribute u.h.f. converters for TV 
and u.h.f. measuring instruments. 

Radio Corporation of America an- 
nounced plans to build a factory in 
Spain for the production of phonograph 
records, record players, and TV home 
receivers. 

Crest Laboratories relocated its fac- 
tory and offices in expanded facilities in 
Rockaway Beach, N. Y. The new facili- 
ties, quadrupling the company's former 
space, will produce transformers. 

Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc. 
completed its new factory and office 
building in Westfield, N. J. It will be 
used for the manufacture of TV boost- 
ers and distribution amplifiers. 

David Bogen Co., manufacturer of 
sound systems, moved to new and larger 
quarters occupying the entire six -story 
building at 29 Ninth Ave., New York 
City. 

Radio Craftsmen, Inc., Chicago, es- 
tablished the Hi- Fidelity Manufacturing 
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Model 

650 

Air 
-xrcctrnonsamaoleareOrote.....00n., 

sa 

Universal Video 
Generator 

Hickok, through 42 years 
of uninterrupted quality produc- 

tion has pioneered and developed 
numerous well-known electrical and elec- 

tronic equipments now recognized as standards 
for the industry. 

The newest Hickok contribution is the Model 650 
Universal Video Generator. It accurately and rapidly 
localizes trouble in any stage of a TV receiver. It's use 
accomplishes in minutes tasks that normally take hours. 

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland 8, Ohio 

MARCH, 1953 
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"Check your air, Sir ?" 

To keep voices traveling strongly through telephone cables, you have 
to keep water out. This calls for speed in locating and repairing cable 
sheath leaks -a hard job where cable networks fork and branch to 
serve every neighborhood and street. 

At Bell Telephone Laboratories, a team of mechanical and 
electrical engineers devised a way to fill a complex cable system with 
dry air under continuous pressure. Pressure readings at selected 
points detect cracks or holes, however small. Repairman can reach 
the spot before service is impaired. 

It's another example of how Bell Laboratories works out ways to 
keep your telephone service reliable -and to keep down the cost to you. 

Air compressor and tank are at right. Long cyl- 
inders on rack dry air before it enters cables. 

He's checking the air pressure in a branch cable, one of 
scores serving a town. The readings along the cable are 
plotted as a graph to find low -pressure points which indi- 
cate a break in the protecting sheath. 

Master meters keep watch over the various cable 
networks which leave a telephone office in all 
directions to serve a community. Air enters the 
system at 7 pounds pressure, but may drop to 2 

pounds in outermost sections -still enough to 
keep dampness out. 

BELL TELEHONE LABORATORIES 
Improving telephone service for America provides careers for creative men in mechanical engineering 
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iu E IF HE'S COMING UP HERE 

TODAY, I HOPE H15 INSURANCE 

15 IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. 

DON'T YOU THINK YOU'D BETTER 

LET U5 FIX YOUR ANTENNA? 

__ 
II InI In11111111111R 

i11I111 ulll{ÌII{{III.11p1' 
I191 

7'l_ 
WHILE WE'RE HERE MR F LINT, 

hAYyl 

NOtHlN' DO /N! 
WHY PAY YOU GUYS A FANCY 

PRICE FOR A LITTLE JOB I CAN DO 

I'VE BEEN TOO BUSY TO 

FIX 11,50 I DECIDED TO LET 

YOU HAVE THE JOB AFTER 

ALL. WON'T TAKE YOU MORE 

THAN AFEW MINUTES! 

Do you have the //t'WSth Edition of 
the SPRAGUE TV REPLACEMENT 

CAPACITOR MANUAL ? 

If not, get your copy from your distributor without delay! 

This 44 -page reference guide shows the accurate, up- to -the- 

minute Twist -Lok* and Atom* Electrolytic Capacitor replace- 

ments for 2460 receiver models by 78 set manufacturers. It's the 

most comprehensive of all such manuals and it's yours FREE! 

Also included for the first time in this new edition is a Printed 

Circuit Guide for the resistor -capacitor plates used by 46 manu- 

facturers as well as a complete capacitor color code chart, two 

extra features to make the Sprague TV Replacement Capacitor 
Manual even more invaluable to every television technician! 

P.S. If your distributor is temporarily out of stock, you can also get 
copies by writing Sprague Products Co., 81 Marshall St., North 
Adams, Mass. Please enclose 10c to cover handling and postage. 

*Trademark 

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO. IS THE DISTRIBUTORS' DIVISION OF THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO. 
MARCH, 953 
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NEW! 2ND EDITION 

of the only complete 

reference on AUDIO! 

`The Recording & 

Reproduction 
of SOUND" 

by OLIVER READ 

largest selling 
book in its field 

CONTENTS: 
A Partial List of Authoritative Chapters: 
Behavior of Sound Waves; Basic Recording 
Methods; Lateral Disc Recording; Microgroove 
Recording; The Decibel; Phono Reproducers; 
Styli ; Microphones; Loudspeakers and En- 
closures; Dividing Networks and Filters; At- 
tenuators and Mixers; Home Music Systems; 
P.A. Systems; Amplifiers; AM and FM Tun- 
ers -PLUS HUNDREDS OF OTHER SUBJECTS 

Completely 

revised and 

vastly en- 

larged new 

edition 

OVER 

800 
PAGES 

us or 
Sound Engineers, Hi- 
Fi Enthusiasts, P. A. 
Men, Broadcasting 
Stations, Recording 
Studios, Students 

Now you can have all the right answers to 
any subject in the field of Audio. Learn how 
to select and get the most out of recording 
equipment. Tells you how to select the 
proper amplifier for given applications, how 
to test amplifier performance, how to elimi- 
nate hum. Explains microphone, speaker 
and pickup principles and selection factors. 
Shows how to utilize inverse feed -back, ex- 
panders and compressors. Covers hundreds 
of subjects -a vast wealth of reliable infor- 
mation found in no other single volume. If 
you work in the field of Audio, this book be- 
longs in your library. Order your copy today! 
6" x 9" ONLY $795 
Hard Covers 
800 pages 700 illustrations 

ORDER 
TODAY 

Order from your Ports 
Jobber, or write direct to 
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

2205 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 

My (check) (money order) for $ 
is enclosed. 

Send copy(ies) of The Recording & 

Reproduction of Sound (RR -2). 37.95 per copy. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Corp. in West Palm Beach, Fla., to 
manufacture tuners, amplifiers, and 
eventually television chassis as subcon- 
tractors for Radio Craftsmen. 

Arcturus Electronics, Inc., Newark, 
N. J., has been merged into General 
Electronics, Inc., Paterson, N. J., with 
Delbert E. Replogle as president and 
Frederick D. Gearhart, Jr., as chairman 
of the Board. 

Stromberg- Carlson opened a sales 
and sales engineering office for its 
Sound Division in Dallas to serve an 
eight -state area in the South. 

American Phenolic Corp., Chicago, 
signed a licensing agreement with the 
Cornish Wire Co. of New York, giving 
Cornish rights to manufacture, package, 
and sell tubular twin -lead under Am- 
phenol's Krueger patent. 

Sarkes Tarzian, Bloomington, Ind., 
is expanding its Rectifier Division, with 
the addition of a two -story structure 
to its present plant. When completed 
the building will double the company's 
production capacity. 

Business Briefs 
. International Resistance Co., Phila- 

delphia, presented a lecture to over 150 
executives, engineers, supervisors, and 
other plant personnel, by Jack Lacy, 
widely known sales- training lecturer. 
The talk was part of IRC's long -range 
plan to increase customer service. 

. . . The 1953 Electronic Parts Show 
management reports that 234 compa- 
nies, with a total of 374 display units, 
reserved space at the annual show to be 
held in Chicago May 18 -21. 

... The RTMA held an industry -wide 
engineering conference in New York 
City to explore all phases of the prob- 
lem created by spurious receiver and 
transmitter radiations. 

. . . General Electric will double its 
production of germanium diodes this 
year to meet the rising demand by 
television manufacturers. 

. . . L. B. Calamaras, executive vice - 
president of NEDA, reported that a 
program has been outlined for the 1953 
NEDA Convention and Conference to be 
held September 14 -16 at the Chase 
Hotel in St. Louis, Mo. 

Electronic Instrument Co., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y., announced the production of 
its 250,000th Eico instrument since the 
company began business in 1945. 

. . . Howard W. Sams & Co., Indi- 
anapolis, announced that RCA, Harri- 
son, N. J., Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Bloom- 
ington, Ind., and the J. W. Miller Co., 
Los Angeles, have become participants 
in the Sams Photofact service for trans- 
former components, selenium rectifiers, 
and coils, respectively. 

. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., New 
York City, announced that Merit Coil 
& Transformer Corp., Chicago, is now 
participating in the Rider Replacement 
Parts Listing Program. END 

NEW! GONSET 

UHF -TV 
PRODUCTS 

VHF/UHF GONSET LINE 
Another First: 
by the originators j (j 
of prefabricated 
open wire line. Gonset Part #1499 

Closer spacing restricts r.f. field at UHF. 
375 ohm surge impedance requires no 
special matching to 300 ohm circuits. Un- 
like "ribbon" type line using either con- 
tinuous or perforated polyethelene web, 
the UHF attenuation of VHF /UHF GON. 
SET LINE increases only moderately when 
it is wet. 

UHF RHOMBIC 
High gain and ex- 
cellent directivity 
characteristics to- 
gether with a rugged 
mechanical struc- 
ture, all at a modest 

Gonset Part #1529 price are obtained in 
this optimized GONSET UHF RHOMBIC. 
Uniform gain of approximately 8 db from 
channel 14 through 65 (compared to a 
matched, resonant dipole). Sharp forward 
pattern minimizes the need for "probing" 
when installing. Amplitude of spurious 
lobes is sufficiently low to reject ghosts in 
over 99 per cent of installations. 

UHF PARABOLIC 
Aparabolic sheet type an- 
tenna using a folded di- 
pole. Construction avoids 
use of insulation. Ideal for 
use in locations where very 
strong rear reflections pro- 
duce unusually difficult 
ghost problems. Gain 4 to 
5 db over specified - fee 
quency range (referred to 
a resonant half wave di- 
pole). Not intended for fringe area use, 
but rather as a moderately priced antenna 
having excellent rear rejection. 
Gonset Part #1531 -A Channels 14.42 

" " #1531 -5 " 25.65 
" " #1531 -C ' 42.83 

UHF CORNER REFLECTOR 
A sturdy, well designed 
array of the corner reflec- 
tor type, using a folded 
dipole and 90 degree re- 
flector. Gain of approxi- 
mately 8 db is comparable 
to that of the GONSET 
UHF RHOMBIC, but for- 
ward response is somewhat 
broader and back response 
somewhat lower. Use of a 

folded dipole eliminates the need for an 
insulator, and permits a good impedance 
match to 300 ohm or 375 ohm line. Ideal 
for use where high gain is required and 
strong reflections from the rear make 
necessary an antenna which is virtually 
"dead" off the back. 
Gonset Part # 1535 -A 

" " #1535-B 
" #1535-C 

Channels 14.42 
" 25 -65 
" 42 -83 

GONSET CO. RE 

801 S. Main St. 

Burbank, Calif. 

Please RUSH new UHF-TV ENGINEERING BROCHURE 

Name 

Address 

NSA' Zone State_ 
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The Vibrator 
Preferred by 5 out of 6 Service Men 

How do we know? We surveyed hundreds of service men 
like yourself ... maybe you were one of them. We found 
that Mallory Vibrators were preferred over others because 
of their long life and dependability. 

There is good reason for that vote of confidence. It is the 
same reason why more Mallory Vibrators are used as 
original equipment than all other makes combined. The 
patented, tuned mechanism in Mallory Vibrators assures 
completely dependable performance, every time . . . 

Less wear because of slow contact 
Low resistance because of high contact pressure 
Reduced arcing because of clean, fast break 

You can depend on Mallory Vibrators for highest quality 
... yet they cost no more. Ask for Mallory, by name, the 
next time you call your distributor. It is a sure way to beat 
the call -back problem ... make sure every job is right the 
first time. 

CAPACITORS CONTROLS vIRitATOR.S - S\N/6TCFiEä RESISTOR. 
RECTIFIERS POWER SuP?'TIES PIi,il;8t5: . hkiEArC!!RY (sAFTF.IRIES 

APPRaVrED PRECISION PRODUCTS 
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145K VG. TRACER 
KIT $19.95 WIRED 528.95 

320K SIG. GEN. 
KIT $19.95 WIRED $29.95 

950K R -C BRIDGE & 
R.0 -L COMP. KIT $19.95 

W Ii RED $29.95 3601 SWEE? GEN. 
KIT $34.95 WIRED $49.95 

OVER 1/4 MILLION 

INSTRUMENTS 

in use the world overpey 
MULTIMETER 

KIT 112.90 WIRED $14.90 
1,000LÌ /v; 31 ranges 

E /CO new modem facilities fear research, 
development and production -your greater 
assurance of .. . 

¡MN PRECISION 47 LOWEST COST 

NEW 7" Push -Pull OSCILLOSCOPE 

pew 214K VII Vert KIT 
$34.93 WIRED 5.34.95 

New 377K SINE & SQUARE 
.AVE AUDIO GEN. KIT $31.45 

WIRED 549.95 

1040K BATTERY ELIM 
KIT $25.93 WIRED $34.95 

1171K RES. DECADE BOX 
KIT $19.95 WIRED $24.95 

625K TUBE TESTER 
KIT $34.95 WIRED $49.95 

CRA PIX TUBE ADAPTOR 
for Tube Teser $4.50 

Boosted vert. sensitivity: 10 my rms /in. 
Extended flat freq. response: 10 cps -1 MC ( ±2 db) 

3 -step freq.- compensated attenuator; cathode 
follower input. 

Internal voltage calibrator; dir. -cal. screen. 
Extended sweep range: 15 cps -100 kc. 

Int. pos. or neg., ext. & line sync. 
On front panel: sawtooth, 60 cps 

outputs; intensity mod. & ext. sync inputs. 
Var. phasing of int. 60 

cps sweep. 
Direct connection to 

CRT plates. 

New565K MULTIMETER 
KIT $24.95 WIRED $29.95 

20,0009./v; 31 mow 

You Build E /CO Kits in One 
Evening, but ... They last a 

Lifetime! and You 
SAVE OVER 50% 

YOU be the judge. See the famous FICO Zinc 
TODAY - in stock at your local jobber - 
and SAVE! 

31.5K DELUXE SIG. GEN. 
KIT $39.95 WIRED $59.95 

Write NOW for FREE newest !Catalog 3 -C. 

America's greatest instrument values rear the name- 

(c) 1953 Reg.. U.S. Pat. 00. 

rice 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
PROBE $6.95 

470K ER #79.0: WIRED $129.50 

221K VTVM $25.95 
WIRED $49.95 

'1ST 5' PU$I. ILL SCOPE 
BIT 444.95 WIRED $79.95 

See EICO'S Exhibit Booth No. 4 -401 
at the I. R. E. Show 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc., 84 Withers Street, Broolklyn 11, N. Y. 

Prices 5% higher on West Ccaat. Specifications and prises nubirct tc change without notion 
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RADIO ASTRONOMY 

... Newest and Fastest -Growing Science .. . 

RADIO Astronomy, a comparatively new branch of 
radio electronics, dates back only to about 1931. At 
that time Dr. Karl G. Jansky, of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories of New York, discovered that unusual 

and previously unobserved radio signals, emanating from 
the direction of the Milky Way, were received on Earth. 

Astronomers and physicists alike paid little attention 
to the new discovery. But a radio amateur, Grote Reber, 
before World War II, set up a rotating 30 -foot antenna in 
his back yard. This antenna, bowl- shaped like a search- 
light, could be pointed into any direction in the sky, like a 
telescope. 

Reber, like Dr. Jansky, found that the strongest signals 
originated somewhere in a plane near the center of our 
galaxy. He soon noted that the signals did not seem to 
come from the biggest or brightest stars. 

Reber at the time theorized that the radio signals really 
did not come from the stars themselves, but that they 
originated in the huge hydrogen gas clouds which we know 
exist in interstellar space. 

With better modern instrumentation that was not avail- 
able in 1931, a great deal of progress has been made toward 
solving many unsolved riddles of the cosmos. Today we 
know that most stars -including our own sun -give out 
radio energy at various frequencies.* In the near future 
we are certain to learn a great deal more about the 
mysterious behavior of matter. Man once more realizes that 
even one of his greatest achievements, radio, is old (and 
ancient) hat! Radio waves, it now appears, have existed 
for at least five billion years- perhaps longer. 

This, then, explains the sudden and feverish international 
activity in radio astronomy. Nearly all the major countries 
are in the race. Much of the work unquestionably is going 
on in secret, much of it behind the Iron Curtain. 

Large radio telescopes are now installed at the National 
Bureau of Standards, Naval Research Laboratory, Harvard 
Observatory (under construction), and Cornell University 
(Sacramento Peak, N. M.), in the United States; in Eng- 
land at Manchester University and Cambridge University; 
in France, at the Ecole Normale Supérieure (Laboratoire 
de Physique) ; in Holland at Leyden University; and in 
Australia at the Radio Physics Laboratory. 

How important the subject is can best be expressed by 

*See also the writer's editorial "Our Electronic Universe ", October 1952, 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS. 
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the generous funds that are being poured into the various 
installations. Thus, Great Britain will be spending over 
one million dollars on the world's largest and most modern 
radio telescope at Manchester University. Its huge para- 
bolic lattice -bowl antenna measures 250 feet in diameter. 
It swings in a cradle between metal -lattice towers which 
are 180 feet high. The whole assembly is mounted on a 
metal platform which runs on a circular railroad track. 
Thus the telescope antenna can be pointed toward any 
region in the sky. Clockwork then guides the telescope 
and will keep it on any selected point in the heavens. 

Why all this great and feverish activity on such a seem- 
ing highly scientific and improbable endeavor? Why, on top 
of spending millions on radio telescopes, do all the above - 
mentioned countries add extensive -and expensive -faculty 
centers of radio astronomy to their present seats of learn- 
ing? 

The answer is not difficult to find. Radio astronomy is 
in an exactly parallel position today to that which existed 
in atomic science in the twenty years before 1945, the date 
of the first atomic explosion. 

Many scientists realize that reception on Earth of inter- 
stellar radio signals, which have taken from one hundred 
to one billion years to reach us, poses important problems 
concerning their origin. At present there is some indication 
that a solution of such problems may be of vast scientific 
importance, contributing to the understanding of many 
fields of science-even the atom. This may in time open 
the road to entirely new sources of energy- POWER. 

Scientists, too, suspect that there may be an important 
connection between cosmic rays and radio energy -both 
may turn out to be closely related. 

What does man stand to gain by the understanding of 
the origin of radio waves from interstellar space ? No one 
can tell. We do not immediately expect to gain from it 
vast amounts of power -this lies in the future. We are, 
however, certain that the knowledge of cosmic radio mani- 
festations is as fundamental to the future of science as was 
Maxwell's electromagnetic theory to the development of 
our present radio communication. 

By 2023, the present population of the Earth (1949- 
2,367,737,000) will have doubled to 43/4 billion humans. To 
feed and clothe them, man will require more and still cheaper 
power. Only by understanding Nature's still unknown, 
immense energy sources can we hope to achieve prosperity 
for all mankind and consequently a real planetwide Peace. 
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RAPID REMOTE 

MICROPHONE 

CONTROL 

By N. H. CROWHURST 

REMOTE microphone control in 
PA work has obvious advantages, 
and once you try it you'll find it 
indispensable. The control panel 

can be moved to any convenient point 
where the operator can hear what the 
audience hears, and can watch the 
stage for cues. The simplest method of 
remote control is electronic mixing, 
using d.c. bias on the control or sup- 
pressor grids of the individual micro- 
phone -input stages. The chief advan- 
tages of this method are that low -level 
audio signals go direct to the amplifier 
inputs instead of first passing through 
noisy switching circuits, an the con- 
trol lines carry only hum -free d.c. 

The d.c.-bias supply can be a drop- 
ping resistor in the common negative 
return, or a well -filtered -d.c. heater 
supply for the first stages can be used. 
Either way there must be sufficient de- 
coupling and filtering to keep hum or 
noise off the grid used for gain control. 
Simple resistor -capacitor filters are 
sufficient. 

On PA jobs where two or more 
microphones are required there will be 
less danger of acoustic feedback if only 
one microphone is alive at any time, or 
at least if only those microphones actu- 
ally needed at the moment are alive. 
This is no problem with direct micro- 
phone switching, but a remote -control 
switching circuit is not easy to design. 
If bias voltage is switched, loud clicks 
or plops come from the system. One 
alternative is to change the bias quickly 
with fader -type controls, but this can 
cause peculiar effects until a great deal 

CONTROL BIAS 

la I.I LI 5+01 

FADE SW 

\\ ON 
- - 

50 UT-OFF COST 

--MI 1111A 

TOAMPL 't150Ky - -- - --- 
OFF SOURCE 

Fig. 1- Circuit of the basic bias -con- 
trol unit for one microphone. The three - 
section filter eliminates audible switch- 
ing transients without noticeable delay. 

of skill is acquired; and with nice fat 
decoupling capacitor3 in the circuit, 

VOLUME CONT. 

TONE CONT. 

The completed remote -control panel does double duty as a reel for control cable. 
The "Middle" control was transferred to the amplifier in later models. 

there can be a disconcerting delay in 
the microphone changeover action. 

The problem is to provide the quick- 
est possible change of bias without any 
audible effect. The solution is an auto- 
matic switching circuit. See Fig. 1. 

Various arrangements were tried for 
smoothing out the switching clicks, 
from a single R -C combination to a 
multisection low -pass filter. A single 
resistor -capacitor section produced a 
loud click unless the values were made 
so large that the time delay became 
unbearably long; with multisection 
filters the click was transformed into 
a plop -the filters changed the propor- 
tions of the component frequencies in 
the switching voltage transient. 

High -speed switc'_iing means that 
some disturbance -in the form of a 
simple step transient -is bound to get 
into the amplifier. The problem is to 
make this transient inaudible, while 
still attaining satisfactory operating 
speed. To do this, all the component f re- 
quencies in the step must be inaudible. 
We dug out an old copy of Fletcher - 
Munson loudness contours, from which 
we found that the slope of the curves 
at the low- frequency end is approxi- 
mately 18 db per octave near the 
threshold of audibility. The answer 
obviously was to use three R -C stages 
-each with a slope of 6 db per octave 
-to produce an inverse modification 
of the step response. This should give 
the highest possible speed of action 
without producing any audible effect - 
and it worked! When this system is in 
use there is not the slightest indication 
that at one instant a certain mike is 
dead, and a second later it is alive. 

Two systems were modified to incor- 
porate this method of switching. The 
first was simply a twin version of Fig. 1 

for switching two microphone circuits; 
the second is far more versatile, and is 
shown in block form in Fig. 2. There 
are three remote -control microphone 
inputs with universal input transform- 
ers so that microphones of any imped- 
ance can be used. After mixing, the 
frequency spectrum is divided into 

three channels, with individual low -, 
medium -, and high -frequency ampli- 
fiers. Two of the channels have remote 
gain control (operating the middle 
channel at fixed gain eliminates an 
extra control). 

6J7's are used in the input and tone - 
control stages. Tubes were scarce over 
here when the original amplifier was 
built, and the 6J7 and the Z63 (a Brit- 
ish type) can be used interchangeably. 
With the control bias applied to grid 
1, 12 volts provides complete cutoff. 
This is much less than would be needed 
with remote -cutoff tubes, and no micro- 
phone has large enough output to pro- 
duce appreciable distortion due to the 
curvature of the tube characteristic 
even in the second stages. 

Grid 1 control was chosen in prefer- 
ence to suppressor control because the 
earlier KTZ63, for which the Z63 is 
now a replacement, was a tetrode. 

1ST STAGES 2ND STAGES 

WI IN w NI FREQ 

N°2 IN 

DIVIDING 
NETWORK OUTPUT 

N°3 IN 

REMOTE BIAS OPERATED GMN CONTROL UN T WITH MASTER FADER 5WN01 

Fig. 2-Block diagram of the de luxe re- 
mote- control amplifier described in the 
text. One or more microphone inputs may 
be selected, mixed, and divided into low -, 
medium -, and high- frequency amplifier 
channels with independent gain controls. 

Use care in selecting tubes, to find 
suitable nonmicrophonic samples. Spe- 
cial low -noise pentodes such as the 
1620, 7000, and British EF37A might 
be better for this application, but this 
does not invalidate the method. Fig. 3 
is the complete amplifier circuit. 

The control -panel circuit is shown in 
Fig. 4, and the panel in the photo. 
The remote -control connection is 
through an octal plug and socket on a 
7 -wire cable. 
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N N°I 

N N°2 

N N°3 

33E - 
MEDIUM FRED PRESET CANT 

SOCK FOR REMOTE CONTROL LEAD 

Figs. 3 and 4-Schematic of controlled system (above) and control unit (below). 
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There are two switches with each 
microphone gain control. The lower one 
(S1, S2, or S3 in Fig. 4) is a simple 
on -off toggle switch: when it is OFF, 
that mike circuit is definitely off. When 
it is ON, the mike is controlled by the 
remaining switches and controls. The 
additional switch above each gain con- 
trol (S4, 55, or S6) has three positions, 
marked A, ON, B; in the center (oN) 
position, the mike circuit is on, subject 
to control only by gain controls Rl, R2, 
or R3. But in either side position A or 
B it is further subject to control by the 
tone -control switch S7. 

Two pairs of tone -compensation con- 
trols -one pair shown as R4 and R5, 
and the other pair shown as R6 and R7 
-are provided for low- and high - 
frequency gain. (The mid -frequency 
gain is preset in the amplifier.) Be- 
tween these pairs is a two -way switch 
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S7 whose positions have been marked A 

and B. When this switch is in the A 
position R4 and R5 control tone, while 
in B position R6 and R7 control tone. 
Besides selecting tone -control settings, 
this switch will also select mike circuits 
set to position A or B on the individual 
mike -circuit switches. 

This layout may seem complicated, 
but a little thought will show that it 
provides extremely versatile control. 
Suppose two individuals are talking 
alternately into two different mikes. 
Using S4 and S5, one mike can be set 
to A position and the other to B position, 
and the master tone -control switch S7 
can be used to switch from one to the 
other as each speaks in turn; tone - 
control group A can be set to give the 
most pleasing result with mike and 
voice A, independent of the B position 

AUDIO 3s 
setting. S7 changes the tone setting 
automatically every time the mikes 
are switched. If desired, a third mike 
can cut in on either A or B position, by 
having its three -way circuit switch S6 
in the ON position, and just bringing it 
in with its ON -OFF switch S3. It is best 
to keep any circuit not in use with its 
ON -OFF switch on OFF, and its selector 
switch in the middle ON position. Then 
it can be cut into the circuit instantly, 
simply by throwing the ON -OFF switch. 
The high- and low- frequency tone con- 
trols can be used to create special ef- 
fects such as artificial distance, by ac- 
centing or attenuating extreme fre- 
quencies. (This system can be adapted 
for use with an echo chamber like the 
one described by Charles L. Hansen in 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS for July, 1952. - 
Editor) 

One feature of the panel's versatil- 
ity is that a new tone -control setup can 
be prepared while one or two mike 
circuits are being used. At the right 
moment the changeover between the 
tone controls is made with a flick of 
the A -B switch 57. If for any reason 
the new arrangement would be better 
on B circuit, and the present arrange- 
ment is already on n circuit, then the 
present setup can be transferred to A 

circuit first. Set the live mike -selector 
switches to the middle ON position, set 
both tone controls in the same position, 
and change over from B to A with S7. 
Then switch the live mike -selectors to 
A. Now preparation can proceed on the 
B circuit. This does not interfere with 
the program. A little thought is needed 
to master the principle of operation, 
but once understood, its extreme ver- 
satility is ample reward. 

Two more points should be made 
clear before concluding. The values 
used for the switching -filter circuits, 
three 150,000 -ohm resistors and three 
0.1 -µf capacitors, proved adequate for 
practically all jobs. But if more than 
usual gain is required, due to using a 
low- sensitivity microphone at long 
range, switching clicks may come 
through, particularly when switching 
off. One method of preventing this 
without modifying the circuit, is to 
turn the gain control down first; then 
switch off; and then reset the gain con- 
trol to the desired level ready for the 
next switching on. If the operator finds 
this difficult, further cr itrols could be 
added to reduce the gain by a fixed 
amount in the OFF position (just enough 
to render the microphone insensitive), 
instead of cutting the tube oil' com- 
pletely. Less switching voltage will be 
needed with this method, but the first 
method has been found satisfactory for 
the comparatively few occasions where 
clicks are audible 

Some readers may feel that 6J7's 
will not give much range of control, 
but will act like on -off switches. Try 
it. You will find that any tube can 
be used as a variable -mu tube, pro- 
vided the signal level is small enough 
so the tube curvature does not cause 
distortion. The range of gain variation 
is as great as can be obtained with a 
remote -cutoff tube. END 
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VOLTAGE 

REGULATORS 

VR tubes decrease hum 

and improve amplifier 

stability and response 

By JOSEPH MARSHALL 

V( )LTAGE- REGULATED power 
supplies find considerable ap- 
plication for stabilizing high - 
frequency oscillators in receiv- 

ers and transmitters. Their purpose is 
to minimize frequency drift if the line 
voltage varies. Less well known, but of 
even greater value, is the use of volt- 
age regulators, especially gas -tube 
types, as hum and decoupling filters in 
high -fidelity audio amplifiers. They 
provide a highly effective and low -cost 
method of improving the hum level and 
transient response, and can transform 
an excellent amplifier into a superla- 
tive one. I have used this device for 
many years and it is one of the fea- 
tures of the Golden Ear amplifier. ( "For 
Golden Ears Only," by Joseph Marshall. 
Audio Engineering, April, 1950.) 

A voltage regulator is the equivalent 
of a highly effective low -pass filter con- 
sisting of a series impedance A and a 
shunt impedance B (Fig. 1). We know 
from Kirchoff's law that when a cur- 
rent is introduced at a junction of sev- 
eral branches it will divide among the 
branches in inverse proportion to their 
resistances or (in the case of a.c.) their 
impedances. In the low -pass filter, part 
of the current will go through series 
element A and part through shunt ele- 
ment B. If the combined resistance or 
impedance of the series element and the 
load is 10 times greater than the im- 
pedance of the shunt element, 90% of 
the current will flow to ground through 
B and only 10% will flow through A 
and the load. 

In a power supply we are dealing 
with both d.c. and a.c. The d.c., of 
course, is what we want to apply to 
the load, while the a.c. is the ripple we 
want to suppress or bypass to ground. 
We need a series circuit, which will 
offer a high impedance to the a.c. and 
a low resistance to the d.c., and a shunt 
circuit with high resistance to the d.c. 

FOR 

HIGH - 

FIDELITY 

AMPLIFIERS 

and a very low impedance to the a.c. 
We achieve it by using either resist- 
ance or inductance for the series ele- 
ment and capacitance for the shunt 
element. The capacitor has very high 
resistance to d.c. and relatively low 
opposition to a.c., while the inductance 
has high impedance to a.c. and a low 
resistance to d.c. Thus we can bypass 
a good deal of the a.c. without reducing 
the d.c. too much. Unfortunately, it 
takes very bulky inductors and capaci- 
tors to do the job at hum frequencies 
(60 and 120 cycles). And when the hum 
level must be held to 60 db or more 
below the signal level -which means 
reducing the ripple to one- ten -thou- 
sandth or even one -hundred- thousandth 
of its value at the rectifier output, four 
or five filter sections are required. 

This is where the VR tube can per- 
form a valuable service. It is an ideal 
hum filter, and it is very much less 
costly and bulky than any combination 
of capacitors and inductors or resist- 
ors capable of equal filtering action. 

The use of VR tubes as hum filters 
combines perfectly with their use as 
decoupling filters. 

Amplifier "definition" 
The ideal amplifier delivers an exact 

counterpart of the input signal to the 
load. It neither adds to nor subtracts 
anything from the form of the signal. 
An amplifier may distort a signal by 
subtracting some of the tonal values 
through frequency discrimination, or by 
adding harmonic distortion and inter - 
modulation. Another addition affects the 
definition of the amplifier. 

An amplifier with good definition 
maintains the distinctness of the indi- 
vidual elements of the signal. Defini- 
tion in an amplifier can be compared 
to resolution in a camera. A camera 
with good resolution will show individ- 
ual blades of grass and individual hairs 

in a coiffure; a camera with poor reso- 
lution blurs the separate components 
so that they cannot be distinguished. 
Similarly, an amplifier with good defi- 
nition reproduces the individual notes 
and instruments distinctly; one with 
poor definition will blur the individual 
tone elements and instruments until 
they cannot be distinguished separately. 

Definition in an amplifier is very 
largely a function of transient response. 
An amplifier with good transient re- 
sponse is nonresonant, nonregenerative 
and nonoscillating. It is always merely 
a reproducer, never a generator. Un- 
fortunately, this is much easier to 
stipulate than to achieve. Most ampli- 
fiers are regenerators or oscillators of 
the triggered type. At some point in the 
frequency range they are resonant, pos- 
sess a feedback loop, and will break 
into momentary oscillation if triggered 
by a strong -enough impulse. These 
oscillations are not always audible as 
such in the output. They are manifested 
not as constant tones but as "hang- 
over" effects, and consist of a series of 
echoes of the signal. They may even 
be pleasing to some because they give 
a resonant effect which sometimes 
simulates room resonance. But they re- 
duce the definition of the amplifier, 
blurring the individual elements and 
instruments instead of maintaining 
their distinctness. 

Transient oscillations 
Fig. 2 shows what happens. The 

figure at a represents the wave -train 
of a damped (soft pedal) piano trill 
plotted on amplitude -time co- ordinates. 
There are definite valleys between the 
separate tones in the original signal. 
An oscillating or regenerative amplifier, 
however, will prolong each pulse with 
a series of spurious pulses- hangovers 
or echoes -which not only change. the 
shape of the original pulse, but also 
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TDC 
Fig. I- Functions of series- element "A" 
and shunt element "B" in low -pass filter. 

A 

r\ri\r 
Fig. 2 -(a) Original waveform of piano 
trill. (b) Oscillations in amplifier add 
"hangover" pulses to each trill cycle. 

Fig. 3- Diagram of possible feedback 
loops in a three -stage amplifier with 
one B supply and no decoupling. 

Fig. 4 -R -C decoupling networks. 
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Fig. 5- Adding voltage regulation to 14 

variable- reluctance pickup preamplifier? 

fall into and partially fill the valleys 
between pulses. The result is indicated 
at b. The separation between pulses is 
no longer distinct and sharp, and the 
total effect is blurred. In fact, the effect 
is very much like that of playing the 
same trill undamped -that is, with the 
loud pedal depressed. 

Moreover, if the amplifier is reso- 
nant at any frequency, it can be trig- 
gered into oscillation at this point by 
any strong transient regardless of its 
frequency. In good amplifiers the reso- 
nant points will be at the inaudible ex- 
tremes of the frequency range and the 
oscillations themselves will not be audi- 
ble. Nevertheless the oscillations will 
have two disastrous effects: first, they 
create intermodulation distortion; sec- 
ond, they are usually of much higher 
amplitude than the signal and may 
drive one or more stages of the ampli- 
fier into the nonlinear regions of their 
curves and produce violent distortion 
of every possible form, even at low 
signal levels. 

To be a true reproducer, an amplifier 
must be as nearly nonresonant, non - 
regenerative and nonoscillating as pos- 
sible. To achieve these qualities we 
make the amplifier frequency response 
flat away below and away above the 
audible range (from 10 to 100,000 cycles 
in good amplifiers). We also try to 
eliminate or reduce the bad effects of 
feedback loops in the amplifier. 

Feedback loops are inescapable in 
any amplifier when several stages are 
fed from the same power supply. Fig. 
3 is a block diagram of a three -stage 
audio amplifier with a common power 
supply and no decoupling filters. The 
dashed lines are the feedback loops 
created by the common plate -supply 
line. If capacitor C does not bypass all 
audio voltage on the line to ground, part 
of the audio voltage in the output stage 
will be fed back to the first and second 
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stages. Regeneration will occur where 
the feedback is in phase with the stage 
signal, and oscillation will start if the 
amplifier has a resonant point. 

With 3 resistance -coupled stages or 
2 transformer -coupled stages the feed- 
back will always be in' phase over some 
portion of the frequency range. To 
minimize feedback we must insert low - 
pass filters in the feedback loops - 
filters which will pass the d.c. plate 
currents but will bypass most if not 
all of the signal frequencies. Typical 
R -C decoupling networks are shown in 
Fig. 4. These will reduce feedback at 
normal frequencies; but adequate by- 
passing below 50 cycles calls for enor- 
mous values of shunt capacitance. For 
this reason cheap amplifiers cut off the 
low -frequency response very sharply at 
about 100 cycles. 

But as we have already noted, really 
high- fidelity amplifiers must be designed 
for a pass -band from 10 to 100,000 
cycles. How are we going to decouple 
effectively at a frequency as low as 10 
cycles? One way is to use two or more 
power supplies. Some expensive ampli- 
fiers actually do this. A much simpler 
and equally effective device, is to use 
one or more VR tubes at appropriate 
points in the power -supply loop. 

VR decoupling 
auk regulator which holds a d.c. 

voltage absolutely constant, is a perfect 
bypass for a.c. As a shunt unit a VR 
tube is effective down to subaudible 
frequencies. The installation of VR 
tubes for decoupling and hum filter- 
ing is simple and inexpensive. Only one 
VR tube is necessary in most amplifiers. 
The need for decoupling and hum filter- 
ing is progressive; we need much less 
attenuation of hum and feedback in 
the final stages of an amplifier than in 
the input stages. By combining brute - 
force inductance -capacitance filters with 
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a single VR tube we can usually achieve 
almost complete hum and feedback sup- 
pression in amplifiers of five or even 
six stages (assuming that the final 
stage and the drivers are push -pull and 
that no interstage transformers are 
used). 

The most effective point for a VR 
tube is the input stage, or the pre- 
amplifier for a low -level phono pickup. 
Fig. 5 shows how to use a VR tube 
with a G -E -type preamplifier. If a com- 
mercial amplifier is used, the 10,000 - 
ohm resistor and VR tube can be in- 
serted at the B plus -input point. If the 
preamp is home -built, the 16 -16f filter 
capacitors and 33,000 -ohm series re- 
sistors can be eliminated. In any case, 
the 150,000 -ohm resistor in the fre- 
quency- correction network can be re- 
moved. This resistor limits the bass 
compensation at very low frequencies 
to guard against motorboating. With 
the much better decoupling provided 
by the VR tube, this limitation is no 
longer necessary, and removing the re- 
sistor extends the effective range of 
the bass boost circuit. 

Application to any other input cir- 
cuit is just as simple. The VR tube is 
simply inserted in the B plus line in 
place of the usual decoupling network. 
The stage in which the VR tube is con- 
nected should be designed for a plate 
supply of 150 volts. Most amplifiers 
designed for a 250 -volt plate supply 
will work all right with a 150 -volt sup- 
ply. In any case, the improved de- 
coupling extends the low -frequency 
limit and a larger cathode bypass 
capacitor (at least 25 µf), and a larger 
grid -coupling capacitor should be in- 
stalled. In all cases the series resistor 
R should be adjusted so that a mini- 
mum current of 10 ma flows through 
the VR tube. Two or more stages may 
be fed by one VR tube provided the 
total current does not exceed 30 or 40 
ma. 

The addition of a VR circuit to a 
well -designed audio amplifier with a 
very wide, flat frequency range will 
produce a marked improvement in tran- 
sient response, especially at very low 
frequencies. The "Golden Ear" ampli- 
fier -although transformer- coupled- 
will reproduce the 11/4 -cycle wave of a 
phonograph record with an off -center 
hole without any tendency toward oscil- 
lation or instability. In large part this 
is due to the use of two VR tubes -one 
at the phono -preamp and one at the 
stage feeding the push -pull drivers. 
The expedient is highly recommended 
to high -fidelity enthusiasts and design- 
ers. 

Audio amplifiers using Class AB 
pentodes and beam power output tubes 
require a regulated screen voltage for 
maximum output. This can be supplied 
by one or more VR tubes operated in 
series. Use tubes whose total operating 
voltages equal or approximate the 
required screen operating voltage. The 
OB3 operates at 90 volts, the OB2 and 
0C3 at 105 volts, and the 0A2 and OD3 
operate at 150 volts. The VR -75 (ob- 
solete but often available on the sur- 
plus market) supplies 75 volts. END 
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1110 1/4 
PUSH - PULL DRIVERS 

01 *I 
N this series of four articles about the 
phase- splitting stage which must pro- 
vide the link between a single -ended 
amplifier and a push -pull stage we 

have examined several bad circuits and 
two classes of good circuits. As we have 
seen, the single tube with a split load 
is good if you do not need too much 
drive; and the anode -follower or see- 
saw circuit gives more output, but less 
gain. For conventional audio work the 
tubes and supply voltages you plan to 
use will determine whether you take 
the single -tube or two -tube phase- split- 
ting circuit. 

There are some special jobs, though, 
for which these push -pull driver types 
are not suitable. The most important 
of these is when you want to go down 
to extremely low frequencies, or even 
all the way to zero frequency. The 
anode follower (see Part III, in the 
February issue) includes one coupling 
capacitor, so that it will not stay bal- 
anced once the capacitor starts to take 
control; the split -load circuit (Part II, 
January, 1953) has the disadvantage 
that the two output terminals are at 
different d.c. potentials. A symmetrical 
direct -coupled deflection amplifier for 
a cathode -ray oscilloscope calls for a 
phase splitter which provides two out- 

Fig. 
pair" 

RK 

VE 1- Circuit of the "long- tailed 
cathode -coupled phase -inverter. 

Part IV -This circuit. 

the "long- tailed pair," 

is considered by the 

author to be the best 

of the phase -splitters. 

By GEORGE FLETCHER COOPER 

puts at the same average d.c. potential, 
because any unbalanced difference will 
pull the undeflected spot away from the 
center of the tube. 

"Long- tailed pair" 
One phase -splitting circuit is partic- 

ularly good for cathode -ray oscillo- 
scope work. It has other uses too, but 
we shall come back to those after we 
have examined its characteristics. The 
circuit itself is known as the "long - 
tailed pair," or more prosaically, as the 
Schmitt cathode -coupled phase inverter. 
If you look at the basic circuit in Fig. 
I, you will see why the name "long - 
tailed pair" was adopted. This circuit is 
related to the anode -follower discussed 
last month in a rather interesting way. 
The anode -follower circuit, you may re- 
member, could be described simply by 
saying that the second tube is driven 
by the difference in the plate- voltage 
swings of the two tubes. The second 
tube of the long -tailed pair has its grid 
grounded, and the effective drive to 
this tube is applied at the cathode. The 
driving voltage is equal to the cathode 
resistance R, multiplied by the differ- 
ence in plate currents of the two tubes. 

Suppose we raise the potential of 
grid 1 by 1 volt, causing an extra cur- 

(b) 

Fig. 2-(a) Current see -saw diagram of 
the "long- tailed pair ". (b) See -saw dia- 
gram of balanced -voltage phase inverter 
reprinted from last month's article for 
comparison with balanced- current type. 

rent I, to flow through tube 1. The cur- 
rent in tube 2 will drop by an amount 
I_, and the cathode potential will change 
by (L- 12)R,. This change is the input 
to tube 2, and if R, is very large, we 
can have (I, -I2) very small and still get 
some drive into tube 2. In fact, we can 
draw Fig. 2 -a, for comparison with 
Fig. 2 -b, which is the see -saw voltage 
diagram from last month's article. If 
you look at Fig. 2 -a you will notice that 
in order to get any drive at all for tube 
2 it is necessary to have unequal values 
of I, and I2 (C, -Rk and Cz Rk). Drive 
for tube 2 is Og. The only way to get 
equal swings at the two plates is to use 
slightly different plate -load resistances 
R,,, and R,,,. 

We can do some very simple calcula- 
tions to see the sort of difference. 

At plate 1 we have a swing of I,R,,,. 
The input to tube 2 is (I,- I2)Rk, which 
gives a plate current of gm(I, -I,)Rk 
and, therefore, a swing at the plate of 
tube 2 equal to gm (I, -I2) R,,R,,2, which is, 
of course, also equal to IR. Therefore 
gmI,RR,., =1, (1 + gmR2) R,,,, and 

I,/I2= 1 + 
gmKk 

1 

Since we want 
IiR1, = I2111.2 

o 

o 

TUBE TUBE2 

R15 

Fig. 3- "Long- tailed pair" redrawn to 
show grounded -grid operation of Tube 2. 
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we have 
R,,, I, 1 

RLI Ì_ 1 +- 
, gmRk 

Typical values for this circuit are 
Rk = 5,000 ohms and 
gm = 5ma /v (5,000 µmhos), 
giving a ratio 
RL, /R,,, =1.04. 
This means that even without unequal 
load resistors we get a balance correct 
to 4,4 , which is quite good. 

The rigorous approach 
This result, obtained by very simple 

reasoning, applies quite well if tube 1 

and tube 2 are pentodes, though it 
leaves a rather tricky gap if you won- 
der how to bypass the screen grids 
right down to zero frequency. It shows 
that the circuit looks good, anyway. 
And now we come up against the main 
problem of the writer of technical ar- 
ticles: do you want it easy, or do you 
want it right? Sometimes the writer 
can put in all the mathematics -if he 
is French he seems to put in nothing 
but the mathematics -sometimes he 
collects a dense mass of small -print 
equations at the end. Usually he must 
tack between the Scylla of editorial 
condemnation and the Charybdis of 
long- haired readers who write and 
point out the smallest deviation from 
rigor. 

My own preference is to start off with 
the exact mathematical solution, and 
then simplify. Any reader who wants 
to get more detail can then build up on 
the sound foundations I have provided. 
If you try to simplify first, you will 
have nothing to build on later. 

It will be much easier to understand 
the long -tailed pair if we redraw the 
circuit in the form of Fig. 3. This is 
not as elegant and symmetrical as Fig. 
1, but it is a good deal more useful. 
Tube 2, you now see, is a grounded - 
grid stage, a subject we discussed re- 
cently in RADIO- ELECTRONICS (October, 
1952, issue). I shall save myself a lot 
of trouble by using some of the results 
I worked out in that article. In partic- 
ular, the input impedance (R,), look- 
ing in at the cathode, is RL, + R,/ 1 + µ, 
and the gain is (1 + µ,) RL, /R,,,+ R,,. 

Let us look at the first stage first. 
The tube has a plate load R,,,, and there 

TUBEI 

0 
PENTODE USED AS RN 

03 

o 
Fig. 4 -A high -impedance pentode as a 
common cathode resistor swamps out 
variations in Tube 1 or Tube 2 that might 
unbalance the phase -inverter currents. 
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is some negative feedback because of 
the unbypassed cathode resistor. If we 
represent the cathode circuit (Rk in 
parallel with the input resistance of 
tube 2) as R, the gain is just µ,RL,/ 
[RL, + + (1 + µ,) R,] and the voltage 
across the cathode circuit is R,/RL, 
times the voltage at the plate. So if we 
have 1 volt at the grid of tube 1 we have 

+ R + (a, + 1) R,] volts at 
plate 1, µ,R,/ [RL, + R, + (µ, + 1) R,] 
volts at the common cathode, which we 
can write as V,,, and [(1+ 
+ R,,] V, at plate 2. 

We want the voltage at plate 1 to be 
the same as the voltage at plate 2, so we 
put 

µRL, ¡(1 + R2)111,2 V 
RL,+ RPM+ (µ,+ 1) R, (R,,,+ 
and 
V,= Ft,R= /R,. + RP,+ (µ, +,)R, 

There is one more equation, because 
R, is made up of R, in parallel with R, [ (RL, + RP,) / (1 + µ,) ] -so R, = Ric 

(RL, + RP,) / (RL, + R,, + FIRs) 
That last paragraph is tough but 

true. Assume the two tubes are similar 
and struggle with it for a while and 
you will come out with the equation for 
true push-pull balance, 
RL, / RL (1 + µ) R,/ 11L, + RP, + FLRk 

This doesn't look too bad, and if we as- 
sume further that we have pentodes, so 
that µ and R,, are very large, 1+ µ 
and 

R = gm 
P 

we arrive at 
R,,, /R,,, =gmR,/ (1 + gmR,) 
which is equivalent to the answer giv- 
en by our very simple treatment. 

It is interesting to compare the exact 
solution with the simple one for a typi- 
cal case: consider a 12AT7, with 
R,=10,000 ohms, µ=50, gm =5,000 µmhos 
and Rk = 5,000 ohms. We can choose 
R,,,= 50,000 ohms and we obtain 
RL, /RL, = 51 x 5,000/50,000 + 10,000 + (50 

255,000 
x 5,000) = 310,000 
This is about 0.825, whereas with the 
simple formula we had 
RL, /RL,= 1/1.04 =0.96 
There is quite a difference between a 
17% unbalance and a 4% unbalance, 
and obviously we are justified in adopt- 
ing a more rigorous approach. Ener- 

SPOT 
CENTERING 

COST 

ó 
Fig. 5 -When using the "long- tailed 
pair" to feed the balanced deflecting 
plates of a cathode -ray oscilloscope the 
grid of Tube 2 may be returned to an 
adjustable d.c. divider to restore the 
beam to the center of the scope screen. 

AUDIO 13, 

getic readers may care to consider what 
happens if Tube 2 ages and R,, gets 
bigger: as RP, represents only 10,000 in 
the total 310,000 of the numerator it 
cannot be a very serious factor. If µ, 
gets smaller, things are rather more 
complicated, because µ, appears in both 
denominator and numerator; anyway, 
µ, is more nearly constant during the 
life of the tube. 

Oscilloscope applications 
For applications in which a good 

stable balance is needed, a much higher 
value of R, would be used. As an ex- 
ample, we might take Rk = 50,000 ohms, 
when 

= 2,550,000/2,560,000, = 0.996 
and the unbalance is only about % %. 
Changes in tube characteristics can 
only unbalance the circuit to the same 
limited extent, assuming that we start 
with correctly proportioned load re- 
sistors, so that we have a very satis- 
factory circuit here. But 50,000 ohms 
is a very long tail. 

The reader who has been watching 
these numbers carefully may be getting 
a little worried. If each tube draws 5 

ma there will be a total of 10 ma 
through the cathode resistor. All this 
talk of 50,000 ohms implies a drop of 
500 volts across R,, and even if we cut 
Rk to 20,000 ohms, we need a -200 -volt 
supply if we are to work with the grids 
around ground potential. This is not 
a serious matter in oscilloscope circuits, 
because negative high -voltage supplies 
are generally used. In some other cir- 
cuits, where the grid of tube 1 is con- 
nected directly to the plate of a pre- 
ceding tube it is an advantage to have 
the whole tube circuit lifted up above 
ground. But 200 -500 volts is rather 
high, and when an extra -large cathode 
impedance is needed for special high - 
balance jobs, special circuit tricks are 
usually adopted. 

One very important circuit uses a 
pentode in place of Rk. A 6AQ5, for 
example, will pass 10 ma with only 20 
volts on the plate, but the impedance 
so far as constancy of current is con- 
cerned will be very high, certainly above 
100,000 ohms. This means that we can 
make RL, = R,,,, and still have a vir- 
tually perfect balance. The form the 
circuit takes is shown in Fig. 4, which 

o 

G2 H-11- 

RB 

RK 

Fig. 6 -One method of eliminating the 
negative voltage supply for the cathode 
return. RR is tapped off the total cath- 
ode resistance at the desired bias point. 
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Fig. 7 -The circuit of Fig. 6 redrawn to 
show the high- frequency shunting effect 
of CG2, the coupling capacitor to Tube 2. 

also shows a voltage -regulator tube as 
a screen bypass, to insure operation 
down to zero frequency. 

Another way of providing the neces- 
sary high impedance in the cathode cir- 
cuit is to use a saturated diode for Rk. 
The tungsten -filament diodes used as 
noise sources in receiver testing give 
full emission (saturate) at a relatively 
low plate voltage, and increases in 
plate voltage give almost no change in 
current. The only disadvantage in us- 
ing them is that the diode current de- 
pends on the filament temperature, so 
that the filament current must be stabi- 
lized. 

Our purpose in seeking such highly 
accurate balance is not to get 10.01 
watts from an amplifier instead of 10 
watts, but to meet the requirements of 
some special measuring instruments. If 
you look back at Fig. 1, you will see 
that apart from the ground connection 
of the grid of tube 2, the circuit is 
absolutely symmetrical. In fact, this 
ground connection is there only because 
we assumed a grounded input: we are 
really using the voltage G,-G, as the 
input, and deriving two equal antiphase 
outputs from this. Suppose, however, 
that we connect both grids together, 
and then apply a signal. There will be 
an in -phase signal at the plates, but 
it will be relatively small, since the 
large cathode resistance Rk provides a 
great deal of feedback. We can easily 
calculate what will happen, because we 
can assume that each tube has 2Rk in 
its cathode and then treat one tube 
alone. The gain from grid to plate is 

[R,, +RP +(g +1)2Rk]. 
With a 12AT7, 
Rr, = 50,000 ohms, R = 10,000 ohms, 
µ = 50, Rk = 50,000 ohms. 
This gives a gain of about 0.5, so for 
push -push input the gain from grid to 
plate is less than unity. For push -pull 
input, applied between the grids in- 
stead of to grids in parallel, the gain is 
30, so the balance ratio is 30: 0.5, or 
60 to 1. If a pentode is used for the 
cathode resistor this figure can be in- 
creased still more. 

This circuit is used in electroencepha- 
lography : the two grids are connected 
to electrodes applied to the head of the 
patient, and the tiny brain currents 
produce a push -pull voltage between the 
electrodes. Stray 60 -cycle fields pro- 
duce a relatively large push -push volt- 
age which must be eliminated, of course, 

because it would mask the brain signals 
even if it did not overload the final 
stages of the recording amplifier. 

For use with oscilloscopes there are 
two possibilities. In the first, the two 
grids can be regarded as the two input 
terminals, and we have the feature 
that push -push voltages are discrimi- 
nated against, while push -pull voltages 
are applied to the deflecting plates of 
the oscilloscope tube. This is excellent 
if you wish to work around zero voltage. 
But if you are interested in the vari- 
ations of a voltage which is always well 
away from zero, this push -pull input 
is not very satisfactory, because the 
d.c. component of the input will deflect 
the spot away from the center of the 
screen. The arrangement of Fig. 5 is 
then more useful. The grid of Tube 2 
is connected to point A, which provides 
a positioning voltage to bring the spot 
near the center of the screen. The grid 
of tube 1 takes the input signal, which 
is converted to push -pull to avoid de- 
focusing and trapezium distortion (key - 
stoning). A capacitor (shown in dotted 
lines) may be added to keep supply 
hum off the grid of tube 2, where it 
would be amplified as an ordinary sig- 
nal. A resistor (also shown dotted) is 
sometimes added to improve the smooth- 
ing. (In some oscilloscopes the time 
constant of this R -C filter is so long 
that the spot goes on drifting long after 
you have taken your hand off the posi- 
tioning control. 

Stages of this kind can be connected 
in cascade if you have generous power 
supplies. The subject is slightly outside 
our present field, but you can see that 
if the first pair is to operate at about 
zero grid volts, the plates will be up 
at about + 100, while the cathode re- 
sistor is returned to, say, 150 volts. 
The second stage grids are then at + 
100, so we have a 250 -volt drop in the 
second cathode resistor (assuming this 
also goes back to 150 v). The second - 
stage plates will be at + 200 -250 volts, 
so that the supplies needed will be +400 
v, 0 and 150 v. You just apply Ohm's 
Law to find the resistance values. 

Although this circuit is not used 
much for audio amplifiers, we should 
examine how it can be used, and in par- 
ticular how we can get away from this 
negative voltage line. A simple and ap- 
parently symmetrical form of circuit 
is shown in Fig. 6. Bias is provided by 
RB, which has its usual value for the 
tubes (about 100 -500 ohms) according 
to the operating conditions, and the 
grids return to the bottom of RB through 
RG,, RG2. The coupling resistor Rk lifts 
the whole group of resistors up to per- 
haps +100 volts, so that blocking ca- 
pacitors CG CG2 are needed to connect 
the input and to provide the a.c. ground 
on grid 2. This circuit is not as sym- 
metrical as it looks, as you will see if 
you consider it as redrawn in Fig. 7. 
At high frequencies the grid of tube 2 
is grounded, but at low frequencies, 
when CG, is no longer a low impedance, 
the grid is returned to somewhere be- 
tween ground and the top of Rk. At zero 
frequency, the coupling resistance is 

down to RR, which is too small to pro- 
vide any satisfactory sort of balance. 
In practice this means that we must 
make 2nfCG2RG,»)1 at the lowest fre- 
quency we intend to use. We also need 
2anfCG,RGi> 1 if we are to get the signal 
into the circuit at all. At high fre- 
quencies the only sources of trouble are 
tube capacitance, in particular the grid - 
cathode capacitance which is effectively 
in parallel with Rk, since grid 2 is 
grounded. 

If you now look back at Fig. 1 you 
will, no doubt, admire the elegant sim- 
plicity of the circuit: just three resis- 
tors, a pair of tubes, and that little ve sign. Every few years I come back 
to this point of indecision. It's a good 
simple circuit, but where will I get that 
negative supply? For special jobs, with 
double input, it is possible to elaborate 
the long -tailed pair to give a really 
well -balanced system, though the bal- 
ance is usually not as good as you can 
get with a transformer. But the long - 
tailed pair stays balanced down to zero 
frequency. 

I hope that in these four articles I 
have succeeded in making it clear that 
it doesn't cost any more to make your 
push -pull circuit really balanced. The 
shoddy circuits described in Part I will 
add to your troubles if you want to use 
a reasonable amount of negative feed- 
back, and as far as I can see they 
amount to nothing more than a public 
avowal that you "couldn't care less." 
If an amplifier is designed on that basis 
I would expect it to be pretty badly 
constructed, too, and I should stay well 
clear of it. END 

LOW -HUM AMPLIFIER 
While constructing a high -gain a.f. 

amplifier for minute input voltages, I 
was faced with the problem of 60 -cycle 
heater hum. Unable to lick the prob- 
lem using 6.3 -volt tubes, I switched to 
1.5 -volt, 50 -ma, battery -type tubes, 
wired the filaments in series and con- 
nected them to a bleeder on the power 
supply. The circuit shown does all 

AFIN 
.05 

I0 MEG 

B+ FROM 

FILTER 

IS5-IU4,ETC. 
.05 

EFIL 50150V 50T50V 

our 

+901/ 

4.7 MEG 

.02 400V 

TO OTHER FILS 
OR ONO 

that was expected of it. The control 
grids are operated with zero bias in 
this circuit. Fixed bias can be applied 
by inserting dropping resistors in the 
heater line and returning the grids to 
the point which gives the desired bias 
with respect to its negative heater pin. 

The tap on the bleeder must be 
adjusted so the voltage does not exceed 
the sum of the voltage drops across 
the tubes. If biasing resistors are used 
this voltage must be raised according- 
ly.- David Simon. 
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Volume Expanders and Compressors 
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Fig.4 
F g. 1 -The Ansley Phantom Conductor. 
Fig. 2 -The Bogen model SLX volume 
expander. Fig. 3- Equivalent circuit of 
a constant -gain expander. Fig. 4 -An 
early Sparton circuit. Fig. 5- Masco's 
constant -gain volume- expander circuit. 

MARCH, 1953 

By ROBERT F. SCOTT 

UTOMATIC volume expanders 
(also called contrast expand- 
ers) were developed in an 
effort to restore the original 

dynamic volume range to broadcast and 
recorded music which had been limited 
or compressed to prevent overmodulat- 
ing the transmitter or overcutting the 
record. While FM broadcasting and LP 
and 45 r.p.m. records have reduced the 
need for expansion (little or no com- 
pression is used at the studios), the 
technician still runs across the circuits 
in older or special equipment. Com- 
monly used volume expanders are of 
three basic types, namely: variable - 
gain, constant -gain variable- output, and 
inverse -feedback. An example of the 
variable -gain type is shown in Fig. 1. 

Ansley Phantom Conductor 
Fig. 1 is the circuit of the Ansley 

model DA -PC Phantom Conductor, a 
volume expander similar to the one 
which was described in several editions 
9f the RCA Receiving Tube Manual. 
This unit is designed for use between 
a crystal pickup and audio amplifier. 

The variable -gain expander tube is a 
6L7 pentagrid mixer, a tube designed 
for superheterodyne circuits having 
separate oscillators and for other appli- 
cations where dual gain control circuits 
are desired in a single tube. In audio 
applications, grids 1 and 3 may be used 
as separate control grids. The amplifi- 
cation of a signal applied to either grid 
can be controlled by varying the bias 
voltage applied to the other grid. 

The full output of the pickup is de- 
veloped across the expansion control 
and Rl and R2 in series. A portion of 
the a.f. signal is tapped off the junc- 
tion of Rl and R2 and is applied to the 
signal grid (grid 1) of the 6L7. Oper- 
ating voltages for cathode and signal 
grid are taken from taps on a voltage 
divider consisting of R6, R7, and R8. 
The bias voltage for the injector grid 
(grid 3) is obtained from a movable 
slider on R8 and is applied to it through 
R4 and R5 in series. 

The signal appearing across the ex- 
pansion control is amplified by the 6C5 
control amplifier and then rectified by 
the 6H6. When the 6H6 conducts, it 
develops a positive voltage across R5 
which adds to the fixed bias to reduce 
the potential difference between grid 3 
and the cathode and to increase the 
amplification of the signal applied to 
grid 1. 

The tap on R8 is adjusted so the 6L7 
plate current is 150 microamperes with 
no signal input. The setting of the ex- 
pansion control determines the amount 
of signal applied to the 6C5 and subse- 
quently, the amount of dynamic d.c. 
bias applied to grid 3 of the 6L7. 
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Bogen model SLX expander 
The Bogen model SLX expander 

shown schematically in Fig. 2 is funda- 
mentally similar to the unit shown in 
Fig. 1. A 6SA7 replaces the 6L7 as the 
variable -gain amplifier. One triode of 
the 6C8 -G replaces the 6C5, the other 
has its plate and grid strapped together 
as a substitute for the 6H6. 

In this unit, the signal voltage is 
applied to grid 1 of the 6SA7 and to 
the control grid of the triode section of 
the 6C8 -G. The dynamic bias voltage 
from the rectifier is applied to grids 1 
and 3 to provide a greater control over 
the available amplification. The 0.5 -µf 
capacitor bypasses the a.f. voltage to 
ground so it will not reach grid 3. The 
500,000 -ohm resistor Rl isolates the 
grids and prevents the a.f. signal on 
grid 1 from being bypassed to ground. 

Single -ended variable -gain volume ex- 
panders produce a peculiar form of 
distortion when the incoming signal 
is modulated by the ripple and harmonic 
content of the dynamic bias developed 
by the control rectifier. Ripple and har- 
monics cannot be readily removed from 
the bias signal by filtering because this 
increases the time constant of the cir- 
cuit to the point where the expander 
will not follow staccato passages. 

To eliminate this effect and to permit 
the use of a short time constant, Ampli- 
fier Corp. of America has used a cir- 
cuit which is basically a push -pull ver- 
sion of the single -ended expanders in 
Figs. 1 and 2. A push -pull audio signal 
is applied to the control grids in each 
of the push -pull variable -gain tubes and 
the dynamic bias is applied to the tubes 
in parallel. In this way, transients, 
ripple, and harmonics are balanced out 
because they are in phase on the grids 
and out of phase in the plate circuit. 
A modern version of the push -pull ex- 
pander is used in the model 100 -DC 
amplifier produced by Amplifier Corp. 
of America. 

Constant -gain expanders 
In a constant -gain variable- output 

expander, the output of a constant -gain 
stage is applied to a voltage divider 
in which one element is variable from 
zero to infinite resistance. The princi- 
ple of this very interesting type of 
expander is illustrated by Fig. 3. The 
input voltage (from a constant -gain 
source) is applied across a voltage 
divider consisting of Rl and R2. The 
output voltage Ea can be varied from 
approximately E,o when R2 is infinite 
to zero when R2 is zero. In practice, 
R2 is replaced by the plate- cathode re- 
sistance of a vacuum tube. A control 
amplifier and signal rectifier supply 
dynamic bias to the tube represented 
by R2. 

Fig. 4 shows the volume expander 
used in the Sparton 827X, 997X, 1167 
and similar receivers, which were 
manufactured about 15 years ago. A 
part of the voltage output of the 6Q7 
is fed into the grid of the 6J7 expander - 
amplifier (control tube) which is biased 
to cutoff by returning its grid to the 
center tap on the power transformer. 

The plate of the 6J7 is coupled 

directly to the suppressor grid of the 
6K7 expander stage through a 1 -meg- 
ohm resistor. The control grid of the 
6K7 is tied to the suppressor through 
a filter consisting of 0.2- and 0.3 -µf 
capacitors and a 470,000 -ohm resistor. 
The time constant of this filter network 
permits only very large changes in 6J7 
plate current to affect the grid voltage 
of the 6K7. 

The 6K7 and 6J7 are connected in 
series across the B supply. The 6J7 
plate receives much of its voltage from 
the 470,000 -ohm resistor connected to 
the 6K7 cathode. The voltage drop 
across this resistor biases the suppres- 
sor of the 6K7 expander tube. 

Since the 6J7 expander amplifier is 
biased to cutoff, a fairly large signal 
must be applied to its grid to produce 
an appreciable change in plate current. 
With low signals, the 6J7 remains cut 
off, and there is no voltage drop across 
the 470,000 -ohm plate resistor. Since 
there is no voltage drop across the re- 
sistor, the 6K7 suppressor is at cathode 
potential and the tube conducts heavily. 
Under these conditions, the plate - 
cathode resistance of the 6K7 is low 
compared to Rl and much of the out- 
put of the 6Q7 is lost in the voltage 
divider consisting of Rl in series with 
the plate- cathode resistance of the 6K7. 

On loud passages, the 6J7 draws 
heavy current and the voltage drop 
across the 470,000 -ohm plate load re- 
sistor is sufficient to place a heavy bias 
on the suppressor of the 6K7. This in- 
creases the plate- cathode resistance of 
the 6K7 and permits a greater voltage 
to be fed to the grid of the 6N6 a.f. 
amplifier. 

Masco constant -gain circuit 
Fig. 5 shows a simpler version of the 

variable- output constant -gain expander 
circuit, as used in recent Masco ampli- 
fiers. V1 -a and V2 -a are conventional 
voltage amplifiers. V2 -b is the bias 
rectifier, and Vl -b is the expander tube 
whose plate- cathode resistance is repre- 
sented by R2 in Fig. 3. 

When the signal applied to the grid 
of control amplifier V2 -a is low, the 
dynamic bias voltage developed by V2 -b 
is not high enough to cause a substan- 
tial increase in the plate -to- cathode re- 
sistance of V1 -b. The resistance of Vl -b 
is low and a large part of the signal 
developed in the plate circuit of V1 -a 
is dissipated across Rl. When a strong 
signal reaches the grid of V2 -a, the 
dynamic bias reduces the plate current 
and increases the internal resistance of 
Vl -b so that a greater portion of the 
output of VI-a reaches the grid of the 
following stage. The attack and release 
times of the expander are determined 
by the charge and discharge time -con- 
stants of the capacitors connected be- 
tween the plate of the rectifier V2 -b 
and the grid of VI-b. 

Inverse- feedback expanders 
If inverse feedback is applied to one 

or more stages in an amplifier, the gain 
of these stages may be varied by vary- 
ing the feedback voltage. Fig. 6 is the 
diagram of the Thordarson T -31W11 

and T -31K11 audio amplifiers designed 
for use with a radio tuner. These units 
use an inverse- feedback type of ex- 
pander. 

The output of V1 -a is applied simul- 
taneously to the variable -gain stage 
Vl -b and to control -voltage amplifier 
V2 -a. V2 -b is a half -wave shunt rec- 
tifier connected to develop a positive 
output voltage. This voltage is filtered 
by Rl, R2, and Cl and fed to the paral- 
leled grids of V3, the feedback control 
stage, which is initially biased to cutoff 
by a positive voltage on its cathode 
taken from the 6B4 bias resistor. 

The cathode of Vl -b is unbypassed 
and its grid is returned to a point on 
the cathode biasing resistor. This causes 
degenerative feedback which reduces 
the gain of the stage to a level consid- 
erably below that which would be ob- 
tained without feedback. The amount 
of feedback depends on the a.c. cathode 
impedance of the stage. 

The plate -to -plate impedance of V3 
is reflected into the secondary of T1 
which parallels the cathode resistance 
of V1 -b. When V3 is cut off, its plate - 
to -plate impedance is so high that it 
has little or no effect on the cathode 
impedance of V1-b. 

When the positive dynamic bias volt- 
age on the grids pf V3 reaches a point 
which permits conduction, the plate -to- 
plate impedance drops. Since this im- 
pedance is in parallel with the cathode 
impedance of V1 -b, the amount of cath- 
ode feedback decreases and the gain of 
Vl -b rises. 

The grids of V3 are fed in parallel 
and the plates work in push -pull. In 
this way, the feedback control stage 
effectively eliminates thumps and tran- 
sients which would normally be caused 
by rapid rises in the dynamic bias volt- 
age. 

Fig. 7 shows another Thordarson 
inverse -feedback expander circuit. In it 
we have a two -stage variable -gain am- 
plifier with a 25 -db feedback loop (Rl, 
R2, and Cl) connected between the 
plate of V2 and the cathode of Vl. The 
secondary of the feedback control trans- 
former is connected between ground 
and the junction of Rl and R2 to form 
a T network. 

The control amplifier circuit is simi- 
lar to that used in Fig. 6. However, this 
circuit was used in a recording -play- 
back amplifier so it incorporates volume 
compression as well as expansion. The 
control amplifier V3 -a is connected to 
the phono -radio input when used as an 
expander and to the second variable - 
gain stage when used as a compressor. 
This switching is handled by section 
Sl -b of the EXPAND -COMPRESS switch. 
Switch sections Sl -a, Sl -c and Sl -e 
reverse the polarity of the rectifier and 
cut in separate filter circuits for com- 
pression and expansion. 

When the switch is set for expansion, 
the rectifier V3 -b develops a positive 
control bias and V4 is biased to cutoff. 
When the input signal level is low, little 
or no voltage is developed by the control 
rectifier and the plate -to -plate imped- 
ance of V4 is high. This high impedance 
is reflected into the secondary of T1, 
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where it forms a high- impedance shunt 
path in the inverse- feedback loop. 

A sudden rise in signal voltage pro- 
duces a high positive bias voltage at the 
output of V3 -b. The positive voltage on 
the grids of V4 causes the plate -to- 
plate impedance to drop and lower the 
impedance reflected into the secondary 
of Tl. This decreases the impedance 
of the shunt leg of the T, reduces the 
voltage fed back to the cathode of V1 
and allows the gain to rise. 

When the circuit is used as a volume 
compressor, the cathode biasing voltage 
across R5 limits the total plate current 
of V4 to about 16.5 ma and keeps the 
plate dissipation just within its maxi- 
mum permissible value. The high plate 
current results in a very low plate im- 
pedance being reflected into the shunt 
leg of the T feedback loop. This reduces 
the voltage being fed from the plate 
of V2 to the cathode of V1 so the ampli- 
fication of V1 and V2 is about normal. 

When the audio signal rises above a 
given level, V3 -b develops enough nega- 
tive bias voltage to reduce the plate 
current and increase the plate -to -plate 
impedance of V4 and the impedance 
that is reflected into the shunt leg of 
the feedback loop. The increase in the 
shunt impedance increases the feedback 
voltage and causes a corresponding de- 
crease in the gain of Vl. 

The attack -time of the compressor is 
about .03 second and the decay time is 
0.25 second. This compares favorably 
with the 0.25- second attack and decay 
times of the expander circuit. The decay 
or hangover time of the expander circuit 
can be increased by replacing the 500- 
000 -ohm bleeder resistor with a higher 
resistance. 

A 1,000 -ohm resistor is switched into 
the circuit to replace the secondary of 
Tl when the EXPAND- COMPRESS -NORMAL 
switch is turned to NORMAL. 

Lamp -operated expander 
Fig. 8 shows the novel inverse -feed- 

back volume expander circuit used in 
the Silvertone model 8160 audio ampli- 
fier. Inverse feedback for the cathode 
of the driver stage is obtained from a 
voltage divider (Rl and R2) across the 
secondary of the output transformer. 
R2 is paralleled by two type 47 pilot 
lamps in series. When the signal level 
is low, there is comparatively little 
voltage across the lamps and their re- 
sistance is low enough to practically 
short -circuit R2 and permit maximum 
voltage to be fed back into the cathode 
of the driver stage. Loud passages in- 
crease the voltage in the transformer 
secondary and cause the lamps to heat. 
Their resistance rises and decreases 
the amount of feedback applied to the 
driver cathode. END 

Fig. 6 -The schematic diagram of the 
Thordarson model T -31K11 and T -31W11 
amplifiers using an inverse -feedback 
type volume expander. Fig. 7- Another 
adaptation of the Thordarson inverse - 
feedback expander. Fig. 8 -A lamp - 
operated type of inverse feedback vol- 
ume expander used in Sears Roebuck 
Silvertone type 8160 audio amplifier. 
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TV COMES 0 

Distribution 

antenna systems 

are critical, but 

"technical sense" 

can make them work 

By DOUGLAS W. STEPHENS 

W 
ITH the surging wave of 
television station construction 
and installation, which will 
eventually give us more than 

1,900 new transmitters, TV will be 
brought to many who have before been 
without this new wonder of our age. 

But, because TV, unlike radio, will 
not go up, over, or around mountains, 
hills, or even large buildings, many new 
problems are encountered. 

In towns which are large enough to 
support elaborate layouts and in other 
areas where the expense of coaxial 
cables, aerial towers, master amplifiers, 
and distribution units can be borne 
by large groups, the problem presented 
will be only one of engineering. 

The television lessons learned by resi- 
dents of Mount Baldy, a resort com- 
munity deep in the Sierra Madre of 
Southern California, may be helpful to 
many small groups living in locations 
where TV reception is hindered by 
geographical reasons and where funds 
available are limited because of the size 
of the group. 

This picturesque mountain resort is 
situated in a deep canyon at an eleva- 
tion of 4,500 feet, a scant hour drive 
from the heavily populated Los Angeles 
are &. 

At first glance the TV problem at 
Mount Baldy did not look difficult. 
Mount Wilson, the site of all seven 
transmitters for the Southern Cali- 
fornia area, was only 25 miles away. 
But when Cecil May and E. Leslie, full - 
time residents, tried out antennas on 
their cabin roofs, they found that Mount 
Sunset and Lookout Peak, towering 
3,000 feet above the valley, blocked off 
the Mount Wilson transmitters. Chan- 
nels 4 and 5, full of snow and ghosts, 

¶%4E 
4'NTAIN 

l'art of the transmission line. :%rrow points at antenna. 

could be viewed by pointing the anten- 
nas toward 9,000 -foot Mount Ontario 
to their rear, but as the signal bounced 
from one peak to the other, back and 
forth across the valley, the picture was 
far from satisfactory. 

Hearing that some residents at the 
lower end of the valley could bring in 
TV signals over a saddle connecting 
Sunset and Lookout, these men con- 
ceived the idea of putting an antenna 
on the top of Signal Rock across the 
stream and to the back of their cabins 
2,500 feet up the steep side of the 
mountain. Here Mount Wilson could be 
seen over the saddle. The lower valley 
group, however, was situated closer to 
the saddle, and the line from their an- 
tenna was less than 1,500 feet long. As 
the distance from the antenna on Sig- 
nal Rock to the last cabin on the line 
was close to 4,500 feet, the cost of 
engineering such a project with coaxial 
cables, 200 -foot towers, large ampli- 
fiers, and other equipment such as 
Panther Valley used, would be 
prohibitive. 

The problem then was to find an 
inexpensive way to bring the signals 
down the mountain. Finding two other 
cabin owners, Jack Fountain and Mr. 
Garrison, who also wanted television, 
the four put up $120 each to purchase 
materials. 

Four V -cone antennas in a stacked 
array were installed on the summit of 
Signal Rock. Fifteen feet of 300 -ohm 
flat ribbon line was used to connect the 
antenna to two No. 14 insulated copper 
wires which were run, 12 inches apart, 
down the mountain, attaching the wires 
enroute to trees with insulators on wood 
cross -bars. Across the stream the line 
ended at the junction, a tree centrally 

located to the cabins. Four separate 
380-ohm flat lead -in lines were run 
from this point to the cabins. 

Reception fair to middling 
With this long setup, the Baldy men 

found channels 4 and 5 came in from 
fair to good, while channels 2 and 9 
could be viewed occasionally late in the 
evening. But even at best there were 
heavy ghosts on these channels, the re- 
ception was subject to every whim of 
the weather, and the sets interfered 
with each other. There was no picture 
on channels 7, 11, and 13. 

This was the situation from Novem- 
ber 1951 until March 1952, when a 
heavy, wet snow broke down the 300 - 
ohm flat leads connecting the cabins 
with the junction. Viewing the break- 
down, the group decided to consult 
Roger Howell, owner of the Reliable 
Radio and TV Service Co., at Long 
Beach, 50 miles away. Howell was an 
old -timer in radio and television, having 
built one of the first television sets, in 
1931. 

Realizing the limited financial struc- 
ture of the undertaking, Howell came 
up to Mount Baldy and with Jack 
Fountain and Leslie climbed Signal 
Rock to the antenna. This trip, 2,500 
feet almost straight up through snow 
and thick underbrush, took several 
hours. On reaching the summit, Howell 
found all four antennas were hooked up 
in such a manner that they were work- 
ing out of phase and the connections 
were badly corroded. As they had no 
way of soldering, they scraped the 
wires, reattached them in the conven- 
tional parallel- series hookup -which 
properly harnessed the stack so each 
antenna worked in phase with the 
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Jack Fountain, in the picture above, resolders the trans- 
mission line with the assistance of a split coffee can. 

Right, above -Snowy picture received before soldering 
the antenna; below- moving parallel lines cleared up 
ghosts. 

others -and taped the connections. 
Jack Fountain took the hard way down, 
following the line, taking up the slack 
where the heavy snow had stretched it 
and repairing it in one place where it 
had been broken. 

Nothing else could be done for a 
couple of weeks until the snow melted. 
In the meantime, four other cabin own- 
ers joined the group, each new man 
putting up another $120. With this 
additional money the group bought 
enough 450 -ohm Gonset line to run from 
the junction to the eighth house, each 
member attaching to this main line with 
300 -ohm flat lead. Howell estimated the 
No. 14 line down the mountain being a 
foot apart would have an impedance of 
about 750 ohms. To compensate for this, 
he advised tapering the last few feet of 
the No. 14 line before it joined the 
Gonset at the junction. 

This improved . the pictures so that 
channels 4 ana 5 came in with only a 
slight ghost, and channel 2, though not 
quite as good, was satisfactory. There 
was not too much snow on these chan- 
nels, but only sound was present on 7, 
9, 11, and 13. However, there was a 
great deal of set interference and the 
reception was bad in the daytime. 

As there was still money in the treas- 
ury, Howell installed a booster ampli- 
fier (amplifying the signal 30 db) 2,000 
feet down the mountain from the an- 
tenna where a near -by cabin could be 
tapped for power. Four distribution 
boxes were put in the line at the cabins, 
two lead -in lines coming out of each 
box. This improved the pictures already 
received and eliminated set interfer- 
ence. However, there was a loss of 3 db 
on the low channels and 6 db on the 
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high channels at each box. This resulted 
in a poorer picture being received as 
the signals moved down the line until 
at the last two sets there was a loss of 
12 db on the low channels and 24 db on 
the high ones. Howell advised Jack and 
Leslie to check the main line and the 
connections at the antenna. Lower 
channels, he told them, would come in 
even though there were great signal 
losses on the line, but if there were any 
losses due to unsoldered joints or other 
causes, the high channels would be held 
back. 

Cleaning up the line 
On climbing the mountain, the two 

men found the connections at the an- 
tenna corroded. Inserting new 10/32 
brass bolts at all eight connections, 
they attached Gonset between the an- 
tenna and the No. 14 wire, replacing 
the 300 -ohm line at that point. The 
Gonset and No. 14 wire connection was 
soldered and the eight connections at 
the antenna were sprayed with Krylon 
plastic spray to prevent further 
corrosion. 

On following the line down the 
mountain -a difficult descent through 
heavy brush and down steep cliffs - 
Leslie noticed several places where the 
No. 14 wire had been wound around 
insulators to tighten the line. As Howell 
had warned them that all loops in the 
line would result in a weaker signal 
(acting as r.f. chokes), they straight- 
ened these out and soldered all connec- 
tions that had previously been taped. 
This last was done by cutting a slot in 
either side of a coffee can and slipping 
it over the wire to protect the soldering 
flame from the wind. 

When they got back to the first cabin 
they found they could bring in all chan- 
nels except 7 with very little snow and 
practically no ghosts. Channel 7 was 
too weak for good viewing. Checking 
the line from the junction, they found 
that the lead from the first box ran 
parallel to the main Gonset line and 
only a few inches below it for 75 feet 
before going to the first cabin. Parallel- 
ing of lines for such a distance put the 
line out of phase. To correct this, they 
raised the Gonset on the pole and moved 
the lead -in four feet away and out of 
parallel to the Gonset. This strength- 
ened channel 7, but when they checked 
the other sets down the line, they found 
signals were progressively weaker until 
at the last set, channels 7, 9, and 11 

were too weak for good viewing. As 
there were two more cabin owners who 
wanted television, $120 was collected 
from each, and another large amplifier 
(30 db), like the one on the hill, was 
put at the junction and a distribution 
box was installed to take care of the 
two new members. This resulted in 
clear pictures all down the line on 
channels 4, 5, 11, and 13. Channels 2, 
7, and 9 were not quite as good as the 
others, showing slight ghosts and snow. 
It is hoped to run Gonset later all the 
way up to the antenna and thereby 
strengthen the signals on these last 
three channels. 

The story of Mount Baldy proves that 
by taking advantage of the skilled 
knowledge and modern equipment avail- 
able at their local distributors, small 
groups, even though located in so- called 
blind TV areas, can bring the wonders 
of television into their homes without 
overtaxing the family budget. END 
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Part I 

How to overcome 

the inherent circuit 

characteristics that 

limit h./. response 
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e a 
MANY present -day applications 

of electronic equipment call 
for uniform amplification 
over a very wide range of 

frequencies. The video amplifier in a 
good television receiver must pass all 
frequencies from 30 cycles to 4 me with 
equal gain. Laboratory oscilloscopes 
must be able to reproduce frequencies 
from 0 cycles (pure d.c.) to 10 me and 
higher, and other types of equipment 
cover even wider frequency ranges. 

Ordinary amplifier stages cannot 
handle these wide ranges. Special cir- 
cuits are required. This series of arti- 
cles will try to reduce to simple terms 
the complete design procedure for 
wide -range amplifiers. 

To begin with, let's take a look at a 
typical R- C- coupled amplifier, and 
some of its shortcomings. Fig. 1 -a is a 
typical pentode voltage -amplifier cir- 
cuit. With parts values normally used 
in audio circuits (see RCA Receiving 
Tube Manual RC -16, pages 246 to 
261) , the response will be substantially 
flat from about 100 cycles to 15,000 
cycles. This is nowhere near the re- 
sponse required of a video amplifier. 
What causes this drop in gain below 
100 and above 15,000 cycles? 

At the low end the major factor 
responsible for this is the grid -to -plate 
coupling capacitor C. This ea_mcitor 
and R,; form a voltage divider across 
the output of V1. The reactance of the 
capacitor increases as the frequency is 
lowered 

1 

Xc 2,rFC 

thereby reducing the signal voltage 
available at the grid of V2. The Vi 
screen- and cathode- bypass capacitors 
and the B+ decoupling filter also affect 
the low- frequency response. At the 
moment, though, we are more inter- 
ested in what happens at the h.f. end 
of the amplifier response curve. The 
low end will be taken up in full detail 
later in this series. 

Fig. 1 -b is the equivalent circuit of 

the amplifier at high frequencies. 
(Coupling- capacitor C can be omitted 
because its reactance at high frequen- 
cies is so low that it can be considered 
a dead short.) The loss in gain at this 
end is caused by the combined shunting 

_effect of all the capacitances shown. 
Co is the output capacitance of V i ; 

Cs is the total stray capacitance to 
ground of all the components and wir- 
ing except the tubes; C, is the input 
capacitance of V2; and C is the 
Miller -effect capacitance of V2. (When 
a tube operates as a grid -to -plate am- 
plffier, the input . capacitance is in- 
creased by Co,, (A + 1) , where Co,, is 
the grid -plate capacitance, and A is 
the tube gain. This comprises what is 
known as the Miller effect. In triodes, 
which have relatively high grid -plate 
capacitance, and very- high -gain pen- 
todes, the Miller -effect capacitance is 
large. In low -gain pentodes the effect 
is almost negligible.) 

Since these capacitances are all in 
pas allel, their total CT is found by 
simply adding them together: 

CT= Co +Ca +C, +C 
The shunting effect of CT across R,, 

decreases the output voltage as the 
frequency rises. When the reactance of 
CT is equal to the resistance of R,, the 
net load impedance Z,,, will be 70.7 R,, 
and the output voltage will be reduced 
by the same amount, or 3 db. See Fig. 2. 

One way of reducing this effect is to 
use a smaller value of R,. The equation 
for the gain of a pentode (A = gm x Z,,) 
shows that the maximum gain of the 
stage will be reduced, but in this case, 
fiat frequency response is much more 
important than gain. 

In the actual design we must first 
decide what tubes we want to use. A 
point of caution here: The tubes 
selected must have high gm and low 
interelectrode capacitances. Types like 
the 6AC7, 6CB6, and 6AH6, were de- 
signed especially for this application. 
For the output stage, types 6AG7, 
6CL6, or 12BY7 are recommended. The 
average gain per stage will be rather 

Fig. 1 -(a) Typical R -C coupled pentode amplifier stage discussed in the text. 
(b) Equivalent circuit of the amplifier showing circuit capacitances that affect 
the response at high frequencies. Fig. 2- Impedance diagram for resistance and 
capacitive reactance in parallel. Fig. 3- Response with and without compensation. 
Curve A shows response without shunt peaking. B and C show improvement with 
different peaking -coil factors. Fig. 4 -(a) Inserting a peaking inductance L in 
the load circuit cancels the shunting effect of CT. (b) Resonating the circuit at a 
frequency above F_, increases the high- frequency response of the amplifier stage. 
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ON VIDEO AMPLIFIERS 

low. Decide what total gain you re- 
quire and what tube line -up you want 
to use. For demonstration we will as- 
sume a total gain of 100 and use a 
6AH6 followed by a 6AG7. 

The next step is to find the shunt 
and stray capacitances. A tube manual 
will be needed here. According to the 
manual, the output capacitance of a 
6AH6 is 2 µµf, and a 6AG7 has an 
input capacitance of 13 µµf. So, in 
substituting numbers for letters in the 
equation, CO and C, will be 2 and 
13 pµf, respectively. 

Cy includes the capacitance to chas- 
sis of the wiring, sockets, and compo- 
nents. Keep this capacitance as small 
as possible, by using low -loss sockets, 
and point -to -point wiring, and mount 
the parts up off the chassis. A perpen- 
dicular parts layout is best. Or even a 
nonmetallic chassis -strip. Cy is much 
too small to be measured easily. For 
the time being we'll estimate it at 
10 µµf. In order to find C we must 
first know the gain of V2. 

According to the tube manual, a 
6AG7 has a transconductance of 11,000 
'mhos (.011 mhos), and a grid -plate 
capacitance of .06 µµf. We will assume 
the 6AG7 plate -load impedar ̂ e (Z,) 
is a resistance of 3,000 ohms. Then 
the gain of the 6AG7 is 

A,= gm x 
= .011 x 3,000 
= 33 

The Miller -effect capacitance is 
Cm =CG,.x (A +1) 

=.06x (33 +1) 
= .06x34 
= 2.04, or approximately 2 µµf. 

Then C.,.= 2 + 10 + 13 + 2, or 27 µµf. 
This value of 27 µµf is the estimated 
total shunt capacitance C1. Now we 
can proceed to find the Lorrect load 
resistance R,. 

As mentioned earlier, the response of 
the amplifier will not begin to drop off 
noticeably until the reactance of CT 
equals R,. R, must have a value that 
will keep the response up to at least 
the 70.7% point at the highest fre- 
quency the amplifier is expected to 
handle without discrimination. This 
frequency is called F and if the cir- 
cuit we are working on is a television 
video amplifier, it would have a value 
of about 4 mc. R then, must be equal 
to the total shunt reactance X, at 4 mc. 
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With CT in µµf, and F, in mc, we use 
this formula: 

1.59 x 105 
Xc 

= F, <. CT 

1.59 x 10' 
XO = 4 x 27 

Xc = 1,472 ohms 
R,, =1,472 ohms 

The nearest standard RTMA values 
are 1,300 ohms and 1,500 ohms. There 
will be only a slight difference in gain 
between the two, and in a conservative 
design it would be better to choose the 
lower value. 

Now we can find the maximum gain 
of the 6AH6 stage (A, = gm x Z,,,) . The 
tube manual gives the gm of a 6AH6 
as 9,000 µmhos, and Z,, is 1,300 ohms. 

A, = .009 x 1,300 
= 11.7 

Checking results 
If we now set the circuit up for an 

operating test and measure the actual 
frequency response, we find that in- 
stead of being flat all the way out to 
4 mc, the response begins to drop at 
only 500 kc. See Fig. 3. Apparently, a 
low -value load resistor was ).ot the 
complete answer to our problem. What 
we need is a means of cancelling the 
effect of CT. 

We know that inductance and capaci- 
tance have opposite characteristics. If 
we insert a small inductor L between 
the load resistor and the B supply, we 
create the broadly tuned parallel - 
resonant circuit shown in Fig. 4 -a. The 
impedance of a parallel- resonant cir- 
cuit rises as we approach the resonant 
frequency. If we choose a value of L 
that will resonate with CT at a fre- 
quency F,, somewhere above F2, the 
impedance of the load circuit will in- 
crease as the frequency rises and will 
compensate for the original drop in 
response. See Fig. 4 -b. 

This system is known as shunt peak- 
ing. L can be varied to give flat re- 
sponse to F or even raise the output 
at that frequency. But the value of L 
must be held within certain limits to 
avoid excessive phase shift. 

When the load of an amplifier con- 
tains either inductive or capacitive 
shunt reactance the input and output 
voltages will never be exactly 180° out 
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of phase. In the mid -frequency range, 
where the reactances have negligible 
effect, the phase shift will be practi- 
cally 180 °, but at the high- °requency 
end, where capacitive reactance begins 
to dominate, the output voltage will be 
shifted more than 180 °. At the low end, 
inductive reactance shifts the output 
voltage less than 180 °. 

6AH6 

T 
Fig. 5 -Final interstage circuit of the 
video amplifier with values derived 
from the text for flat response to 4 mc. 

In a TV receiver with excessive 
phase shift, a low- frequency video com- 
ponent which follows immediately after 
a high- frequency component may actu- 
ally reach the picture -tube screen first. 
This gives pictures a smeary quality. 

The ratio between the peaking in- 
ductance L and the shunt capacitance 
CT determines this phase shift. Various 
ratios (K) have been worked out for 
specific applications. For ideal phase 
characteristics, at the expense of a 
slight drop in response, K should have 
a value of 0.34. Values of K above 
0.414 introduce a peak just below F,. 
A good compromise for a video ampli- 
fier is to use a K value of 0.5. This 
gives a rise of about 3% just below F,. 

To find L in sH, where CT is given in 
µµf we use the formula: 

L= KxCTx10 -e, (R,)'. 
In our sample problem, taking 

K =0.5 we have: 
L= 0.5x27x10-°x1,300' 

= 22.9 µh. 
If the peaking coil L is wound on a 

small slug -tuned coil form, its induc- 
tance can be adjusted to the exact 
value. 

Fig. 5 is the final circuit. The com- 
ponents which have not been given 
values do not affect the high- frequency 
response. These parts control the low - 
frequency response and will be dealt 
with in Part II of this series. 

TO BE CONTINUED 
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48 I TELEVISION 

From the original "La Télévision? . 

Mais c'est très simple!" Translated from 
the French by Fred Shunamon. All North 
American rights reserved. No extract 
may be printed without the permission 
of RADIO -ELECTRONICS and the author. 

TELEVISION? 
...it's a cinch! 

By E. AISBERG Second Conversation 
The Nipkow Disc 

Our hero's dizzying adventure 
Ken -Don't bother telling me what you're trying to do, Will. Either you're prac- 
ticing to become a whirling dervish, or TV has you going around in circles! 
Will -Wrong on both counts, Ken! I'm just trying to read without having to jerk 
my eyes back from right to left at the end of each line. 
Ken -I know I'll regret asking, but why? 
Will- Because I've been thinking about the way a scene is scanned in television. 
You remember, the last time we talked you said it was like reading a book -line 
by line. But when you think of how fast the TV camera has to read, it seems 
there ought to be some way to save the waste of time getting back from the end 
of one line to the beginning of the next. So, when I finish one line, I spin rapidly 
round so my eyes fall on the beginning of the next one without having to snap 
back from the end of the last! 
Ken -Bright idea, but I don't think you're going to save much time that way. 
You can get pretty dizzy, though! But you might be interested to know that your 
continuous -scanning method was the one they used in most of the early mechani- 
cal television systems. 

A little geometry 
Will -I'd like to hear a little more about some system that really was used! All 
you've told me about "scanning" and "image analysis" so far has been pretty 
much up in the air. But just how do you "explore successively the elements of the 
image" in real live television? 
Ken -I hadn't figured on telling you how mechanical television worked, because 
it's been abandoned entirely in favor of electronic methods. But maybe you'll be 
able to understand the more advanced systems better if we start in with the sim- 
plest -and the oldest- system: the Nipkow disc! 
Will -The Nipkow disc? I've heard about it somewhere. What is it? 
Ken -We're going to make one right now! Take a look at this piece of thin 
Bristol board. We'll cut a circle about 16 inches across out of it. Now I'm going 
to lay out a series of concentric circles on it. The first will be 13 inches in diam- 
eter, and each one will be an eighth of an inch bigger, till we have 16 circles. Then 
we proceed to divide up the circumference of our disc into 16 equal parts... . 

Will -This is fine! We've been going through arithmetic and algebra -now we're 
getting a geometry exercise. When do we start integral calculus? 
Ken -Never mind the calculus -I'll be satisfied if you learn television! Now 
let's get back to our disc. We have 16 radii, or arms, going to equally- spaced 
points on its circumference. I needed all these lines so I could lay out a spiral. I 
just mark the point where the first radius crosses the first circle, another point 
where the second radius crosses the second circle, and so on, going around the 
circle clockwise. 
Will -That gives you 16 points arranged in a spiral. What do you intend to do 
with them? 

Pinhole view of life 
Ken -You'll see in a minute. First let's make -with a very small punch -a series 
of holes, one at each point on our spiral. And here is our Nipkow disc! 
Will -And you really think you can use this for scanning television images? 
Ken -I do, and what's more, I'm going to prove it! Let's make a little design - 
something very simple in black and white -about two by three inches. Fasten it 
on the bottom of the lampshade here. Now put the disc on this knitting needle, 
hold it in front of the design, and spin it 
Will -I see your design just as though the disc were transparent! 
Ken -Now -just so we can see what's going on -let's turn the disc a little slower. 
Will -I get it! This is just a big improvement on the piece of paper with the 
window in it we had last time. When the disc turns the first hole scans a line 
across the design. (Not exactly a straight line either, it's an arc of a circle, but 
that doesn't seem to make any difference.) Just as it finishes its line, the second 
hole starts across the picture and scans a line just below the first. And each hole 
follows (beginning at the outside of the circle or top of the design) and scans a 
line, till the whole design is covered. 
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Ken -And then the whole thing starts again with the second revolution of the 
disc. You see that if you turn the disc fast enough you apparently see the whole 
image, though really only one of its elements is visible at any one instant through 
one of the holes in the disc. 
Will -I see too that the disc reads in the whirling- dervish style, without having 
to make any backward movement to get to the beginning of each line. And I can 
see that it has to turn pretty fast before the eye blends all the elements into a 

single picture. 

Reading -the hard way 
Ken -Yes, and when I let the disc slow down just a little, the image shimmies as 
if light and dark waves were going across it. That's because the sensation pro- 
duced in the eye by the light from each hole doesn't last very long. 
Will -Just how fast does the disc have to turn to get rid of this flickering? 
Ken -You know -to do a good job you need 30 complete images a second. 
Will -Yes, that's our television standard. You told me before the Europeans get 
by with fewer. But is 30 really enough? Wouldn't it be a good idea to scan even 
faster? 
Ken -Don't forget that your video frequency is proportional to the number of 
images you transmit a second. It's not a good idea to do anything that will in- 
crease that frequency too much. Fortunately, there's a way you can kill the 
flicker without increasing the band of frequencies you have to transmit. It's 
called interlacing. 
Will -This TV business really has a language of its own! What's interlacing? 
Ken -Instead of starting at line No. 1 and transmitting all the lines of the image 
one after the other, you transmit all the odd- numbered lines first: 1, 3, 5, etc.; 
then go back and transmit all the even ones. The whole scanning time is 1/30 
second. That means that half the lines, covering the whole surface of the image, 
are transmitted in 1/60 second, and the rest of the lines are transmitted during 
the next sixtieth. 
Will -If I tried to read a book that way, I wouldn't get much out of it. 
Ken -If it were an ordinary book, you wouldn't! But try this little sheet; you'll 
have to "interlace" to read it. Your eye will follow the exact course that would 
be followed by the scanning beam of a modern television camera. 

To read this text correctly, you must 
ner in scanning first the group (or 
first peruse the odd lines, then the 
field) of odd lines, then afterward 
even ones. Interlaced sweep permits 
the even ones. To sweep the image 30 
"reading" the lines in the same man - 
times a second, 60 fields are scanned. 

Will -This is interesting, to say the least. Maybe it was turned out by a drunk 
compositor! But can you really scan that way in television? It sounds awfully 
complicated. 
Ken -No problem at all! Suppose we make a Nipkow disc with two spirals, one 
on each half of the disc. We'll have lines 1, 3, 5, etc., on one spiral and lines 2, 4, 

6, and the rest on the other. 
Will -Of course! It can't help but work! But now that we've proved that we can 
scan a picture -interlaced or otherwise -with a Nipkow disc, where do we go 
from here? How does it help to transmit a television program? 

Now a little chemistry 
Ken -Do you know anything about photocells? 
Will -Of course! I use an exposure meter when I take photographs. It's a photo- 
cell connected to a meter. The meter is calibrated to show how much light there is 

on the subject being photographed. 
Ken -Then the photocell is a device for changing light energy into electric 
energy. The current from the cell is proportional to the amount of light that falls 
on it. The photocells (or rather phototubes) used in television are the photo - 
emissive type. The simplest phototubes of that kind are little glass vacuum tubes 
with one inside wall covered with photo -emissive material. 
Will -Is that material that emits light? 
Ken -On the contrary. It's material that emits electrons when struck by light 
rays. 
Will-What kind of substances do that? 
Ken -Most of the so- called alkaline metals: cesium, sodium, potassium, rubidium 
and lithium, as well as some of the rare earths, though they're not as commonly 
used. 
Will -I've got an idea! If all these metals give out electrons when you turn a 
light on them, you could use them for vacuum -tube cathodes! Then you could get 
along without filament supplies. In the daytime, just keep the tubes in the light. 
And at nights put your radio near a lamp! 
Ken- Believe it or not, the idea isn't absurd! Unfortunately, the number of elec- 
trons emitted wouldn't give you enough current to be of much practical value. 
But to get back to our television -if we are going to have current in our photo - 
tube, we need one thing more. The photoactive surface is the cathode... . 
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Will -I see! We need an anode. We'll have to put a plate in our tube and put a 
positive voltage on it to attract the electrons. 
Ken -That's the idea, but a "plate" would block off the light. So our anode will 
be a wire ring or a fine grid. 

The image is scanned 
Will -Now I think I see how to make a TV transmitter. I'll take my camera, but 
in place of the ground glass I'll put the outer part of our Nipkow disc. Then it'll 
be right where the lens forms its image. And behind the disc, I'll put a phototube. 
What do you think? Will it work? 
Ken -Absolutely! You're practically reinventing television! Your phototube is 
now receiving -from instant to instant -the light from each successive element 
of the picture being scanned, and translating it into an electric current of pro- 
portional intensity. That gives us a video- frequency signal that can be amplified 
easily and used to modulate the v.h.f. or u.h.f. carrier that takes it out into space. 

The image is reproduced 
Will -How about the receiver? 
Ken -It has to have a Nipkow disc like the one at the transmitter, and moving in 
exact step with it. 
Will -Is that what they call synchronization? 
Ken -Right! And that's another word for your technical vocabulary. 
Will -But how do we get the variations in current back into light again? 
Ken -Very simply -with a neon lamp. You understand them, of course? 
Will -Oh, yes! I even engineered an accident to the one on the restaurant across 
the street when it began putting out more static than light. 
Ken -I'm not interested in your criminal record. The lamps most commonly used 
in television in this country had two plates about the size and shape of the image 
to be reproduced. When you put enough voltage between the two electrodes, one 
of the plates glows over its whole surface. A large d.c. voltage makes a bright glow... . 

Will -And less d.c. means a weaker one, I suppose. But how ... ? 
Ken -Let me finish ! If we add the varying voltage of the video signal onto the 
d.c. we started with, the brightness of the plate varies with the instantaneous 
signal voltages. 
Will -Yes, but how do we manage to light each point of the plate to the bright- 
ness of that exact spot in the televised scene? 
Ken -You don't have to! Your Nipkow disc in front of the neon lamp will show 
you each point on the plate at the instant it has the right brightness. 
Will -Of course! At any instant the disc lets us see just one element of the sur- 
face of the plate. And at that same instant, the brightness is just right for that 
spot in the televised scene. For instance, when the first element of the picture is 
transmitted, the whole neon lamp is lighted to the brightness of that point. But 
we can see only that one spot through the hole in the disc. And when the hole 
passes to the next element, the whole plate is just as bright as that spot ought 
to be, and so on. So we see all points of the scene in their proper places and with 
their proper brightnesses, and the whole image is reproduced! 
Ken -Bravo! You have described exactly the system of television first outlined 
about the end of the 19th century and put into practice around 1924 by Jenkins, 
Baird, and others. 
Mechanics vs electronics 
Will -It looks like a very simple and practical system to me, and I doubt if it 
would be easy to improve it! 
Ken -Pull in your hat -band, chum! They gave up that idea years ago! They 
couldn't get enough detail with it -180 lines was about the most you could get in 
a single image. 
Will- Couldn't they get more lines by using bigger discs with more holes? 
Ken -No. At the speed the discs would have to turn, centrifugal force would tear 
them apart. 
Will- Couldn't you make the holes smaller? 
Ken -Not very much smaller. You would cut down the amount of light that could 
get through, and after a certain point you'd be up against the very disagreeable 
phenomenon of diffraction. 
Will -It seems I don't have any good ideas today! 
Ken -No matter how good they might be, you wouldn't be able to save mechanical 
television. It had other bad faults. For example, the phototube at the transmitting 
end received the light from each point of the image for such a short time you had 
to use very high illumination on the subject to get enough photoelectric current to 
use. And the efficiency at the receiving end was very low, because you can see 
only a very small part of the neon lamp's plate at any instant. And finally, we're 
living in the age of electronics now! 
Will -Then why did you take time off to explain a system that belongs in a mu- 
seum? 
Ken -Because once you understand a simple system of television, ydur brain cells 
will find it easier to absorb the more complex details of the electronic systems. 
Will -I've got a feeling I'm letting myself in for something awfully complicated! 
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ANTENNA REFERENCE CHART 

TELEVISION 15 i 

This chart takes into consideration only proportional signal 
strength over unobstructed terrain at given distances from the 
transmitter, based on the effective radiated power of the aver- 
age v.h.f. television transmitter. It does not cover the possible 
effects of natural obstacles or buildings on the path or strength 
of the received signal. 

For example: the single -bay in -line antenna has fairly high 
forward directivity, and works best at distances up to 25 miles 
from the transmitter (B and C) . Where you want to receive 
two stations from different directions at this distance, select 
an antenna that has the necessary gain without the sharp for- 
ward directional characteristic, such as the 8- element conical 
V. (The ranges given are for v.h.f. only, and will be much 
shorter on u.h.f. due to increased ground attenuation on the 
higher frequencies.) 

In built -up areas close to the transmitter, there may be 
difficulties from rear and side reflections, especially where tall 
buildings are involved. Use a conical with a large number of 
reflector elements (a 6- front, 6 -back type for example) to 
raise the forward gain and reduce signal pickup from the rear 
and sides. 

Our thanks to Radio Merchandise Sales, for permission to 
reproduce this chart, which was prepared by their engineering 
department. 
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Gain 
Reference 

Code Letter 

Television 
Antenna 

Types 

A Built -in or indoor ("rabbit- ears ") 
A Window 
A and B Piggy -back 
A and B V type (4- e'ement end -fire array) 
A Conical (4 directors-4 reflectors) 
B Conical (6 directors -2 reflectors) 
B and C Single -bay in -line 
C Conical V (8- element end -fire array) 
C and D 2 -bay in -line 
C and D 2 -bay V type 
C 2 -bay conical (6 directors -2 reflectors) 
D 5- element Yagi 
D and E 2 -bay conical V 
E 8- element Yagi 
D and E 4 -bay conical (6 directors -4 reflectors) 
D and E 4 -bay conical V 
F 10- element Yagi 
E and F Corner array 
E and F Rhombic antennas 
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THE voltage boost circuit of the 
horizontal flyback system is a sim- 
ple circuit consisting of a pair of 
capacitors and a coil. These are 

connected to the cathode of the damper 
when the horizontal output transformer 
has a secondary winding for the deflec- 
tion coils. On occasion, however, the 
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Fig. 1- Voltage boost circuit in the 
RCA 6T53 direct drive sweep system. 
boost circuit may be in the plate side of 
the damper as shown in Fig. 1. This is 
a partial schematic of the direct drive 
type of horizontal output system, in 
which the deflection coils are in series 
with the transformer primary. The only 
secondary winding is for the filament 
of the high -voltage rectifier. 

Despite the simple circuit, the voltage 
boost system contributes a good per- 
centage of the many troubles which 
occur in horizontal sweep stages. A 
gassy or shorted rectifier can mean 
raster loss, while defective capacitors 
and coil affect linearity. Defective tube 
and components can also produce white 
vertical bars on the screen which denote 
*Author: Mandl's Television Servicing 

Fig. 2- Transient oscillation in sweep. 

Fig. 3 -Effect of transient oscillation. 

insufficient damping of the transient 
oscillations developed during collapse 
of the fields in the yoke during retrace. 

The transient oscillations occur at 
the beginning of the sawtooth sweep 
and thus are usually positioned near 
the left of the screen. They interrupt 
the gradual incline of the sawtooth 
sweep one or more times for each line 
traced on the screen. A single dip as 
shown in Fig. 2 means that the forward 
trace is slowed down, then reversed as 
the sawtooth dips. When the waveform 
comes out of the dip the beam within 
the tube moves across the screen again. 
This reversal of the beam at the begin- 
ning of the trace makes this section of 
the scan brighter, and successive hori- 
zontal trace lines produce the vertical 
bar down the screen. This appears (in 
exaggerated form) in Fig. 3. Often the 
bar (or bars) may be just barely visi- 
ble. (Fig. 3 has been retouched for 
better reproduction.) 

If damping is exceptionally poor, the 
bar interference becomes more visible. 
Since the bar is caused by poor sweep 
linearity a similar symptom may be 
observed if the horizontal output tube 
or circuit develops defects. If, for in- 
stance, the drive control is advanced 
too far, sweep linearity is affected and 
a bar can be produced. Usually, how- 
ever, it is located nearer the center of 
the screen and is often the result of a 
misadjustment in both linearity and 
drive controls. 

If components in the boost circuit 
open, much more serious symptoms are 
produced. Fig. 4, for instance shows the 
multiple bar interference which occurs 
when C4 of Fig. 1 opens. Besides the 
bars, horizontal shrinkage and foldover 
at the left are also present. 

Initial trouble- shooting procedures 
consist of replacing the damper tube. If 
this fails to correct the defect, check 
the linearity coil for continuity and 
shorted turns, and check capacitors (C4 
and C5 of Fig. 1) for leakage and off 
values. If a capacitor checker isn't 
available, try direct substitutes with 
values agreeing with the schematic. 
Off -value capacitors are a common 
cause of poor linearity and white verti- 
cal bars. Unless the capacitors are open, 

bridging with new ones is a useless test. 
If the capacitor is shorted, it also shorts 
the shunting capacitor. If leaky, the 
leak still exists despite the shunting 
capacitor. If off value, the shunting 
capacitor adds additional capacitance 
beyond the required amount for normal 
function of the circuit. Disconnect the 
capacitor, then try the known good one. 

Picture tube leakage 
In a GE 14T2 receiver brightness is 

excessive and can't be reduced by the 
brilliancy control. A test showed B plus 
voltage on the control grid of the pic- 
ture tube even with the coupling ca- 
pacitor disconnected. I checked the 
socket and found nothing wrong. It 
appears that the picture tube is defec- 
tive, but was wondering if there is any 
remedy other than replacement. N. T., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Your checks indicate a defective pic- 
ture tube which should be replaced. 
Some technicians, on occasion, have 
been able to correct the internal defect 
by high voltage arcing. They remove 
the picture tube socket and ground 
pin 2, the control grid. They then con- 
nect a high -voltage insulated probe to 
the high -voltage connector (this is re- 
moved from the tube and connected to 
the probe). The probe is applied to pin 
11 of the tube. This causes an intense 
high -voltage arc between the cathode 
and grid of the tube and often burns 
away any shorting flakes of conductive 
material or any coatings which have 
formed between terminals. This is re- 
peated by applying the high -voltage 
probe to pin 10 (grid 2). This arcs be- 
tween grid 2 and grid 1 and helps 
eradicate any leakage. 

This procedure is of course danger- 
ous because of the high voltage. And 
no guarantee of success can be made. 
I've tried this on a 10 -inch tube lately 
and good results were secured for only 
about three weeks, when leakage again 
developed. 

Barkhausen 
In a GE 803 receiver I am getting 

severe Barkhausen effects (black verti- 
cal bars as shown in Fig. 5). I've re- 
placed the 6BG6 horizontal output tube, 
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Fig. 4 -Effect of an open capacitor. 

and tried a magnet type eliminator on 
the tube without success. What other 
remedies are there ? -R. B., Haver- 
town, Pa. 

You should try 75- or 100 -ohm resis- 
tors in series with the control and 
screen grid leads. Wire the resistors as 
close to the tube as possible. Also check 
lead dress. If this fails, the trouble may 
be in the tuner, which picks up the 
radiated signals from the horizontal 
output tube and permits their final 
appearance at the grid of the picture 
tube. 

Often Barkhausen effects can be 
eliminated by tuner tracking to bring 
performance up to peak sensitivity for 
the incoming signal. The video i.f. 
stages should also be aligned with an 
accurate marker, sweep generator, and 
oscilloscope. (Many new receivers now 
use double shielding in the tuner to. 
minimize Barkhausen and other un- 
desirable signal pickup.) 

Interlace 
In several receivers lately I've 

noticed what appears to be interlace 
trouble. The horizontal trace lines seem 
split up instead of being clearly de- 
fined. I notice that if the vertical hold 
is adjusted slightly the lines are much 
clearer and more visible. Could you 
give me some information on this? - 
J. K., Chicago, Ill. 

You are misinterpreting the appear- 
ance of true interlace. Without inter- 
lace, line pairing results with the hori- 
zontal line structure more coarse and 
better defined. With proper interlace, 
however, horizontal line structure is 
much fainter in appearance. When the 
vertical hold is set just at the point 
where vertical sync loss is about to 
occur (or during loss of sync when pic- 
ture rolls) interlace is lost and the lines 
actually look clearer and more visible. 
But since coarse line structure is un- 
desirable, an interlaced raster is 
preferred. 

In most instances interlace is lost on 
occasion because of the nature of the 
transmitted signal or because of noise 
interference. Proper interlace is aided 
by the integrator circuit of resistors 
and capacitors at the input to the ver- 
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Fig. 5- Barkhausen effect (retouched). 

tical oscillator. Definite loss of inter- 
lace calls for a check of these compo- 
nents. (Some sets have poor interlace 
due to faulty design. This is beyond the 
technician's control. Editor) 
Excessive picture tube bias 

In a Westinghouse H- 630T14 receiver 
there is sound but no raster. The pic- 
ture tube has 275 volts on the cathode 
instead of 120. Also, with no raster I 
still get a flash of light on the screen 
when the receiver is shut off. I am as- 
suming, therefore, that high voltage is 
present. What causes raster loss? - 
J. K., Grand River, Mich. 

The excessive cathode voltage indi- 
cates excessive bias which is cutting off 
tube emission. First take a voltage 
reading between the picture tube grid 
and cathode as the brilliancy control is 
varied. The voltage should vary from 
a low value to well over 50 volts (grid 
minus with respect to cathode). In all 
probability you will find the grid - 
cathode voltage relationship remains 
unchanged because of a defective bril- 
liancy control, or bad resistors and 
capacitors in these circuits. Use an 
ohmmeter for isolation of the compo- 
nent which is causing the trouble. 

Conversion parts 
In a conversion job on an RCA 

9TC247K, can I use a Merit HVO7 
horizontal output transformer in the 
same manner as the autotransformer in 
the receiver by connecting terminals 4 
and 1? If this is possible, I can avoid 
extended circuit changes. -A. F., Bal- 
timore, Md. 

The direct -drive type of horizontal 
output system in this receiver cannot 
be replaced with a similar circuit unless 
a direct -drive type of transformer is 
used. The conventional two -winding 
type of transformer such as the Merit 
HVO7 is not suitable for this job. The 
direct -drive transformer permits match- 
ing the output tube impedance to a 
high- impedance yoke, while the second- 
ary type of transformer steps down the 
tube impedance to match a low- imped- 
ance yoke. Wiring the transformer as 
you suggest would not give proper 
impedance transfer characteristics. 

Defective a.g.c. 
In an RCA 9T79 receiver the picture 

becomes poor and excessively dark on 
strong stations. On weak signals pic- 
ture quality is good. I've tried a new 
6AL5 (second detector and a.g.c.) but 
this didn't help. Could this be a leaky 
capacitor somewhere in the a.g.c. line? 
-C. H., Leroy, N. Y. 

Yes, a leaky or shorted capacitor in 
the a.g.c. bus could cause this trouble, 
as could an open series resistor. Check 
all such parts from the 6AL5 a.g.c. de- 
tector to the various feed points ending 
at the grids of the r.f. and i.f. tubes 
involved. A v.t.v.m. placed from any 
a.g.c. point to ground will show the 
amount of bias. This negative poten- 
tial should increase as a strong local 
station is tuned in, and decrease for a 
weak station. It should also vary as the 
fine tuning is adjusted when a station 
is tuned in. Also check the 6AV6 first 
sound amplifier, as this is also the bias 
clamp for the a.g.c. 

Lead losses 
Would running the flat 300 -ohm rib- 

bon type of transmission line through 
four feet of mast affect performance? 
The installation consists of a 37 -foot 
mast with the antenna mounted above 
an Alliance motor. The lead is run 
through the four -foot mast as an ex- 
pedient way to get around the motor. 
The mast is grounded. With similar 
antennas (but with the line running 
outside the mast) neighbors get better 
reception. Their receivers, when used 
with my antenna, also perform poorly. I 
suspect the four -foot section, but would 
appreciate your advice. -L. S., White 
House Station, N. J. 

As you suspect, there is loss when a 
ribbon line is run through a mast 
section. When the transmission line 
carries signals, a field is set up around 
it, and the capacitance effect between 
the line and the metal of the mast 
creates losses which get worse at the 
higher frequencies. The longer the run 
inside a metal enclosure, the greater 
the loss. You will find that signals will 
improve when the lead is installed 
properly with standoffs. Keep the line 
away from large metal objects. END 
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U.H.F. TREATMENTS TO IMPROVE WINES 

EXPERIMENTS in the field of pres- 
ervation of foodstuffs by exposing 
them to radio waves during vary- 
ing periods of time have been made 

at different times since 1925, by such 
workers as Lakhowsky, Foyaz, Copin, 
and others. This has always been an 
important problem, since refrigeration 
as the solution has always been an 
expensive one. On the other hand, 
certain products must live and age as 
part of the process of preservation. 
Wine is one of these products, and be- 
cause of its economic importance in 
France, experiments to determine the 
effect of short -wave radiation in its 
processing have been carried out to con- 
siderable length in this country. 
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Fig. 1 -The transmitter output stage. 

Ewing Galloway 

In our experiments, wavelengths of 
10 centimeters, several millimeters, and 
between 90 centimeters and 1.20 meter 
were used, most of the work being done 
on the 1.20 -meter wavelength, just 
below the edge of the ultra- high -fre- 
quency region. 

A transmitter with a range from 
0.9 to 1.50 meters was constructed. Since 
a stable or exact frequency is not neces- 
sary, a simple long -lines oscillator 
worked satisfactorily. There are three 
methods of operation. At switch position 
A in Fig. 1, 500 volts d.c. is applied to 
the plates, and the output is 45 -48 
watts. In position B, pulsating current 
at 4,000 volts is supplied. The pulsa- 
tions are controlled by square positive 
400 -volt pulses on the grid. Waveform 
and other characteristics are precise, 
controllable, and stable. In position C, 
only the voltage peaks (10 kv) are 
stable, and the pulses have no special. 
form. 

The useful peak power in position B 
is 1.8 kw and in position C, 5.7 kw. 

Radiation methods 
In most of the tests, a setup like 

that of Fig. 2 is used. The antenna is 
a half -wave dipole fed directly by a 
two -wire line which is coupled to the 
transmitter by the usual adjustable 
hairpin link placed below the plate 

!circuit of the oscillator. 
Glass vessels of special construction 

fit over the ends of the dipole and hold 
the wine. Note that, as in Fig. 2, two 
experiments (such as treating two kinds 
of wine) can be carried on during the 

Irradiation 

reduces acid 

content and 

contamination 

By M. LAFARGUE 
Central Radio 5,1,s Fa 

same transmission. In all these experi- 
ments, the degree of heating was neg- 
ligible, being less than 1 degree C. 

Much of the energy from the dipole 
radiates into the surrounding space and 
is lost. To increase efficiency, a wave - 
guide was next tried. 

Wine, being mostly water, has a 
dielectric constant a trifle over 80. The 
length of a wave in wine therefore is 
its length in air divided by the square 
root of 80 (8.944). Thus, a circular 
waveguide of 9 cm diameter can easily 
operate on waves in the TEI,, mode 
throughout the transmitter's frequency 
range. 

Fig. 2 -The simplest radiating system. 
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The liquid waveguide has its own 
problems. Coupling cannot be adjusted 
by slits or movable wires, because of 
leakage. Silvered waveguides cannot 
be used, as silver dissolves in the wine. 
Therefore the impedance of the trans- 
mitter was matched with a double - 
stud coaxial line (Fig. 3). The coax 
is of the air -dielectric type (except at 
the joint where it enters the wave- 

WINE IN HFXAttTTER 

MOVABLE SHORTING BAR 

COAX 

TH 

IMPEDANCE MATCHING SYSTEM 

NOV : SHORTING BAR 

J L 
TH., THERMOMETER 

TH 

- WAVEGUIDE WINE OUTt 

Fig. 3 -A more complex, but more con- 
trollable method of irradiating wine. 

guide) to keep losses down. The in- 
sulation must be capable of withstand- 
ing pulsed energy. The coupling loop 
to the transmitter is of the symmetric - 
asymmetric (balun) type. (Fig. 4). 
The coax has an impedance of 50 ohms. 

The "wine circuit" is so arranged 
that the same wine can be recirculated 
for treatment several times. There is 
also a control circuit in which wine is 
circulated in exactly the same manner 
without being exposed to r.f. energy, 
to indicate effects caused simply by 
the handling. 

The pulse generator 
This generator (Fig. 5) has an os- 

cillator stage, a peak clipper, a mono - 
stable multivibrator producing the 
pulses, and a power amplifier. The os- 
cillator is of the low- frequency Wien - 
bridge type, using an ECH21. Pulse 

frequency is variable from 1 to 1,000 
per second without affecting the output 
power. Coarse frequency setting is by 
changes in capacitance, controlled by 
ganged switch Sl, and fine tuning by 
the ganged potentiometers Pl and P2. 
The signal goes to a peak -clipping tube 
(EF50), whose voltages are so adjusted 
that only the part of the wave with the 
steepest slope is retained. The differen- 
tiator which controls the multivibrator 
has a single fixed resistor and a sep- 
arate capacitor for each band. If the 
sides of the square signal thus differen- 
tiated are not sharp enough there is 
danger that the multivibrator either 
will not work on the lowest frequencies, 
or that it will supply two successive 
pulses per cycle for the weakest volt- 
ages. 

The 6N7 monostable multivibrator 
has one grid biased to cutoff while the 
other has a variable positive voltage 
(through P4) which controls the width 
of the pulses (variable control of power 
output). A variable resistor in this 
circuit (P3) is ganged to Pl and P2. 
Thus for a given setting of the power 
output, the width of the pulses varies 
with frequency, maintaining output 
power constant. 

The output amplifier consists of an 
EBL21 first stage and an EL39 final. 
The square -wave output signal goes 
direct to a 5,000 -ohm load. Very nar- 
row (though not rectangular) pulses 
can be obtained by differentiation with 
a small coupling capacitor. 

60- kilovolt generator 
A generator which delivered 60 -kv 

peaks for transmission as damped 
waves through a Hertzian discharger 
also was designed for higher- frequency 
work. The circuit (Fig. 6) was the one 
that seemed most economical. A 6N7 
multivibrator controls a Philips TB 
2/500 transmitter tube operated as a 
blocking oscillator. (A blocking oscil- 
lator without control was first tried, 

The transmitter used in most of the experiments. It is a 
long -lines, push -pull circuit with provision for various 
means of excitation. Power can be varied, but control over 
the output waveform decreases as power is increased. 
MARCH, 1953 
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but was unstable and at times erratic.) 
The high -voltage coil operates on the 
principle of a television high -voltage 
transformer, and is constructed of six 
large honeycomb coils from old Philips 
superregenerative receivers, well spaced 
along a cylindrical bakelite form with 
an iron -wire core. Double discs of bake- 
lite between the coils insulate the leads 
between coils from both the coils be- 
tween which each lead was attached. 
The Q and inductance -capacitance ra- 
tio of such a coil is important, and its 
insulation is a delicate task not to be 
entrusted to inexperienced hands. 

Conclusions 
Some interesting results were obtained. 
Some of the more important were: 

1. A decrease of 10 to 20% in the 
volatile acid content was noted in wine 
that had been subjected in small quan- 

TBI /60 (21 
SUPPORTING ROOS 

SEVERED COPPER 

D 

111uuuiuuuuuuu1rm Ti. . 
Oil!: . 

CND 

COAX TO WAVEGUIDE 

MX MOVABLE SHORT CIRCUIT 

Fig.4 -Balanced -unbalanced transform- 
er matching push -pull tubes to coax. 

tities to the action of damped waves 
of 1 millimeter wavelength (approx- 
imately) over a period of 3 to 11 days. 

2. A decrease of 34% was noted in 
the volatile acidity of wine (original 
acidity 0.58 gram per liter) was noted 
after subjecting it to the action of 
continuous waves for 17% hours over 
a 3 -day period. 

3. Absolute cessation of specks and 
considerably less "turning" of the 
wine. 

The following further features were 
noted: 

1. There was an excitation thresh- 

A rear view of the equipment. Dimensions of the long - 
lines circuit are well shown here. Power supplies, excitation 
apparatus and even an oscilloscope for checking pulse wave- 
forms are also built into the two sections of the equipment. 
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old; radiation below a certain power 
produced no effect whatever on wine. 

2. The treatment must be spaced - 
for example, one hour out of every 
three. 

3. Improvement was not always no- 
ticeable until several days after treat- 
ment.. 

The above discoveries, as well as the 
techniques worked out for irradiating 
liquids, may be useful in the treatment 
of other foodstuffs and beverages, as 
well as for performing operations on 
liquids consisting mostly of water. One 

S2 

T005 T0012 K 4vT50µµf 

= 6N7 

5MEG 

10K 

:I00K 

10K 

Fig. 5, above -The excitation equipment com 
prises circuits to supply pulses with different 
waveforms at varying frequencies, with power 
level also variable. Fig. 6, below -Controlled os- 
cillator for forming high -amplitude u.h.f. pulses. 

Characteristics of the tubes 
EBL21- Duo -diode and output pentode. Plate dis- 
sipation (pentode) II watts. Transconductance is 
9,000, plate resistance is 50,000 ohms with 250 volts 
on plate and screen. 
ECH21- Triode -heptode converter tube. Similar 
to 6J8, 717, and 757 except that each grid has a 
separate pin terminal and the oscillatd (triode) 
grid is not connected internally to any of the grids 
in the heptode section. A triode- pentode such as 
a 6X8 will probably work in this circuit. 
EF50- High- transconductance pentode. A 6AC7 
is probably the best American substitute in this 
application. 
EL39- Power -amplifier pentode. Plate resistance 
is 30,000 ohms and gm is 4,000 with 600 volts on the 
plate. A 6L6 or 807 is probably applicable. 
4687 -Voltage regulator tube. Operating voltage 
95. 
TB1 /60-50 -watt transmitting triode. Amplifica- 
tion factor is 10.5. 
TB2 /500 -300 -waft transmitting triode. Amplifi- 
cation factor is 30 with 2 -kv plate supply. 

may well hope that a cure for the 
maladies that occur in wine and other 
products which require aging or fer- 
mentation may be evolved. 

On the other hand, we still do not 
know just how the ultra- high- frequency 
waves produce their effect on wines and 
other living organic matter. To us, 
it seems that this scientific aspect of 
the problem is by no means unimpor- 
tant. END 
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SONIC DELAY LINES 
MODERN electronic computers, ra- 

dar equipment, and oscilloscopes 
for observing high -speed transient phe- 
nomena need some way to delay a signal 
for a definite time interval. One of 
the most practical methods is to feed 
the signal into a sonic delay line. It 
can handle a wide range of frequencies 
and can be adjusted to give various 
time delays. 

With this system the electrical signal 
travelling through the circuit at a little 
less than 186,000 miles per second, is 
applied to a quartz or rochelle -salt 
crystal fitted to one end of a long, 
narrow metal tube. The tube may be 
folded to provide the required overall 
length in the smallest possible space. 
It is filled with water, mercury, or 
some other liquid. The far end is fitted 
with another crystal identical to the 
one at the input end. 

The input crystal changes the elec- 
trical signal into a mechanical vibra- 
tion, which travels down the fluid 
column as a sonic wave. Since the ve- 
locity of sonic waves in water is ap- 
proximately 5,000 feet per second, the 
signal takes about .001 second to reach 
the far end of a 5 -foot line and strike 
the receiving crystal. This crystal then 
converts the sonic wave back to an 
electrical signal, which is applied to 
the output circuit. 

Lines can be made longer or shorter 
for other delay intervals; and mercury, 
which has a higher velocity of prop- 
agation than water and is not subject 
to evaporation, can be used where ex- 
tremely short delays are needed. 

The high attenuation in the liquid 
absorbs reflections from the walls of 
the tube, so that only the main signal 
reaches the receiving end. END 
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TV installation 

intercommunicator 

uses the lead -in 

as a phone line. 

By MILTON LOWENS 

MOST service technicians have 
grown up with the feeling, at 
one time or another, of a 
strong urge to communicate 

with others over a distance. We recall 
our first experiments -the signal flags, 
the string stretched between the ends 
of two cans (or were they oatmeal 
boxes ?), the telegraph lines to the 
neighbor's house, the toy telephone, and 
finally (in many cases) amateur radio. 

Possibly forgotten is a very simple 
and inexpensive communication ar- 
rangement which can now be used by 
TV antenna installation teams. The es- 
sential component, which practically all 
service technicians already have, is a 
pair of headphones. Connect two phones 
together through any reasonable length 
of wire as shown in Fig. 1 and you have 
a sound- powered telephone system: no 
batteries, microphones, transformers, or 
amplifiers are required. No wire is 
required either -the antenna down -lead 
serves the purpose. 

The phone is one of the simplest 
radio devices and its normal operation 
is well known. Send audio current into 
its electromagnet and the resulting 
variations in pull will cause the steel 
diaphragm to vibrate, producing sound. 
Not so readily remembered is the fact 
that the operation is reversible; make 
the diaphragm vibrate -as by speaking 
into the phone -and a small audio 
voltage will appear across the coil 
terminals. The reason is that as the 
steel diaphragm changes its distance 
from the pole pieces of the permanent 
magnet upon which the coil is always 
wound, the strength of the magnetic 
field varies because of the changing 
reluctance of the magnetic circuit. Go- 
ing back to fundamentals: whenever 
the strength of a magnetic field around 
a coil changes, a voltage is induced. 
Thus the headphone is really a dynamic 
microphone. Although its output -like 
all dynamic mikes -is rather low, it 
is great enough to operate another 
phone to produce a "readable" signal. 
Since two identical units are used at 
both ends of the line, the impedance 
match is good and power transfer 
is optimum. 

Puffing it into practice 
The usual TV antenna installation 

team consists of two men; one at the 
set, the other on the roof. If each clips 
his phones to the two wires of the TV 
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COMMUNICLIP 

Though the Communiclip looks formid- 
able, it is just a plastic clothespin. 

transmission line (lead -in), communi- 
cation theoretically is possible. Actually 
there are a number of problems to be 
overcome before the system is practical : 

1. If a folded dipole antenna is used, 
the phones would be shorted out. 

2. The antenna coil in the TV set 
will in most cases also short -circuit the 
phones; 

3. Even if the above were corrected, 
attaching phones directly to the line 
could interfere with antenna perform- 
ance and make adjustments difficult. 

The solution to the problem is shown 
in Fig. 2. The capacitors prevent short - 
circuiting the low- frequency audio by 
low- resistance antenna and set com- 
ponents without interfering with TV 
signal frequency transmission. The 
chokes RFC isolate the phones for r.f. 
without interfering with audio currents. 
Values of the capacitors and r.f. chokes 
are not critical: about 500 µµf and 6 
turns of No. 22 wire on a % -inch dowel 
will do nicely. 

The Communiclip 
While almost any arrangement of 

parts will work, the assembly should 
be rugged so as to be trouble -free de- 
spite the hard use it is likely to get, 
especially on the roof. The design shown 

in Fig. 3 is suggested. It is built 
around a plastic clothespin, of the type 
that sells for about two for 5 cents in 
most hardware stores. Fig. 3 shows 
only half the clip -the other half is 
identical. 

In use, the clip is left attached to 
the phone tips, using the proper Fahne- 
stock terminals. The man at the set 
attaches the ends of the lead -in to the 
center terminals, and clips the whole 
"clothespin" onto the teleset's antenna 
terminals by means of the ears K im- 
provised from a piece of light metal. 
At the antenna, the lead -in is cut at 
a convenient point and its ends are 
clipped to the proper terminals. Com- 
munication is then established. The 
man at the set, whose hands are free, 
does most of the talking. His partner 
on the roof wears his phones, leaving 
his hands free for shifting or turning 
the antenna as directed by the man at 
the set. Whenever he wishes, however, 
the man on the roof may speak to the 
other by talking into one of the phones. 

A few final precautions: Any kind 
of phones may be used as long as both 
pairs are electrically similar. They 
must be in good condition; weak mag- 
nets will not produce sufficient output. 
Single phones at each end are somewhat 
more effective than pairs because when 
one phone is used as a mike, the gen- 
erated energy must drive three other 
receivers when pairs are used. How- 
ever, the received signal ig quite ade- 
quate even with pairs, and a pair of 
phones is more comfortable. END 
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Fig. 1- Simple sound -powered phone. 
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Fig. 2 -The intercommunicator circuit. 
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Fig. 3- Drawing of one half of the clip. 
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WHENEVER salesmen visit 
me, or telephone solicitors 
call me, I try to be always 
polite and friendly. I remem- 

ber the times when I wished I might 
have been treated that way but wasn't. 
Sometimes, the salesman himself is to 
blame for the way he is treated; some- 
times he abuses privileges. But oftener, 
it is the other way around. 

I don't mean to infer that canvassing, 
by ringing door bells or telephones is on 
the whole an unpleasant business. On 
the contrary, 99% of the prospects are 
kindly, friendly, and anxious to be 
helpful. Canvassing is the backbone of 
my present business and is the way I 
started two other businesses in two 
other cities. 

In 1929, I was working from my 
garage on Edenhurst Street, Los An- 
geles. That business was built entirely 
by canvassing, door to door. The can- 
vassing was done methodically. I drew 
a large map of the vicinity and began 
ringing doorbells on the streets nearest 
my shop. I kept a notebook with every 
street number in it and made back calls 
where no one was home the first visit. 
By 1934 the business was well estab- 
lished and I had moved to a store on 
Glendale Boulevard. However, I wanted 
to leave Los Angeles. Each summer I 
spent my vacations in the San Fran- 
cisco Bay area, so I sold and gave away 
radio parts and moved to Oakland. I 
had a salaried position until 1939 when 
I deliberately moved to a neighborhood 
where there was no radio shop. I can- 
vassed nights and Saturdays until there 
was so much radio business that I could 
not handle both jobs. I gave up the job 
that paid me the most money (my 
salaried position) but I was happy! 

In Oakland I drew a large map to 
scale (drawing is a hobby of mine) of 
the territory in a mile radius from my 
location, and moved to a store a block 
from my home on West 14th Street. I 
canvassed every morning, and it was 
the backbone of a business, which in 
1946 was soundly established and pay- 
ing well. But I always did like dear 

CANVASSING 

BUILDS 

BUSINESS 
By JIM KIRK 

old S. F. better than any city I have 
ever seen. In 1946, there was a neat, 
clean, little store for rent in an attrac- 
tive neighborhood in San Francisco 
(Church Street). I rented it and hired 
help in both shops. (Oakland shop was 
paying well, then.) 

I drew another large map, to scale, 
of the territory within a mile radius of 
the S. F. shop. (That map is still hang- 
ing on the wall of my reception room 
and excites favorable comment from 
customers.) While my employees han- 
dled the radio work, I did the canvass- 
ing for my San Francisco shop. That 
canvassing is still the backbone of this 
business. 

Time and again, my card index shows 
that old canvass customers are return- 
ing. I couldn't make a living on simply 
new, drop -in business. 

Chasing back and forth between the 
two cities was driving me frantic. Be- 
sides, I had unhappy experiences with 
employees. Business prospered when I 
was on the ground but went back when 
the employee was alone. I didn't blame 
anyone, but I decided I must drop one 
shop and go back to a one -man business 
again. I hated to turn either shop loose. 
I loved San Francisco and the new 
location, but the Oakland shop was 
really paying. I put the Oakland busi- 
ness in the hands of two real- estate 
operators. One actually brought around 
one prospect but all either operator ever 
did for me was to take my money. It 
seems that just anyone can't operate a 
radio service shop. What I was looking 
for was a radio man with money. Ever 
see one? I finally regretfully abandoned 
Oakland. 

The effective opener 
I have experimented with various 

approaches, but my favorite is the one 
I was using in 1932 and am using 
today: 

"How does your radio work ?" 
(The prospect will ask you if you do 

television work, also.) 
Having done no canvassing in this 

city since my first campaign six years 

ago, I decided recently that business 
could stand a tonic. What better method 
than the tried and true results that 
canvassing brings? However, in life's 
twilight, Grandpa could not see fun in 
climbing hills and steps and taking a 
lot of exercise for small results. My 
business had progressed from exclu- 
sively radio work to mostly television 
work. Why not progress from ringing 
doorbells to ringing telephones? I found 
it best of all, because more people could 
be contacted in a given amount of time. 

I got out my card index of customers 
and looked up their phone numbers, 
where I did not have them already. I 
asked the same old question, quoted 
above. I received some orders to pick up 
radios that I would not have had with- 
out reminding the customers. I also 
received television service work. I got 
some unexpected replies, such as: 

"My radio hasn't worked since you 
fixed it. I am thoroughly disgusted with 
your service!" 

My card index showed that the serv- 
ice was rendered three years ago, so I 
doubted the veracity of the statement, 
but did not say so. I do not suppose I 
made a friend of the customer, but I 
tried my best to do so. I explained that 
the parts I installed were guaranteed 
for three months, and that if he had 
brought in the set during that time, I 
would have been happy to look it over 
without charge. If any part I had in- 
stalled was defective, there would be 
no charge whatsoever for a replace- 
ment, even though it would take time 
and work to locate it and replace it. In 
three years, everything could happen, 
so I could not give free inspection at 
this late date. 

(My fellow service technicians will 
agree with me, that we give the cus- 
tomer a better break than other kinds 
of service businesses do. Take the auto 
repair shops, for example. You have 
your valves ground this week, and next 
week the rear end of the car drops out. 
Does the mechanic install a rear end 
free? No. He not only charges you for 
new parts; he adds a towing charge 
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and a labor charge for installing the 
new rear end. A radio and TV repair- 
man, however, is something different. 
He should guarantee everything about 
the set the minute he touches it. I have 
had customers hit the ceiling and 
threaten to sue, because I would not 
replace -free of charge -an old tube 
that happened to burn out the day after 
I repaired the set. I asked the cus- 
tomer if he would expect an auto me- 
chanic to supply a tire free because the 
old tire blew out the day after he had 
changed the crankcase oil. Of course, an 
appeal to reason is hopeless in such 
cases.) 

Customers are nice people! 
I don't want to give the impression 

that all customers are chiselers -that 

the technician must be careful to hold 
onto his eye- teeth. The big majority are 
fine people, but when I get a chiseler - 
I get a dilly! To illustrate how won- 
derful some people can be, just take the 
case I got last week. I completely over- 
hauled an old set, even supplying some 
parts that were not necessary, simply 
to have it play for the time being. The 
customer returned next day, and I said, 
under the breath that I was holding 
(along with my stopping heart) : "Oh- 
oh. Now, what the ... ?" 

The customer said: 
"We just want to compliment you on 

how well you made that radio play. It 
never worked so well when it was new! 
Thank you for your thorough service." 

They didn't have to say that. I was 
well paid for my work. Just wonderful 
people! 

Another unexpected reply to my 
phone call was: 

"We certainly won't ever patronize 
you *again! We think your price is away 
out of reason. You took us for plenty!" 

Again, I looked at the card -index rec- 
ord. The customer called Saturday 
afternoon and insisted the TV be back 
Sunday morning. I picked up the set in 
my truck, and to make a good impres- 
sion with a new customer, I had it back 
and installed Sunday morning. A 
shorted capacitor had been replaced 
and the charge was around $10. Well, 
I don't want that kind of customer, 
but again, I didn't say so. 
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"Don't let these few undesirables 
throw you! On the whole, canvassing is 
an enjoyable business," I tell myself. 

A phoning list 
Next I rented, from the telephone 

company, a list of phone numbers listed 
by street addresses. I copied them off 
for a half -mile radius round my shop, 
and after deleting names of my present 
customers, started cold- turkey canvass- 
ing. This, I told myself, would be 100 
percent pleasant. No one could say what 
the two customers quoted above had 
said. And I did talk to some fine people 
and created some friends and customers. 
It takes all kinds to make a world, some 
wise -cracker has said. Here are three of 
the other kind: 

"No- no -no! Don't bother me." 
"I do not like telephone solicitors!" 
"I didn't call a radio man. What right 

have you to call me ?" 
(I could think of some appropriate 

answers, but they would only lead to 
mayhem.) 

It is good discipline to practice not 
getting hot under the collar with that 
small minority of ... (can I call them 
people ?). 

Technique and consideration count 
I learned some things about the tele- 

phone approach, by experience. Don't 
ask, "Is this Mrs. Jones ?" It may be 
Miss Jones, or some other member of 
the family, and they will hang up, right 
away. You don't care what the name is, 
anyway. You want to talk to any radio 
or television set owner. The right 
opener is: 

"Is this Valencia four one three five 
six ?" 

That will always keep the prospect 
on the phone (if you have dialed the 
right number). The next words I use 
are: 

"This is the radio shop on the corner 
of Church and Duncan. How does your 
radio work ?" 

From there on, you are on your own, 
but keep it short and do not hang on 
and insist. In most cases, if they say 
everything is working fine (to back- 
ground music of noisy and horribly 
distorted radio) I say, quickly: 

"I'd like to leave my phone number, 
to use in case of an emergency. I have 
a truck to pick up your radio and TV 
and save you the trouble of bringing 
it in." 

I started the telephone canvassing in 
April of this year. I set an hour a day 
aside for this work and it brought in 
too much business. I'm not kidding! I 
want time to play with my hobbies. I 
agree with Frank L. Moch in his letter 
to RADIO- ELECTRONICS, October, 1952, 
issue. I close at 5:00, and do not work 
evenings, Sundays, or holidays. Not for 
customers, that is. For myself, plenty! 
Ham radio is one of my main hobbies, 
but by no means my only one. I like 
singing, dancing, drawing, playing the 
organ, making tape recordings, and 
experimenting with electronic equip- 
ment, too! END 
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MAKING METER SCALES 

SPECIAL meter scales are often re- 
quired for field- strength meters, 

v.t.v.m.'s, and other types of special 
equipment. Inking in new markings on 
the original meter scale leaves the fin- 
ished apparatus with an unprofessional 
appearance. An amateur photographer 
with a good camera and enlarger can 
make special meter scales which are as 
neat and clear -cut as that supplied with 
the meter. If photographic equipment is 
not available, a professional photogra- 
pher will do the wok at a very reason- 
able price. 

We constructed a new face for a 
1 -ma meter used in a pH electrometer 
which required two special scales. The 

Fig. 1, left, and Fig. 2, right, show 
the transformation in the meter scale. 

original dial scale was removed and 
photographed full size on Contrast 
Ortho film. The scale was flat -lighted to 
prevent reflections, and the camera 
stopped down. The photograph was then 
enlarged to about 8 inches (exact size 
unimportant). A camera with a ground 
glass is best. Otherwise center the scale 
to reduce distortion, and focus very 
carefully. A photograph of the original 
scale is shown in Fig. 1. 

New numbers were cut from an old 
calendar and pasted in place on the 
dried enlargement of the meter scale. 
In cutting out numbers for this purpose, 
it is sufficient to cut rough squares 
around them because all roughness will 
fade out and be lost in the subsequent 
steps. 

The completed paste -up was photo- 
graphed on Contrast Ortho film to a 
size slightly smaller than that required 
for the meter. The negative was proc- 
essed in D -8 developer as before. The 
resulting negative is a considerable 
reduction from the 8 -inch paste -up, and 
therefore slight imperfections are re- 
duced to the point where they are not 
noticeable. 

This negative was enlarged to the 
exact size required by placing the 
original dial on the enlarging easel 
while adjusting the enlarger. The nega- 
tive was printed on contrasty enlarging 
paper. Fig. 2 is the finished scale for 
the pH meter. Paul Halmbacher. 

(Scales which have fine graduations 
close together will reproduce clearer 
if they are photographed on Kodalith 
Ortho film type 2- available only as 
cut film in 5 x 7 inches or larger -and 
processed in Kodalith developer. Koda- 
lith Fine -Line developer should be used 
where the scales have extra -fine line 
work. Editor) END 
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subminiature 

TUBE TESTER 
design... 

By RICHARD J. SANDRETTO 

SUBMINIATURE tubes are becom- 
ing increasingly popular, yet 
there are very few tube checkers 
on the market which will test 

them. The checker described here tests 
battery -type subminiatures for filament 
continuity, internal shorts and opens, 
filament emission, effectiveness of con- 
trol grid, and microphonics. It features 
small size, light weight, and simplicity 
of design and construction. 

This tester was built especially for 
hearing -aid tubes, but it will test many 
other types without modification. Extra 
grid and plate switches have been pro- 
vided to accommodate multisection 
tubes; and, since some tube manufac- 
turers use different base -pin arrange- 
ments, suitable sockets properly con- 
nected can be added or substituted to 
adapt the tester for any filament -type 
subminiatures. 

One of the basic considerations in 
the design of this tester was that the 
tubes should be tested at approximately 
their normal low operating voltages. 
Most modern tube testers cannot be 
adapted easily to meet this requirement, 
due to the need for relatively high elec- 
trode voltages to produce readable indi- 
cations on the meter. With subminia- 
ture tubes, the electrostatic charges de- 
veloped by higher- than -normal voltages 
may attract the elements to each other 
to such an extent that they short out. 

Circuit details 
The tester schematic is given in Fig. 1. 
The 50- microampere meter is placed 

in the circuit in such a manner that it 
reads filament current when the d.p.d.t. 
push- button switch S1 is in its normal 
(UP) position. Pressing the push- button 
switches the meter out of the filament 
circuit, and connects it in series with 
the B supply line to the plate and 
screen circuits. 

Because filament -type subminiature 
tubes have widely different filament 
voltage and current requirements - 
ranging from 0.625 to 1.25 volts, and 
from 10 to 50 milliamperes -a 50 -ohm 
rheostat (R1) is connected in series 
with the filament line. This rheostat is 
adjusted until the filament current is 
the value given in the manufacturer's 
data for the particular tube under test. 
When this control is turned past its 

The completed tester is compact and easy to use. 

minimum -current (maximum resist- 
ance) position, the arm slides off the 
resistance element onto the insulating 
strip, thereby serving as an on -off 
switch for the entire tester. 

The s.p.d.t. switches S2 and S3 were 
inserted to shift the control -grid d.c. 
potential from zero to minus 1', volts. 
The change in plate and screen current 
when the bias is shifted indicates the 
effectiveness of the control grid. When 
S1 is pressed down, the meter and B 
supply line are connected in series with 
the plate and screen switches S4, S5, 
and S6. Plate and screen currents can 
then be read separately or in combina- 
tion by closing one or more of these 
switches. 

A plate- screen -voltage control in the 
form of a voltage divider across the B 
battery is necessary. This control (R2) 
is a wire -wound potentiometer of about 
30,000 ohms resistance. A large bar 
knob and calibrated scale permit ad- 
justing this control to a predetermined 
value for the particular tube under 
test. The method of determining this 
value is explained later in this article. 

Construction 
The checker is assembled as shown in 

the photograph. The cabinet is a stand- 
ard, sloping -front type, approximately 
seven inches wide and four inches high. 
While not shown in the diagram, the 
meter may be fused if desired. 

The only critical component is the 
meter -shunting resistor R3. This resis- 
tor multiplies the meter reading by 

SCREEN jPLATE 2 JATE I 

S6 54 

1,000 when the push- button switch is in 
the UP position for measuring filament 
current. The value required is approxi- 
mately 4.7 ohms, but the specific resistor 
for each tester must be selected as 
described below. 

Wire the tester, with any 4.7 -ohm, 
10% resistor connected temporarily for 
R3. Caution: Never disconnect this 
meter -shunting resistor unless the fila- 
ment rheostat is in its OFF position. 
Otherwise, a dangerously high current 
will flow through the meter. Connect a 
resistor of known value -preferably be- 
tween 50 and 100 ohms -across the 
filament pins of one of the tube sockets; 
then turn the filament rheostat all the 
way up and measure the voltage across 
the known resistor. This voltage read- 
ing divided by the known resistance 
(E /R) gives the current flowing 
through the filament circuit. The meter 
reading multiplied by 1,000 should be 
the same as this calculated current. If 
it is not, try several 4.7 -ohm (nominal 
value) resistors as meter shunts until 
you find one that makes the meter 
reading agree with the calculated 
current. 

Most battery- operated subminiature 
tubes with the same number of base 
pins have the same base- pin -to -tube- 
element arrangement. For the very few 
exceptions, however, it will be necessary 
to wire a few sockets especially for 
these tube types. Provision should also 
be made on the panel for future socket 
types, because simply wiring in addi- 
tional sockets later is less of a problem 
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Fig. 1- Schematic of the subminiature tube tester. Extra sockets for tubes with 
special basing may be added as required. The duplicate-plate and grid switches 
permit the operator to test twin -triodes, converters,and other multi -element- types. 
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SUBMINIATURE TUBE TESTER CHART 

TUBE 
TYPE 

FIL. 
(ma) 

PLATE- 
VOLTAGE 
CONTROL 
SETTING 

SWITCH 
POSITIONS 
S P2 P1 G2 G1 

METER 
READS 

SWITCH 
POSITIONS 
S P2 P1 G2 G1 

METER 
READS 

SWITCH 
POSITIONS 
S P2 P1 G2 G1 

METER 
READS 

CK501AX 30 32 P * P * P 45 P * N * P 3d P * N * N 0 

CK503AX 30 21 P * P* P 45 P * N * P 36 P * N * N 0 

CK505AX 30 52 P * P * P 45 P * N * P 38 P * N * N 0 

CK506AX 50 15 P * P * P 45 P * N * P 36 P * N * N 0 

CK507AX 45 20 P * P * P 45 P * N * P 38 P * N * N 0 

CK509AX 30 85 * * p * p 45 * * P * N 0.5 

CK510AX 50 6 P P P P P 45 P P P P N 41 P P P N N 37 

CK512AX 20 39 P * P* P 45 P * N * P 36 P * N * N 0 

CK516AX 20 36 * * p * p 45 * * P * N 0.5 

CK518AX 30 15 P * P * P 45 P * N * P 39 P* N* N 0 

A specimen calibration chart for testing battery -type subminiature tubes. Other types may be substituted and new ones 
added as the need arises. Asterisks indicate that there is no element connected to that base pin in that type of tube. 
Letters under SWITCH POSITIONS headings: S- screen or space- charge grid; P2 -plate 2; Pl -plate 1; G2- control 
grid 2; Gl- control grid 1. 

than trying to find room for them a few 
years after the tester has been com- 
pleted. 

Flat -type subminiature tubes have a 
red mark at one end to indicate the 
proper way of inserting the tube in its 
socket. Mark the corresponding side of 
each tube socket in the same way or 
with some unmistakable label. Then, 
when inserting a tube, make the marks 
coincide. 

Calibration and operation 
Make up a chart like the one shown 

for calibration and testing. The chart 
data will vary, of course, depending on 
the voltage of the B battery used. To 
simplify directions for calibrating the 
tester, each of the five element switches 
is specified as having a POSITIVE and a 
NEGATIVE position. Therefore, the P and 
N symbols shown opposite meter read- 
ings on the chart indicate the positions 
of the corresponding element switches 
when each meter reading was obtained. 
Where an asterisk is shown, there is no 
element connected to that base pin in 
that tubo type, and it makes no differ- 
ence what position the corresponding 
switch is in. 

Take a group of new tubes of each 
type you will want to test, make the 
necessary readings on each one, and set 
down the average readings for that 
type in the chart. Also, by comparing 
readings on known good tubes and 
known bad tubes, you can figure out 
what variation from the average read- 
ings a tube may have in order to still 
be considered good. 

In using the tester, always start with 
the filament- current control in its OFF 
position. Otherwise, it may be set at a 
value much too high for the tube to be 
tested and may burn out the filament. 
Also make sure the plate -voltage con- 
trol (R2) is at its minimum position 
before the tube is inserted. A pair of 
high- impedance headphones must be 
plugged into the tester, or the head- 
phone terminals shorted out, to com- 
plete the plate circuit. (In this connec- 
tion, results will be more accurate if 
calibration and testing are done under 
MARCH, 1953 

the same conditions. For example, if the 
instrument is calibrated with the head- 
phone terminals shorted out, and a 
tube of the same type is tested later 
with headphones plugged in, the head- 
phone resistance may reduce the plate 
current below the normal value for that 
tube type.) 

Next, insert a tube in its proper 
socket, aligning the plate -end markings. 
Now advance the filament- current con- 
trol (Rl) until the meter reads as close 
as possible to the value specified by the 
tube manufacturer. Let's assume the 
tube we are checking is a pentode. 
Throw the screen switch S6, plate 1 

switch S4, and control -grid 1 switch 52, 
to their POSITIVE positions. Next, press 
down the meter switch Si, and advance 
the plate -voltage control R2 slowly 
until the meter reads 45 microamperes. 
Record the R2 setting on the chart. 
Now throw S4 to its NEGATIVE position, 
and record the new meter reading. Then 
throw grid switch S2 to its NEGATIVE 
position, leaving the plate switch alone, 
and record this new reading, which 
should be close to zero. (If the control 
grid connection of the tube is open, 
there will be no change in the screen 
current.) It is entirely normal for the 
meter to show more screen or space - 
charge -grid current than plate current 
on some tube types. 

Tubes to be tested are handled the 
same way as for calibration purposes, 
except that the plate voltage control is 
advanced slowly with the meter switch 
pressed down, to the setting given in 
the chart. The actual reading is then 
compared with the standard value of 
45 to see whether the variation is too 
great for the tube to be good. The 
importance of always bringing R2 up 
slowly from its lowest position cannot 
be overemphasized. If the tube under 
test has a screen -to- control -grid short, 
this fact will be shown almost instantly 
by a large deflection of the meter long 
before the plate -voltage control has 
been brought up to the setting shown on 
the chart. Remember, if this control is 
brought up to setting before pressing 
the meter switch, excessive current will 

flow through the meter circuit when S1 
is pressed. 

To test tubes for microphonics, set 
the filament control, throw all element 
switches to their POSITIVE positions, and 
press the meter switch. Now, tap the 
tube gently while you listen in the 
headphones. If you hear loud ringing 
sounds, the tube is microphonic. Practi- 
cally all tubes are microphonic to some 
degree, but some are so much so that 
Materials for tester 
Resistors: I- 30,000 -ohm wire -wound potentiometer; 
I-50 -ohm 4 -watt potentiometer; I-4.7 -ohm, 1/2-watt 
resistor (see text). 
Miscellaneous: I d.p.d.t. spring- return push- button 
switch; 3 s.p.s.t. toggle switches; 2 s.p.d.t. toggle 
switches; I -0-50 microammeter; subminiature tube 
sockets as required; I pair high- impedance head- 
phones; I -I1/2-volt A battery; 1 -I /Z -volt C battery; 
I -221/2 -volt, 30 -volt, or 33 -volt B battery; dial plate; 
meter fuse and fuse holder if desired; cabinet; knobs; 
hardware; wire; solder. 

they are very objectionable, and this 
test will indicate these quickly. 

Once the chart has been made up, 
and you have a little experience, it 
takes only a few seconds to check the 
condition of a tube. The time required 
for testing is much less than with most 
other types because these tubes are 
instant -heating. END 

TROUBLE IN ADMIRAL TV SETS 
Vertical white bars at left of the 

picture in Admiral 201, 24E1, 24F1, 
24G1, and 24H1 chassis may be mini- 
mized by inserting a filter between the 
horizontal output transformer and the 
yoke. The filter consists of the following 
parts connected in parallel: Width coil 
(part No. 94A4), .O1 -µf, 600 -volt ca- 
pacitor (part 64B5 -10), and a 470 -ohm, 
1 -watt resistor (part 60B14 -471). Con- 
nect the filter in series with the lead 
between terminal 4 of the horizontal 
output transformer and pin 5 of the 
damper tube. 

Adjust the slug in the coil until the 
vertical bars are reduced to a minimum. 
In some instances, leaving off the 470 - 
ohm resistor may provide a greater re- 
duction. 

Note: Do not confuse this trouble 
with the vertical bars produced by mis - 
adjustment of the horizontal drive con- 
trol.- Admiral TV Service Hints. 
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R.F. 
Circuit 
Tester 

THIS instrument is designed to test 
crystals and measure coils and 
capacitors. It is built into a 3 x 4 
x 5 -inch box and has its own self - 

contained power supply. Only one tube 
is used, a 6E5 combination oscillator - 
electron -ray indicator. The triode sec- 
tion of the tube is the oscillator. 

An octal socket is wired to receive 
crystals which are either FT -243- 
mounted or octal- mounted. When an 
octal is plugged in, it is automatically 
connected into a Pierce -type circuit re- 
quiring no tuning. A type 243 (% -inch 
pin spacing) is plugged into terminals 
3 and 5 of the socket for the Pierce 
connection. In either case C should be 
left at minimum capacitance for the 
Pierce circuit. 

For a conventional tuned circuit crys- 
tal oscillator, plug the crystal into ter- 
minals 1 and 3 of the octal socket, and 
plug a coil into 6 and 7. As seen in 
Fig. 1 the coil is resonated with capaci- 
tor C to the crystal frequency. This 
coil may be wound on a miniature 5- 
prong Amphenol polystyrene form ( %- 
inch diameter). Three prongs of the 
form are cut off, leaving only pins 3 
and 4. There is ample room on the octal 
socket for both coil and crystal. 

When the circuit is in a nonoscil- 
lating condition the triode grid is at 
zero bias and the magic eye shadow 
is open. The grid goes negative during 
oscillation, so the angle is reduced. The 
more intense the oscillation is, the 
smaller the angle. Resistor R may be 
varied slightly until the angle is at or 
near zero when an active crystal is 
plugged in and when a high -Q coil is 
used. Sluggish crystals cause only par- 
tial closing of the eye. 

To measure capacitance a "standard" 
coil is wound. It should resonate at the 
desired crystal frequency when C is set 
at maximum capacitance (0 on the 
dial). We use a 3750 -kc crystal with 
a coil wound with 23 turns of No. 22 
enameled wire to extend about 7/s inch. 

Having adjusted the eye to close with 

Above, coil and 
crystal mount in 
the same socket. 

Right, an inside 
view of the handy 
little instrument. 

By I. QUEEN 

the main dial at 0, connect an unknown 
capacitor across the binding posts. The 
circuit is thrown out of oscillation. 
Then rotate the main dial to restore 
resonance. It is better to approach from 
the low end of the dial (high- capaci- 
tance end) because this gives a much 
sharper indication on the eye. The cir- 
cuit oscillates again when the unknown 
capacitance equals the change in C. 

The main dial may be calibrated by 
connecting various known capacitors 
across the binding posts and noting the 
dial readings for resonance. Use a 
straight -line- capacitance capacitor at C 
to obtain a linear calibration. A curve 
or chart may be drawn up from the 
data. The instrument used here shows 
about 2.5 µµf per dial division. A maxi- 
mum of about 260 if may be meas. 
ured. 

The circuit may be padded for 
greater capacitance values. Connect a 
known capacitor of 250 µµf across the 
binding posts and use a coil which will 
resonate when C is at maximum set- 
ting. Remove the 250 -µµf and substi- 
tute the unknown, rotating C for reso- 
nance. The unknown capacitance equals 
250 plus the change in C (which may 
be determined from the calibration 
curve). A maximum of 500 µµf may 
then be measured. A bridge is more 
convenient if still larger capacitors are 
to be measured (see "Linear Resistance 
Bridge," RADIO- ELECTRONICS for July, 
1949). 

It is seldom necessary to know the 
exact inductance of a coil. More often 
it is simply desired to know the fre- 
quency range when it is tuned with a 
given capacitor. To check a coil, con- 
nect it across the binding posts, insert 
a crystal into 1 and 3 of the octal 
socket and then tune to resonance. The 
capacitance of C at any position may 

be determined from its calibration 
chart and its known maximum capaci- 
tance. If needed, the inductance may 
also be calculated since the crystal fre- 
quency and the capacitance are known. 

The circuit becomes an excellent r.f. 
signal generator by plugging a center - 
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Fig. 1 -This circuit can check crys- 
tals or coils and measure capacitors. 
tapped coil into the octal socket. The 
center -tap goes into terminal 1, the 
ends into 5 and 3. The coil may be 
wound over the base of a glass octal 
tube or an octal plug. 

We have also used this circuit to 

Materials for the circuit tester 
Resistors: 1- 1,200, 2- 120,000 ohms, 1/2 watt. 
Capacitors: (Mica or paper) 2 -.01, 1 -.05 µf, 400 
volts. (Electrolytic) 1 -30 µf, 150 volts. (Air -type 
variable) 1 -300 µµf, straight -line capacitance. 
Miscellaneous: 1-6.3 -volt filament transformer, 2- 
octal sockets, I -75 -ma selenium rectifier, 1 -3 x 4 x 
5 -inch metal utility box. Dial, binding posts, hookup 
wire, and assorted hardware. 

check points on a v.f.o. To do this, use 
the tester as a Pierce oscillator and 
couple its hot binding post to a low 
power transmitter. A piece of wire 
connected to the binding post and left 
near the transmitter is sufficient. As 
the v.f.o. is tuned through the crystal 
frequency, the eye shadow will show a 
change. END 
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Fig. 1- Locations of stations in Western 
Germany's nationwide FM network. 
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BROADCAST- FREQUENCY as- 
signments in Europe are based on 
two international agreements: 

1 -The Atlantic City Agree- 
ment (1947), which assigned the fre- 
quency band 525 -1605 kc for "medium - 
wave" broadcasting. (Europe also has 
a number of "long- wave" broadcagt sta- 

TUNED FF0 

FM CARRIER IN 

FILTER 

VOL CONI 

Q 

AUDIO OUT 

F0 

6 

Fig. 2 -(a) FM slope detector circuit. 
(b) Peaking the tuned circuit below the 
FM carrier converts carrier- frequency 
deviations to audio voltage variations. 

flans on various frequencies between 
150 and 530 kc.) 

2 -The Copenhagen Agreement 
(1948), which assigned specific channel 
frequencies to nearly 600 European sta- 
tiens operating within a relatively small 
geographic area. 

Western Germany, which was not 
represented at the Copenhagen confer- 
ence, was allotted only a few undesir- 

FM CARRIER 

'Technical Director, Nordwestdeutscher Rundfunk 
(Northwest German Radio System). 
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FM BROADCASTING 

' "WESTERN GERMANY 

Blanketing a nation with 

high -level signals brings 

FM benefits to 50 million 

By PROFESSOR WERNER M. NESTEL* 

able frequencies at the high- frequency 
end of the medium -wave band. These 
were all shared channels, with unrea- 
sonable power limitations, and had to 
compete with very powerful stations in 
other countries operating on the same 
frequencies and on adjacent channels. 
The fact that Western Germany, with 
about 50 million inhabitants and some 
10 million listeners, would be open to 
Communist propaganda by radio as 
long as its own broadcasting system 
did not work effectively, was not taken 
into account at this conference. 

Faced with the difficult situation, 
Western Germany had to devise a 
means of serving all its listeners 
through a new system of program dis- 
tribution, if broadcasting as one of the 
most effective and important modern 
instruments of culture and education 
was not to be given up entirely. In seek- 
ing a satisfactory solution, the follow- 
ing possibilities were considered, and 
each method was tested by thorough 
experiments: 
a. Carrier -current distribution of pro- 

grams over telephone circuits. 
ECF12 

b. Carrier- current distribution of pro- 
grams over power lines. 

c. A combination of methods a and b. 
d. Low -power common -frequency broad- 

casting (on various frequencies). 
e. Short -wave broadcasting. 
f. V.h.f. AM broadcasting. 
g. V.h.f. FM broadcasting. 

System g (FM) proved so superior 
to all the others that it was decided to 
make it available to the public as fast 
as possible. Much of the experience 
gained with FM broadcasting in the 
United States was utilized, but in many 
respects new techniques had to be 
developed. 

The basic plan 
In general, FM receiver circuits de- 

veloped in the United States have such 
high sensitivities that large areas can 
be served by low -power transmitters. 
The comparatively low prices of sets, 
tubes, and parts in the United States 
make it possible to manufacture and 
sell the elaborate multitube receivers 
needed there. In spite of these favorable 
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Fig. 3- Low -cost superregenerative FM adapter developed for the NWDR national 
network. The 6U8 and 6X8 are approximate American equivalents of the ECF12. 
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Fig. 4- Schematic of a German 4 -band AM- 
FM receiver. American tube types in paren- 
theses are approximate equivalents. On this 
and many other German diagrams, switch 
blades are not shown. Instead, letters are in- 
serted between contact points which are opened 
or closed. All contacts marked with the same 
letter operate simultaneously. The FM an- 
tenna circuit is untuned with bandpass input. 

factors, FM broadcasting has not de- 
veloped as a serious competitor to AM 
in the United States. To make sure that 
it does so in Western Germany -and 
this was not merely a matter of prefer- 
ence, but an absolute necessity -it was 
decided to blanket the entire country 
with field strengths of more than 
1 my /m by installing an adequate num- 
ber of high -power FM transmitters. To 
be able to provide this high field 
strength over the large area required 
and to make a complete network of 
transmitters as quickly as possible the 
following basic requirements were 
established: 

The FM transmitting antennas were 
to be mounted on top of existing 600 - 
foot vertical transmitting antennas 
used for medium -wave broadcasting. 
Assuming that the radius of the area to 
be served is 30% greater than the opti- 
cal distance to the horizon and that the 
signal level at the fringes of this area 
should be 1 my /m measured at 30 feet 
above ground level in accordance with 
international definition, the effective 
radiated power (ERP) of each trans- 
mitter must be about 63 kw. Horizontal 
polarization is used, as in the United 
States. Antenna gains of 8 to 1 can be 
obtained easily. Line losses between 
transmitter and antenna can be figured 
at about 20% if the FM transmitters 
are installed in the existing buildings 
now used for the medium -wave trans- 
mitters, which are generally about 600 
feet from the bases of the antenna 
towers. This calls for a 10 -kw output 
from the FM transmitter, a power that 
can be provided at reasonable cost. 

The high field strength available with 
this system everywhere has two impor- 
tant advantages from the receiving 
side: 

Very simple and inexpensive receiv- 
ing antennas -in most cases indoor 
types -can be used; 
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Good quality reception is possible 
without the high -sensitivity FM cir- 
cuits developed in the United States. 
To reduce receiver selectivity require- 

ments- helping to keep receiver costs 
as low as possible -the minimum fre- 
quency separation between channels 
was set at 0.4 mc, twice the separation 
used in the United States. (This does 
not mean that each station utilizes the 
full 400 -kc bandwidth provided by this 
arrangement.' Deviation is limited to 
±75 kc, as in the 'United States, and 
the unused separating channels may be 
used eventually for additional stations.) 

Sixty -two FM transmitters operating 
between 87.5 and 100 mc have been in- 
stalled in Western Germany in the two 
years since FM was introduced. The 
map (Fig. 1) shows how completely 
they cover the territory to be served. 
Relatively few transmitters are needed 
to cover the flat northern part of the 
country with transmitting antennas on 
top of existing 600 -foot towers. The 
southern part of the country has moun- 
tains of 6,000 feet high available for 
the stations, but there are deep valleys 
as well, so that more transmitters are 
needed to cover a given area in the 
south. One of the most important facts 
that made this network of transmitters 
possible is that the "shadow" areas cast 
by mountains, houses, and other obsta- 
cles are only gray -never quite black. 
Reception is possible not only with roof 
antennas, but also with indoor anten- 
nas on all floors of buildings, the ground 
floor included. Even indoors the electri- 
cal shadows are only gray and not 
black, and the high field strength as- 
sures adequate receiver -input voltages 
for good reception. 

For the future it is intended to install 
many more transmitters in order to 
offer a bigger choice of programs in the 
FM range. 

One of the many interesting special 

PRI TAPPED FOR 

STANDARD LINE 
VOLTAGES q+ 

150 

problems that had to be solved for the 
development of the FM technique in 
Western Germany should be mentioned. 

In many cases a single tower is used 
simultaneously for radiating two differ- 
ent medium -wave programs with up to 
100 kw power each; for one or two FM 
programs; and will soon also be used 
for television with picture and sound. 
The same tower also carries an FM- 
relay receiving antenna besides power 
circuits for aircraft warning lights and 
de -icing heaters. 

FM receiver design 
The ability to provide listeners with 

adequate receivers is the real key to 
success or failure of FM broadcasting. 
Although at first the German radio in- 
dustry was against FM- partly on the 
grounds of the high cost of adapters 
and complete receivers -it finally, after 
several heated conferences, changed its 
attitude. Once the industry started de- 
veloping FM receivers, such simple and 
inexpensive solutions were found as to 
start a positive race on the part of the 
industry in their eagerness to promote 
FM broadcasting. 

The decisive move was a complete 
break with accepted standards for FM 
receivers. The strong signals provided 
by the transmitters in Western Ger- 
many nearly always make limiters un- 
necessary. According to American 
ideas, FM reception without limiters 
and discriminators is unthinkable. Of 
course, these features allow good re- 
ception with inputs of only a few micro- 
volts, but they also entail a great outlay 
in tubes and components. Abandoning 
the idea that these circuits alone are 
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MN FASTER- TRAIN SETTER- TRAIN EASIER 
IN 10 MONTHS - OR LESS - FOR 

RADIO-TELEVISION 
Our 2i st Year Training Men for Greater Incomes and Security in Radio -Television 

I SEND YOU 
18 BIG KITS 
et Raffle Tclevldcn parts and equipment. 
Much of your t-a.n ng will be actual construc- 
tion and xperinen-ation ... the kind of truly 
PRACTICAL rutruction that prepares you 
for your 3adlo- Telcvision career. - 

NEW! NO OBLIGATION PLAN 
You Have No Monthly Payment Contract to Sign 
Pay For Your Training as You Earn and Learn 

You can get into Radio -Television, today's fastest growing big money 
opportunity field, in months instead of years! My completely new 
"package unit" training plan prepares you .n as little as 10 months 

or even less! No monthly payment contract to sign -thus NO RISK to you! 
This is America's finest, most complete, practical training -gets you 

ready to handle any practical job in the booming Radio- Television industry. Fnr k 

e 
L 

. ér.ybey Start your own profitable Radio -Television shop .. . or accept a good pay - s,aor.a.ao a.m ing job. I have trained hundreds of successful Racio- Television technicians 
during the past 21 years -and stand ready to train you, even if you have no pre- 
vious experience! Mail coupon and get all the facts - FREE! 

YOU BUILD the Television set and the powerful superhet radio receiver shown 
above. :N ADDITION to the other test units 
shown here (nanr are not shown because of lack of space :. AM equipment I send you Is YOURS TO KEEP. 

MARCH, 1953 

Valuable Equipment Included 
With Training 

4 The new Sprayberry "package" plan 
includes many big kits of genuine, pro- 

fessional Radio-Television equipment. 
You perform over 300 demonstrations, 
experiments and construction projects. 
You build a powerful 6 -tube 2 -band 
radio set, multi -range test meter, signal 
generator, signal tracer, many other 
projects. All equipment and lessons ate 
yours to keep ... you have practically 
everything you need to set up your own 
profitable Radio-Television service shop. 

Earn Extra Money While You Learn! 
All your 10 months of training is IN YOUR 
HOME in spare hours. Keep on with your 
present job and income while learning. With 
each training "package" unit, you receive 
extra plans and "Business Builder" ideas for 
spare time Radio-Television jobs. New tele- 
vision stations everywhere, open vast new 
opportunities for trained Radio -Television 
Technicians -and those in training. If you 
expect to be in the armed forces later, there 
is no better preparation than practical 
Sprayberry Radio -Television training. 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
NORTH 

Ch 
CANAL 

III. Dept20-U c 

r - MAIL COUPON 
TODAY! 

NO OBLIGATION 

I invite you to get all the facts- 

IefpT3lBGS 
I want you to have ALL the facts about my new 10 -MONT3 Radio-Television Training -without cost! Rush cou-on for my three big Radio- Television books: "How to Make Money in Radio- Television." PLUS my new illustrated Television Bul- letin PLUS an actual sample Strayberry Lesson -ALL FREE. No obligation ant no salesman will call. Mall coupon NOWT 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO, Dept. 20 -U, Ill North Canal St., Chicago 6, Ill. 
Please rush to me all information on your 10 -MONTH Radio-Tele- vision Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me and that no salesman will call upon me. Be sure to imlude 3 books FREE. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone_ _ -. -_ State 

Age 
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feasible, German manufacturers then 
were able to use two very simple re- 
ceiving circuits which do not require 
one single component more than simi- 
lar AM circuits. These are the super - 
regenerator, and the slope detector 
(Fig. 2). 

The cheapest receivers and adapters 
are superregenerators. In this connec- 
tion the broadcasting authorities and 
the Post Office (which has the same 
authority over broadcasting here that 
the FCC has in the United States) 
made very strict regulations requiring 
that the interference produced in the 
superregenerative circuit must not get 
into the antenna. Out of this were de- 
veloped 2 -tube adapter circuits, with 
both tubes -a pentode and a triode - 
in a single envelope. 

The circuit of a typical adapter is 
given in Fig. 3. One of the tubes has 
a fixed -tuned grid circuit and merely 
serves to isolate the antenna from the 
actual receiving tube. It blocks oscil- 
lator radiation and reduces the effects 
of variations in the antenna circuit on 
receiver tuning. The actual FM de- 

RECEIVING ANT 

RFAMPL 
10.6MC 

10.7 -mc i.f. transformers in addition to 
the 470 -kc transformers already in the 
receiver. The price differential between 
a 3 -band AM superhet and one with 
the added FM range is only about 
10 marks ($3). 

Fig. 4 is the circuit of a typical re- 
ceiver of this type. Whereas during the 
first year of FM broadcasting in West- 
ern Germany only one -third of the re- 
ceivers made had an FM band, the cur - 
rent public demand is so great that 
now over 90% of all sets produced are 
equipped for FM. 

In addition to these inexpensive sets, 
a group of first -class receivers selling 
at higher prices was developed. The FM 
sections of these receivers have r.f: 
amplifier stages, and limiter- discrimi- 
nator -type detection, and give very 
high -grade reception even at great 
distances. 

It is now an accepted fact in many 
parts of Western Germany that long - 
distance FM reception is practicable, 
and there are many districts where the 
owner of one of these FM receivers can 
pick up several -often as many as 

XMITTING ANT 

7": 

100.6MC 

( OSC N°I 

100.6MCI 9.4 MC 

IMIXER N 3 I 

IF AMPL 
10.6MC 

MIXER N°2 

91,2MC )I AMPL 
9I.2MC 

PWR AMPL 91.2MC 

Fig. 5 -Block diagram of the unique relay- receiver -transmitter which eliminates 
wire lines and special point -to -point links in the West German FM network. 

tector is the triode section, in a super - 
regenerative circuit. The production of 
the auxiliary (quench) frequency is 
completely reliable, even during line - 
voltage fluctuations. Following the sup - 
erregenerative stage is a simple RC 
h.f. de- emphasis filter. The output is 
adequate for feeding the audio sections 
of existing receivers. 

The sensitivity of these simple FM 
adapters is about 0.1 my -that is, at 
this input voltage the "no- signal" noise 
is suppressed satisfactorily. 

Adapters of this type, which cost be- 
tween 27 and 50 German marks ($6- 
$12) can be added to any existing re- 
ceiver, and the availability of such 
inexpensive units probably is the under- 
lying reason for the popularity of FM 
broadcasting. The obsession that ex- 
pensive receivers are absolutely essen- 
tial no longer exists, but -curiously 
enough -the cheapest adapters are by 
no means the most popular. Most listen- 
ers prefer a slightly higher quality sig- 
nal, but it was imperative psychologi- 
cally to make such very inexpensive 
adapters available. 

The second type of receiving circuit 
mentioned above (slope detection) is 
used to provide 3 -band (short -, medium -, 
and long -wave) receivers with an addi- 
tional range for FM broadcasting. 
Compared with the usual superhet cir- 
cuit, this type requires only few addi- 
tional components: a band switch with 
four positions instead of three; and 

seven -different stations. 
Another circumstance has helped in 

the very quick swing toward FM broad- 
casting in Germany. During the war 
and post -war years (from 1938 to 1948) 
German listeners could not buy receiv- 
ers. When FM started, home receivers 
were completely out of date. Everyone 
was in the market for a new receiver, 
and it was possible to get one incor- 
porating FM immediately. 

Other advantages 
FM broadcasting fulfills the two 

main requirements which led to its 
adoption. 
a. Coverage of areas not reached by 

medium -wave stations. 
b. Giving all listeners a choice of pro- 

grams not available on medium 
waves under the Copenhagen plan. 
Beyond this, however, it has become 

very evident that FM broadcasting 
gives the public a very welcome im- 
provement in audio quality, and has 
helped to overcome certain misconcep- 
tions. According to popular belief, 
standard AM stations have an audio 
limit of about 5 kc, while FM transmits 
everything up to 15 kc. But since very 
few loudspeakers will reproduce such 
high frequencies satisfactorily, FM 
was held to be of no value from the 
point of view of improved quality. 

The true picture is quite different. 
Most European medium -wave receivers, 
to provide adequate adjacent -channel 

selectivity, have a restricted r.f. band- 
width, which limits the sideband re- 
sponse to about 3 or at most 4 kc. The 
audio stages of such sets, including the 
loudspeakers, generally have reasonably 
good response to 8 kc. Therefore even 
the simplest and cheapest adapter, sell- 
ing for only about 27 marks ($6), ex- 
tends the audio response from an upper 
limit of 3 kc to 8 kc, which is such a 
very great improvement that every 
listener is impressed. 

The reduction in harmonic distortion 
-from 4% at 100% modulation with 
AM to only 1 of 1% with FM -means 
a corresponding improvement in audio 
quality at the receiving end. 

Another advantage is the reduction 
in interference. Even receivers without 
noise limiters do not suffer the inter- 
ference -from electrical devices or nat- 
ural static -which frequently ruins 
medium -wave reception. 

Transmission up to 15 kc over long - 
distance phone lines is still not practi- 
cable except at prohibitive cost. High 
audio quality is maintained over the 
entire network by a novel method of 
rebroadcasting from station to station. 
Each station is equipped with a special 
FM receiver and directional pickup 
antenna. (The usual 8 -kc long- distance 
wire lines are provided as a standby.) 
The relay receiver contains the r.f. and 
i.f. sections of a normal receiver, but 
the i.f. is transposed by means of an 
0.8- or 1.2 -mc crystal oscillator to a fre- 
quency 0.8 or 1.2 me higher or lower 
than the original r.f. carrier. See Fig. 5. 
This new frequency is amplified and 
then radiated. Receiver and transmitter 
thus have very simple design. 

In planning the network, the channel 
separation and the geographic distances 
between transmitters were co- ordinated 
with the designs for very cheap and 
simple receivers. 

The great success of FM broadcast- 
ing in Western Germany has led many 
other European countries to start or at 
least to plan FM broadcasting, and a 
European conference on FM and TV 
frequencies was held at Stockholm in 
June, 1952. The frequency plan decided 
upon at Stockholm provides for 2,000 
FM stations in Europe. 

Summary 
' In summing up, it may be said that: 
All the individual technical problems of 
FM broadcasting from the transmis- 
sion, propagation, and reception points 
of view, have been solved in every way. 
FM broadcasting is economically and 
technically beyond reproach. In many 
ways it is cheaper than other systems. 

If the deterioration in medium -wave 
reception throughout Europe since the 
adoption of the Copenhagen Plan is to 
be overcome, then thought must be 
given right away to the outcome of the 
next Wavelength Conference. Only one 
path will lead to improved broadcasting. 
Only if as many countries as possible 
adopt FM for all local and regional 
programs will it be possible to reduce 
the number of medium -wave trans- 
mitters. END 
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MANUALS SHOW YOU HOW. 
Here is visual proof of the top -dollar value offered only by Heathkits. Think of the tests made 
possible through the use of suggested combinations as shown below. When more instruments are 
required, additional Heathkits can be selected from the greatest kit instrcment line ever offered. 

PLANNING YOUR SERVICE SHOP ESTABLISHING THE INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY BY JOHN T. FRYE 

Here is complete first -hand informa- 
tion written in a refreshing authorita- 
t ive style by a man with over a quarter 
century of experience in radio and TV 
work. In this booklet John T. Frye 
discusses all factors involved in estab- 
lishing a service business. Considera- 
tion is given to the type of business, 
location, selection of tools and instru- 
ments, bookkeeping procedures, job 
records, business promotion, and other 
similar subjects. Full explanation of 
the method used in computing service 
charges and how to establish a rate 
which will insure a fair and profitable 
return on your investment will prove 
very helpful. This booklet is available 
to Heathkit customers at no charge. 
Writ, G,r your free copy. 

BASIC SERVICE SHOP 

BY LOUIS B. GARNER, JR. 

A service offered by the Heath ('.ompany 
for the dire;t assistance of those involved 
in laboratory work. In this booklet. by 
Louis B. Garner, Jr., full consideration 
has been given to all factors required in 
establishing an electronics laboratory. 
Informat on regarding the type of labo- 
ratory- laboratory layout - space allot- 
ment- lighting and service facilities - 
personnel- heating and air conditioning, 
etc. Wort benches, as well as other de- 
tails such as desks, shelves, cabinets, 
drafting tables, stools, etc., are discussed. 
This valuable booklet is offered to 
Heathkit customers at no charge. Write 
for your free copy. 

TYPICAL LABORATORY 
11 eoHx,,iete 

KITS 
Oscilloscope 
Voltage Calibrator 
Electronic Switch 
VTVM 
AC VTVM 
Power Supply 
Q Meter 
Decade Resistance 
Decade Condenser 
Resistance 

Substitution Box 
Audio Oscillate 

This coml.ination of' eleven typ- 
ical instriments,required for any 
Electronics Laboratory. clearly 
illustrates the economy offered 
by the purchase of Heathkit 
equipment. Practically an entire 
basic laboratory for the price of 
one piece of factory built equip- 
ment. These instruments can be 
assembled by a laboratory tech- 
nician in approximately 55 actual 
working hours. 

This group of instruments represents 
a typical combination of basic test 
equipment required for Radio and 
TV service work. Here is emphatic 
proof of the tremendous economy 
offered only by Heathkits. Seven 
basic ezluipment items for less money 
than the price quoted for a single 
commercially available instrument 
such as a general purpose oscillo- 
scope. A serviceman can easily 
assemble this entire group of instru- 
ments in 45 actual working hours. 

7 eotieefete 
KITS 

Oscilloscope 
VTVM 

Signal Generator 
Signal Tracer 
Tube Checker 
TV Picture Adapter 
High Voltage Probe 

Additional information regarding these instruments will be found 
on the following pages. Write to the Heath Company for a free 

catalogue listing all Heathkits- schematics -specifications and 

applications. 

WO" 10(11 
ROCKE IfI1ERNATIONAt.(ORP. 

Na E. 40,63T. 
NEW YORK CITY 06) 

... BENTON HARBOR 20, 
MARCH 1953 
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NEW "Q" METER KIT 

Measures 0 and in- 
ductance of coils. 

Measures O and ca. 
Tparity of capacitors. 

Slant fate cabinet for 
ease in reading the 
meter. 

First Q METER within the 
price range of all. 

Read Q's of 0 - 500 di- 
rectly on calibrated scale. 

Stable oscillator supplies 
R.F. frequencies of 150 kc to 
18 megacycles. 

Calibrated capacitor with 
range of 40 mmf to 450 mmf 
with vernier of ±3 mmf. 

Simple, easy operation. 

Can be used to measure 
small inductances or capaci- 
tors. 

Measures Q of conden- 
sers, RF resistance and dis- 
tributed capacity of coils. 

Measures capacity by 
substitution, capacity by 
resonance, inductance by 
resonance. 

Slanted panel for con- 
venient operation. 

Another outstanding example of progressive HEATH- 
KIT engineering. Now a highly desirable Q METER 
within the price range of all laboratories, schools and 
experimenters. No longer is it necessary to deny your- 
self the many measurement advantages offered by this instrument. 

Use the new HEATHKIT Q METER for the following simple basic measurements: capacity 
by substitution, capacity by resonance, inductance by resonance and Q at the OPERATING 
frequency all can be read on the calibrated scales. The method used to obtain information re- 
garding the Q of condensers, RF resistance, distributed capacity in coils, etc., is only slightly 
more involved. In the HEATHKIT Q METER, the generated RF signal is coupled through a 
cathode follower and injected across a low impedance condenser which is included in the 
resonant circuit under test. Large 41/2" 50 microampere Simpson meter reads Q directly. The 
resonating condenser and vernier condenser are calibrated in mmf for substitution method 
capacity tests. The resonating condenser is also calibrated in effective capacity for resonance tests. 
The inductance calibration serves for rapid determination of the approximate inductance of a 
coil. The HEATHKIT Q METER has a generator frequency range of 150 kc to 18 megacycles. 
Vernier capacity covers ± 3 mmf and the resonating condenser is calibrated from 40 mmf to 
450 mmf actual capacity or 40 mmf to 350 mmf effective capacity. Meter reads Q directly up to 
250. Higher and lower full scale readings can be obtained by varying the injection voltage levels. 

The entire kit consists of 12AT7, 6ÁL5, 6C4, OD3 and 6X5 tubes, 50 microampere Simpson 
meter, power transformer, cabinet and all other parts necessary for construction as well as in- 
structions for assembling, testing and operation of the completed instrument. 

eat/eit DECADE 
RESISTANCE KIT 

The HEATHKIT DECADE 
RESISTANCE KIT is widely 
used by schools, experiment- 
ers and laboratories because 
of the extremely wide resist- 
ance range offered and the 
useful, dependable service 
provided. The DECADE con- 
sists of 5 rotary 2 deck ce- 
ramic wafer switches with 
silver plated contacts and twenty l' 
precision resistors in a circuit which 
provides the resistance range of 1 ohm 
to 99,999 ohms in 1 ohm steps. The 
HEATHKIT DECADE RESISTANCE 
KIT is simple to construct and is 
housed in a beautiful polished birch 
cabinet with an attractive panel. The 
DECADE will furnish years of accu- 
rate trouble -free service. 

Individual decade sections of above 
can be purchased separately for special 
applications. 

MODEL DR -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 4 LBS. 

9.50 

NEW ''e4t` iele DECADE 
CONDENSER KIT 
Extremely useful in all experi- 
mental and design work such as 
determination of condenser 
values for: compensating net- 
works, filters, bridge imped- 
ances, tuned circuits, etc. Uses all 
precision silver mica condensers 
within ±1% accuracy. Values 
run in three decades from 100 MMFD to 
0.111 MFD in steps of 100 MMFD. 
Smooth acting, positive decent, highest 
quality ceramic wafer switches make all 
capacitor values easy to set up and keep 
losses to a minimum. Low loss dielectric 
terminal board mounts on outside of panel 
for easy cleaning. Heathkit binding posts 
accommodate a wide variety of test leads. 
Comes complete with all parts, including 
polished birch cabinet. 
Individual decade sections of above can 

be purchased separately. 

MODEL DC -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 4 LBS. 

S165ó 

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
13 F. .10111 

CITY NEW YORK ITT MI 

e e . BENTON HARBOR 20, MICHIGAN 
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NEW eat4c& OSCLLOSCOPE KIT 
NEW WIDE BAND VERTICAL AMPLIFIER ± 2 DB 10 CYCLES TO 1 MC. 

i 
9 

Direct plate con- 
nections for mod- 
ulation tests. 

SHIPPING 
WT. 29 LBS. 

New wider band vertical 
amplifier ± 2 db from 10 cycles 
to 1 megacycle useful to over 
5 megacycles. 

High sensitivity in vertical 
amplifier. .025 volts RMS per 
inch deflection. 

New 3 step input attenuator 
input ranges Xl, X10, X100. 

Terminal board and rear 
cabinet opening provisions for 
direct connections to deflecting 
plates. 

Newly styled formed and 
ventilated aluminum cabinet. 

Wide band sweep generator, 
15 cycles to over 100 kc. Will 
synchronize with 5 megacycle 
signal. 

10 tube circuit featuring push 

hpull 
operation of vertical and 

orizontal amplifiers. 
Internal synchronization on 

either positive or negative 
peaks. 

Reproduces faithfully the 
front and back porches of TV 
sync pulses. Excellent square 
wave reproduction to over 
100 kc. 

Optional Intensifier kit 
available for 2200 volt oper- 
ation. 

Pr6udly announcing the new 1953 HEATHKIT 
Model O -8 OSCILLOSCOPE featuring the finest 
performance ever offered in this extremely popu- 
lar kit instrument. Improved wider band vertical 
amplifier featuring a new 3 -step input attenuator 
affording smooth control of the excellent .025 
volts per inch vertical sensitivity. Possibility of 
overloading the vertical input circuit is mini- 
mized. Greater band width in the vertical chan- 

AL 
tilt; 

00*-eó. 

nel is a decided advantage to TV service men. Permits clear observation of all TV sync pulse detail and 
excellent square wave reproduction over 100 kc. A handsome. ventilated cabinet with smooth rounded 
corners and a snug fitting drawn panel adds to the smartly styled professional appearance. Longer life is 
assured through cooler instrument operation. Push pull output stages in both vertical and horizontal 
amplifiers for balanced deflection of the spot. All of the many fine features of the previous model have 
been retained. Rear cabinet access to terminal board for direct connection to CR plates. The entire kit of all 
10 tubes, parts, cabinet and panel as well as detailed construction manual for assembly and operation of 
the instrument included. 

s C a t h i e t DEMODULATOR PROBE K I T 
Trouble shooting or aligning TV, RF, IF and video stages requires demodu- 
lation of high frequency signals before Oscilloscope observation. The 
HEATHKIT SCOPE DEMODULATOR PROBE KIT was specifically de- 

No. 337 veloped for this application. Kit consists of a probe 

SHIP. WT. 1 LB. 
housing. crystal diode detector circuit. shielded cable 

4.50 and spade lugs. Assembly is simple and the probe will 
T quickly prove its usefulne s as an Oscilloscope accessory. 

NEW 'eettitiat 
VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 

MODEL VC -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 5 LBS. s9.50 

Use the Heathkit Voltage Cali- 
brator with your oscilloscope to 
measure. peak -to -peak TV com- 
plex waveshapes. TV manu- 
facturer's specifications indicate 
correct peak-to-peak voltages 
and this kit will permit making 
these important measurements. 

A big help to engineers in circuit work. Makes peak -to -peak 
voltage measurements of complex waveshapes of all kinds. Flat 
topped semi -square wave output of calibrator assures fast and easy 
measurement of any voltage between .01 and 100V peak -to -peak. 

The Voltage Calibrator can remain connected to your oscillo- 
scope at all times for instant use. "Signal' position connects signal 
under study directly through calibrator and int scope input circuit 
for direct observation. Eliminates transfering leads from calibrator. 
A wonderful scope accessory. 

qeatidtiY 
ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT 

A few dollars spent for this accessory will 
increase the usefulness of a scope im- 
measurably. An electronic switch will 
open up a whole new field of scope ap- 
plications for you. The S -2 allows TWO 
SIGNALS to be observed at the SAME 
TIME - this important feature allows 
you to immediately spot phase shift, clip- 
ping, distortion, etc. The two signals un- 
der observation can be superimposed or 
separated for individual study. Each sig- 
nal input has an individual gain control 
for properly adjusting scope trace pat- 
terns. Has both coarse and fine frequency 
controls for adjusting switching time. 
Multivibrator switching frequency is 
from less than 10 cps to over 2000 cps 
in three overlapping ranges. Kit comes 
complete including 5 tubes, power trans- 
former, all controls, instruction manual, 
etc. Every scope owner should have one! 

MODEL S -2 
SHIPPING 

WT. 11 LBS. 

$19.50 
EXPORT AGFMT 

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
13 E. t0.h ST. 

NEW YORK CITY 06) 

u a u BEMTONI HARBOR 20, 
MARCH. 1953 
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A'C',EVOLTMETER KIT 
1 volt on 

Heothkit VTVM. +1 

1 Volt on 
5 Volt types. 

NEW 11 VOLT RANGE ON 1953 VTVM. 
MODEL V -6 

SHIPPING 
WT., 7 LBS. 

2450 
New 11/2 volt low range 

gives over 2" of scale per volt 
instead of less than 3/4" found 
on 5 volt range type. 

Increased accuracy due to 
expanded scales. 

New 1500 volt DC high range 
gives 50% greater coverage. 

Seven ranges in all. 11/2, 5, 
15, 50, 150, 500 and 1500 volts 
DC (1000 volts maximum AC 
only). 

Provides proper service 
ranges 150 volts for AC DC 
work and 500 volts for AC type 
service. 

High input impedance, 11 
megohms minimizes circuit 
loading. 

Variety of accessory probe 
kits available. 

1% precision resistors in 
multiplier circuits. 

200 microampere Simpson 
meter. 

Center scale zero adjust. 
Transformer operated. 
Test leads included. 
New cabinet styling. 
Large, clearly marked meter 

scales indicate ohms, AC volts, 
DC volts and DB. 

The 1953 Heathkit V -6 VTVM has improved ranges! The 
lowest range has been moved way down to 1.5V full 
scale. This gives 31/2" of actual scale length for the 1.5V 
covered - that's 21A inches per volt!! Now you can 
make your low level measurements faster and with greater 
accuracy. 

And the upper range has been moved up. Readings up 
to 1500V DC can be readily made with new, improved 
VTVM -plus readings up to 1000V on AC. Higher ranges 
for extended use. 

New vertical chassis mounting gives added chassis 
space for really easy wiring - no tight corners to worry 
about. Uses only highest quality components throughout, 
Simpson 200 microampere meter movement combined with 
highly accurate and dependable readings. 

AC and DC voltage ranges are 0- 1 .5V- 5V- 15V- 50V- 150V- 500V- 1500V. (1000V max. reading on AC) -a total of seven ranges for convenient. accurate readings. Instrument also measures resistance from .1 
ohm to over 1 billion ohms in seven handy ranges of RXl, X10, X100, X1000, X10K, XI Meg., - all con- 
venient multiples of 10 with no skips. Has Db scale in red for easy indentification. 

New panel has tough baked on enamel finish for freedom from scratches and maximum durability. Modern 
styled, formed, compact cabinet with rounded edges and crackle finish is truly handsome. 

Comprehensive, detailed instruction manual with step -by -step instructions, figures, pictorials, etc. makes 
assembly a cinch. 

Be sure and look over the special accessory VTVM probes below - for added usefulness. 

1% precision resistors in multiplier circuit insure 

''cadre t R. F. 

PROBE KIT 
SHIP. WT 

1 LBS. 55.50 
No. 309 
Extends RF range of 
HEATHKIT I1 meg- 
ohm ohm VTVM to 250 
megacycles -'- I0`;. 

' 'C4i.& 30,000 V. D.C. 

PROBE KIT 
SHIP. WT. 

$ 
2 LBS. 

No. 336 5.50 
Provides DC multipli- 
cation factor of 100 for 
any I 1 megohm VTVM. 

' 'ea.e4 t PEAK TO PEAK 

VOLTAGE PROBE KIT 
WT. 

No. 338 $ao 
Reads on DC scale of 

I any 11 megohm 
VTVM 5 kc to 5 

megacycle range. 

NEW qeeat44it 
BATTERY TESTER KIT 

The new Heathkit Battery Tester 
measures all types of dry batteries 
between 11/2 volts and 150 volts un- 
der actual load conditions. Readings 
are made directly on a three -color 
GOOD -WEAK -REPLACE scale that 
your customers can readily under- 
stand. Operation is extremely simple 
and merely requires that the leads be 
connected to the battery under test. 
Only one control to adjust in addition 
to a panel switch for A or B battery 
types. 

The Heathkit Battery Tester fea- 
tures compact assembly. An accurate 
meter movement and wire wound 
control mount in the portable, rug- 
ged plastic case. 

Use the BT -1 to check portable ra- 
dio batteries, hearing aid batteries, 
lantern batteries and photo flash gun 
batteries. 

MODEL BT -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 3 LBS. 

S'50 

'= eat,it AC VACUUM TUBE 
VOLTMETER KIT 

A new AC VTVM that makes pos- 
sible those sensitive AC measure- 
ments required by laboratories, 
audio enthusiasts and experiment- 
ers. Ten full scale ranges of .01, 
.03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100 and 
300 volts RMS. 10 DB ranges 
from - 52 to + 52 DB. Frequen- 
cy response within 1 DB from 20 
cycles to 50 kc. Simpson 200 mi- 
croampere meter with large plain- 
ly marked meter scales. Precision 
multiplier resistors. Two amplifier 
stages using miniature tubes. A 
unique bridge rectifier meter cir- 
cuit and a clean layout of parts. 
Order the AV -2 to- 
day and become ac- 
quainted with the 
interesting possibili- 
ties offered by this 
instrument. 

MODEL AV -2 

SHIPPING 
WT. 5 LBS. 

0,114, 
ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
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NEW gear/der GRID DIP METER KIT 
CONVENIENT ONE HAND OPERATION. 

Indicates frequency 
of energized circuits. 

MODEL GD -1 

Indicates frequency 
of de- energized 
tuned circuits. 

SHIPPING 
WT. 4 LBS. 

Complete unit easily 
held and operated 
with one hand. 

New GRID DIP METER 
with assembled calibrated 
coils. 

Uses quality Simpson 500 
microampere meter. 

One hand operation, ex- 
tremely compact. Only 21/2" 
wide by 3" high by 7'r long. 

Variable meter sensitivity 
control. 

Uses newest type 6ÁF4 
high frequency triode in a 

Colpitts oscillator circuit. 
Continuous coverage 

from 2 megacycles to over 
250 megacycles in 6 ranges. 

Head phone monitoring 
jack. 

AC power transformer 
operated for maximum 
safety. 

Here is the GRID DIP METER KIT you have 
been asking for. This new HEATHKIT instru- 
ment is compact, highly sensitive and easy to 
use. Housed in a handsome formed aluminum 
cabinet -rounded corners -durable oven baked 
finish on panel and cabinet. The entire instru- 
ment can be easily held and operated in one 
hand, tuning accomplished with the thumb 
wheel drive. This excellent design feature leaves 
the other hand entirely free for making circuit 
adjustments. The instrument with many applications - with oscillator energized, use it for finding 
the resonant frequency of tuned circuits, locating parasitics, determining characteristics of filter cir- 
cuits, roughly tuning transmitter stages with power off, and neutralizing transmitters. Useful in TV 
and radio repair work for alignment of traps, filters, IF stages, peaking and compensation networks 
within the 2 to 250 megacycle range. With the oscillator not energized, the instrument acts as an 
absorption wave meter and indicates the frequency of radiating power sources. Locates spurious oscil- 
lations, as a relative indication of power in various transmitter stages, etc. Phone jack permits moni- 
toring of AM transmitter for determination of radiated hum, audio quality, etc. (Head phones not 
included). Complete kit includes plug -in coils, tube, all necessary parts and detailed assembly and 
instruction manual. 

qeeta4,er IMPEDANCE 
BRIDGE KIT 

MODEL IB -1B 

SHIPPING 
WT. 15 LBS. 

$695° 
The HEATHKIT IMPED- 
ANCE BRIDGE is especially 
useful in educational training 
programs, industrial laborato- 
ries and for experimental work. 
Use it for measuring AC and 
DC resistance value of resistors, 

determination of condenser capacitance and dissipation factor, finding coil 
inductance and storage factor, electrical measurements work, etc. Quality 
components: GR 1000 cycle hummer, GR main control, Mallory ceramic 
wafer silver plated contact switches, 1/2% precision resistors, etc. The basic 
circuit is a self powered, 4 arm bridge. Choice of Wheatstone, Capacitance 
comparison, Maxwell or Hay bridge circuits. Resistance from 10 milliohm 
to 10 megohm. Capacitance 10 mmf to 100 mfd. Inductance 10 microhenry 
to 100 henries. Dissipation factor .002 to 1. Storage factor (Q) 1 to 1000. 
The IMPEDANCE BRIDGE has provisions for external generator use for 
measurement at other than the 1000 cycle level. Take the guess work out 
of electrical measurements. The HEATHKIT IMPEDANCE BRIDGE 
mounted in a beautiful polished birch cabinet with large easy reading panel 
calibrations will furnish years of accurate, trouble free measurement service. 

geat44et 
HANDITESTER KIT 

The HEATHKIT Model M -1 
HANDITESTER fulfills require- 
ments for a portable volt ohm 
milliammeter. This kit features 
precision 1% resistors, 3 deck 
switch for trouble free mounting 
of parts, specially designed bat- 
tery bracket, smooth acting ohms 
adjust control, beautiful molded 
bakelite case and a 400 micro- 
ampere meter movement. 5 con- 
venient AC and DC voltage 
ranges as follows: 10 - 30 - 300 - 
1000 - 5000 volts. Ohms ranges 
0 - 3000 and 0 - 300,000. DC 
milliampere ranges 0 - 10 milli- 
amperes and 0 - 100 milliam- 
peres. The instrument is easily 
assembled from complete instruc- 
tions and pictorial diagrams. Test leads 
are included. Carry the HEATHKIT 
M -1 HANDITESTER in your tool box 
at all times for those simple jobs and 
eliminate that extra trip for additional 
testing equipment. 

MODEL M -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 3 LBS. 

$1350 

r.1.0111. rMr 
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RANGE EXTENDED TO 1 MEGACYC 

MODEL AG- 
SHIPPING ' 

WT. 16 LBS. 600 High voltage 
ohms output 

QE---r 
l 

Low impedance output 
High voltage output Sine wave output 

from 20 cycles to 1 

megacycle. 

Improved design - new 
low price. 

Frequency coverage in 
five ranges from 20 cycles 
per second to 1 megacycle. 

Response flat 1 DB from 
20 cycles to 400 kilocycles. 
Down 3 DB at 600 kilocycles. 
Down only 8 DB at 1 mega- 
cycle. 

Five calibrated output 
voltage ranges, continuously 
variable 1 mv, 10 mv, 100 
mv, 1 v, 10 v. 

Low impedance output 
circuit. 600 ohms. 

Distortion less than .4 of 
1% from 100 cycles per 
second through the audible 
range. 

New HEATHKIT universal 
type binding posts. 

Durable infra -red baked 
enamel panel. 

Transformer operated for 
safe operation. 

Sturdy, ventilated steel 
cabinet. 

A new Audio Generator with features heretofore found in 
only the most expensive generators. Such features as complete 
coverage from 20 cycles to 1 Mc - response flat ±1 db from 
20 cycles to 400 Kc, down 3 db at 600 Kc and down only 
8 db at 1 Mc. 

And it has calibrated output ... Calibrated continuously variable and step attenuator output 
controls allow you to easily set calibrated output voltage. Moreover, distortion is less than .4 
of 1% from 100 cps through the audible range. 

Oscillator section consists of a two stage resistance coupled amplifier (6SJ7 and 6AK6) 
utilizing both positive and negative feedback for oscillator operation and reduction of distortion. 
Oscillator section drives a cathode follower output power amplifier (6AK6) which isolates the 
oscillator from variations in load and presents a low impedance output (600 Ohms). Power 
supply is transformer operated and utilizes 6X5 rectifier with 2 sections of RC filtering. 

An unbeatable dollar value - for here is an audio generator with wide frequency coverage, 
excellent frequency response, stepped and continuously variable calibrated output, high signal 
level, low impedance output, and low inherent distortion. 

eats! AUDIO FREQUENCY METER KIT 

MODEL AF -1 

The HEATHKIT AUDIO FREQUENCY METER provides a 
simple and easy way to check unknown audio frequencies 
from 10 cycles to 100 kc between 3 and 300 volts RMS. The 
instrument features 7 ranges for accuracy and wide coverage. 
The meter itself has a quality 200 microampere Simpson 
movement and large clearly marked scales. The AUDIO 
FREQUENCY METER is transformer operated and features 

a voltage regulator tube to maintain constant 
plate voltage on the second stage. Kit sup- 
plied complete with all necessary construction 
material and a detailed construction manual. 

SHIPPING 
WT. 15 LBS. 

$ 34.50 
NEW %atlrect 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR KIT 

MODEL AO -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 14 LBS. 

$z45ó 

A new Audio Oscillator with 
both sine and square wave cover- 
age from 20 to 20,000 cycles ... 
An instrument designed to com- 
pletely fulfill the needs of the 
audio engineer and enthusiast - 
Has numerous advantages such as 
high level output (up to 10V ob- 
tainable across the entire range), 
distortion less than .6 %, and low 
impedance output. 

Special design features include 
the use of a thermistor in the second ampli- 
fier stage for keeping the output essentially 
flat across the entire range. 

A cathode coupled clipper circuit produces 
good, clean, square waves with rise time of 
only 2 microseconds. Oscillator section uses 
1% precision resistors in range multiplier 

circuit for greatest accuracy. 
You'll like the operation of this fine new 

kit. 

leat6.1.1e SQUARE WAVE 

GENERATOR KIT 

The HEATHKIT SQUARE WAVE 
GENERATOR is an excellent 
square wave frequency source with 
wide range coverage from 10 cycles 
to 100 kc continuously variable. 
This feature makes it useful for TV 
and wide band amplifier work as 
well as audio experimentation. The 
output voltage is continuously vari- 
able between 0 and 20 volts. The 
circuitry consists of a multivibrator 
stage, a clipping and squaring stage 
and a cathode follower low imped- 
ance output stage. The power sup- 
ply is transformer operated and uti- 
lizes a full wave rectifier circuit 
with two sections of filtering. Another excellent 
HEATHKIT value at this remarkable low price. 
Kit includes all necessary construction material 
as well as complete instruction manual for 
assembly and operation. 

MODEL SQ -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 14 LBS. 

$29.50 
tEOEE GENT 
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N EWgeaitler" 
ISUAL -AURAL SIGNAL TRACER KIT 

NEW NOISE LOCATOR AND WATTMETER CIRCUITS. 

MODEL T -3 
Both visual and aural 
indications. SHIPPING 

WT. 8 LBS. 

Traces signals from antenna 
clear through speaker. 

Permits visual signal obser- 
vation as well as aural oper- 
ation. 

Two separate input channels. 
Tremendous RF channel sen- 

sitivity. Adequate for actual 
signal detection at receiver 
input. 

Separate high gain RF and 
low gain audio channels. 

A unique and useful noise 
locater circuit. 

Built -in calibrated watt- 
meter. 

Two separate shielded 
probes For RF and audio appli- 
cation. 

Additional test leads sup- 
plied. 

Substitution test speaker and 
output transformer eliminates 
necessity for speaker removal 
in service work. 

Utility amplifier. Check rec- 
ord changers, tuners, micro- 
phones, instrument pickups, etc. 

VTVM and Scope panel ter- 
minals. 

5 tube transformer operated 
circuit. 

The new HEATHKIT VISUAL AURAL 
SIGNAL TRACER represents one of the 
most convenient and useful instruments the 
service man can use in AM, FM and TV 
service work. The electron ray beam indicator constantly monitors both 
input channels for visual observation of the signal. Now, see and hear 
the signal level for easier estimation of signal strength and gain per stage 
in a receiver circuit. Separate high gain channel and special shielded 
demodulator probe for RF circuit work. Low gain channel for audio circuit investigation and for use 
as a noise locater. In this feature, approximately 200 volts DC is applied to a suspected circuit component 
and the action of the voltage in the component can be seen and heard to determine satisfactory opera- 
tion. This feature alone will prove tremendously helpful in locating the source of objectionable noises 
in coils, transformers, resistors, condensers, cold solder joints, controls, etc. A convenient wattmeter 
permits rapid preliminary check for voltage distribution circuit breakdown as well as transformer failures. 
Use the T -3 as a universal test speaker and substitution transformer and save service time by eliminating 
the necessity for speaker removal on every service call. Additional service uses are: as a utility amplifier 
for checking the output of record changers, tuners, microphones, instrument pickups, etc. Separate panel 
terminals permit utilization of other shop equipment such as your Oscilloscope or VTVM. Entire kit 
supplied complete with 5 tubes, all necessary construction material along with a detailed step by step 
instruction manual for the assembly and operation of the instrument. 

NEW eat`tle t 
CONDENSER CHECKER KIT 

MODEL C -3 

SHIPPING 
WT. 7 LBS. 

$1 9 so 

Announcing the new improved 
Model C -3 HEATHKIT CON- 
DENSER housed in a new 
smartly styled professional ap- 
pearing cabinet featuring 
rounded corners and snug fit- 
ting drawn panel. Adequate 
provisions for ventilation in- 

sures longer instrument life through cooler operation. Use the C -3 to 
accurately measure those unknown condenser and resistor values. All readings 
of condensers and resistors are read directly on the calibrated scales. Range 
of condenser measurements is from .00001 mfd to 1000 mfd. Calibrated 
resistance measurements can be made from 100 ohms to 5 megohms. A 
leakage test with a choice of 5 DC polarizing voltages will quickly indicate 
condenser operating quality under actual voltage load conditions. The 
spring return leakage test switch automatically discharges the condenser 
under test and eliminates shock hazard. An electron ray beam indicator 
tube is used in a new leakage test circuit for added sensitivity. The instru- 
ment is transformer operated for safety and will prove an extremely wel- 
come addition to your shop equipment. The kit is furnished complete with 
all necessary parts, test leads and includes a step by step detailed construc- 
tion manual for assembly and operation. 

''eetthiaTV ALIGNMENT 

GENERATOR KIT 

MODEL TS -2 
SHIPPING 

WT. 20 LBS. 

;395° 
Here is an excellent TV 
ALIGNMENT GENERA- 
TOR designed to do TV 
service work quickly, easily 
and properly. The Model 
TS -2 when used in conjunc- 
tion with an Oscilloscope 
provides a means of correct- 
ly aligning TV receivers. The instrument furnishes a frequency modu- 
lated signal covering in 2 bands the range of 10 to 90 megacycles and 
150 to 230 megacycles. An absorption type frequency marker covers 
from 20 to 75 megacycles in 2 ranges:therefore you have a simple, 
convenient means of checking IF's independent of oscillator calibra- 
tion. Sweep width is variable from 0 to 12 megacycles. Other excellent 
features are horizontal sweep voltage controlled with a phasing control - both step and continuously variable attentuation for setting the 
output signal to the desired level -a convenient stand by switch - 
and blanking for establishing a single trace with a base reference 
level. Make your work easier, save time and repair with confidence. 
Order your HEATHKIT TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR now. 

PORT AGfNT 

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
IS E. 0111 ST. 

NEW YORK 
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Weaes&e TUBE CHECKER KIT 
MODEL TC -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 12 LBS. 

Checks 7, 8, 9 prong tubes, octals, 
loctals, 7 and 9 prong miniatures, 
5 prong Hytrons, pilot lights. 

Checks for opens, shorts, 
emission, filament and 
filament tap continuity. 

Beautiful counter type 
birch cabinet. 

41/2" Simpson 3 color 
meter. 

Simplified setup proce- 
dure. 

Built -in gear driven roll 
chart. 

Checks emission, shorted 
elements, open elements and 
continuity. 

Complete protection 
against obsolescence. 

Sockets for every mod- 
ern tube. 

Blank for new types. 
Individual element 

switches. 
Contact type pilot light 

test socket. 
Line adjust control. 

PORTABLE TUBE CHECKER KIT 
MODEL TC-IP 

Same as TC -1 except supplied 
with polished birch cabinet ( with 
removable lid) instead of count- 
er type cabinet. Shipping weight 
14 lbs $34.50 
No. 365 Polished Birch Tube 
Checker Cabinet only. Shipping 
Weight 7 lbs $7.50 

With the HEATHKIT TC -1 TUBE CHECKER test all 
types of tubes commonly encountered in AM -FM and TV 
receiver circuits. Test setup procedure is simplified, rapid 
and flexible. Tube quality is read directly on a beautiful 
41/2" Simpson three color BAD - ? - GOOD scale that your 
customers can readily understand. Panel sockets accommo- 
date 4, 5, 6 and 7 prong tubes, octals, loctals, 7 and g 
prong miniatures, 5 prong Hytrons, a blank socket for new 
tubes and a contact type socket for quick checking of pilot 
lights. Built -in gear driven roll chart for instant reference. 
Neon short indicator, individual three position lever switch 
for each tube element, spring return test switch, line set 
control to compensate for supply voltage variations. At this 
low price, no service man need be without the advantages 
offered by the HEATHKIT TUBE CHECKER. 

'eCiipercr TV PICTURE TUBE 

TEST ADAPTER 
Use your HEATHKIT TUBE CHECKER 
with this new TV TEST ADAPTER to 
determine picture tube quality. Check for 
emission and shorts, 
independent of TV 
power supply. Consists 
of standard 12 pin TV 
tube socket, 4 feet of 
cable, octal socket con- 
nector and data sheet. 
Quickly prove TV pic- No. 355 
ture tube condition to Ship,Wt..S 
yourself and your cus- 1 lb. 
tourer. 

eeatleet RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT 

MODEL RS -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 3 LBS. 

$550 

NEW HEATHKIT RESISTANCE SUBSTITU- 
TION BOX KIT provides switch selection of any 
single one of 36 RTMA 1 watt 10% standard 
value resistors, ranging from 15 ohms to 10 meg- 
ohms. This coverage available in 2 ranges in decades 
of 15, 22, 33, 47, 68. and 100. Housed in rugged 
plastic cabinet featuring new HEATHKIT universal 
type binding posts. The entire kit priced less than 
the retail value of the resistors alone. 

ee,ati eect 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT 
A clean 6 volt d -c supply 
source is definitely required 
for successful automobile ra- 
dio servicing. Has a continu- 
ously variable d -c output from 
0 to 8 volts. It can be safely 
operated at a steady 10 am- 
pere level and will deliver up 
to 15 amperes for intermittent 
periods. The voltage output 
terminals are completely iso- 
lated from the chassis to ac- 
commodate additional serv- 
ice applications such as supplying bias 
voltages or d -c substitution voltages for 
battery operated tube filament circuits. 

The output of the Battery Eliminator 
is constantly monitored by a d -c volt- 
meter and a d -c ammeter. The circuit 
features an automatic overload relay of 
self resetting type. For additional pro- 
tection, a panel mounting fuse is pro- 
vided. Build this kit in a few hours and 
pocket a substantial savings. 

MODEL BE -3 
SHIPPING 

WT. 20 LBS. 

$/450 

ffii 

teettidit 
VIBRATOR TESTER 

Repair time is valuable, and the 
Heathkit Vibrator Tester will save 
you hours of work. Instantly tells 
the condition of the vibrator un- 
der test - and the check is thor- 
ough and complete. Checks vi- 
brator for proper starting, and the 
easy -to -read mater indicates the 
quality of output on large BAD - 
GOOD scales. Tests both inter- 
rupter and selfrectifier types of vibrators. 
Five different sockets for checking hun- 
dreds of vibrators. 

Operates from any battery eliminator 
capable of delivering continuously vari- 
able voltage from 4 - 6V at 4 amps. The 
Heathkit BE -3 Battery Eliminator is 
ideal for operating this kit. 

Faulty vibrators can be spotted within 
seconds and you're free to go on to 
other service jobs. 

KIT 

MODEL VT -1 

SHIPPING 
WT. 7 LBS. 

$145 

.1.031 AGENT 
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Modulated or 
modulated RF output 

Step attenuated RF ouput. 
6 to 1 vernier dial ratio. 

Turret mounted coil sub- 
assembly. 

Pre -calibrated and adjusted 
coils. 

Hartley RF oscillator circuit. 

Colpitts oscillator 400 cycle 
sine wave output. 

Modulated or unmodulated 
RF output. 

Frequency coverage on fun- 
damentals 160 kc to 50 mega- 
cycles in five ranges. 51 mega- 
cycles to 150 megacycles on 
calibrated harmonics. 

RF output in excess of 100,- 
000 microvolts. 

Audio output 11 2 to 2 volts. 
AC transformer operated. 
Professionally styled cabinet. 
Infra red baked enamel 

panel. 

The new HEATHKIT Model SG -7 SIGNAL 
GENERATOR easily fulfills requirements for a 
controllable, modulated or unmodulated source 
of variable frequency. A convenient 400 cycle 
sine wave output is available for audio work. All RF oscillator coils are precision wound and 
adjusted to calibration before shipment thereby assuring maximum accuracy. The coils, band 

switch and tuning condenser all mount as a turret assembly so as to offer the advantage of 

short wiring leads and easy mounting of parts. The RF output circuit is of the low impedance 

type obtained by the use of cathode coupling to the output jacks. The level of RF output is 

varied by means of the RF step and RF output control. Use the HEATHKIT SG -7 as an RI 

signal source modulated or unmodulated for radio repair, laboratory work, experimental 

testing, 400 cycle sine wave audio testing, checking RF stages, alignment of both AM and FM 

IF stages, marker generator for TV alignment, etc. The kit is transformer operated and utilizes 

miniature tubes for ease in handling high frequency. Panel jacks and a convenient switching 

system permit either external or internal modulation. The entire kit is supplied complete with 

tubes and all necessary material as well as a detailed step by step instruction manual for the 

assembly and operation of the instrument. 

fe41'44it INTERMODULATION 

ANALYZER KIT 

_-------- 
MODEL IM-1 

SHIPPING WT. 
18 LBS. 

$3950 
The HEATHKIT 

:a: MODEL IM-1 is an 
extremely versatile 
instrument specifically 
designed for measur- 
ing the degree of in- 
teraction between two 

signals caused by a specific piece of apparatus, or a chain of equip- 
ment. It is primarily intended for tests of audio equipment but 
may be used in other applications such as making tests of micro- 
phones, records, recording equipment, phonograph pickups and 
loud speakers. Use it for checking tape or disc recordings, as a 
sensitive AC voltmeter, as a high pass noise meter for adjusting 
tape bias, cutting needle pitch or other applications. High and 
low test frequency source. intermodulation section, power supply 
and AC voltmeter all in 'one complete unit. Percent intermodula- 
tion is directly read on three calibrated ranges, 30 ñ, 10% and 
3Ç5 full scale. Both 4 to 1 and 1 to l ratios of low to high fre- 
quencies easily set up. At this low kit price YOU can enjoy the 
benefits of lntermodulation analysis for accurate audio interpre- 
tations. 

CG tct LABORATORY REGULATED 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 

f 

MODEL PS -2 

SHIPPING 
WT. 20 LBS 

$2950 

d tie New HEATHKIT LAB - 
ORATORY POWER 
SUPPLY provides con - 
sinuously variable regu- 
lated DC voltage output 

from 160 volts to 400 volts depending on load. Panel terminals 
supply separate 6.3 V. AC supply at 4 amperes for filament cir- 
cuits. A 31/2" plastic cased panel mounted meter provides accurate 
metered output for either voltage of current measurements. Ex- 
ceptionally low ripple content of .012/ admirably qualifies the 
HEATHKIT LABORATORY POWER SUPPLY for high gain 
audio applications. Ideal for laboratory work requiring a reference 
voltage for meter calibration or for plotting tube characteristics. 
In service work, it can be used as a separate variable voltage supply 
to determine the desirable operating voltage in a specific circuit. 
Use it as a DC substitution voltage in trouble shooting TV circuits 
exhibiting symptoms of extraneous undesirable components in 
plate supply circuits. Entire kit, including all 5 tubes now available 
at this low price. 

ROCK( INT(INATIONAL (Otr. 
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`ea.t"c' WILLIAMSON TYPE AMPLIFIER KIT 
The new HEATHKIT WILLIAMSON TYPE AMPLIFIER incorporates 
the latest improvements described in Audio Engineering's "Gilding the 
Lily." 5881 output tubes and a new Peerless output transformer with addi- 
tional primary taps afford peak power output of well over 20 watts. Fre- 
quency response ±1 db from 10 cycles to 100 kc. allows reproduction of 
highs and lows with equal crispness and clarity. Harmonic and intermodu- 
lation distortion have been reduced to less than 1/2 of 1% at 5 watts. This 
eliminates the harsh unpleasant qualities which contribute to listening 
fatigue. Make this amplifier the heart of your radio system to achieve the 
fine reproduction that is the goal of all music lovers. 

The HEATHKIT PREAMPLIFIER ( available separately or in com- 
bination with the amplifier kit) features inputs for magnetic or low 
level cartridges, crystal pickups and tuners, turnover control for LP or 78 
type records, individual bass and treble tone controls each providing up 
to 15 DB of boost or attenuation. Special notched shafts on preamplifier 
controls and switches adaptable to custom installation. The preamplifier 
can be mounted in any position and a liberal length of connecting cable 
is supplied. No radio experience is required to construct this amplifier. All 
punching, forming, or drilling has already been done. The complete kit 
indudes all necessary parts as well as a detailed step by step construction 
manual with pictorial diagrams to greatly simplify the construction. 

ACROSOUND TRANSFORMER OPTION. If desired, the output transformer 
with the kit will be the Acrosound output transformer, type TO -300. The 
use of this transformer permits ultra -linear operation as described in Audio 
Engineering's "Ultra- Linear Operation of the Williamson Amplifier." 

FM TUNER KIT 

MODEL FM -2 

SHIPPING 
WT. 9 IBS. 

The HEATHKIT MODEL FM -2 

TUNER specifically 
designed for 

simplified kit construction features 

a double tunedeIttan ' 
unit. Three discriminator trans - 
formers 

are 
a 

in an 8 tube circuit. 
former ate useg obtained through 
Smooth tuning 
a 
calibrated 

to e r x vernier 
using a 

type 

usual frequency coverage 

of 
dial. The cles is provided. 

r 

Experience the thri l of building your 

own FM tuner. Operate it through your 
f true FM 

or radio and enjoy all the advantages o 
supply to 

non. Transformer operated power audio systems. 
reception. tubes and 

kit supplied to all to 
with all 8 to 

The kit is 
material 

complete 

complete material required for c lndses assembly 

complete instruction manual simplifies 

and operation. 

'Weezdka ECONOMY 6 WATT 

AMPLIFIER KIT 

MODEL A -7 

SHIPPING 
WT. 10 155. 

1450 

The HEATHKIT Model A -7 
amplifier features beam power, 
push pull output with frequency 
response flat ±11/2DB from 20 to 
20,000 cycles. Separate volume, 
bass and treble controls. Two in- 
put circuits, output impedances 
of 4, 8, and 15 ohms. Peak 
power output rated at full 6 
watts. High quality components, 
simplified layout, attractive gray 
finished chassis, break off type 
adjustable length control shafts 
and attractive lettered control 
panel. 

THE MODEL A7A amplifier incorporates a preamplifier stage 
with special compensated network to provide the necessary 
voltage gain for operation with variable reluctance or low out- 
put level phono cartridges. Excellent gain for microphone oper- 
ation in a moderate powered sound system $16.50 

PRICES OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS 
W -2 Amplifier Kit (Incl. Main 
Amplifier with Peerless Output 
Transformer, Power Supply and WA- 
PL Preamplifier Kit) Shipping 
Weight 39 lbs. 
W -2M Amplifier Kit (Incl. Main 
Amplifier with Peerless Output Trans- 
former and Power Supply) Ship- 
ping Weight 29 lbs. Shipped ex- 
press only 
W -3 Amplifier Kit (Intl. Main 
Amplifier with Acrosound Output 
Transformer, Power Supply and 
WA -PI Preamplifier Kit) Shipping 
Weight 39 lbs. Shipped express 
only 
W -3M Amplifier Kit (Ind. Main 
Amplifier with Acrosound Output 
Transformer and Power Supply) 
Shipping Weight 29 lbs. Shipped 
express only 
WA -P1 Preamplifier Kit only. 
Shipping Weight 7 lbs. Shipped 
express or parcel post. 

1W8[4t HIGH FIDELITY 40 WATT 

AMPLIFIER KIT 
The HEATHKIT MODEL A -8 amplifier kit 
was designed to deliver high fidelity perform- 
ance with adequate power output at moderate 
cost. The frequency response is within ± 1 DB 
from 20 to 20,000 cycles. Distortion at 3 DB 
below maximum power output at 1000 cycles 
is only .8%. The amplifier features a Chicago 
power transformer in a drawn steel case and a 
Peerless output transformer with output imped- 
ances of 4, 8, and 16 ohms available. Separate 
bass and treble tone controls permit wide range 
of tonal adjustment to meet the requirements of 
the most discerning listener. The amplifier uses 
a 6SJ7 voltage amplifier, a 6SN7 amplifier and 
phase splitter and two 6L6's in push pull output 
and a 5U4G rectifier. Two input jacks for either 
crystal or tuner operation. The kit includes all 
necessary material as well as a detailed step by 
step construction manual. 
MODEL A8 -A features an added 6SJ7 stage (preamplifier) for operating from 
a variable reluctance cartridge or other low output level phono pickups. Can 
also be used with a microphone. A 3 position panel switch affords the desired 
input service. $35.50 

MODEL A-8 

SHIPPING WT. 19 LBS. 

$3350 

WO" AGENT 

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
13 E. 4011s ST. 

NEW YORK CITY (16) 
CAN[: A31A1 -N. V. 

. BENTON HARBOR 20, MICHIGAN 
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'eaeh4a 
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER KITS 

High gain dual iron core tuned type IF transformers ave circuit. ^ 
AC transformer operation for safety 6 tube all cov- q,, 
Continuously variable tone control 3 ranges clot over 20 
Sturdy 
Ideal forunchedrT lost 

plated steel chassis era 
55O , shipPinB Wt' 

Full AVC action li lbs. . C 

Inverse feedback for improved frequency response Alodel AR 
1 

Kit supplied with all necessary construction material except speaker and O cabinet. (Available separately if desired). $23.5 
5 tube bro 

0 

adcast band 
ship 

1000 kc coverage pi ag wt. 11 lbs. , 
Two excellent radio receiver kits featuring clean design and open layout for 

'' ' simplified construction. Satisfy that urge to build your own radio receiver and 
Model BR -I select the model which meets your requirements. Both receivers feature con- 

tinuously variable tone control, a radio phono switch and phono input and an 
s /9050 r+ AC receptacle for the phono motor. A six inch calibrated slide rule type dial 

with a 9 to 1 ratio vernier dial drive insures easy tuning. 
.r 

S H I P P I N G I N F O R M A T I O N 
ON PARCEL POST ORDERS include postage for weight ORDERS FROM CANADA must include full remittance 
shown and insurance. (We insure all shipments.) Don't worry for merchandise. 
about sending more than the correct amount -if you send us Orders processed on the same day received. Customers no- 
too much, every extra cent will be promptly returned. tified of unavoidable delay. 

ON EXPRESS ORDERS do not indude transportation U. S. postal or express money orders, bank drafts or checks 
charges. They will be collected by Express Agency on delivery. are acceptable. Do not send loose coins or stamps. 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

ROCKS INTERNATIONAL CORR. 
10 I N.. SI 

NEW YORK CITY (IC 

; ^ H EAT H C O M P A I% Y ' / 
BENTON HARBOR 20, MICHIGAN Miliiilli .. 

MAIL), O R D E R B L A N K 
);, %I HE 7i O NE" SHIP VIA 

Parcel Post 

Express 

Freight 

Best Way 

. rH ('0 zocx Mp{, 
f f N7 C44itOAN )i4Á L 

N /g,1N 

__ (PLEASE PRINT) 

J p UANTITY ITEM PRICE QUANTITY ITEM PRICE 

Heathkit Oscilloscope Kit -Model O -8 (29 lbs.) $43.50 I Heathkit Square Wave Gen. Kit -Model SQ -I (11 lbs.) $29.50 
Heathkit Intensifier Kit (0.8 only) No. 339 (1 Ib.) 7.50 Heathkit AC VTVM Kit -Model AV -2 (5 lbs.) 29.50 
Heathkit Voltage Calibrator Kit-Model VC -I (5 lbs.) 9.50 Heathkit Intermodulation Analyzer Kit -Model IM -I (18 lbs.) 39.50 
Heathkit Electronic Switch Kit -Model S -2 (11 lbs.) 19.50 Heathkit Regulated Power Supply Kit -Model PS -2 (20 lbs.) 29.50 
Heathkit Scope Demodulator Probe Kit No. 337 (1 Ib.) 4.50 Heathkit Handitester Kit -Model M -1 (3 lbs.) 13.50 
Heathkit T.V. Alignment Generator Kit -Model TS -2 (20 lbs.) 39.50 Heathkit Decade Resistance Kit -Model DR -1 (1 lbs.) 19.50 
Heathkit Q Meter Kit -Model QM -1 (12 lbs.) 39.50 Heathkit Decade Condenser Kit -Model DC -1 (1 lbs.) 16.50 
Heathkit Grid Dip Meter Kit -Model GD -1 (1 lbs.) 19.50 Heathkit Impedance Bridge Kit -Model IB -1B (15 lbs.) 69.50 
Heathkit VTVM Kit -Model V -6 (7 lbs.) 24.50 Heathkit Battery Tester Kit -Model BT -1 (3 lbs.) 7.50 
Heathkit RF Probe Kit No.309 (I Ib.) 5.50 Heathkit Resistance Substitution Box Kit -Model RS -I (3 lbs.) 5.50 
Heathkit HV Probe Kit No. 336 (2 lbs.) 5.50 Heathkit F.M. Tuner Kit -Model FM -2 (9 lbs.) 22.30 
Heathkit Peak -to -Peak Volt. Probe Kit No. 338 (2 lbs.) 6.30 Heathkit Broadcast Receiver Kit -Model BR -1 (11 lbs.) 19.50 
Heathkit Visual -Aural Signal Tracer Kit -Model T -3 (8 lbs.) 22.50 Heathkit Three Band Receiver Kit -Model AR -1 (11 lbs.) 23.50 
Heathkit Condenser Checker Kit -Model C -3 (7 lbs.) 19.50 Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -7 (10 lbs.) 14.50 
Heathkit RF Signal Generator Kit -Model SG -7 (7 lbs.) 19.50 Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -7A (10 lbs.) 16.50 
Heathkit Tube Checker Kit -Model TC -1 (12 lbs.) 29.30 Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -8 (19 lbs.) 33.50 
Heathkit T.V. Tube Adapter No. 355 (1 lb.) 4.50 Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -8A (19 lbs.) 35.50 
Heathkit Battery Eliminator Kit -Model BE -3 (20 lbs.) 24.50 Williamson Type Amplifier Kit (Type: ) 

Shipped express only Heathkit Vibrator Tester Kit -Model VT -1 (7 lbs.) 14.50 

Heathkit Audio Generator Kit -Model AG -8 (16 lbs.) 29.50 WA -PI Preamplifier Kit (7 lbs.) (Shipped exp. or p.n.) 19.75 
Heathkit Audio Oscillator Kit -Model A0 -1 (11 lbs.) 24.50 

Heathkit Audio Frequency Meter Kit -Model AF -1 (15 lbs.) 34.50 

Please ship C.O.D. [] Postage enclosed for lbs Enclosed find Check Money Order for 

MARCH, 1953 
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RIDER 

TEK- 
FILE* 
packaged 

tv 
service 

information - 
factory- 

authorized 

factory- 

approved 

for easy 

tv servicing... 
tailor -made 
for over 

2800 

receivers... 
only 

$2 per pack 
(at your jobbers) 

'dependable replacement 
parts listing beginning 
with Pack 57 

Publisher, Inc. 

480 Canal Street 

New York 13, N. Y. 

TEST TECHNIQUES 
FOR TRANSISTORS 

The experimenter is in a helpless position 
when it comes to checking his transistors. 
This article gives him needed information. 

By RUFUS P. TURNER 

N a vacuum tube, there is no physical 
I connection, as such, between the grid 
and plate. In a transistor, on the 
other hand, a definite amount of re- 
sistance appears between the emitter 
and collector. The transistor in a 
grounded -base circuit may be considered 
as a 3- terminal resistance network hav- 
ing direct and transfer resistances. Out- 
put changes in the transistor affect the 
input. 

Because of the differences between 
Re Re 

Fig. 1- Transistor equivalent circuit. 

tubes and transistors, common tube - 
testing techniques are not always ap- 
plicable or adequate for checking tran- 
sistors. In checking transistors, atten- 
tion often must be paid to the values 
of input, output, and transfer resist- 
ances. 

Measuring resistances 
Fig. 1 shows the equivalent 3- terminal 

resistance network of a transistor when 
the unit is connected in a ground -base 
circuit. (E, I, and R represent voltage, 
current, and resistance. Subscript let- 
ters bs a, and x refer to base, collector, 
and emitter, respectively.) Polarities of 
emitter voltage Ee and collector voltage 
Eo are shown in this illustration for 
the point- contact transistor. The op- 

posite polarities are employed with 
junction -type transistors. 

Resistance R,, represents the emitter 
resistance, Re the collector resistance, 
and Rb the base resistance. The input 
resistance of the transistor is equal to 
Re + Rb and lies between 150 and 1,000 
ohms in commercial point- contact tran- 
sistors. The output resistance is equal 
to R, + R, and is between 10,000 ohms 
and 1 megohm or more in commercial 
point- contact types. 

Four distinct resistances should be 
checked in a d.c. test of transistor 
characteristics. We will designate these 
as R R R and R,. These resistances 
have definite relationships to Rb, Re, R,,, 
and transfer resistance Rm. Since tran- 
sistor resistance values are never meas- 
ured with a bridge or ohmmeter -to do 
so would probably seriously damage 
the transistor -we calculate the resist- 
ance values from measured voltages 
and currents. 

The table lists R, to R, showing the 
transistor resistance values to which 
these parameters correspond and the 
voltage and current characteristics 
which determine their values. It is 
important to note that either the input 
or output circuit is open in each of the 
resistance measurements. 

Fig. 2 shows four circuits for meas- 
uring transistor voltages and currents 
for calculating the values of R R2, R. 
and R,. Operation of each of these cir- 
cuits is discussed separately in the 
following paragraphs. 

Resistance R,. See Fig. 2 -a. This meas- 

TRANSISTOR TEST RESISTANCES 

R,=Re+Rb= E. 
I, 

R.= R, = 
E. 
I, 

Ee 
Ia 

Ee 
Ie 

RB=Rb+Rm= 

R,=R.+Rb= 

Measured with output circuit open. 

Measured with input circuit open. 

Measured with output circuit open. 

Measured with input circuit open. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Now I've got a 

NIGH PAYING CAREER in 

T lLVl SDOO N 
RADIO 4 ELECTRONICS - thanks to the famous 
CRESCENT SCHOOL 

Home Study Course! 

it's the CRESCENT 

SCN00L 

FREE sande 
lesson. Boy! 
That was fast!r{ 

Gosh -/ can actually earn while 

I /earn with the practical 
CRESCENT SCNOOL course! 

79 

Yes, a brilliant future 
awaits you in TESEV /SION. 

My advice is to send for the 

details now about the 
CRESCENT course! 

Learning in my 
spare time is so 

easy with these 
illustrated, 

\ simplified 
` lessons! 

Wow! I built this swell TV 

set myself with my complete 
CRESCENT kits! 

Also Day and Evening Classes 
Trained at our School. 

Approved under the G.I. Bill, 

CRESCENT SCHOOL has trained 
thousands for BIG careers in the 

fast -growing TELEVISION 
industry. 

I'm sure proud of my 
CRESCENT SCHOOL certificate 
...now I can really start 

on a big career! 

Imagine -my own business, a home, 

a new car -and the CRESCENT 

SCHOOL course started it all! 

ACT TODAY 
to start on a profitable 
career in TELENSION ! 

our EE FR D 
sample 

Getylesson 
o 

SEND COUPON TODAY! \ 

SCHOOL 
"One of the largest 

schools of its kind" 

MARCH, 1953 

CRESCENT SCHOOL Dept. E3 

500 Pacific St., B'klyn 17, N. Y. 
Sirs: Rush your FREE sample lesson and full details about 
the CRESCENT SCHOOL Course -at no obligation to me! 

['Home Study Course Residential Course 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

o 

. ZONE STATE. 
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Smaller 

THEORY AND ENGINEERING 

than a desk pen - ¡tit as convenient 

The NEW Turner C -4 Stand 
for Model 80 Microphone 

The new C -4 stand gives complete maneuverability 
and convenience with the Model 80. It pivots the micro- 
phone in a 135° arc for any operational angle - swings 
parallel to base needing little more packing space 
than two packs of cigarettes. 
The microphone is held firmly by the unique, positive - 
action hinge, yet moves smoothly and easily to any 
desired position without adjustment. Microphone 
quickly and easily removed. 
This new, matching stand is solidly built of die -cast 
zinc overlaid with beautiful satin chrome plate. It 
is heavy enough to prevent tipping - it will not slide 
with the weight of the cord. The C -4 stand comple- 
ments the graceful shape of the Model 80; the com- 
bined unit is an attractive but inconspicuous addition 
to a speakers' table. Ideal for use with wire recorders, 
public address systems, pulpits, office and factory call 
systems, amateur operators and other similar uses. 

Model C-4 matching stand. % " -27 thread. List Price $ 5.75 
Model 80 Microphone. List Prise $15.95 

THE TURNER COMPANY 
933 17th St., N. E. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Company, Toronto, Ont., und Branches 

Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., $9 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. 

OVER 50,000. 
TECHNICIANS 

HAVE LEARNED 

HOW TO GET 

THE MOST OUT 

OF BASIC TEST 

EQUIPMENT 
for A.M. - F.M. - TV 

ONLY 400 
103 pages. Invaluable in- 
formation that will help 
you re- double the value of 
your basic test equipment. 

`SERVICING BY 

SIGNAL SUBSTITUTION' 
A BEST SELLER FOR OVER 12 YEARS! 

(NEW, UP -TO -DATE, 12th EDITION) 

The Modern, Simplified, Dynamic Approach to 

Receiver Adjustment & Alignment Problems. 

* Nothing complicated to learn 
* No extra equipment to purchase 
* Universal...non- obsolescent 
* Employs only Basic Test Instruments 
Ask for "S.S.S." at your local Rodio Parts Jobber or 
remit 40t in small stamps or coin directly to factory. 

PRECISION APPARATUS COMPANY, INC. 
92 -27 HORACE HARDING BLVD:,, ELMHURST 4, N. Y. 

urement is made with the transistor 
output circuit open. Starting from zero, 
increase the d.c. voltage until emitter 
current I,., indicated by the d.c. mil - 
liammeter, corresponds to the maximum 
value specified by the transistor manu- 
facturer for grounded -base operation. 
The high -resistance d.c. vacuum -tube 
voltmeter then reads the emitter voltage 
E,,. The value of R, is calculated from 
the emitter current (in amperes) and 
the emitter voltage: R, = E /I,.. 

Resistance R. See Fig. 2 -b. Standard 
test procedure requires that this meas- 
urement be made with the transistor in- 
put circuit open. By using a high- 

E C 

OPEN OUT CKT 

6 
E¢ 

Rz 

a' 
TRANSISTORS -Er EMITTER;OCOLLECTOR;B =BASE 

Fig. 2- Connections for the various 
measurements described in the text. 

resistance d.c. vacuum -tube voltmeter 
to measure E , the equivalent of an open 
input circuit is obtained. For the high- 
est resistance, it is advisable to use a 
meter which has no input resistors at 
all (such as General Radio type 1800 -A) 
if such an instrument is available. 

MULTIRANGE DC MA 

EMITTER 

TRANStSTOR CDNN` BASE 

MULTI.RANGE ¡ 

HI- RES t.' 
+DC VTVM 

o 
70 ADJ DC (O-501 
EMITTER SOURCE 

? Y 
o 

TO ADJ DC 
(0 -75V) 
COLLECTOR 

SOURCE 
o-f 

1- 1 - 

Fig. 3 -A quick and efficient set -up for 
making the tests indicated in Fig. 2. 
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TV ANTENNA 
PATENT NO :.566 7O7 

ONLY FINCO GIVES 

YOU CONFIDENCE IN 

in fringe areas 

tens of thousands 

of FINCO CO- Lateral 

installations have proved 

FINCO superiority! 

4 -! 
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COMPLETE 
TRAINING 
FOR BETTER RADIO -TV 

SERVICE JOBS 

THEORY AND ENGINEERING 

ONLY 

s12 
for the com- 

plete 2- volume 
course 3 MONTHS TO PAY 

Let these two great new Ghirardi training books 
teach you to handle all types of AM, FM and TV 
service jobs by approved professional methods -and 
watch your efficiency and earnings soar! 

Completely modern, profusely illustrated and 
written so you can easily understand every word, 
these books pave the way to fast, accurate service 
on any type of home radio -TV- electronic equip- 
ment ever made. Each book is brand new. Each 
contains the latest data on the latest methods and 
equipment -NOT a re -hash of old- out -of -date 
material. Each is co- authored by A. A. Ghirardi 
whose famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE and 
MODERN RADIO SERVICING were, for 20 years, 
more widely used for military, school and home 
study training than any other books of their type! 

THE NEW Ghirardi 
RADIO -TV SERVICE LIBRARY 

Almost 1500 pages and over 800 clear Illustrations show 
step - by-step how to handle every phase of modern trouble- 
shooting and servicing. 

1 -Radio and Television Receiver 
TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR 
A complete guide to profitable professional nielha is. For 

the novice, it is a comprehensive training course. For the 
experienced serviceman. it is a quick way to "brush up" 
on specific Jobs. to develop improved techniques or to find 
fast answers to puzzling service problems. Includes in- 
valuable "step -by- step" service charts. 820 pages, 417 
Illus., price separately 16.75. 

2 -Radio and Television Receiver 
CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION 

This 669 -page volume is the ideal guide for servicemen 
who realize it pays to know what really makes modern 
radio -TV receivers "tick" end why. Gives a complete un- 
derstanding of basic circuits and circuit variations: how 
to recognize then at a glance; how to eliminate guesswork 
and useless testing. 417 illus. Price separately $6. 

New low price ... easy terms 
If broken into lesson form and sent to you as a "course ", 

you'd regard these two great books as a bargain at $50 or 
more! Together, they form a complete modern servicing 
library to help you work faster and more profitably. Com- 
uletely indexed so you can look up needed facts In a Jiffy. 

Under this new otter. you save 75f on the price of the 
Iwo books -and have the privilege of paying In easy in- 
stallments chile you use them! No lessons to wait for. 

10 -DAY EXAMINATION PRIVILEGE 

Dept. RE -33, Rinehart Books. Inc. 
I ec finical Division, 
2:12 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y. 

Send me GHIRARDI'S NEW 2 -VOL. SERVICE 
LIBRARY. I enclose $3 and will send you $3 a month 
for three months until the total price of only $12.00 
plus a few cents postage is paid. It is understood I 
may read the books for 10 days. Then, if not satisfac- 
tory, I will return them postage paid and you agree to 
refund my $3 and cancel the remaining installments. 
(Books shipped postpaid if full remittance accompanies 
order. Sonic return privilege.) 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone, State 

Employer's Name & Address 

oursinE U.S.A.-- sla.00 cash only. Same 
W-day return pelellege toith money refunded. 

i 

Starting from zero, increase the volt- 
age until Ie, (indicated by the milliam- 
meter) corresponds to the maximum 
value specified by the transistor manu- 
facturer for grounded -base operation. 
The v.t.v.m. then indicates emitter volt- 
age E,,. The value of R2 is calculated 
from the equation R._= Ec /Ie, where I,. 
is in amperes. 

Resistance Ra. See Fig. 2 -c. This meas- 
urement is made with the transistor 
output circuit open. As in measuring 
R2, a high- resistance d.c. v.t.v.m. keeps 
the output circuit resistance high 
enough to simulate an open circuit 
while measuring collector voltage E. 

Starting from zero, increase Ee until 
the milliammeter indicates an emitter 
current, I,,, corresponding to the maxi- 
mum value specified by the manufac- 
turer for grounded -base operation. The 
d.c. v.t.v.m. then indicates the resulting 
collector voltage, Ee. Ra is calculated 
from the emitter current (in amperes) 
and the collector voltage: Ra= Ee /Ie. 

Resistance R, is measured using the 
setup in Fig. 2 -d. This test is made with 
the input circuit open. Starting from 
zero, increase the voltage until le cor- 
responds to the maximum value speci- 
fied by the transistor manufacturer 
for grounded -base operation. The d.c. 
vacuum -tube voltmeter then indicates 
the collector voltage, Ee. R,= Ee /I,. 

The following values are specified for 
the Raytheon point- contact transistor 

PRI IMP TO MATCH OUTPUT OF IKCAC SOURCE 

e SEC IMP500-IKss E 

IKC IN 

51 

Fig. 4- Circuit for directly checking 
the voltage amplification of transistors. 
type CK716: R, =150 to 450 ohms, 
R2 = 25 to 140 ohms, Ra = 15,000 to 70,000 
ohms, and R, = 10,000 to 40,000 ohms. 

Practical d.c. tester 
Fig. 3 shows a practical arrangement 

for quickly setting up the test circuits 
shown in Fig. 2 for transistor re- 
sistance measurements. 

The 4 -pole, 4- position rotary selector 
switch switches the d.c. milliammeter 
and v.t.v.m to the proper transistor 
electrodes, and shifts the polarity of 
the instruments and opens the input 
or output circuit of the transistor to 
correspond with the circuits in Fig. 2. 
Rotating the selector switch through 
positions R R2, Ra, and R, automatically 
sets up the test circuits in Figs. 2 -a, 
2 -b, 2 -c, and 2 -d, respectively. Meter and 
power -supply polarities are shown for 
point- contact transistors. Reverse both 
meter and power supply polarities when 
checking N -P -N junction transistors. 
The switching circuit, meters, and power 
supplies might be combined into a sin- 
gle, self- contained transistor d.c. tester 

BLAK -RAY SELF- FILTERING 
ULTRA VIOLET LAMP 

BLAK -RAY 4 -watt lamp, model X -4, complete 
with U -V tube. This lamp gives long -wave ultra- 
violet radiation having a wave -length of 3654 
to 4000 angstrom units. Some of the substances 
made to fluoresce visibly when illuminated by 
U -V light are certain woods, oils, minerals, 
milkstone, cloth, paints, plastics, yarn, drugs, 
crayons, etc. This lamp is self -filtering and 
the invisible U -V rays are harmless to the 
eyes and skin. Equipped with spectral -finish 
aluminOm reflector. Consumes only 4 watts and 
can be plugged into any 110 volt 50 -60 cycle 
A.C. outlet. Will give 2000 fo 3000 hours of 
service. It weighs but 13/4 lbs. Approved by 
the Underwriters Laboratories and has a built - 
in transformer so that it may be safely used 
for long periods when necessary. Extra U -V 
tubes are available. 
Ship wt. 4 lbs. 
ITEM NO. 125 
UNUSUAL BUY $14.15 

POWERFUL ALL PURPOSE MOTOR 
Sturdy shaded pole A.C. induc- 
tion motor. 15 watts, 3000 rpm. 
3 "x2 "x13/4"; 4 mounting studs; 
7h" shaft, 3/16" diameter; 110- 
120 volts, 50 -60 cycles. A.C. 
only. When geared down. this 
unit can operate an 18" turn- 
table with a 200 lb. dead 
weight. Use it for fans, dis- 
plays, timers and other pur- 
poses. Ship wt. 2 lbs. 

UNUSUAL BUY S2.45 

WATTHOUR METER 
Leading makes -recon- 
ditioned. Ideal for 
trailer parks. 100 -110 
volts, 60 cycles, 2 -wire 
A.C. 5 amp. Heavy met- 
al case 81/1" x 6i /4" x 5 ". 
Easy to install. Ship. 
wt. 14 lbs. 

ITEM NO. 
NOW ONLY 54.50 

WESTERN ELECTRIC BREAST MIKE 
Lightweight I lb. carbon micro- 
phone. Aircraft type. Breastplate 
mountings adjustable 2 -way 
swivel. Easily fastened straps. For 
home broadcasts, communica- 
tions etc. Complete with 6 foot 
cord, hard rybber plug. Shera- 
dined plate, non -rusting finish. 
Ship. wt. 2 lbs. 
ITEM NO. 152 $1.75 NEW LOW PRICE 7 

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT 
250 -watt ultra -violet light 
source. Makes fluorescent 
articles glow in the dark. 
Fits any lamp socket. For 
experimenting, entertaining, 
unusual lighting affects. 
Ship. wt. 2 lbs. 
ITEM NO. 87 $2.45 A SAVING AT 

250 POWER TELESCOPE LENS KIT 
Make your own high powered 6 ft. telescope! 
Kit contains 2" diam., 75" focal length, ground 

and polished oblective 
lens and necessary eye 
pieces. Magnifies 50x to 

e ^ 2Shi50x. 

p. 
Full 

Ib. 

instructions. 
wt. I 

ITEM NO. 123 $2.95 YOU SAVE AT 

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO. 
40 West Broadway. Dept. RE -3 -53 
New York 7, N. Y. 
I am enclosing full remittance for items circled below. 
(Be sure to include shipping charges.) 
OR. my deposit of $ Ship balance C.O.D. 
MINIMUM C.O.D. ORDER 55.00 
C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED ONLY WITH 20% DEPOSIT 
INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES. 
Circle Items Wanted 

87 147 33 152 125 123 

Name 

Address 

City 

Please Print Clearly 

Zone... . State 
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Bring back that New -Set Sparkle 
with Performance-Tested Tubes 

Meet John Cunningham, a CBS -Hytron Commercial Engineer. 
John is beginning at the beginning for you. Socket by socket, he is 
analyzing the tube requirements of a brand -new TV set design. 

John knows the superior performance de- 
manded. He concentrates his know -how on 
insuring top tube operation within stand- 
ard specification limits. He tests sample 
tubes ... checks analysis data. Working 
hand -in -glove with the set designer .. . 

and with CBS -Hytron engineers ... he as- 
sures control of the characteristics of all 
tubes for this new chassis. Finally he 
achieves... from rectifiers to picture tube 

. the perfect performance all of this 
engineering team (and you) seek. 

Constantly CBS -Hytron carries on 
teamwork like this. Socket by socket anal- 
ysis. Day in, day out - with 9 out of 10 

MARCH, 1953 

leading TV set makers. Both tube and set 
engineers pool their specialized skills. 
Scores of the nation's foremost TV set 
engineers help make.endless CBS -Hytron 
improvements. Help assure you of unsur- 
passed performance in virtually all lead- 
ing TV sets. 

Small wonder that your CBS -Hytron 
replacement tubes recapture that new -set 
sparkle. Please your customers. Cut your 
call- backs. Profit more. Take advantage 
of CBS -Hytron engineering. Demand 
CBS- Hytron ... your logical replacement 
tube, because it is performance- tested all 
the way ... from original to replacement. 

MANUFACTURERS OF RECEIVING TUBES SINCE 1921 

NYTRON RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CO. 

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 

Main Office: Danvers, Massachusetts 

NEW...BIGGER...BETTER 
FREE! 

6th Edition 
CBS -HYTRON 

Reference Guide 
for 

Miniatuire Electron 

Tubes 

A CBS -Hytron original ... it's unique. 
All miniatures, regardless of make. 
250 miniature types ... 87 new. 
111 basing diagrams ... 34 new. 
Similar larger prototypes indicated. 
8 packed pages of data you need daily. 
And it's FREE! 

Get your copy of this old friend brought up to 
date now. Ask your CBS- Hytron jobber or 
write direct ... today! 
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Don't 
spoil 
the 
reflection' 

,/e4P- w 

i,,, 
"ow 

Your reputation as a skilled Service Man depends a great deal on 

your choice of replacement parts. The performance of replacement 

speakers reflects upon your ability and knowledge. Be sure the 

reflection is favorable. Specify Utah* speakers -and your customers 

will say "That Service Man Knows His Business!" 

BAU Utah speakers have exclusive Utah Universal Angle Mounting. 

A WHOLLY OWNED 

FREE . . . WRITE TODAY FOR THE NEW UTAH 
REPLACEMENT SPEAKER CATALOG $201 

Export Dept. Rocke International Corporation. N. Y. C. 

RADIO PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 

SUBSIDIARY OF NEWPORT STEEL CORPORATION 

Be a "key" man. Learn how to send and 
receive messages In code by telegraph 
and radio. Commerce needs thousands of 
men for lobs. Good pay. adventure. In teresting work. Learn at home Quickly 
through famous Candler System. Qual- 
ity for Amateur or Commercial Li- 
cense. Write for FREE ROOK. 

CANnLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept.3- t'..Iloxt28.11enver l,Colo..lJ O..a. 

MAGNETIC PICKUP LOOP 
Pickup phone conversations without connecting . . 
Make your own Electric Guitar Pickup Produce 
your n Electric organ tones . . An ideal tool for 
experimenters -extremely sensitive-Put your inventive 
genius to work . Supplied with full instructions on 
Its various interesting possibilities together with 
schematic for a 3 -tube amplifier to work with Loop or 
can very easily be attached to Radio ... ORDER NOW 
53.95 COD plus postage or .send $3.95 we pey postage. 

GALVANICS 
Dept. T -10 Box 158 Hackensack. N. J. 

UM' 
FREE! from KLIPZON 

UTL Write today for folder 

"THE VERSATILE CRYSTAL PROBE" 

Tells how to get V.H.F. performance 
from your V.T.V.M. or V.O.M. 

by using KLIPZON SELFHOLDING 
CRYSTAL PROBES. How to make 

"one man" TV antenna orientation easy? 
Other valuable information 

on timesaving and convenient 
SELFHOLDING PRODS, CONNECTORS, 

SHIELDED LEADS and ADAPTORS. 
See KLIPZON at your local distributor. 

UNITED TECHNICAL LABORATORIES 
204 LITTLETON RD. MORRISTOWN. N 1. 

THEORY AND ENGINEERING 

somewhat similar in function and oper- 
ation to a laboratory tube tester. 

Current amplification 
The current amplification figure, des- 

ignated by a, the Greek letter alpha, is 
an important property of the transistor. 
It may be determined in two ways. One 
way is in terms of the resistance values 
measured according to the instructions 
in the preceding paragraphs: a= R$ /Ra. 
The other involves setting up the tran- 
sistor with rated d.c. emitter and col- 
lector voltages for grounded -base opera- 
tion, and with separate milliammeters 
for the simultaneous reading of emitter 
and collector currents. The static values 
of Ie and Ir are recorded. Then, without 
changing the collector voltage E'r, shift 
the emitter current a small amount 
(dIe) and observe the resulting shift 
(dIe) in collector current. Current am- 
plification, alpha, may be calculated 
from these readings : a = dId /dIe. 

A minimum current gain a of 1.2 is 
specified for the CK716 transistor. 

A.c. voltage gain 
In some instances, it will be important 

to check directly the performance of 
the transistor with an a.c. input signal. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 4 may be 
used to measure a.c. voltage amplifica- 
tion. A test -signal frequency of 1,000 
cycles is recommended. Ee and E, are 
adjusted to give the emitter and col- 
lector currents, respectively, (in the 
absence of a.c. signal input) specified 
by the transistor manufacturer for 
grounded -base operation. Load resist- 
ance R1, should be not less than the 
specified output impedance or the meas- 
ured R4 value of the transistor under 
test. In most instances, the a.c. input 
signal (E,) between emitter and base 
should not exceed 0.1 volt r.m.s. 

When switch S1 is thrown to INPUT 
VOLTS, the a.c. v.t.v.m. reads the input 
signal voltage. When S1 is thrown to 
OUTPUT VOLTS, the meter reads the out- 
put signal voltage (Ea). The a.c. voltage 
gain is equal to Ex /E,. The voltage gain 
in decibels is equal to 20 log.. E2 /E,. 

In the test circuit similar to the one 
shown in Fig. 4, the CK716 point -con- 
tact transistor gives a voltage gain of 
50 at 1,000 cycles when Ee is 0.25 volt, 
E,. is 67% volts, RL is 4,000 ohms, and 
E, = 0.1 volt. END 

WORLDS MOST 
POWERFUL 
T.1! SET 

SUPER DUPER 

Suggested by E. Bruno, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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UHF f weiviz 

VHF wcaficaL49146 

UHF-VHF ;fft, 

Trombone 
Pat. No, 3538915 

Trombone 
Pat. Na. 2538915 

C.C:3 
G=1CJ 

CCJ 

new WARD antennas give everybody 

everything in television UHF and VHF! 
WARD'S newest, exclusive contribution to 

Television - the JAZZ TROMBONE - is a 

small, light- weight, auxiliary antenna de- 

signed for UHF only. When attached to any 
present day VHF antenna, it creates a com- 

plete UHF -VHF antenna. Low cost, stream- 
lined, fully preassembled, easily installed. 

JAZZ TROMBONE is the ideal change -over 

auxiliary Antenna for all present installations. 

THE DIPLEXER 

For all new installations, nothing compares 

with the sensational, new WARD TROMBONE, 

engineered and designed to bring in all chan- 

nels, all frequencies, both UHF and VHF, with 

one single antenna. - The WARD TROMBONE 

is the completely universal Antenna that pro- 

vides clear, sharp reception in any location; 

outstandingly effective in fringe areas. 

Ware Avt eatalog Slceetc 

oOpRp O O-0- 

-O O°O 

Another new WARD exclusive - the DIPLEXER - completely 
- - -- solves the problem of two lead -in lines, where separate UHF- - 

and VHF Antennas are used. - Simply connect the two lines 
to the DIPLEXER and extend one single line to the Television 
receiving set. 

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORP. 
DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY 

1148 EUCLID AVCNUE CLEVELAND 15, OHIO In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 

MARCH. 1953 
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Like 

money 

in the 

Bank... 

AVAILABLE NOW 

YOU are completely 
protected when you buy, 
sell or install waLSCO. 
Every model is now a 
"proven performer ".. . 

thoroughly tested and 
endorsed in all the new 
UHF -VHF areas. Designed 
for all present and future 
channels. The best high 
gain, all channel 
performance and a model 
to fit every installation 
Protect your profit ... 
eliminate costly call -backs. 
Install WALSCO, America's 
most dependable TV 

antennas. It's like 
money in the bank! 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE 

AND CATALOG INFORMATION -Dept. P -53 

UlALSCO 
Walter L. Schott Co. 

3225 Exposition Place 
Los Angeles 18, Calif. 

Overseas Representative: 
Ad Anrierna, Inc., 89 Broad St., 
New York 4, N.Y. 

THEORY AND ENGINEERING 

A DETECTOR -AMPLIFIER 

WITH GERMANIUM DIODES 

By IRVING GOTTLIEB 

GERMANIUM diodes can be used 
as simultaneous detectors and 

amplifiers. Fig. 1 is the circuit of such 
a simple detector -amplifier. It will be 
recognized as the familiar half -wave 
voltage quadrupler often used for 
transformerless voltage multiplication 
at power -line frequency. 

The time constant of the R -C elements 
is made high with respect to the radio 
frequency, but low compared to audio 
frequencies. The r.f. is therefore recti- 
fied and filtered out, and the audio 
modulation appears across the output 
terminals. 

1111111' 

RF IN 

U~^T 

H =CATH C -SEE TEXT 

Fig. 1 -A simple detector -amplifier, 
useful in telemetering applications. 

The circuit of Fig. 1 is useful for 
signalling and telemetering applications 
in which r.f. is available from a coaxial 
cable. The input impedance of the de- 
tector- multiplier is comparable to that 
of the coax, and a good match can be 
obtained with closely coupled links made 
of several turns of wire on a 1 -inch 
diameter form. 

Size of the capacitors C will depend 
on the kind of operation desired. To 
obtain the modulation at a voltage 
amplitude nearly four times that on 
the r.f. carrier, they should be about 
250 µµf in all circuits. If it is desired 
to rectify unmodulated r.f. and step up 
the resultant d.c. voltage, the capacitors 
may be 0.1 µf or larger, depending upon 
the current consumption of the load. 
Gain is actually about 90% of the 
theoretical value, due to diode back 
resistance. 

HCATH C-SEE TEXT 

Fig. 2- Circuit with unique features. 

In Fig. 2 a detector- amplifier circuit 
with several unique features is illus- 
trated. It combines the signal -handling 
capacity of the diode detector, the no- 
loading of the input circuit character- 
istic of the plate detector, the audio 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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88 THEORY AND ENGINEERING 

At the Glenn L. Martin 
Co., Baltimore, Md., Amer- 
ican Beauty Soldering 
Irons are used to fasten 
parts to an overhead switch 
control panel for the pilot's 
compartment of Martin 
4 -0 -4 twin- engine commer- 
cial transports. 

American beauty 
makes perfect Soldered Connections 

FOR THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO. 
HERE'S WHY AMERICAN BEAUTY is the Stand - 
ard-of- Perfection on the world's production lines .. . 
where dependability, long life and efficiency are de- 
manded .. 

TEMPERATURE REGULATING 
STAND 

Thermostatically con- 
trolled to maintain heat of 
Iron at any desired tem- 
perature while at rest. 

Write for 
Free Literature 

Nickel -coated, corrosion-resist- 
ant tips, easily and quickly re- 
placed 
Super -flexible cord, American 
Beauty made, resists wear due 
to flexing 
Heating element of chrome - 
nickel ribbon resistance wire 
Insulated with pure mica 
Built -in adapter for ground wire 
Five sizes ... from 50 to 550 
watts 

AMERICAN BEAUTY Electric Soldering 
Irons are Service Proven .. . 

since 1894 A -104 

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO. 
DETROIT 2, MICH. 

frequency response of direct interstage 
coupling, and the voltage boosting of 
transformer coupling. This is done by 
using the r.f. voltage multiplier with a 
cathode -follower r.f. amplifier. (The 
low input impedance of the multiplier 
prevents direct connection to a resonant 
circuit.) 

RF IN g 

I '+isov 

N =CATH C -5EE TEXT 

. _ 
C 

Fig. 3 -Push -pull version of Fig. 2. 

The audio output amplifier should be 
operated with a negative grid bias 
twice that corresponding to the operat- 
ing point of the same tube in a con- 
ventional class -A amplifier with the 
same plate voltage. This enables Class - 
A operation over the same grid -voltage 
swing as the conventional amplifier 
even though the operating point will be 
determined by the unmodulated carrier 
amplitude and will therefore be subject 
to variation. A strong carrier will 
shift the operating point down toward 
zero bias; a weak carrier pushes it 
toward twice conventional bias voltage. 
Thus, the grid operating range is be- 
tween -2E, and OE,, just as in a con- 
ventional class -A amplifier. Over -all 
voltage gain is about 3.3 (0.9 x 0.9 x 4). 

For push -pull operation of the output 
audio amplifier, the diode connections 
are altered as shown in Fig. 3. The gain 
from the push -pull diode demodulator 
is only half that of the single -ended 
circuit, so except for the merits of push - 
pull amplification, its use is not ad- 
vantageous. 

To obtain a voltage gain of 0.9 or 
better in the cathode -follower stage, 
a tube with high transconductance is 
needed. The 6J4 and the 6Q4 are good 
tubes for this purpose. The cathode 
bias resistor is 100 ohms and is by- 
passed with a 0.1 -µf capacitor. The 
output resistance of the cathode follower 
is determined by the impedance of the 
coupling link in the cathode circuit in 
conjunction with the input impedance 
of the voltage multiplier. Tight coup- 
ling is necessary to make this impedance 
mainly resistive. The number of turns 
will depend somewhat upon the radio - 
frequency range, but is not critical. 
For intermediate frequencies of several 
hundred kc, 10 to 20 turns on a 1 -inch 
form will be suitable. For higher fre- 
quencies, fewer turns should be used. 
In any case, a voltage gain of less than 
0.9 from the cathode follower indicates 
the need for more turns. 

The crystal diodes may be any of the 
germanium elements intended for r.f. 
applications. Best results will be ob- 
tained with the 1N54. END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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FAR BETTER RECEPTION 

orgy ¡oMI 
0 

with Sensational New 

89 

1-AG 7 AG 
TV ANTENNAS 

SUBURBAN MODELS 
Models ZZ4A and ZZ6A 
give yoy all -chonnel (2 
thru 13) recept =on in ONE 
SINGLE BAY ANTEN- 
NA, The Model ZZ4A 
has excellent gain and is 
designed for suburban 
areas. Model ZZÓA has 
even greater gain and pro. 
vides excellent all -channel 
reception in near Fringe 
areas, 

ZZ4L 

ZZbH 

NEAR FRINGE 
M DCELS 

For near f nge area recep- 
tion, the Models ZZ6L ar d 
ZZ6H art re.ammeaded. 
Model ZZ.6L rovers Chan- 
nels 2 tfiru ñ, Model ZZ6 -I 
is for ChorineIts 7 thus ' 3. 

Both ante snag offer hic h 
gain with patterns crd 
front -ta -bock agios signior 
to cu -to- choernel yoci. 

Pu, 

From ultra -ultra fringe to metropolitan 
s 4. tfxr --l1SZ11>naI new TRIO ZIG -ZAG TV Antennas 

are providing clear, enjoyable TV pictures. 

Enthusiastic reports are pouring in from across 
the nation, testifying to the high efficiency of 

the new, exclusive TRIO ZIG -ZAG TV Antenna design. 

Yes, results - not mere claims - 
have made the TRIO ZIG -ZAG America's 

most wanted TV antenna! 

TRIO ROTATOR AND 
DIRECTION INDICATOR 
The TRIO Rotator is America's mos- 
dependable has two powerful 24 
volt motors - one for etch direction 
of rotation. Abso utely weather- 
proof, permanently lubrica-ed. All 
motors, shafts and gears mounted on 
a rugged, one -piece castinc for true 

alignment, strength and longe- 
life. Every TRIO Rotator fully 

Bguaranteed 
for two years! 

eautiful Directicn Indicato, 
has "finger tip" control - no 
need to hold knob for rotation. 
A touch of the finge starts it -a touch stops it! 

FRINGE MODELS 
Models ZZ8L and ZZ3H 
were designed for norna) 
fringe area reception and 
provide clear, snow -free 
pictures. Forward lobe pat- 
terns and front- to -bacf< ra- 
tios cre similar to a good 
single channel, mul-i -ele- 
ment yogi. 

MARCH, 1953 

ZZ12L and ZZ16H ore 
stacked for all VHF Chan- 
nel Reception 

TRIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

ULTRA FRINGE MODELS 
The extremely high gains of the ZZ12L 
and the ZZ16H models provide un- 
equalled reception in ultra -fringe areas. 
Model ZZ12L covers Channels 2 thru 
6 and Model ZZ16H, Channels 7 thru 
13. These two models when stacked, are 
fed with only one 300 ohm line and pro- 
vide ALL VHF CHANNEL RECEP- 
TION. Line match is excellent and front - 
to -back ratios are unusually high. 

* To provide even greater strength, TRIO Antennas 
now have stamped steel element clamps. 

GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS 
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MASTER OF THE 

ELEMENTS 

LINE 

INCLUDES: 

YAGI ANTENNAS CONICAL ANTENNAS 
UHF ANTENNAS MASTING EAVE MOUNTS 
WALL BRACKETS VENT MOUNTS ROOF MOUNTS 
CHIMNEY BANDING CHIMNEY MOUNTS GUY RINGS 
BANDING & MAST CLAMPS ADD -A -TOWER PLATES TV WIRE 

flational Electric products 
RADIO AND TELEVISION DEPARTMENT, PITTSBURGH, PA. 
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TV set owners want 

a better picture, longer 
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ORDER A BALANCED STOCK 

FROM YOUR JOBBER TODAY 

CHIMNEY MOUNTS 
Made of ' /s" x 1 %" steel, zinc -coated plus baked - 
enamel finish. One -screw mast clamp adapts to 
l'/" size masting. Complete with 30' stainless steel 
chimney band, eyebolts and NEPCO'S quick, posit 
tive banding clamps. 

Ikre is the answer 
Today, TV set owners are demanding better reception. 
Often the trouble is in the antenna installation, not the 
set. A corroded antenna (and most antennas are cor- 
roded if they have been up a while) or cracked and 
crazed down -leads (and most polyethylene leads are 
faulty after 10 -12 months) can cause a deteriorated 
picture. Nothing you do to the set can correct this 
condition. A new and better antenna installation is 
the answer. 

The NEPCO Line of antennas and TV installation 
materials eliminates this condition. 

It was designed to meet the pressing demand for 
better electronic equipment -with more built -in rug- 
gedness and corrosion- resistúnce than any line now 
known. 

The NEPCO line was designed with YOU in mind: 

Provides maximum number of installations with a 
minimum number of parts from jobbers. Your stocks 
are kept at a minimum. 
Its high quality eliminates costly call backs . . . 

saves you time, trouble and tempers ... improves 
customer goodwill. 

Eliminates rust streaks -a common customer com- 
plaint. 

Provides quicker installations ... goes up fast . . . 
easy to handle ... easy to carry. 

Remember, a better installation using better materials 
will insure more satisfied customers. 

WALL BRACKETS 

Fabricated of y" x 1 %" steel, heavily zinc -coated 
with baked - enamel finish. One -screw mast clamp 
adjustable to l''' /" masting. Hex head slotted bolts 
to speed erection time. 

SPACE SAVER- 
BIG, FLAT BOXES FOR TV WIRE 

NEPCO "Zee" Line comes in strong, flat 
cartons. Easy to stack, easy to handle, easy 
to pull out for cutting to any desired 
length. NEPCO "Zee" Line is low -loss 
UHF, TV receiving wire. 

THE NEPCO CONICAL ANTENNA 
IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

Superior mechanical features maintain 
electrical effectiveness and performance - 
constantly- regardless of conditions. Alu- 
minum elements are permanently secured 
with patented "vibration- proof" imbedding 
screws. 

All parts heavily zinc -coated plus baked - 
enamel finish. 

All mounts made of rigid, heavy gauge steel. 
Unique adjustable mast clamp with one -bolt mounting. 
Two 15' stainless steel chimney bands with each chimney mount. 
Over 100 installation combinations possible with minimum inventory. 
Slotted, hex -head bolts standard equipment ... all zinc -coated plus baked -enamel finish- 
Exclusive antenna mast clamp with positive alignment in all planes. 
Patented imbedding type screw for positive electrical and mechanical locking. 
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ARTIFICIAL 

DELAY 

LINES 

Delay lines have many 

electronic applications. 

Construct yours 

from low -pass filters 

made with L -C components 

By R. C. PAINE 

One way of constructing a multisection delay line. The adjacent coils are mounted at an angle, to reduce coupling. 

IN RADAR a distant plane is detected 
by radio waves reflected from the 
plane as a radio echo, just as sound 
waves reflected by a distant cliff cre- 

ate an acoustic echo. The audible echo 
is produced because the time it takes 
for the sound to travel out to the cliff 
and return is perceptible to the human 
senses. Even the radio echo requires a 
definite time for the waves to reach the 
target and return, though this time is 
measured in microseconds. Radio waves 
travel through free space at the speed 
of light- 300,000,000 meters per second, 
or about 984 feet per microsecond. Dis- 
tance can be determined by measuring 
the time of arrival of the reflected 
waves. 

The time of travel of waves between 
points may be referred to as "delay 
time." For many purposes, such as 
range measurements in radar and loran, 
and storing information in calculating 
devices, circuits which produce definite 

L L L L 

T` 
T171-'27- 2 

Fig. 1 -An artificial transmission line 
assembled from identical low- pass -filter 
sections linked end to end. Input and 
output capacitors are each half the value 
of the internal capacitance elements. 

time delays are required. Theoretically, 
it would be possible to use radio trans- 
mission line for delay circuits, because 
the speed of radio waves in ordinary 
transmission cable is less than in free 
space; but this approach is not very 
practical, since thousands of feet of 
line would be required to produce ap- 
preciable delay times. 

To avoid the bulk of long transmis- 
sion -cable delay lines, artificial trans- 
mission lines with lumped constants are 
constructed. Over a limited frequency 
range, a relatively compact network of 
coils and capacitors can simulate the 
distributed series inductance and par- 
allel capacitance of a long transmission 
line. The more sections such a line has, 
the more nearly it duplicates the per- 
formance of a uniform line. 

These artificial transmission lines are 
often used as delay lines to retard elec- 
trical impulses for a definite time 
(measured in microseconds, or mil- 
lionths of a second) between points in 
a network. Such lines are used in radar 
and navigation systems, computing ma- 
chines, and many other instruments. 

The characteristics of a delay line are 
usually studied with pulse generators 
and special complex oscilloscopes. An 
experimental line, however, is easily 
constructed and its delay characteris- 

tics can be observed readily with an 
ordinary oscilloscope. 

A delay line is shown schematically 
in Fig. 1 as a series of pi sections. The 
end capacitors have a value C, but the 
intermediate capacitors combine two 
parallel C values into a single one. 

One such line constructed by the au- 
thor consists of thirteen sections and is 
shown above. The coils and capacitors 
are arranged in line and connected to a 
common grounding strip. Adjacent coils 
are tilted right and left at an angle of 
45° to minimize coupling between them. 
The inductances L are wound on paper 
forms 54o inch in diameter and about 
11/4 inches long, as shown in Fig. 2. 
They are wound with about 28 turns of 
No. 22 enameled wire and have an in- 
ductance of 5 microhenries. The end 
capacitors, C, are nominal .001 -µf units 
selected for an actual value of 925 µµf 
each. The internal capacitors were se- 
lected from .002 -µf units for a measured 
value of 1850 µµf. The line has a char- 
acteristic impedance of about 50 ohms. 
That is, when it is terminated by this 
value of resistance all the energy that 
reaches the end of the line is absorbed 
by the load, and reflected waves are sup- 
pressed. This artificial line has a time 
delay of about 1.15 microseconds. 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 95) 
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Speedy Installation ... the servicemen's dream come 
true! No loose parts to assemble...no kits with loose washers, 
nuts and bolts ... quick mounting antenna mast collet plus 
four wire cable hookups! 

Dependable ...experience has proven that once a CDR 
ROTOR is up ... it's THERE TO STAY! No costly call-backs! 
Completely weather -sealed and streamlined ... it's the out- 
standing value in the field! 

Powerful ... sturdy in design to support and TURN ANY TV 

ANTENNA array... never a worry about the CDR rotor work- 
ing! Locking instantly it will not drift! Instantly reversible ..: 
makes a complete revolution in 45 seconds! 

MODEL TR -12 A special combi- 
nation value consisting of complete 
rotor including thrust bearing... 
handsome modern design plastic 
cabinet with meter con- 
trol dial, only 47'95 

MODEL TA -6 Thrust bearing 
accessory, separately.... $4.95 

MODEL TR -11 Same as TR -12 

without thrust bearing.. $44'95 

swsaurl 

THE RADIART CORPORATION 
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

MARCH, 1953 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY 
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* HOW 

* HOW 
I * HOW 

* HOW 

to do faster, better testing 
with fewer instruments 

to double the usefulness of 
your present instruments 

to choose the right instru- 
ment for each job 

fo understand its operating 
principles 

*HOW to eval- 
uate its 

readings and put them 
to practical use 

BASIC 
ELECTRONIC TEST 

INSTRUMENTS 
By RUFUS P. TURNER 

254 pages, 171 illus., Price $4.00 

The Instrument 
Book Written Especially for 
SERVICEMEN AMATEURS 

EXPERIMENTERS 
HERE'S a brand new book that can save you 
money on instruments and help you use your 
present instruments lots more efficiently! 

Over 60 instruments -from the most modern 
TV pattern generators to special -purpose bridges - 
are carefully described. Their uses are fully explained 
and valuable work- saving short cuts outlined. 

Included are complete details on simple meters 
for current and voltage; ohmmeters and V- O -M's, 
V -T voltmeters; power meters; impedance meters. 
capacitor checkers; inductance checkers; special 
purpose bridges; oscilloscopes (this material alone 
is worth the entire price of the book to busy service- 
men!); r -f test oscillators and signal generators 
audio test oscillators; radio frequency and audio 
frequency measuring devices; audio -amplifier testing 
devices; r -f signal tracers and tube testers. 

Among other things, BASIC ELECTRIC TEST IN- 
STRUMENTS is a complete training course in the 
latest instruments including grid -dip oscillators, TV 
sweep and marker generators; TV linearity pattern 
generators, square -wave generators, distortion meters 
and others. 

SAVE ON INSTRUMENTS! 
You are shown new uses for VOM's, 'scopes, signa 

and other old standbys. You learn how 
ea sy it is to extend the range of many old instru- 
ments; how power drain measurements can be used 
for fast TV troubleshooting; how a useful and ac- 
curate bridge can be built from a combination of 
familiar general -purpose instruments; how to calcu- 
late shunts and multipliers; how to measure r -f im- 
pedance with a simple T- network; how to measure 
inductance and capacitance with a grid -dip oscil- 
lator and scores of other money -saving "tricks ". 

Just off the press! Read BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST 
INSTRUMENTS for 10 days at our risk! 

Dept. RE -33, Rinehart Books, Inc. 
Technical Division, 

1 232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
Send Turner's BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST IN -I 

STRUMENTS for 10 -day FREE EXAMINATION., 
If I decide to keep book, I will then remit $4.00, 
plus postage. Otherwise I will return book post - 

I 
N 

I 
R 

paid promptly and owe you nothing. 

Name 

E Address 

City, Zone, State 

Employers Name and Address I OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Price $4.50, cash only. 
Money back if book is returned postpaid in 1011 
days. r . f a Fa Fa ... _ I . 

ifAmazingly 
Powerful 
Reception 

Rugged 
All- Aluminum 
Construction 

Lifetime 
Factory Warranty 

ANOTHER"TESCO"PRODUCT 

10- Element Yogi 
Cut to specified channel 
(Also Available Stacked) 

a "TESCO" exchsi-,re 
the 

Ro CK TEN?M 

Complete 

vas Wy. 
M1t 

Mpaste$ sr +nrrru 
Trod. Mark 

by T-V PRODUCTS CO. 

factory Pre assembly features sensational 

"Ouick -as -a- Wink" construction- No Nuls 

rugged rivet assembly p 

or Bolls to Tighten ... 
s damage by wind and storm vibration. 

Write for New Complete Catalog R 

PRODUCTS CO. 
152 SANDFORD ST. B'KLYN, N.Y. 

SCIENCE -FICTION + 

A NEW GERNSBACK 

PUBLICATION 

Second issue, 

April, 1953 

Instructive 

Entertaining 

ON SALE MARCH 11 

Reserve a copy at your favorite newsstand now. 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

PENN ELECTRONIC PARTS CO. 
5303 Frankford Ave. 
Philadelphia 24, Pa. 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 
SE ` /r0 /SCOPE KIT 

IN STOCK! 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

CERTIFIED RADIO SUPPLY 
Wickham Ave. Ev, Roule 84 

Middletown, N. Y. 
and. I30 South Ave.. Poughkeepsie, N. Y 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 

E /CO /SCOPE KIT 
IN STOCK! 
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The time required for an impulse to 
go out and return as a reflected wave on 
this line is 2.3 microseconds. This is 
equivalent to quarter -wave -line reso- 
nance at 435 kilocycles, or half -wave 
resonance at 870 kilocycles. Resonance 
on this line can be demonstrated in an 
interesting manner. It can be driven by 
an oscillator operating at 870 kc. The 
line is coupled to the oscillator by a loop 
of a few turns connected across its in- 
put end as shown in Fig. 3. Its far end 
is short circuited. 

Voltage and current ratios 
The current distribution due to stand- 

ing waves is at a minimum in the cen- 
ter of the network, but gradually in- 
creases to a maximum as each end is 
approached. Correspondingly, the volt- 
age across each coil at the center of 
the network is low, but increases to- 
wards the ends of the line. A small flash- 
light bulb with probe terminals may be 
used to bridge each coil in succession. 
Near the center of the network the 
lamp glows dimly or not at all, but at 
the ends it lights brightly, and -unless 
caution is observed -it may even burn 
out. 

1 1/4". 

281 N °22 ENAM COPPER, CIRSE WOUND 

Fig. 2 -One of the line -section coils. 

To check the reflected waves in a line 
we feed in a pulse and observe its prog- 
ress on an oscilloscope. By using the re- 
turn sweep of the oscilloscope for the 
initial pulse the two functions are com- 
bined and synchronized automatically. 

A portion of the sweep circuit of a 
typical scope is shown in Fig. 4. The 
input of the delay line is connected 
through a .001 -µf capacitor to the out- 
put of the sweep amplifier (a cathode 

sv IÑ 

Ja 

Fig. 3- Checking voltage distribution 
along the artificial transmission line. 

follower in this case) and also to the 
vertical input terminals of the same 
scope. With other scopes it may be nec- 
essary to connect to different points in 
the horizontal sweep circuit, but a small 
capacitor should always be used for 
coupling. This capacitor, together with 
the low input impedance of the delay 
line, differentiates the retrace of the 
saw -tooth sweep wave and produces a 
sharp pulse for exciting the line. 

Mismatched Impedances 
When the delay line is connected in 

this manner, its input or "near" end is 
terminated by the relatively high im- 
pedance of the scope input amplifier. 
Thus, waves reflected from the open - 
circuited far end are re- reflected from 
the near end. Successive reflections take 
MARCH, 1953 
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1 T 
TV SERVICEMEN 

To B TV Sets To 8 TV Sets 

To Additional 
Distribution 

Units - 
DA8 -1 

To 8 TV Sets 

1111 

YOU CAN Easily 
DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS 

AND YOUR PROFITS 

IN VHF AND UHF 
WITH B-T UNITS 

CA-1 

DA8 -1 

To 2 TV Sets 

TT 

DA2-1 

B -T UNITS are by far the most eco- 
nomical and reliable wherever the 
needs arise for TV Antenna Mix- 

ing, TV Signal Distribution, and TV Signal Amplification. They are ideal 
for Master Antenna Systems, Community Systems, and other Television 
Installations, whether they involve 1 or 2 or 2000 TV sets. 
B -T UNITS are easier to install than TV receivers. 
The B-T MA4 -1 is a Mixer -Amplifier. It is the perfect solution to all 

T multi -antenna and multi -directional signal problems. pl.,: sice 

MA4-1 Basic Chassis & Power Supply $52.50 
CS-1 Single Channel Plug -in Strips each 19.50 
0C -1 UHF Converter Strips each 34.50 

The DA2 -1 is a no -loss Distribution Amplifier with two outlets and a 
through -line 39.50 

The DA8 -1 is a no -loss Distribution Amplifier with eüght outlets and a 
through -line 87.50 

The CA -1 is a highly efficient Line Amplifier with a gain in excess of 27 db 
over the entire VHF band 77.50 

B -T ACCESSORIES include Line Splitters, a 
Matching Transformer, Line -Loss Equal- 
izer, Attenuator, Remote Control Unit, 
Weather -Proof Housing, and others. 
And then there are the I-T BOOSTERS, the 
4 tube HA -2 with gain in excess 24 dh., 
and the 3 tube HA -3 with gain in excess 
of 16 db. Both are Fully Automatic over 
the entire VHF band with no channel - 
tuning or band -switching. 

Write for Manual ßW 111/ 

The Story of the B -T UNIT SYSTEM with Use and Installation Instructions 
0 ... designed to create more markets for the Serviceman than he has ever had 

before ... and to make his task easier and more profitable. 

Sold through leading distributors 
BLONDER- TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC. 

WESTFIELD. NEW JERSEY 
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Once you make contact with a 
jobber or distributor who handles 
the complete line of Sangamo 
Type PL "Twist -Tab" electrolyt- 
ics, you will never again have 
to "shop around" for odd sizes 
or capacities. Why? ... because 
the Sangamo line is the most 
complete in the industry. 

Used by all leading manufac- 
turers of TV sets, Sangamo Type 
PL "Twist -Tab" electrolytics are 
exact replacements. They assure 
long life and dependable perform- 
ance at 85° C and under condi- 
tions of high surge voltages and 
extreme ripple currents often 
found in TV applications. 

Ask your distributor for a copy 
of the Sangamo TV Replace- 
ment Catalog. It's easy to use 
and helps you choose the right 
replacement every time. 

Deal with your Sangamo "Head- 
quarters." 

/iade!(S%rd.6tOlve Gl.owOecSaeciamp 

v v v 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO. ILLINOIS 

You can't keep up with u.h.f. TV without reading 
the articles in future issues of RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

NIDISCO 
713 Newark Ave. 
Jersey City, N. J. 

55 State St. 194 Passaic St. 

Hackensack, N. J. Passaic, N. J. 

658 Anderson Ave. 126 So. Warren St. 

Clif!side, N. J. Trenton, N. J. 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 

HE /CO SCOPE KIT 

IN STOCK! 

SYNC 

1 p ° 

place until the energy of the original 
pulse is dissipated in the resistance of 
the line. 

If the far end of the line is open, or 
terminated in a high impedance, re- 
flected waves are of the same polarity as 
the incident waves at each end and build 
up the voltage at each reflection (See 
"Transmission Lines Simplified," by 
Hector E. French, in the October, 1952, 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS). This is shown in 
the oscilloscope photograph Fig. 5, in 
which the line is terminated by a 500 - 
ohm resistor. A carbon or "metallized" 
resistor should be used for the termina- 
tion because of its negligible inductance. 
An inductive termination would upset 
the delay -line constants. 

When the far end of the line is ter- 
minated by a low impedance or short 
circuit the polarity of the reflected wave 
is not the same as the incident wave at 
that end. This results in alternate re- 
curring waves being reversed at the 
near end. This is shown in Fig. 6, in 
which the line is terminated in a 10- 
ohm resistor. 

The value of the terminating re- 
sistance can be varied until the observed 
reflections are reduced to minimum. At 
this point the load is equal to the char- 
acteristic impedance of the line, the in- 
cident wave is completely absorbed at 
the far end, and no reflections take 
place. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, 
where the 50 -ohm terminating resistor 
is thus shown experimentally to be 
equal to the characteristic impedance 
of the line. 

Delay time 
The delay time of the line can be 

estimated from the frequency of the 
oscilloscope sweep and the number of 
reflections as indicated by the total 
number of positive or negative peaks 
in Fig. 5. In this case the peaks (in- 
cluding one on the dim return trace) 
add up to nine. The frequency of the 
scope sweep was checked against an au- 
dio oscillator and found to be about 
48,000 cycles, or 21 microseconds per 
sweep. This value divided by 9 gives 
2.3 microseconds for each complete re- 
flection, or transit in both directions. 
The observed delay for one way is thus 
1.15 microseconds. 

Delay lines of different properties can 
be designed by using the formulas for 
uniform lines. Thus the characteristic 
impedance Zo, in ohms, = 1,000V/L /C, 
where L is in microhenries and C is in 
micromicrofarads. The total delay time 
is equal to the number of sections mul- 

SCOPE 

VERT AMPL 

T 

o 

Fig. 4 -Using the oscilloscope sweep as a pulse source for checking line char- 
acteristics. Reflections are observed and counted on the scope screen for different 

values of line -terminating resistance. 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Fig. 5- Reflected sigials on an open - 
ended line are in phese with the input, 
and cause the voltage to rise at the in- 
put end with each new reflected wave. 

Fig. 6 -A line terminated in less than 
its characteristic impedance creates 
multiple reflections which are damped 
out eventually by the line resistance. 

Fig. 7-Perfectly terminated line has 
no reflections. All energy is dissipated 
in the load connected across the far end. 

tiplied by \ /LC /1,000. These formulas 
for uniform lines are approximately 
correct for lumped multisection lines. In 
the line described above the calculated 
values are Zn 1,000V5/1,850 = 52 ohms 
and t = 131/5(1,850) /1,000 = 1.25 micro- 
seconds. These calculated values com- 
pare favorably with the corresponding 
experimental values, Z0 = 50 ohms and 
t = 1.15 microseconds. END 
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HAVING TROUBLE 

GETTING FAR AWAY 

TELEVISION STATIONS 

UP TO 125 MILES 

AWAY - OR MORE? 

If you're in FRINGE area - not right 
next door or fairly close to the tele- 
vision stations you want to get, you 
need the DAVIS VHF SUPER -VISION 
ALL -CHANNEL ANTENNA. For ALL 
CHANNELS. 

The DAVIS SUPER -VISION is one of the 
three basic elements necessary for FINE 

RECEPTION. It's actually as important as 

a fine television receiving set. So, when 
you buy, BUY RIGHT -all the way 
through: Set, Antenna and Leadline. 
And the services of a competent televi- 
sion technician to make the installation. 
If you miss on one, you'll miss what 
you're really buying: AMERICA'S FIN- 
EST TELEVISION RECEPTION. 

The DAVIS STORY is a BIG STORY - 
in performance. Get all the facts. Aside 
from distance and DX reception, know 
about the "other ten" important features. 

PRICED RIGHT for such fine reception. 
List only $34.95. Worth every cent of its 

cost with "the price forgotten long after 
fine reception remains." 

WHAT'S YOUR ANSWER 

TO THIS QUESTION? 

DAVIS SUPER -VISION 
FOR FRINGE AREA & DX 

"The Original Antenna Sold With A 
Money -Back Guarantee" 

Built By America's Fastest Growing 
Antenna Manufacturer 

AT YOUR JOBBERS, or MAIL COUPON TO: 

r 

L 

DAVIS ELECTRONICS 1 -28 
4313 West Magnolia Blvd., Burbank California 

SIRS: RUSH INFORMATION TO ME AS CHECKED 
BELOW: 

Send Free Technical Data on new SUPER- 
VISION ANTENNA. 
Send Name and Address of NEAREST JOBBER. 

Name 

Street 
City State 

J 

'7 cot, 

IT'S TERRIFIC! 

7 MODEL 470 

-INCH 
PUSH -PULL SCOPE 

HIGHLIGHT FEATURES: 

Boosted vert. sensitivity: 
10 my rms /in. 

Extended flat freq. 
response' 10 cps - 
1 MC ( ±2 db); useful to 5 MC. 

3 -step freq.- compensated 
attenuator; cathode follower 
input. 

Internal voltage calibra- 
tor; directly calibrated screen. 

Extended sweep range: 
15 cps -100 kc. 

Sel. of int. pos. or neg., 
ext. & line sync. 

Sawtooth, line freq. 
outputs, intensity mod. 
& ext. sync. all on 
front panel. 
60 cps sweep, var. 
phasing. 
Provision for direct 
connection to CRT plates 

KIT 

$7995 
Factory Wired 

$129.50 

ORDER NOW! 
For full specifications 
on Model 470 and the 
complete EICO line, 
write for latest catalog. 

Newark, N. 1., 114 Hudson St., 

ederated purchaser,... Allentown, Pa., 1115 Hamilton St., 

66 Dey Street New York 7, N. Y. Dlgby 9 -3050 
Easton, Pa., 925 Northampton St., 

Los Angeles 15, Cal., 911 So. Grand Ave., 
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From the publishers of 

RADIO - 
1:1.1i1: i RONII:S 

112 Pages 
132 Illustrations 

$1.00 

RADIO & TV HINTS -No. 41 

No matter what phase of electronics you're 
in -TV, radio, audio or amateur -you 
can work faster, better, and easier when 
you know the tricks of the trade. Here's a 

new and different kind of book which 
gives you over 300 hints, kinks and short 
cuts worked out by the experts and passed 
along to you for only a dollar. It would 
take you a lifetime to gather all the inside 
information which is handed to you here 
this easy way. Order your copy today. 

RADIO & TV HINTS presents over 300 
practical short cuts on lust about 
every phase of electronics. Conveni- 
ently grouped in sections on Test In- 
struments, Tools, Television, Radio 
Servicing, Audio, Amateur and Miscel- 
laneous. 

TELEVISION TECHNOTES -No. 46 

When you're servicing a TV set -time 
is money and too much of both are 
wasted in routine trouble -shooting. 
Here's a book that will cut that kind of 
time -wasting, nerve -wracking work to 
the bone. Lists over 600 actual troubles 
which have cropped up in scores of sets 
made by 27 leading manufacturers. 
Tells you what they look like, how they 
sound and how to put your finger on 
them and correct them quickly and 
painlessly. If you're in servicing, you 
need this book -Get a copy today. 

Helps you solve troubles like these: Sync 
Buzz Hum Poor Contrast Hori- 
zontal Wiggle Microphonics Arcing 

Vertical Jitter Audio Buzz Inter- 
mittent Picture Tubes Ineffective 
A.G.C. No Vertical Sweep Blooming 
Picture Noise in Picture Vertical 
Roll And many, many others. 

Other GERNSBACK LIBRARY BOOKS 

You'll find helpful! 

Radio Tube Fundamentals Bk. 45 $1 00 
Basic Radio Course Bk. 44 $2 25 
Model Control by Rodio Bk. 43 $1 00 
High -Fidelity Techniques Bk. 42 $1.00 
Public -Address Guide Bk 41 _ _75e 
The Cathode -Roy Oscilloscope Bk. 40_751 
Practical Disc Recording Bk. 39 751 
Amplifier Builder's Guide Bk. 33 50f 
Advanced Service Technique Bk. 32 50f 
Radio Questions & Answers Bk 31 50f 
Unusual Patented Circuits Bk. 30 50f 

128 Pages 
58 Illustrations 

$1.50 

See your distributor -or mail this coupon 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC. Dept. 33 
25 West Broadway 
New York 7, N. Y. 

Enclosed is my remittance of $ 
Please send me, postpaid, the books checked 
below. 

47 -RADIO & TV HINTS 

46 -TELEVISION 
43ECHNOT2S 

41 
39 833 832 831 830 

El 40 

Name 

Street 

L City 

(Please print clearly.) 

Zone Stata J 

AT WHOLESALE RADIO 

SAVE 
TMHOARNE 50/0 

AND OWN THE FINEST! 

NEW! PRECISE 
INSTRUMENTS 

MARKER GENERATOR KIT 
FOR RF -AF -TV 

Fundaments is thru 110.300 
-- MC on harmonics. Choie: 20. .! cycles. Cathode fol - 

modulation. 
output; 

Stepping 
per Cent 

tor. 
Sil rno atten- 

Exmpli Crystal t la 
w ch amplifier. Crystal 

... marker. 
Model .r a- 630 A Kit 533.95 
630KA Kit with pre- 

, assembled RF Head . 38,95 
o 530W. Factory Wired. 53.95 

UNIVERSAL AF SINE & SQUARE 
PULSE GENERATOR 

Efficiently anal effectively 
- tains audio :id video trooldes. 

waves, ,.,care Sine 
Oscillate, 

_.. 

pulses: 
impedance 

nui -pout 

Voltage regulator insures 
veritably constant output. Cain 
ode follower output: squats. 

eves and pulses with 
mum overshoot and round, 

min- 
imum 

30,000 cycles. Sin< 
waves from 20 through 200,- 
000 cycles. 
Model 
635K Kit 533.50 
635W Factory wired 557.50 
VTVM Kit with 7'i/ meter. 907K Siq.oR 
New! Precise 7' Scope. Kit 89.50 

Address Orders fo Dept. RE 3 

Write for FREE F.Y.I. Flyer 

WHOLESALE 
IN RADIO PARTS CO., Inc. 

311 W. Baltimore St. 
BALTIMORE 1, MD. 

17- 
, 

"SPEE -DEE 
CHIMNEY MOUNT 

Model AK 85 The fastest -installed chimney 
mount ever devised for TV antennas! Rugged in 
design - simple to install. Simply thread strapping 
through rochet, around chimney and back through 
rachet -wind up rochet tight -and the job's done! 
Heavy gouge, zinc -plated steel with large "U" bolt 
for up to 13/" O.D. mast and full length galva- 
nized steel strapping. 

THE RADIART CORPORATION 
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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CONSTRUCTION 

TRANSISTOR RECEIVER 

OPERATES LOUDSPEAKER 

By W. H. GRACE, JR. 

THE simple circuit shown in the 
accompanying diagram, was as- 

sembled to determine the possibili- 
ties of a Western Electric A -1698 
transistor as a detector -rectifier at 
standard broadcasting frequencies. This 
particular transistor is of the point - 
contact type and is made in cartridge 
form to fit the Cinch EXP8672 or 
equivalent socket. Connections may be 
soldered directly to the prongs and base 
of the device, but heat protection on the 
transistor side of the joint must be 
provided (as with a pair of flat -nosed 
pliers.) This requires extreme care, as 
the transistor can very easily be dam- 
aged by too much heat. The A -1698 
model was designed to be used in switch- 
ing circuits, not as a detector- rectifier. 
However, it functions very well in this 
capacity too. (A G -E type Gil tran- 
sistor should also be usable in this 
circuit and may be easier to obtain 
commercially.) 

The circuit components are self -ex- 
planatory to the experienced; a certain 
amount of elaboration seems appro- 
priate for the tyros. The two induc- 
tances which comprise the Ll and L2 
circuits are Ferri -Loopstick coils, avail- 
able in radio supply stores as loop 
aerial replacements in a.c. -d.c. sets. Re- 
move the short piece of enameled wire 
attached to one terminal before using. 
These coils have a very high Q and are 
inexpensive. The primary circuit is 
tuned by the series capacitor to ground, 
using both sections in parallel. The 
secondary circuit is aperiodic and is 
coupled to the primary by being placed 
parallel to it with about one -half inch 

1 

L2 E C 

t 
'EXTERNAL END 4 250V 

Materials for transistor receiver 
Capacitors: I -4 -µf, 250 -volt, electrolytic; I -.005 of 
mica; I -2 -gang variable receiving capacitor, 365 

µµf per section. Other parts: I- 250,000 -ohm patenti 
ometer; I- Western Electric type A -1698 transistor 
or equivalent; I-45 -volt B- battery, I-5 -ma d.c. mil - 
liammeter, Ferri -Loopstick coils as per text, switch, 
headphones or speaker, wire, etc. 

separation between coils. End -to -end 
coupling may be used with equal ef- 
fectiveness if desired. Keep coupling 
as loose as possible for best selectivity 
compatible with ample volume. All 
point- contact type transistors appear 
to give best results with a grounded 
hase type hookup. High impedance 
phones or output transformer winding 
will better match the impedance of the 
collector leg. 

Operation of this receiver is con- 
ventional in most respects. All tun- 
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Carry This ONE Asiatic 
Dual- Output Cartridge 
AND YOU ARE READY 

FOR MOST 78 RPM 
REPLACEMENTS 

Asiatic Universal 
Model L -I2 -U Car- 

tridge- Output Is Low 
(1.2 Volts) with Con- 

denser Harness On; or Slip 
It Off when High Output (4.0 
Volts) Is Needed. 

YOU ARE virtually never at a loss when you 
carry the amazingly versatile Astatic L -12 -U Crystal Car- 
tridge. It's the one cartridge that replaces the great majority 
of 78 RPM units you encounter in your day -to -day business 
and, at the same time, gives assurance of reproduction 
qualities better or equal the previous cartridge when new! 
It isn't a CURE -ALL. But it is the closest thing to it that has 
been developed since the early days of the industry. It is 
your best answer for simplification of inventory, for avoiding 
lost time and problems of servicing, WITHOUT SACRIFICE 
OF QUALITY RESULTS. Performance, in every application, 
where recommended, is guaranteed by Astatic, the leader. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT 
401 Broadway, New York 13. N. Y. 

Cable Address: ASIATIC, New York 

Astatic crystal devices manu- 

factured under Brush Develop- 
ment Co. patents 

SCOOP! 
AM RADIO TUNER 

made especially for one 
630 or 630 DX Chassis. 
Complete. ready to install. 
Fits into well of TV 
chassis. 

A 
Sp $14 e95 

CORPORATION 
CONNEA UT, OHIO 

IN CANADA CANADIAN ASrArIC LID. r0,ON10 ONrApIO 

SUPERI SUPER 
VALUE 630 DX -2 

TV CHASSIS 
Includes the same features 
as the 630 DX -I chassis 
plus the fallowing: * Keyed AGC level con- 

trol * Cornell -Dubilier plas- 
tic molded condensers * 4.5 Megacycle wave 
trap to eliminate 
interference * Phono input & switch 
which cuts out high 
voltage supply * RCA matched 70° 
cosine yoke & Hi 
Voltage transformer * RCA 12" PM Speaker 

Net price $159.50 Complete 
(less CRT) 

New UHF ¡Another 
ROSE 

Channel Strips :scoop) 
Immetl iaM S 

mplete 
Deliverr 8' 

95 e 
ostrip 

SUPER 

VALUES 
Wire, Call, Write, Come -in- Thousands of Bargains! 

630 -DX CHASSIS SUPER VALUE 

1953 Model- Advanced Design -Great Saving! 
Includes newest developments -Cascade Tuner -30 Tubes -For 16 
to 24 Picture Tube -Wonderful Saving! Adaptable for color & UHF! 

Universal Mounting 

The great 630 with all the up -to -date 
improvements! Wonderful reception 
on long range up to 200 miles, with- 
out a booster, is yours today at this 
low -low price. Gives 3 -times normal 
reception. Special super high -gain 
standard coil tuner gives greater 
sensitivity, top performance on any 
channel. Aligned and tested for 5 

hours, molded condensers, 4 micro- 
volts sensitivity, FM sound system, 
horizontal & linear lock and is di- 
rectly adaptable for color & UHF. 

Model 630 DX -1: RMA Guar- $149.50 
anteed- Factory Wired. ready 
to play. Complete with 12" 
speaker, hardware and knobs. CRT) 

Brackets .. $5.95 ea. 

SAVE $50 ON THIS DECORATOR TV CABI- 
NET For 17 ", 20" & 21" Picture Tubes -630 
or other Chassis. 
Every beautiful cabinet is richly finished of hand 
rubbed mahogany and made by our own cabinet 
makers. They are custom styled. guaranteed new & 
perfect. Includes mask & mounting brackets. Cabi- 
nets are also available with blank control panel to 
fit any chassis. 
Model 200: Original 
list Now! $49.50 
Blondde finish, add $10 
Also Deluxe Cabinets, write for catalog 

Write for 
New Cata- 
log! MINI- 
MUM OR- 
D E R 

$5.00. 25% .. Include postage 
order, bal- 

ance 
All 

F.O.B. C NewlsYorl, 
subject ty prror 

subject to change without notice. 

SPECIAL LOW PRICES i 
SUPER 

IVALUE 

TV PICTURE TUBES 
Full Year's Guarantee -Brand New 
-Black Face - Standard Brands 

108P4 $35.95 
12LP4A 22.95 21EP4A 38.50 
17BP4A 24.95 27EP4 99.50 

AU other sizes in stock - 
equally low priced! 

THE ROSE COMPANY 
100 Park Place -Dept. E -3 -New York 7, N. Y. COrtlandt 7.6195. 
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PRICE RFPUOTIONsi 

ON EANCOR 

YOK[ and 

FLYBACKS 

. 

. 

It's our way of saying, "Thanks 
for your confidence." Yes, thanks to 
you, the sale of these Stancor TV 
components has increased 
tremendously ... our costs are 
lower ... and we are passing these 
savings on to you. 
These components are the same 
high quality, triple- tested units 
you have always received and come 
to expect from Stancor. At these 
new, low prices they are even 
better values than before. 

DEFLECTION YOKES 

PART OLD NEW 
NO. LIST PRICE LIST PRICE 

DY -8 10.75 9.80 
DY -8A 11.00 10.00 
DY -9 10.75 9.80 
DY -9A 11.00 10.00 
DY -10 10.75 9.80 
DY -10A 11.00 10.00 
DY -11 A * 10.00 
DY -12A * 10.00 

STANDARD 
TRANSFORMER 
CORPORATION 

FLYBACKS 

PART OLD NEW 
NO. LIST PRICE LIST PRICE 

A -8128 10.50 10.00 
A -8129 11.00 10.50 
A -8130 11.00 10.00 
A -8131 7.00 6.50 
A -8132 * 10.50 
A -8133 11.00 10.50 
A -8134 11.00 10.50 

*New items. DY -11A is used in 172 models of 
15 manufacturers. DY -12 is used in 160 models 
of 8 manufacturers. A -8132 is an exact re- 
placement for Muntz T0.0031, used in over 
300,000 sets. Ask your Stancar distributor for 
Bulletin No. 461 listing applications of these 
units, or write Stancar direct for your free copy. 

3592 ELSTON AVENUE 
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

Stancor Transformers 
are listed in Photofact 
Folders, Tek -Files and 
Counterfacts. 

Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, 39 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

ii 

i:ttctalU`tk 
oerta[TttE ytl 
a440 tlIglUGp, 

óes 

NNW - 

with 

SPRA- 
K L E E N 

contact cleaner & lubricant 

No More Eyedroppers Can't Spill 

Can't Break Can't Evaporate 

Cleans & lubricates in one operation 

Available thru jobbers 

WARD E. RICE INDUSTRIES 
P.O. Pox 1705, Glen Park Sta., Gary, Ind. 

Only 

$1.00 
Net 

G full ounces 

CONSTRUCTION 

ing is done with the single dial on the 
700 -µµf variable capacitor shaft with 
the variable resistance adjusted so that 
approximately 1 ma of current is flow- 
ing in the collector circuit. When a 
station is tuned in, the meter will in- 
dicate a slight rise; adjust the resistor 
knob to the position where 2 ma is 
shown by the meter dial. This will give 
the loudest signal for that frequency. 

As the collector current is controlled 
by the amount of resistance in the col- 
lector circuit it is almost imperative to 
employ a meter with a 5 -ma scale. Never 
allow more than about 2 ma to flow 
through the circuit, or the transistor 
may burn out. Do not apply power to 
the transistor without first setting the 
resistance to its highest value. Avoid 
excessive transients, as in plugging the 
transistor in or out of its socket with 
the power on. Remember that these 
devices, as far as the collector. circuit 
is concerned, are merely diodes with a 
small amount of backward current flow- 
ing through the circuit. Naturally, the 
collector circuit must always be biased 
in the direction of high diode resistance, 
as a reversal will burn out the element 
forthwith. It is the presence of current 
from the incoming signal in the emitter 
circuit which affects the resistance of 
the collector reversed -diode circuit and 
thus accounts for the gain. 

The receiver will operate a loud- 
speaker on several local stations at this 
location. Five or six stations can be 
heard with volume sufficient to be audi- 
ble in every room of the house. A good 
aerial and ground are required for 
speaker results. Under favorable con- 
ditions the results compare quite well 
with those obtained with a single -tube 
receiver. The over -all sensitivity does 
not equal that of a grid -leak tube de- 
tector, but some dx (up to several 
hundred miles) has been recorded with 
headphones instead of speaker. Con- 
sidering that less than 2 ma is drawn 
from the battery the volume is unusual- 
ly good. END 

"Wottaya mean, the reception seas better 
a minute ago? I had the lead -in attached 

to the lightning rod. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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NO 
INTEREST!! 

Buy on our radically new 

Plan 
NO CARRYING 

Payment Time CHARGES!! 

- OUR POLICY - 
All merchandise offered on a "try- before -you -buy" 
basis. If the item you order does not meet with your 
approval, you may return it, no explanation necessary. 

All merchandise offered on easy terms at the 
net cash price with no interest charges added! 

Superior's New 
Model 770 

Model 770 is an accurate 
pocket -size V.O.M. Meas- 
ures only 3,c" c 5'e" x 

VOLT -OHM 
MILLIAMMETER 

Sensitivity-1000 ohms per volt 
1 -''- late,t desigo accurate 1 slil. D'Anomal type 
meter. aune zero adjustment holds for both resistance 
ranges- 11 i, and necessary to readjust when switching from 
our resistance range ge tu another. This is an important time- 
saving feature never before included in a V.O.M. in this 
prier range- Housed in round -cornered, molded case- 
Beautiful black etched panel. Depressed letters filled with 
permanent white, insures long -life even with constant use. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0 -15 /30 /150 /300/1500/3000 

Volts. 
lì D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1500 

Volts. 
4 D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0- 1.5/15/150 NIA. 0 -1.5 

:Amps. 
2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0 -500 Ohms 0 -1 Megohrn, 

$ . The Model 770 comes complete with 
NET 
90 

self- contained batteries, test leads and 
all operating instructions, 

Superior's New 
e Model 670 -A 

Comes housed in rugged. 
crackle- finished steel cabi- 
net complete with test 
leads and operating in- 
structions- Size 6':," x ovz" 
x 4'z 

R-METER 
A combination volt -ohm milliam- 
meter plus capacity reactance in- 
ductance and decibel measure- 
ments 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

D.C. VOLTS: a to 7.5 15 75.1;0,750 /1,500.' 
7.o0o Volts 

A.C. VOLTS: a to 15 30'ß0/a00 /1.511013,000 
Volts 

OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15 30. 150 :loo, 1.500,' 
:Loon Volt, 

D.C. CURRENT: n to 1.5 1S'110 Ma. 0 to 1.5/15 
Amperes 

RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,01111 100,000 Ohms 0 to 10 
Alrttnhms 

CAPACITY: .uul to l Slfd- 1 to 50 AIfs. (Qual- 
itv le.t for eleetroh tie, 

REACTANCE: 50 to 2.500 Ohm, 2.300 Ohms to 
IN5 Slearoh,ns 

DUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henri, 7 to 7,000 
Henries 

DECIBELS: -0 to +10 +ll to +:th 4-11 to +58 

a4 ADDED FEATURE 
The Model 670 -A includes a snecial 

2 NET GOOD-BAD scale for checking tat 
quality of electrolytic condensers he 
a test Potential of 150 Volts. 

Superior's Model 660 -A -A NEW A.C. OPERATED 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Provides Complete Coverage 
for A.M. -F.M. and TV Alignment 

Generates Radio Frequencies from 100 
Kilocycles to 60 Megacycles on fundamentals 
and from 60 Megacycles to 220 Megacycles on 
powerful harmonics. Accuracy and stability 
are assured by the use of permeability 
trimmed Hi -Q coils. R. F. available 
separately or modulated by the internal 
audio oscillator. Built in 400 cycle sine 
wave audio oscillator used to modulate the 
R. F. signal also available separately for 
audio testing of receivers. amplifiers. hard 
of hearing aids, etc. R. F. Oscillator Cir- 
cuit: A high transconductance heptode is 
used as an R. F. oscillator. mixer and am- 
plifier. Modulation is effected by electron 
coupling in the mixer section thus isolating 
the oscillator from load changes and afford- 

Tubes used: 1 -6E1E6 as R. F. Oscillator, ing high stability. A. F. Oscillator Cir- 
and amplifier- 1 -6BE6 as Audio Oscil- cuit: A high transconductance heptode con - latorr 1 -6146 as Power Rectifier. netted as a high -mu triode is used as an 95 audio oscillator in a high -C Colpitts Cir- 

cuit. The cuit. The output (over I Volt) is nearly 
pure sine wave. Attenuator: A 5 step 
ladder type of attenuator is used. 

The Model 660 -A comes $ 
plete with ial coaxial 

test load anda in- 
structions 

Superior's New T V B E Model TV -11 

Operates on 105 -130 Volt 60 
Cycles A.C. Hand -rubbed 
oak cabinet complete with 
portable cover 

MARCH, 1953 

TESTER 
Uses the new self- cleaning Lever 

Action Switches for individual ele- 
ment testing. Because all elements 
are numbered according to pin num- 
ber in the RMA base numbering sys- 
tem, the user can instantly identify 
which element is under test. Tubes 
having tapped filaments and tubes 
with filaments terminating in more 
than one pin are truly tested with the 
Model TV -II as any of the pins may 
be placed in the neutral position 
when necessary. Uses no combina- 
tion type sockets. Instead individual 
sockets are used for each type of 
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage 
a tube by inserting it in the wrong 
socket. Free -moving built -in roll 
chart provides complete data for all 
tubes. Phono jack on front panel 

50 for plugging in either phones or ex- 
J terral amplifier detects microphonic 

47 NET tubes or noise due to faulty elements 
and loose external connections. 

T11rBÄR GENERATOR 
THROWS AN ACTUAL BAR PATTERN ON ANY TV RECEIVER SCREEN!! 

/ ¢ 95TV Bar Generator comes tom -,y 
plete with shielded leads and 

39 
NET detailed operating instructions, 

Only 

CONNECTS DIRECT 
TO ANTENNA POST 

NO CONNECTION 
INSIDE RECEIVER 

Features- 
Cali he used when no stations are on 
the air. Provides linear patterns 
to adjust vertical and horizontal line- 
arity al se 

swProvides eep signals Provides 
ertical and hori 

sig- 

nal for testing video amplifiers. 

NEW TIME PAYMENT PLAN 
ORDER BLANK 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 
Dept. B -52, 38 Murray Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

Please send me the units checked below. I am enclosing the down pay- 
ment with order and agree to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is 

understood there will be no carrying, interest or any other charges, pro. 
vided I send my monthly payments when due. It is further understood that 
should I foil to make payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall 
become immediately due and payable. 

MODEL 770 Total Price $14.90 
$2.90 down payment. Balance $2.00 monthly for 6 months. 
MODEL TV -I I Iota! Price $47.50 
$11.50 down payment. Balance $6.00 monthly for 6 months. 
MODEL 670 -A Total Price $28.40 
$7.40 down payment. Balance $3.50 monthly for 6 months. 
TELEVISION BAR GENERATOR Total Price $39.95 
59.95 down payment. Balance $5.00 monthly for 6 months. 

MODEL 660 -A Total Price $42.95 
$12.95 down payment. Balance $5.00 monthly for 6 months. 

I enclose $ as down payment. 
Ship C.O.D. for the down payment. 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

. City Zone State 
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PERSONAL MUSIC 
CHROME MUSIC BOX 
containing 5" Speaker and 
Coin Timer Motor. Can be 
used for remote speaker in 
Home, Car, Shop, Boat, 
Office, etc. Timer Motor 
operates from 24 Volt 60 
cycle. Prices: 

With 5" Dynamic Speaker $3.55 
With 5" PM Speaker $4.95 
TRANSFORMER -24 Volf to operate Timer$1_50 
Motor from 110 V. 60 cycle 

ATTENTION! 
TELEVISION FRINGE AREAS 

AIRCRAFT GUY CABLE -3/32" 7 x 7 Strand, 
Weatherproofed, Galvanized, Preformed - 920 
Ib. Test. This cable has been tested and proven 
in many fringe areas over many years- millions 
of feet in use. PRICES: 4'/20 per Ft. -1000 Ft. @ 
4e per Ft. -5000 Ft. @ 31/2e per Ft. 

REVERSIBLE MOTOR 
Motor Reversible -3.7 RPM. 
40 Ib. torque. 24 Volts DC 
or AC. Motor size: 51/2" x 

41/22" x 3s /We ". Shaft size: 21/22" 

x 5/16". Philco No. 441 -$5.95 
1008 NEW: 
110 Volt AC TRANSFORMER 
to operate above 
motor NEW: S4.95 

AERIAL WIRE -Phosphorus Bronze #16 Stranded, 
200 Ib. test. Weatherproof, 150 Feet on $1,50 Reel. RL -3 with Clips 
Telephone Wire -3 Cond. copper & $4,75 
steel, 525 Ft. 

JUST WHAT YOU NEED... 
Standard Test Leads, 4" x lye" Prods. Pair 390 

3 for $1,00 
Phone Plug -Nickel Plated, Screw Terminals. 

Each: 390 - 3 for $1,00 
Instrument Knobs -Bar, Octagon, Round, Set 

Screw, Skirts -Asst. 10 for... $1.00 
Line Cord -Brown Rubber 7 Ft., Molded Rubber 

Plug Each: 290 - 4 for $1,00 
Line Cord -Black Rubber 6 Ft. Angle Molded 

Plug Each: 390 - 3 for $1,00 Resistors Carbon -Asst. /4, 1/2, I and 2 Watt 
100 for $2.95 

Resistors -Wire Wound -Asst. 5 to 100 Watt 
25 for $2.95 

Mica Condensers -Asst. Values & Voltages- 
50 for $2.95 

PE -101C DYNAMOTOR 
(Reprints of original 6 OR 12 VOLT CO conversion articles, 
Oct. and Dec., 1952 is- 
sues, furnished.) 

This is the Dyna- 
motor the Hams have 
been talking about. 
Easily adapted to sup - 
ply 625 V.@ 150 MA. and 325V.125 MA. at 12 V. -or 
300V.90 MA.and 160V.110 MA.at 6V. $4.95 (Illustration shows modified) NEW:.. . 

BATTERY SWITCHING UNIT -& METER 
Used to switch load from one battery to an- 
other, or 6 to 12 Volts. Contains Weston 2" 
Meter, 0 -15 Volt DC Scale for reading battery 
voltage, 20 Amp DPDT Switch & Indi- $2,95 
cator. Case size: 4" x 61/4" x 23/4 ". NEW: 

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES' 
TRANSFORMERS -110 V.60 CYCLE PRIMARIES: 
5 Volt CT- 25A- 10,000 V. Ins. OPEN FRAME - 

6" x 5" x 41/2" $7.95 
6.3 V. I Amp...$1.25 24 V. I Amp $1.95 
24 V. 1/2 Amp. $1.50 24 V. 6.5 Amp $5.95 
6 -24 -or 30 Volt, 8 Amp ..$5.95 
Two 12 V. 4 Amp Windings -gives 12 V. 8 Amp 

or 24 V. 4 Amp $5.95 
325 -0 -325 V. 50 MA. -6.3 V. 2.5 Amp; 6 3 Volt 

.6 Amp (Rect. 6x5) Half Shell -27W x 3%" x 3 ". 
No. T -23 -28 $2.75 

440 VCT /70 MA. -5 V. 2 Amp -6.3 V. 4 Amp 
$3.35 

460 VCT /90 MA. -5 V. 3 Amp -6.3 V,.4 Amp. 
$3.75 

175 -0.175 V. 40 MA. -6.3 V. @ 2.4 A. 6.3 V. 
@ .6 A.; Holfshell: 2%' n 23/16" x 23/a ". No. 
T -23 -40 $1.75 

350-0-350 V. 90 MA. 6.3 V. @ 3 A.; 5 V. 
@3 A.; Upright -31/4" x 31/4" x 37 /8'ß $3.25 

CHOKES: 
15 Henries -165 MA. 125 ohms $2.95 
5 Henries -I50 MA. 85 ohms DC -Res. Cased 

$1.95 
8 Henries -150 MA. 200 ohms $1.95 
5 -20 Henries -300 MA. 110 ohms, 1000 V Ins. 

$3.95 
Address Dept. RE Minimum Order 55.00 

Prices F.O.B., Lima, O. 25 %á Deposit on C.O.D. Orders 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
132 SOUTH MAIN ST. LIMA, OHIO 

EDITOR TOURS PENNA. 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS' Associate Edi- 

tor, Mort Bernstein, had an oppor- 
tunity to study contrasting TV service 
problems in York and Williamsport, Pa. 
recently. On January 6, despite snow, 
sleet, wind, and rain, York technicians 
were frantically busy, indoors and out, 
trying to solve two urgent -and profit- 
able- problems at once: In one week, 
York's nearest v.h.f station -WGAL- 
TV 25 miles away in Lancaster, Pa.- 
shifted from channel 4 to channel 8; 
and a new u.h.f. station -WSBA -TV 
on channel 43- opened up in York itself. 

Almost every high -gain channel -4 an- 
tenna had to be replaced with one cut 
for channel 8, or relocated and reori- 
ented to eliminate ghosts and the effects 
of changed transmission paths at the 
new frequency. In many cases -espe- 
cially where the sets had been used 
solely on channel 4 for more than a 
year -the channel -8 segments of the 
tuner had to be realigned. One problem 
(and this is certain to crop up wherever 
high -band channels come on the air for 
the first time) was the apparent failure 
of sets that worked perfectly on channel 
4 to work at all on channel 8. The an- 
swer was simple (after someone had 
thought of it) : Replace the local oscil- 
lator tube. Most h.f. oscillators have 
much higher output on the low band 
than for channels 7 -13. Normal loss of 
emission through use over a year or 
more is not generally severe enough 
to weaken low -band channels to the ex- 
tent where they can't be brought in by 
turning up the contrast control; but 
when a high -band channel is tuned in 
for the first time -it just isn't there! 

The problem of converting for u.h.f. 
channel 43 had plenty of headaches too. 
As could have been predicted, you 
couldn't predict anything! In some cases 
built -in antennas gave perfect results; 
in others -even closer to the u.h.f. 
transmitter -arduous hours of raising, 
lowering, shifting, and relocating were 
necessary to bring in anything at all. 
With some types of v.h.f. ribbon lead -in 
the u.h.f. signals - faded out like the 
Cheshire cat when it started raining 
(leaving the grin, of course, on the 
face of the u.h.f.- lead -in manufacturer). 

Where external converters were used, 
with output on channels 5 or 6, the v.h.f. 
receiver had first to be aligned precisely 
on the required channel to make sure 
signals could get through from the con- 
verter at all. This called for highly -ac- 
curate channel markers, since there 
were no stations available on these 
channels for reference. 

With u.h.f. converters that have high - 
v.h.f. -band output (channel 10) the 
problem of the weak oscillator tube 
in the v.h.f. receiver was added to the 
complications. But these are jobs the 
technician gets paid for, so nobody was 
complaining except the customers, who 
face waits of two to five weeks for their 
antennas, converters; and installations. 

At a meeting held in York on the 
evening of January 6, Bernstein spoke 
to the members of the Southern Penn- 
sylvania Radio and Television Service- 
men's Association on servicing prob- 
lems, circuit analysis, and recent de- 

THE NEW 

S 
HYDRAULIC MAST 

Now you can have the SKY -HI 
mast in steel or aluminum with 
latches or without, in any height 
up to and including 200 feet. 

Your choice of hand pump, 110 
volt or 6 volt electric driven 
pump, or in many cases available 
water pressure is sufficient for 
operating the aluminum mast. 

Also complete trailer and mast 
assembly up to 100 feet for 
survey work ready to put into 
service. 

These products are approved and 
used by many government and 
commercial agencies. 

We welcome comparison with 
any other mast built when you 
are considering speed of erection 
and lowering, and all around 
versatility. 

Write for details. 

THOMAS MOLD & DIE CO. 

I WOOSTER, OHIO 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
ARE "GOLD 
MINES "! 

. if you learn 
how fo use 

them fully on 
all types 

of service jobs! 
Learn to handle the oscilloscope fully on all types 

of AM, FM and TV service work -and watch your 
efficiency and earnings soar I 

MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR 
USES, a fact -jammed 326 -page book by Jacob H. Ruiter, Jr., of the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, 
contains exactly the help you need -written in a 
way you can clearly understand. It shows you how to use your 'scope for fast accurate work on all types 
of jobs from troubleshooting to realigning-; how 
to make connections; how to adjust circuit com- 
ponents; how to set controls and how to analyze patterns fast and accurately. 370 helpful illustra- 
tions including dozens 
of pattern photos make When. where. why things doubly clear. and exactly how to No other type of use your oscilloscope specific service training 
stands to mean so much 
to you in terms of being 
able to do better, faster 
and more profitable 
work I 

How to interpret 
patterns 

li/ 
How touch 

V lobs in 
to 

loss 
andle 

time 

MAIL ORDER 10 -DAY FREE 
EXAMINATION 

Dept. RE -33, RINEHART BOOKS, Inc. 
Technical Division. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Send MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES AND 
THEIR USES for 10 -DAY EXAMINA- 
TION. If I decide to keep the book, I will 
then remit $6.00 plus a few cents postage in 
full payment. If not, I will return book post- 
paid and owe you nothing. 
Name 

Address 

City, Zone State 
Employer's Name & Address 

OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Price $6.50, cash only. Money bock if book is returned in 10 days. 
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"MOTOR SPECIAL!! .. 1.40 H.P. AC Motor . 

(Robbins & Myers) 115 V., 1650 RPM. 5/16" 
O.D. haft. With condenser & SPOT 4.95 switch. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. , .0./I. 41/4"x41/4" 
1/17 M.P. O -E MOTOR (Type SD) .. 1725 RPM 
.7 amp. Shunt wound. 3'11^ shaft. 110 V. 

2.95 DC. 43/4044502^. Shpg. wt. 13 Iba, 

! I X M A S I N 
MARCH!! 
with the NEW- 
EST "JUMBO 
RADIO PARTS 
KIT" . A 
"GOLD-MINE., 
of 1 

l 
tore 

odds &ends in 
eluding: 
CONTROLS 
SOCKETS 
SWITCHES 
WIRE 
CONDENSERS 
RESISTORS MUCH, 
MUCH MORE!! 
Shpg. wt 3.95 20 Ina 
2.SV. FIL. 
TRANSFORMER 
11 tin "s,l.xla., "I 
I amp . .79 

98 
ITV. DC RELAY (1LENOID (. 70 ohm 11 .89 

6V. 
PHOTOELECTRIC 

TRIO ER SOLENOID (IL / / ,110cä. .89 
BALL EARINGC CELL I", 21/281 t.9x, ." ..0 
BALL BEARINßS, O.U..( I.D. 

I.D. ea. 
23e 4/1.00 

O.U. áAS . t. 
FULL LB. 

CAN 
RADIO 

Nuts, 
HARDWARE 

Lugs, 
TREASURE 890 CAN 

Si: ND-P WER P, NWashers, etc. 
as 

3 1ós/2.49 
SOUND -POWER PHONE UNITS ... use as mike or 

Sealed cased. ..... , . 1.o. 
tDYNAMIC d 

new 
HEADSET 6t MIKE (press -to -talk) 

META new (ßíY. Mk II) .. .. ..... .. 3.75 
METAL UTILITY CAN (4tc. 

Moisture-proof 
. for 

snap - 
lid 

Har,lware, etc. Molslure-ea. 
10c 2 / 1.00 ua 

!'TUBE CLEARANCE SALE!! 90 DAY GUARANTEE. 
Standard brands; uunealed cartons . r24, 
26. 27, 34, 41, 42. ' 511. 85, 89 or 6K7 a. 290 
71114, 111fí. 1J6. 6137. 6F5, 605, 65117, 
65117, 6117 or 78 .. a. 390 
r 35, 'I0, 45, 71, 77, 1L4, 5Y3, 5Y4, 5114, 
6F6, 6J5, 0104 BSA7, 65117. 6507, 64;5, 
6177, 7A4, 71141 or 7G7 ea. 590 

1A7, ILC6. 11.114, 2A5, 2AH, 6,43, 656, 
6A74, OHS, 6507. 68N7, 7A7, 7AG7, 7C6, 
7C7. 75'4. 125(47, 47, 50, 57. 58 or 81, ea, 690 
TUBE CARTONS plain white. Prices per 106: 
Min (1" sq. x2:4)) 1.20: GT 01/4 'q x Sl/al 1.45: 
Med (11/2 sq. x 414) 1.65; large (2" sq. x 5") 1.98 

CONNECTOR VALUES!! . .. Jones 33 CONTACT 
735:1) . . . Cable female: panel male. Off cable 

set $1.29 5 /5.00 
PL- 54/JK -26 CONNECTORS, 2 wire, set 390 10/3.49 
PL- 291/JK -48 MIDGET CONN., set 490 10/4.49 
4 WIRE PLUG: JACK. cable- cable, set 59e 6/2.98 
CABINET DRAW SLIDES. Silent. bailbearitg. 
I:l" 19^ xí1, $2.10 pr: 15" (11" ext). 2.25 pr.; 
16: I I ex6. 2.39 pr; hvY. duty, ll. 
,teel t 6' . 12, -doles pair 53.25 

DIRECT FACTORY SPEAKER REPAIRS SINCE 1927" 
SPECIALISTS ON ALL TYPES OF 'HIGH- FIDELITY" 
UNITS. Min Order $5.( (/. _()r} deposit req. on all 
(' .O.D,'s. Ftill rem it l anee NV ith fore i ,,q) orders. Please 

ark! v,ll,r, nl f I,e,e ,,, SS refunded. 

LEO NE RADIO CORP. 
67 Dey Street 

New York 7, N. Y. 

This newest giant volume of the 
Supreme TV aeries covers 1953 
factory data on all popular televi- 
sion sets of all makes. There are 
explanations of new circuits, 192 
pages of alignment procedure, test 
patterns, response curves, pages of 
waveforms, voltage charts, service 
hints, production changes, and dozens 
of double -spread circuit diagrams. 
Manual -style binding (opens 
flat). Special price, only J 

TECH»MASTER 
CUSTOM -BUILT TV CHASSIS 

World's Most Sensitive, Most 
Reliable TV Receiver -Truly custom - 

designed and custom -built to provide the ulti- 
mate in sight, sound, and value. Employs most 
advanced engineering methods, finest compo- 
nents, and most rigid alignment and test 
standards. Tech - Master improved .630 -type 
chassis Advanced Cascode Standard turret 
tuner, adaptable to UHF without tools Full 
4 Mc. bandwidth Quick action keyed AGC 

circuit New, Hi -sweep auto -transformer 
system 5 microvolt sensitivity For all 
picture tubes from 16" to 24 ". 

MODEL 2430: with quality PM speaker, all 
tubes less picture tube, universal picture tube 
m't'g. brackets, phono -input jack. Equipped 
with audio take -off to feed sound thru external 
amplifier, if desired ........... __.._..........__._..._.$189.50 

MODEL 2431P: Same as 2430, (less sound 
take -off), but with true fidelity Push -Pull Audio 
Amplifier. . ..........._..._..._..__ ....... ............_._....._...$199.95 

Write for 
detailed 
literature 

GOLD MEDAL SERIES 
Deluxe TV Chassis 
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Chassis plated, gleaming nickel fin - 
ish...completely wired, aligned and 
tested, ready for installation. 

BLUE RIBBON 
Designed for the utmost 
in value, with famous 

Tech -Master design features for high quality image 
and sound. 
Retains the outstanding characteristics of the RCA - 

630 circuitry, namely the 4- stage, full bandwidth 
picture IF strip, and the 3 -stage FM sound sec - 

;. tion Latest innovations in synch and sweep cir- 
cuits Advanced Cascode turret tuner adaptable 

8 "t to UHF without tools 5 microvolt sensitivity 
Permanent magnetic focalizer A.G.C. level 

control 29 tubes (including 4 rectifiers). For 

all picture tubes from 16" to 24 ". 
MODEL C -30: With quality PM speaker, and all 
tubes (less picture tube ), completely wired, 
aligned and tested . ............................... ....._...__.............$149.50 

Sold by all leading Radio Parts Distributors. 

Custom -built TV Chassis 

TECH-MASTER PRODUCTS CO. 
443 -445 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

Vat SuPREME 1953 TV Manual 
GET IT AT YOUR RADIO JOBBER OR SEND 

COVERS ALL POPULAR SETS 

This new Supreme 1953 TV manual 
has all the required service material on 
every popular television set of every im- 
portant manufacturer. Here is helpful, 
practical, factory- prepared data that will 
really make TV servicing and adjust- 
ment easy for you. Benefit and save 
with this amazing manual scoop. This 
new giant TV manual, as well as the 
previous volumes for other years, has 
complete circuits, alignment facts, test 
patterns, response curves, service hints, 
recommended changes, voltage charts, 
waveforms, and many double -page dia- 
gram blueprints. Here is your TV service 
material to help you do more expert 
work quicker; and priced at only $3 and 
$2 per manual covering a whole year of 
material. See coupon below for the com- 
plete list of all seven TV volumes, from 
1947 to 1953. Order at our risk for a 

10 -day trial. 

Supreme 
Available from 

MARCH, 1953 

RADIO DIAGRAMS 
Here is your complete source of all 

needed RADIO diagraw and service data. 
Covers everything from most recent radios 
to pre -war old -timers: home radios, auto 
sets, combinations, changers. and port- 
ables. Sensational values. Still sold at 
pre -Korean prices. Only $2 for most vol- 
umes. Every Radio manual contains large 
schematics, all needed alignment facts, 
parts lists, voltage values, trimmers, dial 
stringing, and helpful service hints. Vol- 
umes are large in size, 8% x 11 inches. 
about 192 pages. See coupon at right for a 
complete list of these low -priced manuals. 

Pulicuforns 
Leading Radio Jobbers 

AMAZING BARGAIN OFFER 
The new 1953 TV manual is the most 

remarkable value offered by Supreme Pub- 
lications in their 19 years of business. This 
mammoth television servicing manual at 
only $3, or the TV manuals for previous 
years for only $3 and $2 each, are amazing 
bargains and defy competition. There is 
nothing else like them. Each manual is a 

.virtual treatise on practical television re- 
pairs. By normal standards, each such 
large manual packed as it is with practical 
facts, hundreds of illustrations, diagrams, 
charts, photographs, and expensive extra - 
large blueprints, should sell for $10 -but 
as SUPREME special values they are priced 
at $3 and $2 each. Only a publisher who 
sold over one million TV and radio manu- 
als can offer such bargains based on tre- 
mendous volume -sales. Be ready to repair 
any TV set by having in your shop all 
seven Television Manuals listed in coupon. 
Or try the new 1953 TV manual to see 

what an amazing bargain you get for only 
$3. Send no -risk trial coupon. 

COUPON 

The repair of any tele- 
vision net is really e a s y 
with Supreme TV service 
manuals. Every set is cov- 
ered in a practical manner 
that will simplify trouble- 
shooting and repair. This is 
the help you need to find 
toughest faults in a Jiffy. 
Each $1 volume covers a 

whole year of material. Be 
wise, buy Supreme Manuals 
only once each year instead 
of spending dollars every 
week for not needed data. 

NO -RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON i 
SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 3121 W. 13th Si, Chicago 23, ILL I 

Radio Diagram Manuals 
New 1952 Manual, $2.50 

195 Radio ) EACH 

1950 ($ Manual 
yL JD 

1949 Radio s 

1948 PRICED 
1947 D AT ONLY 
1946 i l 
1942 E 

1941 

11 1940 
a EACH : 1939 r 

; 1926.1938 Manual. $2.59 

Send TV and Radio manuals checked 0 below arc at 

left. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. 

New 1953 Television Servicing Manual $3. 

1952 Television Manual, $3. 1951 TV $3. 

1950 Television Manual, $3. 1949 TV $3. 

1948 TV, $3. 1947 TV & FM, only $2. 

I am enclosing $ Send postpaid. 

Send C.O.D 

Name: 

Address: 

I am enclosing $ deposit. 

I 
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WITH THE TECHNICIAN 

it comes to you 
in the subtle shading of a piano . _, 

in the clean brilliance of violins. 
the purity of a flute. Your ear detects 

the sweet mellowness of cellos. 
the roundness of a clarinet . . 

yes, even the iridescense of clashing cymbals. 
And, as the symphony swells to crescendo, 

its dynamic energy adds a flood of color 
to your musical canvas. 

For those who can hear the difference, 
these are the elusive pleasures 

that often remain hidden 
in the grooves of fine recordings. 

These are the thrilling 
new listening experiences that 

are released for your enjoyment when 
you use quality components by Pickering. 

PICKERING and company, incorporated 
Pickering High Fidelity Components are 
available through leading Radio Parts dis- 
tributors everywhere; detailed literature 
sent upon request. Address Department P-1. 

Oceanside, L. L, New York RI I111 

ORIGINAL 
REPLACEMENT 

which traìzsfor;jzer 
is the RAM? 

if you can't tell any difference between the original and replacement flybacks these days, there's good reason. They're TWINS -they're BOTH RAMS! 
Yes, the great majority of famous TV set manufacturers order their original flybacks built to their own specifications by RAM. They know that a RAM -built original surpasses their every quality and performance standard. 

Under the special RAM twin -transformer manufacturing technique, in most instances 
the originals destined for the TV set maker and the replacements destined for the 
RAM -brand and your jobber's shelf are both made at exactly the some time, during 
the identical production runt 

That's why you can be certain -9 times out of 10 -that a RAM -brand 
replacement is the best replacement, for highest efficiency and durability. And that's 
why RAM components are lowest- priced in the industry, for highest profits for you. 
ONLY RAM manufactures 29 types of transformers, 10 types of deflection yokes and 

15 types of linearity and width coils -the industry's most complete, most 
diversified sweep replacement line. See them at your local distributor. 

FREE' RAM 1953- edition Replacement & Conversion Manual -over 5000 sweep 
component listings -most complete in the industry. Write Dept. C -3. 1-( ELECTRONICS SALES CO. 

-'' IRVINGTON -ON- HUDSON, N. Y. 
TEST -PATTERN TESTED COMPONENTS FOR TV 

velopments in transistors, but he feels 
he owes them a debt of thanks for what 
they taught him about u.h.f. 

Williamsport, Pa. 
On January 7, our Associate Editor 

got the low -down on conditions in Wil- 
liamsport, and that evening addressed 
the Central Pennsylvania technicians' 
group. Williamsport lies in a valley, 
about 100 miles north of York, sur- 
rounded by high parallel ridges of the 
Allegheny mountain chain. These ridges 
run generally in a northeast- southwest 
line and form a crude natural wave - 
guide for v.h.f. signals from Altoona, 
Johnstown, and Pittsburgh, in south- 
western Pennsylvania. That is, the 
wave guide is effective as long as 
you're up on one of the surrounding 
ridges. Williamsport has no local TV 
station, but the city is fed by three 
competitive community antenna sys- 
tems. These have their antennas, tun- 
ers, channel amplifiers, and main dis- 
tribution equipment on various moun- 
tain tops surrounding the city, and run 
coaxial feeders on public -utility poles 
along the streets and local highways. 
Customers pay a substantial cash in- 
stallation fee for a tie -in, plus a month- 
ly rental charge. 

Receiver service problems are rou- 
tine, except for a.g.c. and sync dif- 
ficulties, generally caused by excessive 
signal from the distribution lines. In 
some instances, the gain of the com- 
munity systems on weak channels is 
raised by narrowing the r.f. bandwidth. 
This gives excessive boost to the pic- 
ture carrier, and to the sync pulses 
which lie close to the carrier. Another 
undebirable effect of this practice -for 
which the set -owner generally blames 
the innocent service technician -is the 
loss in picture detail. With extremely 
limited bandwidth the pictures come 
out almost like simple animated car- toons- merely black and white. 

The majority of the technicians' 
headaches are not the fault of the re- 
ceivers, but they have a hard time con- 
vincing customers that they should be 
paid for diagnosing trouble in the com- 
munity antenna systems. 

LICENSING DEBATED 
The question "to license or not to 

license" service technicians is getting 
intensified attention in New York, Phil- 
adelphia, Chicago, and other areas, with 
the result that spirited arguments and 
strongly worded articles on the subject 
are appearing in a number of trade 
papers. One such series -in the news- 
paper Retailing Daily, has taken almost 
the form of a debate. 

Opener was Mort Farr, of Upper 
Darby, Pa., head of the National Ap- 
pliance and Radio -TV Dealers Associa- 
tion. Opposing licensing, he pointed out 
that many of the complaints against 
TV service were due to the vast and 
rapid growth of the industry, which 
made it inevitable that technical know - 
how would lag behind demand, and cited 
surveys showing that today the average 
TV owner is satisfied with his service 
technician. The "dwindling number of 
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V'404***9 

650 VTVM 

There's Nothing finer for 

This combination of features explains why 
Complete frequency coverage 

with one probe, 20 cps to over 110 - 
mc. Insulated and shielded RF tube 
probe, found usually only with lab- 
oratory instruments, is included. 

Peak to Peak ACV and RF with 
one probe. 

One volt full scale reading on 
AC & DC. 

One main selector switch, 
all ranges. 

ACrms -Peak to Peak 
32 Ranges 
Zero center mark for FM dis- 

criminator alignment plus any 
other galvanometer measurements. 

High input impedance 11 meg- 
ohms on DC. 

Suggested U.S.A. Dealer Net $69S0 Prices subject to change without notice. Triplett 
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO \ 

MARCH, 1 9 5 3 
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Type Price 
083/VR90 .75 
1A5GT .30 
1A6G .30 
1A7GT .47 
11165 
183 
185 
187ßT 
ICSGT 
1E7 
1N4G 
1N5GT 
1G6 
I L4 
I LC5 
INS 
1PS 
105 
185 
I55 
1T4 
ITS 
1U4 
lUS 
1V 
1X2 
2A3 
2X2 
3A4 
3E5 
3Q4 
3QSGT 
3S4 
3V4 
SU4G 

All Tubes Individually Boxed! Same Day Service! 
Check this list for Fully 90 -Day Guaranteed Tubes 

Type Price Type Price Type Price Type 5V4 .73 68H6 .46 
5W4 .50 68J6 673 .81 198G6ß 
SX4 '39 673 .93 191.8 

.40 68K7 .59 6ygGT .39 1978 S73ß .32 8::6ßT ,59 
.30 5736T .32 68:7ßT 6W4ß7 , {q 19V8 
.65 5746 9S 6WBCT .44 24A 

.35 6627 .90 8X4 .37 25Á75 .30 523 .46 6C4 .37 6X567 .37 258Q6ß7 .30 6A3 .39 6CSGT ,39 
.43 6A7 .59 61.8 

8766 ,4B 23L8ß7 
.29 GAR 58 7A4 .47 2525 
.30 6Á84 

.62 61.86 .44 7ÁF7 .53 25Z6ß7 

.44 6C086 1.11 784 .44 25W4 .40 6Aß5 .43 606 .45 71.6 .40 26 .30 6AJ5 .90 6E5 
.48 6A K5 .7S 6F50T 

48 7x7 .30 27 
.51 6AL5 .39 7 %7 .70 3287ßT 
.46 6AQ5 

.38 606 .37 12Á8 3505 

.39 6060 .52 12AL5 .37 351.5 .57 6AQ6 .37 6J567 .41 12ÁT8 .37 35L607 .58 6AR5 .37 6J5ß7 
.45 SASS 128T7 .58 35W4 .50 6J6 .52 12ÁY8 .38 35Z4 .39 SATS .37 6K6ß7 .37 12AÚ7 .43 3525ßT .45 BAUE .38 6J7ß .43 12ÁV8 36 .55 GAYS 
.45 6896 

.83 6J8 .30 12ÁV7 .59 41 .59 
6AX4 

.37 6K5 .47 12AX4 .48 42 

.60 6649 
.53 6K7 .44 I2AX7 .46 43 

.63 685 
.64 6L6 .64 12ÁZ7 ,68 45 

.70 B8Á6 
.64 

6Q7 .4S 12BÁ6 .38 SOBS 
1.50 S8Á7 

.39 654 .38 12BD8 .45 SOCS 
.45 681.5 

.57 688 .53 128E6 .39 SOC6 
.46 6805ß7 

.44 65Á7ßT .43 128F6 ,39 5088ßT 
.48 68D6 '59 65D7ß7 .41 126X7 .63 5076 
.49 66E6 

.45 65F5ß7 .46 12J5ß7 .42 5077 
.46 GREG '39 85ß7ßT .41 12076 .39 57 
.47 66F6 '41 65K7 .73 1258 .70 58 
.45 6666G 

.37 65J7GT .41 125A7GT .44 7087ßT 1.2S 65K7ß7 .41 125E5 .50 75 68L707 .48 1256767 .52 76 658767 .52 125.17 .44 77 6543767 .37 12SK7GT .48 78 658767 .45 125L7GT .47 80 6557 .42 125N707 .52 83 678 .56 12507 .44 85 GUA .60 12587 .49 11713 BUS .44 14J7 .30 117L7 6U6 .63 14W7 .30 807 

"Integrity Is Our 
Chief Asset" 

Phone: Essex 5 -2947 

el 
TUBE CO. 

Price 

.95 

.70 

.79 

.89 

.63 

.83 

.62 

.39 
.40 
.37 
.56 
.45 
.39 
.89 
.40 
.39 
.41 
.37 
.39 
.37 
.60 
.42 
.42 
.5S 
.55 
.39 
.39 
.59 
.41 
.46 
.50 
.58 
.60 

1.09 
.41 
.44 
.57 
.47 
.35 
.68 
.59 
.37 
.99 
.99 

TERMS: A 25% deposit must accompany 
all orders -balance C.O.D. All shipments 
F.O.B. Irvington warehouse. Orders under 
$10 -$1.00 handling charge. Subject to 
prior sale. Don't Delay ... Order Today! 

115 COIT ST. 
Dept. RE 353 

IRVINGTON II, N. J. 

Check JSC for Complete 
300 -Ohm TV Lead -In Wire 

... for best results! 

300 OHM TELEVISION 
TRANSMISSION 

C ABLES 

22 gouge copper 20 gouge copper 

40 mil 
55 mil 
70 mil 
80 mil 

100 mil 

40 mil 
55 mil 
70 mil 
80 mil 

100 mil 

4- Conductor Rotor Wire 
Perforated 300 Ohm Open Wire 

15C has highest quality wire at lowest possible 
prices. 

Lithographic spools of orange and blue indi- 
vidually packed 1000 feet to the metal spool. 

See your nearest JSC distributor who proudly 
displays the Blue and Orange disc of quality. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS APRIL ISSUE 
ON SALE MARCH 25. 

WITH THE TECHNICIAN 

customer complaints" tends to prove 
the same thing, he stated. 

Further, according to Mr. Farr, some 
of the strongest proponents of licensing 
favor it because they believe it will 
raise rates and reduce the number of 
technicians in the industry, thereby pro- 
viding licensed operators with more in- 
come. He also pointed out that in many 
cases licensing may be favored purely 
for financial reasons by "municipalities 
(which) are hard pressed for funds to 
bolster the local treasury. They think 
the service field will be the most lucra- 
tive." He further stressed the point that 
licensing cannot possibly cure all the 
so- called evils, as some who are turning 
to it as a "last resort" apparently be- 
lieve. 

Mr. Farr beliéves much could be done 
to reduce the already dwindling number 
of customer complaints if set manu- 
factu;ers would emphasize to the con- 
sumer the amount of time and skill 
needed to repair TV sets, and asked for "an educational program by the pro- 
ducers and service contractors." 

In a statement published a few days 
later, Frank Moch of NATESA dis- 
missed the argument that technicians 
were seeking licensing for selfish rea- 
sons as "unqualified baloney." He held 
that dealers' demands for kickbacks on 
service work are responsible for many 
abuses, since they put a financial 
squeeze on the service operator and 
make it impossible to give the customer 
the service he is paying for. He also 
branded as "absolutely ridiculous" the 
charge that licensing would raise pres- 
ent service rates, and stated "There is 
no movement afoot to reduce the number 
of technicians. Everyone agrees that 
there are not enough technicians to 
handle present business volume." 

Paul Forte, executive secretary of 
the Television Contractors Association, 
attacked the anti -licensing groups in a 
long letter in which he declared that 
manufacturers, far from educating the 
public as to the complexity of TV instal- 
lation and servicing, are following in 
effect an opposite course. "The public 
is being told" he said, "that for a few 
pennies and the use of a screwdriver 
they will have no problems in receiving 
the new u.h.f. signals. The public is not 
being told of the special antennas, the 
precise positioning, the new and special 
equipment, and the extremely high de- 
gree of technical knowledge, together 
with the cost, which will be needed be- 
fore u.h.f reception becomes a fact." 
The practice of parts distributors of 
selling to non -professional TV repair- 
ers or tinkerers at wholesale prices was 
another of the factors which Mr. Forte 
considered important in the demand for 
licensing made by sections of the serv- 
ice industry. 

Mr. Forte ended with the statement 
that he too was opposed to licensing, 
but considered it necessary to recognize 
the real reasons why such a demand 
was supported before attempting to 
solve the problem. He says, however: 
"In recognizing it, I find myself help- 
less, because the answer does not lie 
with nie or my associates, but with the 
people who created this atmosphere. 
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WITH THE TECHNICIAN 

They can defeat licensing -with deeds, 
not words." 

ASK NEDA TO ACT 
The Television Contractors Associa- 

tion, of Philadelphia, has asked the 
Pennsylvania chapter of the National 
Electronic Distributors Association to 
prevent retail buyers from obtaining 
components at wholesale prices. 

President of TCA, Albert Haas, 
pointed out in a letter to the president 
of the Keystone Chapter of NEDA that 
legitimate television contractors are 
seriously hurt by the fact that students, 
employees of TV service organizations 
working after hours on their own, and 
others, are able to purchase parts at 
the same rate as the legitimate TV 
service company. These operators, 
working without overhead or normal 
business expenses, are able to cut prices 
to a point where legitimate service busi- 
ness is imperiled. He requested that the 
Keystone Chapter "adopt a resolution 
calling for a halt to this type of un- 
orthodox selling procedure," advocating 
that some independent group classify 
all who may rightfully buy electronic 
equipment wholesale. 

NATESA'S NEW OFFICERS 
The officers of the National Alliance 

of Television and Electronic Service 
Associations are Frank J. Moch, presi- 
dent; Bertram Lewis, Eastern vice - 
president; Fred Colton, East -Central 
vice -president; Vincent Lutz, West - 
Central vice -president; Jack MacDowell, 
secretary- general; John Hemack, treas- 
urer; Harold Rhodes, Eastern secre- 
tary; W. A. Rosenberg, West -Central 
secretary ; and Gerald Ratner, legal 
counsel. 

The officers were elected at the 
NATESA convention held in Chicago 
during December. A number of other 
important actions were performed by 
the convention, among which were a 
redistricting of the organization to take 
care of the increase in membership, 
setting up a committee to determine a 
new dues structure, and amending the 
by -laws to permit voting by mail on 
important issues which might arise in 
the periods between conferences. 

Committees were also set up to design 
and put into force a plan for manpower 
training and qualification; to organize 
a speaker's bureau and training co- 
ordination plan; to select a recipient 
for the "Friends of Service Manage- 
ment" award; and to work out a 
NATESA "Seal of Acceptance" plan. 

A plan was presented for the various 
affiliates to "visit" each other through 
the medium of tape recordings. Another 
plan -for consumer education through 
lectures before various fraternal, busi- 
ness, and service organizations -was 
also approved. It was proposed that 
the Internal Revenue Department, OPS, 
FTC, local zoning boards, and other 
government agencies be used to clean 
out frauds in the TV and radio service 
industry. A proposal for the establish- 
ment of chapters in cities and areas 
not yet in NATESA and in those areas 
still without TV was also taken up. END 
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THE SIMPSON MODEL 260 

VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER 

outsells all others combined 

because .. . 
covers all ranges necessary for Radio and TV set testing 
includes the Simpson 50 Microampere Meter Movement 
known the world over for its ruggedness 
no bulky harness wiring, thus eliminating all intercircuit 
leakage at this high sensitivity 
molded recesses for resistors, batteries, etc. 
easy battery replacement 
all components - including case and panels - are specially 
designed and completely tooled for maximum utility . . . 

not merely assembled from stock parts 

ranges 20,000 Ohms per Volt DC, 
1,000 Ohms per Volt AC 
Volts, AC and DC: 2.5, 10, 50, 
250, 1000, 5000 
Output: 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000 
Milliamperes, DC: 10, 100, 500 
Microamperes, DC: 100 
Amperes, DC: 10 
Decibels (5 ranges): - 12 to +55 DB 
Ohms: 0 -2000 (12 ohms 
center), 0- 200,000 (1200 ohms 
center), 0 -20 megohms 
(120,000 ohms center) 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200 W. Kinzie St.. Chicago 44 Phone COlumbus 1.1221 

In Canada: Bach- Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont. 

prices 

Model 260 $38.95; 
With Roll Top $46.90. 
Complete with test 
leads and operator's 
manual. 25,000 volt 
DC Probe for use with 
Model 260, $9.95. 

OSCILLOGRAPH 

PROBES 

Complete with Coaxial Lead and Instruction Book 

A PRECISION INSTRUMENT THAT 

WILL MAKE EVERY TV SERVICE 

JOB EASIER, FASTER AND MORE PROFITABLE 
FULLY ADJUSTABLE TO OPERATE WITH ANY SCOPE MADE 

See your local distributor or write factory and specify model number 

BZ -I Signal Tracing Probe BZ -2 Low Capacity Probe 

BZ -3 100:1 Voltage Divider Probe 

SCALA RADIO CO. 2814 -19th St., San Francisco 10, California 
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Creating 
A`E$ for YOU 

with Consumer 

Advertising. 

with 

Television Spots 
Throughout 
the country 

with 

TV Consumer 

Magazine Ms 
Throughout the country 

eU. S. Potent No. 2,195,579 
Conodian patents 1951 

The Genuine 
HI-LO TV 

SIM- 1101 (indoor) Available at leading jobbers! 

3540 N. Ravenswood Chicago 13, Illinois 

Frankly we don't know if they're fact or fiction .. but if they are fact it wouldn't surprise us a bit to learn that some extra- terrestrial manufacturer has incorporated SELETRON Selenium 
Rectifiers and R. R. Co. Germanium Diodes into the design. 

That's because -as pioneers in the field of electronic develop- 
ment -we've had our hand in some of the most difficult projects 
and met some of the stiffest requirements ever cooked up! Mak- ing drawing board dreams come true are daily chores at Radio 
Receptor Co.! 

CIVD GERMANIUM DIODES 

Radio Receptor's new Germanium Diodes feature polarity 
at a glance combined with simplicity of construction 
and sound design principles. The tapered shape speeds 
assembly because operators can see at a glance 
the correct direction of assembly. Users are enthusiastic 
over the quality of the product which is currently 
being used in walkie- talkies, computers, N sets, 
tuners and other electronic applications. 

Selefro,. 
and Germanium 

Division 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIERS 

Seletron Selenium Rectifiers, 
in both miniature and 

industrial types, are in 

constant demand by an increasingly 
large number of engineers through- 
out the world because they are 
completely dependable under the 
most grueling conditions. 
Years of experience have given 
Radio Receptor Co. a deep insight 
into the idiosyncrasies of 
rectification. 

Our Germanium Diodes and Seletron Selenium Rectifiers 
may hold the answer to many of your problems. Radio 
Receptor Engineers will be glad to study your require- 
ments and submit their recommendations on both of 
these products. 

Germanium Transistors mailable in limited quantities. 

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY. INC. 
CVO Store 1922 In Radia and £Seearoniee ClUb 

SALES DEPT, 251 West 19th Street, New York 11, N Y.. FACTORY. 84 North Its Sheet, Brootlyn It, N. n. 

GIVE BLOOD NOW Call your Red Cross today National Blood Program 

GEST SELLING 
BOOSTER 
at any price! 

64 -5618 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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TV LINE SPLITTERS 
Blonder- Tongue Laboratories, Inc., 526 
North Ave. E., Westfield, N. J., pre- 
sents a new group of Line Splitters for 
dividing any TV transmission line into 
four branch lines. These units are avail- 
able in the following models: 
Model LS4 -I- Divides one 75 -ohm line 

into four 75 -ohm lines. 
LS4 -2- Divides one 300 -ohm line 

into four 75 -ohm lines. 
LS4 -3- Divides one 75 -ohm line 

into four 300 -ohm lines. 
LS4 -4- Divides one 300 -ohm line 

into four 300 -ohm lines. 
The line splitters were designed to 

provide branch lines to distribution 
amplifiers in master TV systems. Re- 
quiring no power, they can be installed 
at remote locations. Precise impedance 
match and flat response over all v.h.f. 
channels are featured in these low -cost 
units. 

They may also be used as an in- 
expensive means to provide reception 
for two to four TV sets, from one an- 
tenna. Interaction between TV sets, 
when present, can be eliminated by 
inserting attenuation pads between the 
line splitter and each TV set. 

Each type is shipped with two re- 
sistors which provide proper termina- 
tion of unused outlets. 

UHF ANTENNAS 
Technical Appliance Corp., Sherburne, 
N. Y., has designed a new line of u.h.f. 
antennas. Parabolic -reflector types, 
Yogis, modified X (bow -tie), and V 

type antennas are included. With the 
exception of the modified X design, all 

are of the sharp directivity type.. The 
modified X will be marketed for areas 
where reception from channels in op- 
posite directions is required. Tuning of 
all antennas is such tha- all operating 
u.h.f. channels will be within the band- 
width of the antenna. 

FM -AM TUNER 
Pilot Radio Corp., 37 -06 36th St., Long 
Island City, N. Y., has announced an 
FM -AM radio tuner, for use as the 
central control head of a high -fidelity 
music system. The Pilotuner model AF- 
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821 is a 9 -tube unit incorporating a 
two -stage preamplifier with adjustable 
equalization for various makes of re- 
luctance phonograph cartridges, sepa- 

rate input connections for phono and 
TV operation. extended range bass 
and treble controls, a temperature - 
compensated oscillator for drift -free 
FM reception, automatic frequency 
control, full shielding against radia- 
tion, built -in antennas, and high sensi- 
tivity on both the FM and AM bands. 
Over -all dimensions are 141/4 x 71/4 x 

81/2 inches. 

HIGH -VOLTAGE PROBE 
Kapner Hardware, Inc., 2248 Second 
Ave., New York 29, N. Y., has intro- 
duced its Detecto probe which indi- 
cates the presence or absence of high 
voltage, and checks proper operation 
of the high -voltage supply. 

The probe has a built -in lamp which 
lights up if high voltage is present. 

HIGH -VOLTAGE PROBE 
General Cement Mfg. Co., 919 Taylor 
Ave., Rockford, Ill., has announced a 
tester for checking high -voltage TV 
circuits. The tool, about 7 inches in 
length, glows when in contact with 
high voltage. 

The probe has a metal pin which is 
put in contact with the component to 
be checked when testing rectifier tubes. 

output and transmitter tubes, and 
high -voltage transformers. For testing 
high -voltage filter resistors, the tester 
is moved along the body of the re- 
sistor. If the resistor is open or cracked 
the tester glows at the trouble point. 

U.H.F. ANTENNA 
Tel -a -Ray Enterprises, Inc., Henderson, 
Ky., has announced an all- channel 
u.h.f. antenna, the Universal. It is a 
fan -type model constructed from Dural 
and cost aluminum with noncorrosive 
hardware, giving a flat frequency re- 
sponse over the whole u.h.f. band. 
Single, double, and four -bay arrays 
are available. 

BUILD 15 
O 

AT HOME $105 
With the New Improved 1953 
Progressive Radio "EDU -KID'" 

NOW INCLUDES 

SIGNAL TRACER 

and 

CODE OSCILLATOR 
FREE TOOLS WITH KIT 
ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWL- 
EDGE OF RADIO NECESSARY 
NO ADDITIONAL PARTS NEEDED 
EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TELEVISION 
10 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

WHAT THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO 
"EDU -KIT1e OFFERS YOU 

The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" offers you a home study course at a rock 
bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio Technicians, with the basic facts 
of Radio Theory and Construction Practice expressed simply and clearly. You will 
gain a knowledge of basic Radio Principles involved in Radio Reception, Radio 
Transmission and Audio Amplification. 

You will learn how to identify Radio Symbols and Diagrams; how to build 
radios, using regular radio circuit schematics; how to mount various radio Parts 
how to wire and solder in a professional manner. You ill learn how to operate 
Receivers, Transmitters, and Audio Amplifiers. You will learn how to service and 
trouble -shoot radios. You will learn code. You will receive training for F.C.C. 
license. 

In brief, you will receive a basic education in Radio exactly like the kind you 
would expect to receive Ina Radio Course costing several hundreds of dollars. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit' 

s 
specifically prepared for any person 

who has a desire to learn Radio. The Kit has been used successfully by young 
and old in all parts of the world. It is not necessary that cyou have even the 
slightest background in cience or radio. 

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is used by many Radio Schools and Clubs 
in this country and abroad. It is used by the Veterans Administration for Voca- 
tional Guidance and Training. 

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" requires no instructor. All instructions 
are included. All parts are individually boxed, and identified by name, photograph 
and diagram. Every step i nvolved in building these sets is carefully explained. 
You cannot make a mistake. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" 

e 
complete with instructions. These 

instructions are arranged in clear, simple and progressive manner. The theory 
of Radio Transmission. Radio Reception, Audio Amplification and servicing by 
Signal Tracing i learly explained. Every part is identified by photograph and 

will You ill learn the function and theory of every part used. 
The Progressive Radio 'Edu -Kit" uses the principle of "Learn Dy Doing " 

Therefore you will build radios to illustrate the principles which you learn. 
These radios are designed in a modern manner, according to the best principles 
of 
next 

educational practice. You begin by building a simple radio. The 
ne you build is slightly more advanced. Gradually- in progressive 

you will find yourself constructing still more advanced radio sets, and 
doing ework like a professional Radio Technician. Altogether you ill build fifteen 
radios, including Receivers, Transmitters, Amplifiers, Code Oscillator and Signal 
Tracer. 

The Progressive Radio "EDU -KIT" Is Complete 
You will receive every part necessary to build 15 different radio sets. Our 

kits contain tubes tube sockets, chassis, variable condensers electrolytic con- 
densers, mica condensers, paper condensers, resistors, line cords, selenium reci- 
fiers, tie strips, coils, hardware, tubing, hook -up wire, solder, etc. 

Every part that you need is included. These parts are individually packaged, 
no that 

e 
you can easily identify a ery item. Tools ar ncluded, as well as an 

Electrical and Radio Tester. Complete, easy -to- follow instructions are provided. 
In addition, the "Edu -Kit" now contains lessons for servicing with the 

Progressive 
adio!cnurse, down to the smallest detailQUizzes. 

The 'Edu -Kit" is 

TROUBLE -SHOOTING LESSONS 
Trouble- shooting and servicing are included. You will be taught to r c ynize 

and repair troubles. You will build and learn to operate a professional Signal 
Tracer. You receive an Electrical and Radio Tester, and learn to use it for radio 
repairs. While you are learning this practical way, you will be able to do 

manyx eeJ 
repair 

ir óo t for yourE neighbors and friends, and charge fees which will 
is your opportunity to learn radio 

quickly and easily, and have others pay for it. Our Consultation Service will 
help you with any technical problems which you may have. 

FREE EXTRAS IN 1953 
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO TESTER 
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON 
BOOK ON TELEVISION 
RADIO TROUBLE -SHOOTING GUIDE 
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO-TELEVISION CLUB 
CONSULTATION SERVICE 
QUIZZES 
TRAINING FOR F.C.C. LICENSE 

The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is sold with a 10-day money -back 
guarantee. Order your Progressive Radio "EDU -KIT" Today, or send 

for further information. 
We ply shipping, charges all over the world. if you send check or money order 
with your order. On COD orders. you nay cost of drlivery. 

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS CO. 
497 UNION AVE., Dept. RE -69, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
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Two Amphenol 114 -053 BO -TY 
Antennas stacked for greater 
gain, with 114 -560 Reflectors. 

The Amphenol 114 -053 BO -TY An- 
tenna carries the high standards of 
Amphenol quality into the field of UHF 
television. It is designed to give the 
maximum signal strength possible along 
with broadband reception. 

In addition, Amphenol has available 
a complete list of accessories to adapt 
the BO -TY to any specific reception 
problem. These accessories include the 
114 -558 Stacking Rods for use when 
stacked array is desired to provide 
extra gain and the 114 -560 Reflector 
which changes the bi- directional re- 
ception pattern of the BO -TY into a 
narrower, uni- directional pattern. 

The UHF antennas previewed for you 
at the right will shortly be added to the 
BO -TY as available UHF antennas. 
They are in final development stages 
and will soon be in full production. 
They are designed to meet the specific 
reception problems that may be pe- 
culiar to any locality. 

UHF 
television 

antennas 

s 

t 

s 

NEW DEVICES 

HI -FI PACKAGE 
Meissner Manufacturing Division, Ma- 
guire Industries, Inc., Mount Carmel, 
Illinois, has announced a matched high - 
fidelity radio -FM -phono system consist- 
ing of changer, tuner, amplifier, and 
coaxial speaker. 

Changer pickup is the G -E triple 
play variable reluctance cartridge. 
Frequency response of tuner is ± 2 db 
throughout 50 to 15,000 c.p.s. range 
and it has a new type miniature tube 
lineup. The amplifier hum level is 
-70 db down, and its frequency re- 
sponse is flat ± I db throughout 
20 to 20,000 c.p.s. Undistorted power 
output is 10 watts. Amplifier has built - 
in preamp. 

Speaker uses two coaxially mounted 
cones driven from one voice coil. Fre- 
quency response is practically flat 
throughout range of 30 to 13,000 c.p.s.I 
'Built -in mechanical crossover at 4,500 
c.p.s. permits each cone to work 
through its own tone range. 

PAPER CAPACITORS 
Cornell- Dubilier Electric Corp., Plain- 
field, N. J., now has 12 types of minia- 
turized, tubular metal -cased paper 
capacitors in its Demicon series. 

These capacitors are hermetically 
sealed in metal cases, with glass -to- 
metal seal terminals, and are avail- 
able in seven mounting and container 
styles. Impregnants, tolerances, and in- 
ternal constructions ore provided to 

,01PHENó 

tubular 
twin -lead 

F,7irLLi 

Amphenol's patented 14 -271 
Tubular Twin -Lead is un- 
equalled as an economic, low - 
loss lead -in for UHF television. 
As the illustrations at the left 
clearly demonstrate, the con- 
centrated field of energy is 
largely contained and protected 
by the tubular construction. 
Rain, snow, dirt or salt deposits 
on the lead -in do not materially 
affect the impedance or elec- 
trical efficiency of Tubular 
Twin -Lead. Because of the high 
signal losses common to UHF 
television and because flat twin - 
lead does not afford this pro- 
tection, flat lead -in is not suit- 
able for UHF installations 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 

CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

meet the most popular applications in 
modern engineering. All these capaci- 
tors comply with applicable parts 
specifications of JAN -C -25 and MIL - 
C-25A. 

VOLTAGE BOOSTER 
Crest Laboratories, Inc., 84 -II Rock- 
away Beach Blvd., Rockaway Beach, 
N. Y., has introduced its LVB -I17 line - 
voltage booster. The unit is engineered 
to restore peak performance for TV 
sets or electrical appliances requiring 
117 volts. 

The LVB -117 has an overload cutout 
to protect against unsafe line voltage 
increases and has a multitap selector 
switch for exact selection and a visual 
indicator for precise determination of 
required boost. 

ALL -CHANNEL ARRAY 
Channel Master Corp., Ellenville, N.Y., 
has developed a stacked ultra -fan 
v.h.f.-u.h.f. array, model 4132. 

Two interaction filters separate the 
v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands, permitting the 
antennas to be used with one trans- 
mission line. Free space terminals pre- 
vent accumulation of dirt and moisture. 

Based on a tuned reference dipole, 
its gain averages 6.5 db on low -band 
v.h.f., 10 db on high -band v.h.f., and 
a uniform 9.5 db on u.h.f. On low -band 
v.h.f. it is a conical antenna with 
parasitic reflector. On high -band v.h.f. 
it is a large- diameter V antenna. On 
u.h.f. it is a triangular dipole with 
the v.h.f. elements acting as a sheet 
reflector. 

U.H.F. ANTENNA 
Telrex, Inc., Asbury Park, N. J., is pro- 
ducing a new broad -band, stacked 
dipole antenna, the Conical -V -Beam. 
Completely factory -assembled, the ar- 
ray covers the full u.h.f. range at high 
signal -to -noise ratio. 

SENSITIVITY TESTER 
Service Instruments Co., 422 S. Dear- 
born St., Chicago 5, III., has announced 
a sensitivity tester to measure TV re- 
ceiver sensitivity in microvolts. 

The SensiMeter microvolt scale is 
divided into very sensitive, medium 
sensitivity, and insensitive, and de- 
termines whether a receiver will oper- 
ate in a weak -signal area. 

LOUDNESS CONTROL 
Centralab, Division of Globe Union, 
900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee I, Wis., 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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has developed a new compensated 
loudness control. The unit is a combina- 
tion dual- tapped control and printed 
electronic circuit plate combining the 
compensating network. Since all com- 
ponents in the network are in shunt, 
there is no insertion loss, and no 
additional amplification is required. 

Designed as a replacement for stand- 
ard controls in all audio equipment, 
the unit compensates for the Fletcher - 
Munson hearing characteristic curves. 
It is available in /2- and 1 -meg. values 
in both switch and non -switch types. 
Units are assembled and ready for 
installation. 

NEW METER 
Jerrold Electronics Corp., 26th and 
Dickinson Sts., Philadelphia 46, Pa., 
has developed a field strength meter, 
model 704, reading carriers in micro- 
volts. The meter is accurate to plus 
or minus 0.8 db and has a continuous 
tuning range from 50-220 mc. 

The model 704 separates and meas- 
ures video, audio, and adjacent chan- 
nel carriers, and locates r.f. interference. 

WIRELESS INTERCOM 
David Bogen Co., 29 Ninth Ave.. New 
York 14, N. Y., has announced a new 
wireless communication system for 
home, office, factory, or institutional 
use. 

Designated model Twin, the unit can 
be used with two or more stations, with 
all conversation heard by all stations 
in the system. Each station contains a 
transmitter and receiver operating at 
175 kc. Stations are placed in service 
by plugging them into a 117 -volt a.c. 
or d.c. outlet. 

DEFLECTION YOKES 
Halldorson Transformer Co., 4500 N. 
Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill., 
presents new 6,000 -volt test deflection 
yokes DF603 and DF604, extra -heavily 
insulated for direct -drive TV service. 

Both yokes have 30 -mh horizontal 
inductance, but to cover all direct - 
drive applications the vertical induc- 
tance of DF603 is 3.5 mh, while DF604 
is 50 mh. They are supplied with 20- 
inch color -coded leads and networks. 

"SUBURBAN" ANTENNA 
LaPointe- Plascomold Corp., Rockville, 
Conn., has now in manufacture a new 
antenna, the Ultra Q -Tee Suburban. It 
is exactly the same as the present 
2 -83 Ultra except that the u.h.f. V por- 
tion of the antenna is replaced by a 
high -gain, broad -band, 8- element u.h.f. 
Yogi. 
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The new model UQT -S was developed 
for critical areas and also fringe areas 
which will exist while many u.h.f, sta- 
tions are operating temporarily on low 
power. UQT -S requires only a single 
transmission line and includes eight 
printed- circuit channel separators. 

PULSE TRANSFORMER 
PCA Electronics, Inc., 6368 De Longpre 
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif., has devel- 
oped a new pulse transformer, the 
MPT 101 -0.1, which is the smallest 
pulse transformer now commercially 
available. 

114-005 
Single Bay 

The unit weighs less than .03 ounce 
and meets MIL -127 test specifications, 
including Table IA humidity resistance 
tests. It can operate indefinitely at 
temperatures from -70° to +125° C., 
and will operate normally for a short 
time at +150° C. 

It is resin -impregnated and imbed- 
ded and is hermetically sealed with 
transformer leads able to withstand 
o 5 -pound pull. Although the MPT 
101 -0.1 is designed for pulse forming, 
it can also be used for pulse coupling. 

TRANSFORMER CANS 
Triad Transformer Mfg. Co., 4055 Red- 
wood Ave., Venice, Calif., has intro- 
duced a line of deep -drawn trans- 
former cans. They are seamless, drawn 
from cold -rolled steel. They meet the 
dimensional specifications of MIL -T -27. 
The lids are internal and require no 
stops. Cans are obtainable only for 
military contracts. 

MOBILE MICROPHONE 
Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich. 
has designed a hand -held, differential 
type noise cancelling, high output, 
single- button carbon microphone. The 
model 208 has a flat 100 -4,000 cycle 
frequency response to sounds of close 
origin, and an output of -50db. It 
measures 21/4 x I1/2 x 11/s- inches and 
weighs 3 ounces. Press -to -talk switch 
actuates button and relay simultan- 
eously. 

-91-11-141- 
II I 

Over four years in the tough competition of VHF tele- 
vision, subject to the critical eye of dealer, installer and 
set owner and still proclaimed to be the best all -channel 
VHF antenna -the Amphenol Inline Antenna. 

The Inline Antenna is the net result of the coordinated 
efforts of designers and engineers who have won industry- 
wide acclaim for their research and construction of radar 
antennas and civilian and military antenna systems of 

all kinds. It is designed to give the best possible reception 
over the entire VHF spectrum. That it has succeeded 
is borne out by the thousands of testimonials and by 
the reputation it has established by its performance in 
"trouble areas." 

VHF 
antennas 

U.S. Potent No. 23273 

114 -322 
Double Boy 

Inline 
Antenna 

Both the 114 -005 single bay and the 
114 -322 double bay are packaged 
in Quick -Up Assemblies. Each 
antenna is shipped as a complete 
antenna system including mast, 
twin -lead, insulators, guying ring 
and mounting bracket. This makes 
the Inline Antenna the easiest to 
stock as well as the easiest to 
install. 

114 -040 
Installers 
Economy 

Inline 
Antenna 

,AMPHENoi:) 

Amphenol's 14 -056 300 ohm flat twin -lead is the 
best in quality available anywhere. The seven 

tranded copper wire conductor is extruded in 
rows pigmented polyethylene This pigmented 

polyethylene remains flexible at -70° C. and has 
long life even under extreme exposure to sun, 
It air, chemical fumes or gas polluted air. 

for Better TV Picture Quality, from reef top to TV 

eet. ..moie your oraenna ,nstallation: Amphenol. 

DOUBLE -O ANTENNA 
Rytel Electronic Manufacturing Co. of 
9820 Irwin Ave., Inglewood, Calif. an- 
nounces a new u.h.f. antenna, the 
Double -O. Its circular construction 
makes for greater directivity in the 
horizontal plane and a I -db gain over 
single dipole, together with low pick- 
up response in the vertical direction. 
With the two circle antennas fed 90 
degrees out of phase an additional 
gain of 3.8 db is obtained. END 

All specifications given on these 
pages are from manufacturers' data. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 

CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 
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112 NEW PATENTS 

PERMO 

PHONO 

NEEDLES 

SEE YOUR JOBBER 
OR WRITE FOR 
CATALOG 

PERMO, INC 
6415 Ravenswood, 
Chicago 26, Illinois 

AUTOMATIC RADIO POLL 
Serge A. Scherbatskoy, Tulsa, Okla. 

Patent No. 2,618,743 
(Assigned to A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, III.) 

Radio stations, advertising agencies, and spon- 
sors try to put on the type of program that meets 
wide public approval. Surveys, polls, and inter- 
views are undertaken from time to time to de- 
termine what people like. They are expensive and 
not altogether satisfactory. People don't like to be 
bothered, and may not always know the correct 
answers. Here is a new method for polling radio 
listening habits. 

(11 r -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- 
I 

TUNABLE RFAMPL - - 
MIXER 

BC RADIO 

TT 
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1 I 
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LVR ATTACHMENT J 
500MC O5C 

TO DET 
d AF 

A special attachment is installed near or within 
the radio in a representative number of homes 
chosen on the basis of economic status, family 
size, education, and other factors. The attachment 
includes a 500 -mc transmitter and an r.f. modu- 
lator. The latter is coupled to the radio local oscil- 
lator through a small capacitor (C). The re- 
ceiver's oscillator modulates the 500 -mc transmit- 
ter. ( See the figure.) 

In any superheterodyne, the local oscillator and 
signal frequencies differ by a constant i.f. Thus, 
by measuring the modulation frequency on the 
500 -mc carrier, we can determine the broadcast 
channel to which the radio is tuned. 

At a convenient central location, a 500 -mc re- 
ceiver is set up to intercept the u.h.f. signals. 
These are demodulated and combined. The various 
r.f. channels are scanned by a sweep circuit and 
the amplitude of each channel is measured. if 
desired, a moving pen and chart is used to pro- 
vide a continuous record of radio listening with 
respect to time. 

"PROPELLER" TV ANTENNA 
Patent No. 2,610,296 

John Drysdale Reid, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
(Assigned to Avco Manufacturing Corp.) 

Multiply your sales 

with 
(AUTOMATIC 
IMPEDANCE 

MATCH) 

No More "GHOSTS" 

AIM eliminates all ghosts 

due to multi -path reflec- 

tions. 

No More "WEAK" 
Pictures 

AIM increases db gain 

up to 80% signal strength 
increase. (Extremely high 
signal -to -noise ratio!) 

No More PICTURE 

Flutter 

AIM balances antenna 

system! Stops standing 
waves, line surges, distor- 
tions. 13 matching stubs 
in one! 

AIM hits the 

PERFECT Vision Bullseye! 

Easy, simple installation at receiver. Aim is not 
just a wave trap or booster, NOT a twin lead 
stub. A -I -M automatic impedance match auto- 
matically matches antenna lead -in with receiver 
impedance for all frequencies, forVHFand UHF. 

ACT NOW! Handy counter display klta 
One sale means 20 more. 

Write today! 

RYTEL ELECTRONICS MFG. CO. 
9820 Irwin Avenue Inglewood, California 
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Fig. a looks like a model propeller, but it Is 
actually an efficient indoor TV and FM antenna. 
Signals are picked up by a split loop supported 
by a "propeller" of polystyrene or other plastic. 
The loop is only about 0.1 wavelength in diameter, 
but sensitivity comparable to a half -wave dipole 
is obtained by tuning it to each channel desired. 
Because of its small size, the loop may be oriented 
and positioned for minimum ghosts, interference, 
and body capacitance. It can be used for u.h.f. 
as well as v.h.f. 

6 

Fig. b shows the circuit. The loop, Cl, C2 and 
L form a bandpass filter on the desired channel. 
Here are typical values for a 5 -inch diameter 
loop: 

Cl 
10 µµf 

5 µµf 

C2 
5 µµf 

75 uµf 

Frequency 
108 me 

69 me 

The loop is coupled to the receiver antenna ter- 
minals through twisted leads to reduce electro- 
static pickup. Besides supporting the loop, the 
propeller improves the appearance of the device. 
Cups at the top and bottom cover the coil and 
the capacitors and keep them out of sight. 

GAS TUBE AMPLIFIER 
Patent No. 2,603,766 

Jerome Kurshan, Princeton, N. J. 

(Assigned to Radio Corp. of America) 

Conventional gas tubes are never used to am- 
plify, because there is no way of controlling con- 
duction. Below the firing point, no tube current 

611F 

flows. When the gas is ionized the grid loses con- 
trol and there is considerable plate current flow. 
A new type of tube has been designed to solve 

PICKUP 

-4 

this problem. The new tube has at xiliary ele- 
ments which provide a stream of charged par- 
ticles. The main elements function just like those 
of a vacuum tube triode. This tube can handle 
large amounts of power with little distortion. 

The circuit of the tube is the upper figure. 
Kl, K2 are the auxiliary and main cathodes, re- 
spectively. When the potential between them is 
high enough, the gas ionizes and separates into 
negative electrons and positive ions. This mix- 
ture is called a plasma. Focusing electrode F 
focuses the plasma into a narrow beam. The 
electrons are attracted to the positive plate P. 
Ions are drawn towards the negative grid G. A 
high -impedance element in the grid circuit 
minimizes distortion. 
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SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 

5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois Phone: COlumbus 1 -1221 In Canada: Bach- Simpson, Ltd., London. Ont. o 

All the necessary signal sources for alignment of 

FM and TV receivers Includes the Simpson High 

Sensitivity Oscilloscope and high frequency crystal 

probe for signal tracing Independent, continuously 

variable attenuators and step attenuators for both 

AM and FM units offer complete control of output 

at all times 0.15 megacycle sweep is provided by 

a noiseless specially designed sweep motor based 

on D'Arsonval meter movement principles 

The exclusive Simpson output cable (illustrated) 

includes a variable termination network, quickly 

adapted to provide open, 75 or 300 ohm terminatioñs 

-the addition of a pad provides attenuation and 

isolation. Use of appropriate resistors across certain 

terminals will provide any other termination required. 

A .002 MFD blocking condensor can be added on 

any termination for use on circuits containing 

a DC component The FM generator output voltage 

is constant within .2 DB per MC of sweep. 

dealer's net $395.00 

i 
a 

;o 

-fie- "FOR OPPORTUNITIES IN 

Get in on the ground floor of this fast -growing field, with proven. practical T.C.I. 
training. Here is complete, non -mathematical training you take In your spare time. 
without leaving your present job! You learn TV set conversion. master antenna In- 
stallation, the latest in UHF -TV. money- making short cuts and much more. You 

learn to trouble shoot, test and repair TV sets the only practical way by doing the work yourself ! 

LEARN BY DOING! You work on a large scr en. mod 
MAIL NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET I ern TV receiver furnished with the course and yours to 

keep. As an optional fea 
tore, you get two weeks of 
field experience with one of 
Chicago's largest Independ- 
ent TV servicing organiza- 
tions. Age is no barrier. 
Many T.C.I. students are 
over 40! Send for facts NOW! 

TFt,EYISION 

VETERANS discharged 
since June 27. 
1950 are eligi- 
ble for G.I. 
benefits. Check 
coupon. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
INSTITUTE 

205 W. Wacker Dr., Dept. RE -15, Chicago 6. III. 

TELEVISION COM- 
MUNICATIONS 
INST. Dept. RE -15, 
205 W. Wacker Dr., 
Chicago 6, Ill. 
Rush FREE facts. in- 
cluding Catalog and 
Sample Lesson. I am not 
obligated. 

Name 
Veterans Check Here 

Address 

City & Zone State 
BEGINNERS: Check for facts 

Pre -TV Course. 
on t 
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...for that EXTRA 

MARGIN OF SAFETY! 

Customers judge your service by the results they get. If 
a radio or TV repair job fails to stand up, they blame you, not 

the parts you used. 

Don't jeopardize your business reputation with "just -as- good" 
replacement parts. OHMITE resistors provide an extra margin 

of safety. You can depend on these quality resistors- wire -wound or 
composition -to give years of trouble -free service. 

Ve íii yit 
`IfWrG . . 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4895 Flournoy Street, Chicago 44, Illinois 

Sestd dtocl¢ carat, 

H MIT E 
DEPENDABLE RESISTANCE UNITS 

lo_ 

A phono amplifier schematic is also shown. 
Here a vacuum triode is used in the grid circuit 
of the gas tube. The triode amplifies the output 
of the photo pickup and provides the necessary 
high impedance in series with the grid of the 
gas tube. 

SAWTOOTH GENERATOR 
Patent No. 2,616,044 

Kurt Schlesinger, New York, N. Y. 
(assigned to Radio Corp. of America) 

A sawtooth wave can be generated by differ- 
entiating a parabolic wave. This invention shows 
methods for forming the parabolic wave. 

See the accompanying figure. An a.c. sine wave 
(which cannot be changed by differentiation) is 
applied to the full -wave rectifier through a trans- 
former. The tube delivers the usual rectified sine - 
wave pulses shown. These are distorted by L and 
Rl to a rounded parabolic waveform. A differ - 
entiator made up of C and R2 converts the para- 
bola to a sawtooth. 

In an alternate method, the parabolic wave may 
be formed by inserting a resistor (R3) in series 
with the input. When this is done, L and Rl may 
be eliminated. 

; 

AC 

II 
t 

fR I 

I 

R2 

U.H.F. CONVERTER FOR TV 
Patent No. 2,616,037 

Benjamin F. Wheeler and Howard R. Mathwich, 
Haddonfield, N. J. 

(assigned to Radio Corp. of America) 
In this u.h.f converter, the incoming signal is 

mixed with a harmonic of the local oscillator. The 
oscillator tube may be a conventional type, oper- 
ating with relatively high efficiency at less than 
half the frequency of the incoming signal. 

The figure shows a cavity resonator Q tuned to 
the desired signal by a screw S. The signal fre- 
quency (F3) is coupled to the cavity through a 
loop. The local oscillator frequency (F1) is fed 
into the cavity at P. A 1N21B crystal distorts the 
oscillator current and generates a strong second 
harmonic 2F1. The difference between F3 and 
2F1 is the i.f. (F2). The converter is followed by 
an i.f. stage. 

The inner conductor T of the cavity is hollow. 
Within it is conducting rod R. A polystyrene tube 
separates R and T. Although R is much shorter 
than T, they can each be adjusted to an odd mul- 
tiple of a quarter -wavelength at F3. This is be- 
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cause R and T are separated by polystyrene, 
which has 2.6 times the dielectric constant of air. 
Coax line R, T, is open as its far end, so the im- 
pedance at point P is very low with respect to 
F3. The incoming signal is shorted out by the low 
effective impedance at this point and is prevented 

NEW PATENTS 

from entering the local oscillator circuit and af- 
fecting the oscillator frequency. 

Here are typical dimensions and frequencies 
for the harmonic converter described above. 

dl 2.67 inches Fl 416 -442 me 
d2 1.92 inches F2 88 -76 
d3 .72 -.18 inches F3 920 -960 

COMBINATION HEARING AID 
AND RADIO RECEIVER 

Patent No. 2,618,707 
Lemuel M. Temple, Scarsdale, N.Y. 

(Assigned to 
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Newton, Moss.) 

This circuit combines a radio and hearing -aid 
in a single unit. Thus a hard -of- hearing person 
may enjoy radio programs when he is not using 
the device as an ordinary hearing aid. 

The set may use 6 miniature type tubes. Three 
of them may operate as r.f. amplifier, converter, 
and i.f. amplifier. One tube is the diode detector 
when the set is switched to RADIO. This tube be- 
comes an amplifier when the switch is thrown to 
HA (hearing aid). The remaining tubes are the 
a.f. voltage amplifier and power output tubes. 
respectively. 

EARPIECE 

~i II 

The figure shows the audio section. Sl, 52, S3, 
S4 is a ganged switch. The first two poles switch 
the control grid of V1 from microphone to the 
i.f. transformer. In the RADIO position, only the 
control grid and filament are in the circuit. Then 
the tube is a half -wave diode detector. When the 
switch is thrown to HA the tube is a pentode am- 
plifier. V2 is the audio amplifier and V3 is the 
power tube. 

A and B voltages are disconnected from the r.f. 
and i.f. stages when the set is in HA position. 
They are controlled by switch sections S4 and S3, 
respectively. 

MAGNETOMETER 
Patent No. 2,603,687 

Lawrence J. Giacoletto, Eatontown, N. J. 

(Assigned to Radio Corp. of America) 

This instrument measures the strength of a 
magnetic field by its effect on an electron stream. 
Electrons carry a magnetic charge and can be de- 
flected from their normal paths by an external 
magnetic field. It can be used wherever space is 
limited, as in testing narrow air gaps. Readings 
are accurate and continuous. The circuit uses 
three tubes, one of which is a special magnetom- 
eter type shown schematically in the diagram 
below. 

Vl is normally blocked by high negative grid 
bias from Bl. When Vl conducts, its cathode 
current flows through meter M, which constitutes 
the entire tube load. During conduction, the 
voltage across the meter will nearly equal T, 
the peak -to -peak amplitude of the sawtooth plate 
potential. 

V2 is an amplifier whose output is fed to the 
grid of Vl. 

V3 is the special magnetometer tube. It has a 
cathode K, plates Pl and P2, and a collector CO. 
P2 has two small apertures, one above K and the 
other above CO. V3 must be placed in the mag- 
netic field to be measured. All other components 
may be located elsewhere, since the connecting 
leads to the magnetometer tube carry only d.c. 
supply voltages or low- frequency a.c. 

Electrons from K pass through the first aper- 
ture and are attracted by Pl, which is biased by 
the positive voltage T. If the tube is in a mag- 

FROM IF 

-c MIKE 

netic field, the electron stream will be deflected. 
A weak field produces only slight deflection, such 
as A. If the magnetic force is very strong there 
will be a greater deflection of the electrons - 
along a path like D. Possible intermediate paths 
produced by other magnetic field strengths are 
shown by the positions of the dashed lines at 
B and C. 

If T is a positive -going sawtooth voltage, the 
electron beam will follow paths A to D progres- 
sively, as the sawtooth rises from zero to maxi- 
mum. As electrons sweep along path B. they pass 
through the second aperture to CO and flow 
through R. This produces a negative pulse at the 
V2 grid which is amplified, inverted, and fed to 
Vl. The positive grid pulse unblocks Vl momen- 
tarily, and M reads the instantaneous value of 
T. Capacitor C integrates the pulsating voltages 
appearing across the meter into a steady reading 
whose maximum value would be limited by the 
peak -to -peak amplitude of the sawtooth supply 
voltage T. 

The magnetic field strength can be determined 
from the reading of M. M reads a value closely 
equal to T, as we have already stated. For any 
particular value of T, only one definite magnetic - 
field intensity will guide the electrons along B. 
The strength of the magnetic field being explored 
can be computed from the meter readings or de- 
termined by comparison with known fields. 

( 

PI 

P2 co T 
V3 

Bi- 

-t( 
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CONCORD 
TV CLINIC 

NATIONAL 
TURRET BOOSTER 

Finest turret tuner ever de- 
signed. Built -in Power sup. 
ply. Brand New! 
Lots of If 
Sots of 

0.'9 3....510.95 sa. 
Singly ..511.95 

GRAYBURNE TV-I.F. 
PLUG -IN BOOSTER 

Just plug in this complete EXTRA I.F. 
stage. Improves pix and sound. No switches, 

it no external connections, permanent installa- 
tion. Shpg wt 2 lbs 
Your Net Cost 

$5.60 

Tele.Matic 
IGNITION FILTER 

Compact. shielded, easy to install. 
Eliminates ignition "signal" interfer 
ence from TV sets. Shop wt $1.18 
I lb. Your Net Cost 

TUBE BRIGHTENER 
Extends pix tube life, improves 
emission by increasing fll. tempera- 
ture. Just plug in. Shpg 
wt I Ib. Your Net Cost.. $1.95 

CLAROSTAT 

Automatic 

LINE 

VOLTAGE 

Regulator 
For clear steady TV pic- 
tures in areas of fluctuat- 
ing line voltage. Constant 
115 V over variation be- 
tween 90 and 140 volts. 
Shop wt 6 oz. $1-ií3 
300W atts M ax. N et 

.g 
350WattsMax.Net $1'47 

ANTENNA 

SWITCH 

$2.91M 

Vee -DX. Handles 3 sepa- 

rate antenna leads with 
no capacity loss. Shpg wt 
I lb. 

TELEVISION CLARIFIER 
Two adjustable knobs tune out 
or reduce ghosts, tears. other In 

terference. Easily installed in 

antenna line. 3va" sq. x 

Shpg wt 1l,í lbs. 
Your Net Cost 

$4.40 

AIL CHANNEL "MAGI" 

$6"95 
Lots of 6 

$650 
Optimum results on all 
channels. 6 aluminum ele- 
ments. Fine for fringe 
areas. "Self- lock" design. 

elements, I" arm. 
Shpg wt 10 lbs. 

100 RESISTORS 
Carefully selected popular 
assortment color coded. 
'/z. I, 2 watt sizes AO_ 
SPECIAL .70 

10 CANDOHM 
RESISTORS 

$159 
per kit 

Shielded, insulated. wire - 
wound. 5 to 50 watt sizes, 
some tapped. In plastie 
utility box, shpg wt 2 lbs. 

CONDENSER 
BARGAIN! 

$7P 
95 

Surprise value, 75 asstd 
paper bypass, mica. elec- 
trolytic, all types. in util- 
ity plastic box, sling wt 
IC Ihs. Worth over 520! 

Send in your NAME AND ADDRESS and get 
on our mailing list for red hot "limited quantity" 
buys! Write today -Dept. C -3. 

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00 
Address All Mail Orders to Dept. C -3 

Concord Radio 
55 Vesey Street. \; Phone 

New York 1, N. Y. DIgby 9 -1132 
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For the same 

Ireasons 

installers 
s p ray antenna 

connections, 
we 

signal 
e 

have eliminated 
them! Our continuously 

ed antenna elem 
ents provide 

maximum 
it indefinitely, 

because they 
e 

80 % the number of element 
connections 

common 
to 

is 
That's why tpre sñbi, oldable 

aluminum 
SKYLINE neprae 

IS fast 

all other types i n fringe areas. 

SKYDIVE MFG. CO. 1458C6 
East 17th Street 

Pote nted 

SKYLINE MFG. CO. 
I458C6 East 17th Street, Cleveland 14, Ohio FILL OUT AND MAIL 

Send more information on the SKYLINE antenna to this address: 

MY NAME 

STREET AND NUMBER 

CITY STATE 

Here's the name of my local Dealer or Serviceman Distributor 

NAME 

STREET AND NUMBER 

CITY STATE 

METER SPECIALS 
New Triplett Meters 

Model Description 

341 0 -500 ma. RF. 3" rd. 
232 0 -10 V. AC. 2" rd. 
327A 0 -1 ma. DC. 0 -100 good -bad 

scale. 3" sq. 
327A 0 -60 micro -amps. DC. 

0 -1000 ohm scale. 3" sq. 
327A 0-400 micro -amps. DC. 3" sq. 

0 -25 -50 -100 V. AC scale. 
221 0 -8 ma. DC. 2" rd. 

0 -100 good -bad scale. 
2421 0 -1.2 ma. DC. 2" rd. 0 -100 

ma. scale. 

Price 

86.50 
6.50 

6.50 

8.50 

8.50 

4.50 

4.50 

Weston "S" Meter -Mod. 606. Type 234L. Tune 
for max. 2.5 ma. movement. Price $3.50 
Weston Volt -Ammeter -Mod. 606 Type 221 -P. 
0 -60 Amps. DC and 0 -30 volts DC. Normally 
reads current -depress switch for volts. Complete 
with shunt at $9.50 each. 
General Electric Model 53BAAL similar to 
above but less shunt -$7.50 each. 
Ampere Demand Indicator -Stewart Warner. 
Type 748A. 0 -20 amps. High time lag. Indication 
follows for average reading as would affect 
supply transformers and motor windings. Sepa- 
rate pointer remains at maximum average 
reached during check period. Very special at 
$3.95 each. 

Write for free catalogue of Electronic, Aircraft, 
Hydraulic and other equipment. 

Minimum order 82.00 
Prices F.O.B. Paterson. N. J. 

4creciativ4 
INCORPORATED 

4 Godwin Ave. Paterson, N. J. 

PULSE 
TECHNIQUES 

by S. Mo.kor.it, and J. Hacker 

Get this new self -training book 
for 10 days' free examination 

Here is everything you need to 
know about pulse techniques -a 
subject of increasing importance 
in television, communications, and all electronic 
equipment. This book covers transient response of 
linear networks, design of pulse networks, pulse 
shaping and clamp circuits, pulse generation, meas- 
urement, and instruments, pulse communication 
systems, and aerial navigations aids. 

PARTIAL CONTENTS: Fourier- transform method. Re- 
sponse of an ideal low -pass filter to a step voltage. Physi- 
cal significance of response curves. Response to a pulse 
series. Determination of network response by Fourier 
transforms. Use of partial fractions in the solution of 
transform problems. Laplacian transform and inverse Lapla- 
cian of a step voltage. Typical network problems using 
L transforms. High -pass RC filter. Pulse transformers. 
Step- voltage build -up time response of a step -down 
transformer. Delay -time response. Special coaxial delay 
lines. Design of lumped lines. Supersonic delay lines. 
Shunt- peaking amplifier. Four- terminal coupling net- 
works. Transmission -line amplifiers, Cathode follower. 
Limiter circuits. Clipping circuits. Peak -riding clipper. 
Integrating circuits. Positive -bias restorer. Electron - 
coupled pulse oscillators. Relaxation oscillators. Multi - 
vibrators. Sweep circuits. Time calibration. Pulse- count- 
ing systems. Commutation. Modulation. Synchronization. 
Commercial pulse communication system. Introduction to 
radar systems. Timing unit. Radar receiver. Navar sys- 
tem. Loran system. Get this authoritative handbook today! 
Coupon below brings you "Pulse Techniques" on FREE 
trial for 10 days. Mail it NOW! 

r -MAIL COUPON TODAY 
Prentice -Hall, Inc.. Dept.yl -RE -3553 
70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. 
Please send me a copy of PULSE TECHNIQUES for 
FREE examination. Within 10 days I will either 
return the book and owe nothing, or keep it and 
remit $2.65 down (plus postage) and $2 monthly for 
2 months. 
Name 
Address 
City 

L 
fume ....State 
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SIMPLE PHONO OSCILLATOR 
Here is a neat little battery- powered 

phono oscillator which gives surprising 
results at distances up to 100 feet. 
Separate isolated inputs and volume 
controls are provided for operating the 
oscillator either from a low -level micro- 

()PHONO 

s00K 

MIKE 

1T4(2) 

.01 

IMEG 510K .002 

IMEG 

510K 

phone or from a high- output phono 
pickup. 

Coil Ll is a single -layer type broad- 
cast antenna or r.f. coil with a 20 -turn 
tickler (L2) of No. 30 enameled wire, 
wound close to the bottom of the form. 
The tubes, tuning capacitor, and most 

Al 1R5 

SEE TEXT 

T ,100ppt 

I00JL ut 
oat 

LI 

.01 
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of the remaining parts wens taken from 
a junked personal -type portable 
receiver. 

If you don't care to use an antenna 
or r.f. coil, you can use the oscillator 
coil from a battery receiver. Keep the 
antenna as short as possible to avoid 
excessive radiation and possible inter- 
ference with other broadcast -band 
receivers. -G. R. Anglado 

CRYSTAL -DIODE TESTER 
The usual method of testing crystal 

diodes is to measure the forward and 
backward resistances and the back cur- 
rent with a fixed voltage. The values 
thus obtained are then compared to 
those obtained with standard crystals. 
Although a diode may pass these tests 
with flying colors, the conversion loss, 
noise temperature, and other factors 

Jeeo4md CUSTOM-BUILT TV CABINETS 
Direct from MANUFACTURER to YOU! 

Be Alert -be smart! Don't be misled by other offerings of cabinets similar to 
these original TeleSound creations, at lower prices. They are NOT the some 
quality. When you buy from TeleSound, you buy from the MANUFACTURER - 
at the lowest possible prices consistent with the high quality of these cabinets. 

Be price and quality conscious! TeleSound wholesale prices enable you to 
sell more make a BETTER PROFIT for yourself, with greater satisfaction to your 
customers. Compare price and quality -then -buy with confidence from Tele- 
sound. Our factory -to -you shipments, and lowest wholesale prices, are your 
guarantee of satisfaction! 

Nationally 

SUPER DeLUXE TV CHASSIS 

VIDEO ; ., . 

$149g! 

SMASHINGLY 
LOW PRICED! 

MODEL 630K3C 

30 tuhes -for 16" to 
24" Picture Tubes 

Hite Efficiency 
High Voltage 
Circuit 
Keyed ACC 

Automatic bright- 
ness control 
Special extra high 
gain CascodeStand- 
ard Coil Tuner 

Directly adaptable 
tor UHF. 
12 "Quality +pecker 
Factory wired. 
aligned. tested. 

Complete. ready to 
play, including 
tubes. knobs and 
hardware 

Less CRT 

DeLuxe Techmaster 2431P Chassis. 
Video 630DX DeLuxe Chassis for ex- Complete less CRT $199.95 
freme fringe area. amp e e, c ema is s lagrom an 
Techmaster C -30 Chassis, Complete complete 24 page service manual FREE 

with Tubes& Speaker, LessCRT.$149.50 with any of these chassis! 

GUARANTEED QUALITY & VALUE! 

H:25 ", D:211/2". W:25" Wgt: 50 Lbs. 

TABLE 
$42.00 MODEL 500 

HERE'S THE "PACKAGE DEAL" 
YOU'VE WAITED FOR! 

SAVE MONEY! Order the cabinet of your choice from 
the TeleSound models illustrated, in combination with 
the famous Video 630 TV Chassis, 12" speaker, and 
your choice of picture tube. If Video 630DX DeLuxe 
Chassis is desired, add $10 to combination price. For 
DeLuxe Techmaster 2431 P Chassis, add $50. Check 
these sensationally low prices: 

CABINET 
STYLE 

COMBINED WITH Super 630 Chassis, 12" Speaker, and 

17" CRT 20" CRT 21" CRT 24" CRT 
500 $216.25 $222.70 $227.00 $272.50 
200 $221.50 $227.90 $232.25 

As above, for 24" Picture Tube 
H:31 ", D:24 ", W:27" 
Wgt: 60 lbs. $55.80 

á i 

H:40'/4 ", D:221/1 ", W:251/4" 
Wgt: 60 lbs. 
CONSOLE 
MODEL 200 $47.50 

All TeleSound cabinets illustrated are available in Ribbon Stripe Ma- 
hogany. Model 200 also available in Walnut. All cabinets can be had in 
Blonde Korina at 10% additional. These cabinets are custom built and 
drilled to fit standard 630 type chassis. We can supply them with undrilled 
panel to fit any other chassis you specify. Complete cabinet catalog 
available on request. All prices subject to change without notice. 

FAMOUS MAKE 

TV PICTURE TUBES 
ALL STANDARD BRANDS - 
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED 

FULL ONE TEAR GUARANTEE 

DON'T BE MISLED -DEMAND 
GUARANTEED STANDARD BRANDS 

12t._" Black or White $22.55 
22.55 14" Glass Rect. ,Hilo 

16" Glass Round IBM, 
16" Glass Rect. (BM, 33.55 
17" Rectangular Blk) 32.45 
19" Rounit ,HIk, 36.65 
20" Rectangular ,H1k0 39.05 
21" Rectangular IBIk 43.45 
24" Ateta! 76.45 
27" Hect. Wholesale Price on Bequest 

Please include 25/ deposit with orders, balance C.O.D. All shipments F.O.B., NYC 
"Designers & Manufacturers of Custom TV and Radio Furniture" 

421 West 28th Street 
New York 1, N.Y. 
Phone: WI 7.0719 

MARCH, 1953 
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type no. 

specs. ,._ 
circuit 

diagram 

Triad Power Transformers -like 
other Triad transformers -have the 
essential information right where 
you want it -on the decal. 
It simplifies installation- speeds 
servicing -makes reordering easy. 
Whether used for replacement, 
industrial applications, PA amplifiers 
or amateur gear, they offer 
small size, maximum efficiency, 
low temperature rise and low cost. 
Also, they are "Climatite" treated, 
both coil and core, for protection 
against moisture and for elimination 
of lamination chatter. Laminations 
are painted to prevent rust. Copper 
straps are used for static shields, 
grounded to case and core. 
Leads are color coded, UL approved. 
Final tests include checking for 
proper operation. Cases are 
finished in durable, attractive 
grey baked enamel. 

Write for Catalogs TR -52B and TV -528 

4055 Redwood Ave. Venice, Calif. 

may make it entirely unsuitable for 
many applications. 

The crystal -diode tester shown in the 
diagram is the invention of Peter D. 
Strum and is described in Patent No. 
2,585,353. The unit indicates conversion 
loss and noise temperature. Perform- 
ance curves, calibration charts, and 
construction drawings will be found in 
the published patent. 

The tester is calibrated initially by 
placing the switch in the TEST position 
with a fixed resistor between 300 and 
3,000 ohms plugged into the crystal 
socket. The potentiometer is then ad- 

CALIBRATE 

°OFF 

TEST 

justed so the meter reads full scale 
(100 µa) . Then, without varying the 
potentiometer, the switch is thrown to 
CALIBRATE. The meter reading is then 
marked on the dial of the potentiom- 
eter. Other resistors between 300 and 
3,000 ohms are then used to calibrate 
the potentiometer dial throughout its 
range. 

To check crystals, plug the crystal 
into the socket, throw the switch to 
CALIBRATE, and adjust the potentiometer 
so its dial setting corresponds to the 
meter reading. Switching over to TEST 
gives a new meter reading which is an 
indication of the quality of the crystal 
being tested. 

NOVEL CAPACITOR CHECKER 
I am one who likes to get as much 

use as possible from existing equip- 
ment so I developed this method of 
testing capacitors for shorts, opens, 
and leakage. For the test, I use a d.c. 
vacuum -tube voltmeter and a source of 
B voltage. The latter may be a bench 
power supply or the power supply in a 
piece of equipment under test. 

From the supply, I tap off a d.c. 
voltage equal to the working -voltage 
rating of the capacitor to be checked. 
This voltage is applied to the capacitor 
and v.t.v.m. in series as shown in the 
diagram. 

If the capacitor is good, the needle 
of the meter will immediately swing up 
scale as the capacitor charges; then it 
will drop to 1 or 2 volts. This indicates 
that the capacitor is good for blocking 
d.c. A leaky capacitor will show a much 
higher voltage reading -depending on 
the amount of leakage through the 
capacitor and on the test voltage. 

HAD LICO 
LIGHTNING 
ARRESTOR 

IT'S THE LOWEST PRICE 
UNDERWRITERS' LISTED 
ARRESTOR ON THE MARKET 

ORDER FROM 
YOUR NEAREST 

PARTS JOBBER 

LIST PRICE 

90c 
TV Receiver Sensitivity 
Measurements made 

Simple with 

The ii 
New 11 Sensmeter 

Portable 

Approved by 
leading television 

manufacturers! 

Consult your 

* Takes the guesswork out of 
TV service 

* Checks receiver from antenna 
terminals to picture tube 

* Microvolt scale is divided 
into 3 sections as a guide 
for the servicemen 

* Sensitivity testing is accepted 
by servicemen as the best 
method of determining the 
cause of bad pictures 

jobber or write for further information 

422 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 5, Illinois 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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OC H A S 

125 MILLION 
FOR 

TELEVISION 

All G -C Stand -Offs are supplied 
with genuine Polyethylene 

insulators like this . 

featuring the exclusive G -C 
reinforcing rib that keeps the 

insulator from collapsing. 

119 

125 MILLION STAND -OFFS! Yes, 

G -C recently completed the manufacture 
of its 125,000,000th Stand -Off . . . 

made possible by the fact that the entire 
radio -TV service industry recognizes 
the value, the top quality built into 

every G -C Stand -Off -available from 
your jobber in 24 popular styles. 

MOM 

G -C KANT -STRIP 
MAST STAND -OFFS 

Exclusive, improved mast stand-offs 
with strip -proof extruded threads. 

Extra strong; no flimsy light metal used; 
no loose nuts to fall out. Galvanized strap has round 

end for easier threading. Genuine Polyethylene 
insulator, unique G -C design. 

No. 

8253 3'/2" Single 
8251 7'/2" Single 

G -C 

UNIVERSAL STAND -OFFS 

(Machine Screw Type) 

No. 

8031 

8032 

8035 

Length 

3'/2" 

51/2" 

7'/2" 

G -C 

UNIVERSAL STAND -OFFS 

(Wood Screw Type) 

No. 

8021 

8028 

8029 

8030 

Length 

3' /z" 
5Y2" 

7Y2" 

12" 

NAIL -IN STAND -OFFS 

New, speed -type nail -in 
stand -offs save installation 
time, labor and cost on each 
job. Easy to use, Genuine 
Polyethylene insulators. 

No. Length 

8343 

G -C 

DUPLEX IN -LINE STAND -OFFS 

Two styles, wood screw and 
machine screw types. Heavily 
zinc plated to prevent rust. 

No. 

8225 

8226 

Size and Type 

11/2" Wood Screw 

71/2" Machine Screw 

G -C 

SNAP -ON STAND -OFFS 

NEW, improved snap -on 
that is easier to install, then 
stays on. Snap . . . and it's 
on; that's all there is to it! 
Two standard sizes. Feature 
exclusive G -C reinforced 
insulators. 
No. Size 

8791 For 1" Masts 
8798 For 1'4" Masts 

G -C 

"WIRE- GRIP" GUY WIRE 

STAND -OFFS 

TV lead -ins and rotator wires 
can be brought down long 
guy wires. Fasten perma- 
nently; easy to use. Genuine 
Polyethylene insulators. 
No. Size and Type 

8255 3'/2" Single 
8256 Double Type 

G -C 

DUPLEX KANT -STRIP MAST 

STAND -OFFS 

Heavy steel stand -off with 
strip -proof extruded threads. 
A deluxe stand -off at a 
really low price. Galvanized 
strapping. For both 300 -ohm 
and coaxial lines. 
No. Type 
8258 Double 

G -C 

EAVE TYPE CLAMP -ON 

STAND -OFFS 

New type, clamp -type stand- 
off that quickly fastens to 
eaves. Easy to install. Genu 
ine Polyethylene insulators. 
No. Type 

8811 Single 

8812 Double 

G -C 

TEE -TYPE STAND -OFFS 

Heavy zinc plated for per- 
manent installation. Two 
Types, wood screw and ma- 
chine screw. For both 300 - 
ohm and coaxial lines. 
No. Size and Type 
8809 7' /z" Wood Screw 
8810 71/2" Machine Screw 

MARCN, 1953 

FREE G -C's big, illustrated Catalog, chock -full 
of hundreds and hundreds of radio -TV service aids. 
Send a postcard for your copy today! 

GENERAL CEMENT MANUFACTURING CO. 
910 TAYLOR AVENUE ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 
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PUBLICATIONS 

RADIO HANDBOOK. GIANT 13TH EDITION. A 
one -volume library of radio information with 
extensive, simplified theory. Detailed how-to - 
build-it data on dozens of items of practical 
radio equipment. Book No. E &E- RH13 $6.00* 

BETTER TV RECEPTION (in fringe and low -sig- 
nal areas). NEW SECOND EDITION. The stand- 
ard guide for installation technicians. A popular 
text for TV enthusiasts. 
Book No. E &E -TR2 $2.50* 

RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE MANUAL. Typical 
study questions with concise answers for any 
commercial U.S.A. radiotelephone operators li- 
cense. Book No. E &E -RL1 53.75* 

ANTENNA MANUAL. A practical, comprehen- 
sive book on antennas, for everyone interested 
in transmission and reception. Over 300 pages. 
Book No. E &E -AM1 53.50* 

RADIO HANDBOOK, 12TH EDITION. Selected 
constructional items only. English edition. 
Book No. E &ERH12 $3.000 

Spanish edition. Book No. E &E- RHSPI2 54.00* 

WORLD'S RADIO TUBES (BRANS' VADE 
MECUM). NEW 9TH EDITION. Lists over 15,000 
tubes from every tube making country. Printed 
in 16 languages. Book No. E &E- VM9 55.00° 

SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL. VOL. 
1. Practical conversions. Write for list of con- 
tents. Book No. E &E -SM1 52.50* 

SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL. VOL. 
2. Companion to Volume 1. 
Book No. E &E -SM2 52.50* 

*Plus any tax. 

BUY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
ADD 10% ON DIRECT MAIL ORDERS TO 

EDIT 0 R S and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 
BOX 6 8 9 B, SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 

B**islo.es order from BAKER it TAYLOR, Nillside, N. J. 
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TOP - SELLING TV -RADIO 

PUBLICATIONS distributed by 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

FAMOUS SHOP- TESTED 
REFERENCE BOOKS 

"Latest Testing Instruments 
for Servicing Radio -TV" 

New 1952 edition tells all about 
modern electronic testing equip- 
ment and how to use it most 
effectively. Packed with money- 
making short -cuts on trouble - 
shooting, servicing, construction 
and other subjects involving use 
of test instruments. Covers Mul- 
tipliers, Resistors, Ohmmeters, 
Oscilloscopes, etc. All data shop - 
tested for practical application. 
Profusely illustrated, 350 pages. 
ORDER CTB-3. Only $3.25 

"TV Servicing Cyclopedia" -A Best Seller 
The fact- packed TV reference book 
by H. P. Manly. Covers every 
phase of TV, including latest data 
on color and UHF. Shows you how 
TV works, how to service sets. 
Special sections on picture pattern 
servicing; testing and measuring; 
alignment; full treatment of am- 
plifiers, antennas, controls, ion 
traps, sync. circuits, power sup- 
plies, video IF amplifiers, sweep 
oscillators, adapters, converters - 
covers everything. 750 pages. 
ORDER CTB -1. Only $5.95 

"Television and Radio Handbook" 
1952 edition of the famous TV and 
radio "answer" book. Over 3000 
facts packed into a single volume 
to speed trouble -shooting. Covers 
solutions to most frequent TV- 
radio service troubles; offers 
short -cut time -saving tips; data on 
TV boosters, latest UHF conver- 
sion methods, etc. 375 pages, 
hundreds of illustrations. 
ORDER CTB -5. Only $2.75 

BOYCE 
AUTHORITATIVE TV 
& RADIO HANDBOOKS 

"Video Handbook" 
Covers entire subject of TV; gives 
expert data on design, construc- 
tion, production, installation. 
operation and servicing. Fourteen 
complete sections cover the field 
of TV exhaustively. All subjects 
treated practically and simply for 
easy understanding. A remarkable 
handbook widely used by schools, 
engineers, experimenters, and in- 
dustrial technicians. 892 pages. 
ORDER BB -2. Only $5.95 

"Radio and Electronics Handbook" 
Here is the basic knowledge and 
data of Radio and Electronics 
digested in 18 sections; complete, 
easy -to- locate data. Clearly ex- 
plains radio and electronic theory, 
and covers all phases of the sub- 
ject in detail. The most widely 
used handbook of its kind -abso- 
lutely invaluable to anyone inter- 
ested in radio or electronics. 890 
pages; illustrated. 
ORDER 88-1. Only $4.95 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

Order from your Parts Jobber today, or 
write direct to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 

2205 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 

$ enclosed. Send the following books: 

CTB -3 CTB -1 CTB -5 
BB -2 BB -1 

Name 

Address 

City Zone... .State J 

A shorted capacitor will cause the 
meter to indicate the full value of the 
impressed supply voltage. An open ca- 
pacitor will not cause the meter to kick 
when the voltage is applied and the 
reading will remain at zer.l volts. - 
Leon Gold 

SIMPLIFIED METER SHUNTS 

Very often we want to use a low - 
range sensitive milliammeter to measure 
a wide range of currents which may 
be found in the grid, filament, and plate 
circuits of transmitters, receivers, and 
similar equipment. When we use the 
average low -range meter, the shunt re- 
sistors may have values considerably 
less than 1 ohm. Precision resistors are 
expensive and easily damaged. It is a 
lot of trouble constructing and calibrat- 
ing your own, so we increase the meter 
resistance and use standard stock re- 
sistors as shunts. 

To do this, we first connect a 5,000 - 
ohm, 1 -watt resistor in series with the 
meter and then shunt this combination 
as shown in the diagram. The resistance 
of the average meter is small compared 
to 5,000 ohms, so it can be disregarded. 

ID RANGE METER 

Whatever the basic range of the 
meter, all you do to get the approximate 
shunt resistance is to divide 5,000 by 
the scale multiplication factor. Thus, 
if we start with a 1 -ma meter and want 
to increase its range to 10 ma to meas- 
ure grid current in a transmitter, we 
simply divide 5,000 by 10, and our shunt 
resistor becomes 500 ohms. To measure 
plate current, we might need a 500-ma 
shunt. In this case, we divide 5,000 
by 500 and find that a 10 -ohm resistor 
is required. 

When selecting shunts, be sure that 
the resistors have an adequate wattage 
rating. For low current ranges, a 1 -watt 
resistor may suffice. But, when extend- 
ing the meter range to 500 ma or so, you 
may need a 10- or 20 -watt resistor. The 
minimum wattage rating can be found 
by multiplying the resistance by the 
square of the current (I2 x R). 

This method of shunting meters gives 
good results when used in constructing 
a multimeter.-Mitchel Katz W2KPE. 
(Be aware that by increasing the re- 
sistance of the combination the use- 
fulness of the meter is reduced, often in 
direct proportion. For example, a meter - 
shunt combination with a range of 100 
ma and a resistance of 50 ohms would 
be quite useless in measuring the cur- 
rent through the filament of the average 
1.4 -volt tube, as the meter would have 
more resistance than the filament, and 
the reading would therefore be less than 
half the normal current. In other ap- 
plications it might be quite acceptable, 
as in the example of the 500 -ma shunt. 
A resistance of 10 ohms in the plate 
circuit would make no noticeable dif- 
ference.- Editor) END 

to add increased 

brilliance to any 

TV PICTURE TUBE 

\ 1 I 

Q,,,27[alvelLt COMPANY 

Chicago 25, Illinois 
Manufacturers of Electronic Equipment Since 1921 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

manufactured by 
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41'" OSCILLOSCOPE by AffiZAVI " 
(IN KIT AND WIRED FORM) 

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE -INSIST on this latest PRECISE Original -No other 
"scope" can compare with this newest test instrument -BECAUSE: 
PRECISE uses NO SURPLUS - only the finest components in our precision - 
engineered products. PRECISE offers an iron -clad guaranty with every pur- 
chase. AND PRECISE gives you an instructively illustrated, 3 color, "step-by- 
step" construction book -the most comprehensive in the market today! 

HERE ARE A FEW OF THE NUMEROUS PRECISE FEATURES IN THE 
NEW OSCILLOSCOPE: 

1. True electronic sweep magnifier 

2. Astigmatism control 

3. Push -Pull vertical from input thru output; push -pull horizontal 

4. Internal blanking and Z modulation with blanking amplifier 

5. Driven and non -driven sweep 

6. Over SMC flat response -DC amplifiers 

7. Cathode follower input on vertical and horizontal 

8. Internal calibrator 

9. Horizontal and vertical stepping attenuator 

10. NEW 7" Tube to PRECISE specifications 

11. Highest sensitivity available aside from finest laboratory scopes 

121 
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PRECISE TEST EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE IN KIT AND WIRED FORM 

MODEL 630 RF-AF.TV AND MARKER GENERATOR. For the first time 
in the history of the industry . SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE 
110 MC on fundamentals, 330 MC on harmonics; Pre-tuned RF 
(within 1 %) head; HE from 20 to 20,000 cycles; variable % and 
Est. Mod.; Cathode-Follower and Constant Z output; Stepping 
attenuator; Speech Amp.; Xtal Marker with Amp. control; RF and 

AF Standby; Wien Bridge AF; Colpitts RF; illuminated Drum Dials; 
Coax outputs; Separately tuned coils; Filtered AC; Vernier tun. 
in: Separate RF; Shielded; 8" x 11" a 5 "; Etched panel. 

Model 630KA $38.95 (pre-assembled head) Model 6301E 

Model 630W $53.95 (Factory wired) $33.95 

v 

ttpi v 

63.:P, '5 

MODEL 999 HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE. Designed for high voltage 
measurements with special emphasis on Safety, Operational Sim- 
plicity and Rugged Construction. Exclusive Features: MULTIPLE 
INSULATION, MECHANICALLY SHOCKPROOF; CHANGEABLE TIPS; 
SWIVEL connection. Odds are billions of billions to 1 that no 
breakdown will occur! INTERCHANGEABLE RESISTORS . Wired 
Only .. _...... $6.98 

MODEL 909 VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. 1% Ceramic precision 
Resistors; Coax DC connector; FM zero alignment scale; burnout 
proof circuit. Rugged oversize 41" meter ..... _ $25.98 
Factory wired . $44.98 

MODEL 635 UNIVERSAL AF SINE, SQUARE AND PULSE GENERATOR. 
For accurate testing audio and video circuits. 1% Ceramic pre- 
cision resistors; Wien Bridge; Variable_Z and cathode -follower 
output; minimum overshoot and roundoff through 100,000 cycles; 
sine waves through 200 KC $33.50 
Factory wired $52.50 

FOR COMPLETE LINE 

OF 

PRECISE KITS 

MAIL COUPON BELOW 

MODEL 912 RF PROBE. LOWEST PRICED, factory wired Probe In 
the industry. Individually calibrated at 75 MC for accurac , im 
pedante and shunt capacity. 

Wired Only . $4.25 
MODEL 960 CAPACITY ATTENUATOR PROBE. Reduces Input C. and 
loading effects of an oscilloscope by 10 to 1, Adjustable for any 
:awe. Lowest priced In the field, but still using highest quality 
components. 

Wired Only $5.95 

A.r 5141;1 cEXEgAT08 

SEE US 

at the 

I.R.E. SHOW 

Booth 4 -426 and 4-428 

MODEL 907 DELUXE VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. Another PRECISE 
first! Vertical or Horizontal construction. GIGANTIC 71" meter 

Prices slightly higher in the West Prices and movement; all the unusual values and features of Model 909 in 

specifications sub!ect to change without notice. a really DELUXE version .......... $38.98 
Factory wired ... $57.98 

MODEL 610 RF SIGNAL GENERATOR. The lowed priced signal 
generator in the field offering: -Same RF head as Model 630; 
110 MC on fundamentals; 330 MC on harmonics; 60 and 400 cycle 
AF; Cathode -follower output; Est. Mod.; Speech Amp.; Individu- 
ally tuned coils. 

Model 6101E 

Model 5 0W $39.95 
(winndl Dled head) $23.95 , f1R1 
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DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
OCEANSIDE, NEW YORK 

MARCH, 1953 

PRECISE DEVELOPMENT CORP. DEPT. RE -IS S 
999 LONG BEACH ROAD OCEANSIDE, L. I., NEW YORK 

GENTLEMEN: Without any obligation on my part, kindly send 
me the following: 

PRECISE CATALOG 
NAME OF DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST ME 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE __STATE uuu uuui uuuuu. 
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JACKSON 
MODEL CRO -2 

Proved by the 
hundreds in use 
by TV manufac- 

turers' and dealers' 
technicians 

t0- 

Judging by ratio of sales to market potential, this laboratory grade 5" oscil- 
loscope is preferred by the great majority of television and electronic tech- 
nicians. The specifications explain why such is the case. 

S p e c i f 

Vertical Amplifier - Push -pull ampli- 
fiers provide flat response within 1.5 db 
from 20 cycles thru 4.5 Mc. 
Sensitivity Ranges -The sensitivity 
ranges are .018, .18, 1.8, .25, 2.5, 25 RMS 
volts -per -inch. 
Horizontal Amplifier- Push -pull with 
sensitivity of .55 RMS volts - per -inch. 
Input Impedances -Vertical 1.5 meg- 
ohms shunted by 20 mmfd. Direct to 
plates, balanced 6 megohms shunted 
by 11 mmfd. Horizontal: 1.1 megohms. 
Linear Sweep Oscillator -Saw tooth 
wave 20 cycles to 50 Kc in 5 steps. 60 
cycle sine wave also available as well 
as provision for using external sweep. 
Input Voltage Calibration- Provides a 
standard voltage against which to 
measure voltages of signal applied to 
vertical input. 

i c a t i o n s 
Vertical Polarity Reversal -For revers- 
ing polarity of voltage being checked 
or for choosing either positive or nega- 
tive sync. voltages. 
Return Trace Blanking -Electronic 
blanking provides clear, sharp trace 
to prevent confusion in waveform 
analysis. 
Synchronizing Input Control -to choose 
among . INTERNAL, EXTERNAL, 60 
CYCLE, or 120 CYCLE positions. 
Intensity Modulation -60 cycle internal 
or external thru 'rent panel binding 
posts. 
Accessory -Model CR -P Probe for de- 
modulating RF and IF voltages. 

Prices: Model CRO -2, Users' Net $197.50 
Model CR -P Probe, Users' Net $9.95 

See your electronics distributor for more information, or write 

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. DAYTON 2, OHIO 
"Service Engineered" Test Equipment 

IN CANADA: THE CANADIAN MARCONI CO. 

Standard 
Brand Radio & T'' 

ES 
Convince yourself. Send TODAY for our 
bi- weekly Bulletin of Excellent Tube Val- 
ues. Dept. "C" 

tMA Gummier 

MANNFRED1'orrento,li,t, 
lectronics Corporation 

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY: AU TIAN iNO i Aa. 
.0100 n, Arn.urv..w0 c«o. SOUS ., ..o vr.. w..,,t 

136 LIBERTY STREET N. Y. 

15ERVICEIRBRAI 
Mr HERE IS LATE INFORMATION IN A 
HANDY FORM FOR RADIO & TELEVISION 
REPAIRMEN, SERVICEMEN & STUDENTS 

2 VOLS.$G PAY ONLY 
IT PAYS TO KNOW., 

AUDELS T.V.-RADIO SERVICE LIBRARY 
presents the important subjects of Modern 
Radio, Television, Industrial Electronics. 
F.M. Public Address Systems, Auto. Marine 
& Aircraft Radio, Phonograph Pick -Ups, etc. 
Covers Basic Principles- Construction -In- 
stallation - Operation - Repairs - Trouble 
Shooting. Shows How to get Sharp, Clear 
T.V. Pictures. Install Aerials -How to Test. 
Explains Color Systems & Methods of Con- 
version. 1001 Facts -Over 1260 Pages -625 
Illustrations -Parts & Diagrams- Valuable 
for Quick Ready Reference & Home Study. 
Tells How to Solve T.V. & Radio Troubles - 
Answers T.V. & Radio Questions. 

Get this information for Yourself. 
7 DAY TEST -ASK TO SEE IT! 

t -- ---MAIL ORDER - 
AUDEL Publishers 49 W.23 St., N.Y.IO 
Man AUDÉLS T.V. RADIO SERVICE LIBRARY 2 Vols. $6 on 7 days free trial. If O. N. I will remit $1 in 7 days and 
S3 monthly until $6 is paid. Otherwise I will return them. 

Name 

Address 

Occupation 

RE 
Employed by 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
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TRY THIS ONE 

CHARGING DRY BATTERIES 
The life of 45- and 67'/2-volt batteries 

used in portable receivers and test in- 
struments can be prolonged by the re- 
charging scheme illustrated in the 
diagram. The charging current of about 
15 ma can be obtained from any con- 
venient power supply. 

0-25MA 

I HARDE RATE CONÍ 

TO PWR SUPPLY APPROX 15K/4W OR MORE 

o 

TO BATT 

The batteries should be recharged 
before the terminal voltage drops below 
one -half its rated value. Check the volt- 
age while recharging to prevent over- 
charging. Disconnect the battery from 
the power supply before checking the 
voltage. When the voltage has come up 
to normal, let the battery rest for about 
eight hours to allow the voltage to 
stabilize. -0. C. V-idden 

ANCHORING CABLES 
The cables entering PL -55, PL -54, 

and PL -68 plugs and J K-26 jacks should 
be anchored to eliminate strains on the 
connections. The result of the special 
clamping bands manufacturers use can 
be duplicated easily. After connecting 

jl,' ^ 
IIIIIIIII I =.-Al i 

SEVERAL TURNS OF SOLID WIRE. -TWIST 6 SOLDER 

ENDS 6 CLIP OFF EXCESS W RE. 

the cable, wrap the clamping area with 
No. 20 or 22 solid wire. Then twist the 
two ends tightly together and apply a 
small spot of solder. The twisting of the 
ends gives a strong clamping action. - 
Richard Sandretto 

QUICK MIP SOCKET REPAIR 
While checking a piece of defective 

equipment, I found that one of the pin 
lugs of a MIP type octal socket had 
broken off flush with the bakelite body. 
The damaged socket was in a crowded 
section of the chassis where it would 
be extremely difficult to remove. 

With a stiff piece of fine wire, I 
punched out the remaining piece of pin 
contact from the under side of the 
socket. Then I removed a perfect con- 
tact from a spare socket, slipped it into 
the slot, and seated it in place by insert- 
ing a tube into the socket. A slight bend 
on the underside of the socket locked 
the new contact firmly in place. I sol- 
dered on the lead from the broken lug 
and the job was done. This kink enabled 
me to make the repair in a few minutes 
without disturbing existing wiring. Re- 
placing the whole socket would have 
taken much longer. -Alan Palmer 

INSULATED CLAMPS 
When an insulated, low -loss cable 

clamp is needed for unshielded grid 
leads (a metal one may cause detun- 
ing) and certain leads in TV high -volt- 
age supplies, cut a small piece of 300 - 
ohm ribbon lead and strip out the wires. 
When bent into a U -shape and the ends 
drilled for a bolt, it makes a nice non- 
conductive, low- capacitance clamp.-B. 
W. Welz 
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BARGAINS BARGAINS BARGAINS N You can depend on STEVEEL to come up with "terrific" buys! Here is just a 41001 "sample" of the hundreds of bargains. Our latest catalog is chock full of 'em. Write today! 

TAPE RECORDERS 

Web -Cor tape recorder #2108 $146.50 
Pentron tape recorder #9T3C 117.50 
Tape Master tape recorder PT 125 89.50 
Tape Master Power Amplifier #SAIS 69.50 

EXTRA SPECIAL 
3 Tube 6 Watt Power Am- 

plifier Kit 
3 Tube Phono Amplifier, 

Wired - Amplifier uses 
SOCS, 35W4, I 2AT6 

$9.39 
less tubes 

$2.98 
less tubes 

PHONO EQUIPMENT 
78 RPM Phono Motor 52.59 
3 Speed Phono Motor 5.25 
78 RPM Pick up 2.19 
3 Speed Twist Pick up... 4.75 

SPEAKERS 
Alnico #5 P.M. 

4" PM $1.33 6" PM ......$2.49 
5 " PM 1.39 8 " PM 2.99 
4x6" PM 1.89 10" PM 3.59 
5x7" PM 2.28 12" PM 4.25 

IOC 4 Prong 6 Volt Auto Vibrators $.97 

tA "K °ne- Lite" Renews brilliance and 
contrast of Picture Tube 2.49 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

For 50L6, 25L6, 305, 3V4, 61(6, 6F6 $.46 
For pair 50L6, 25L6, 6F6, 6K6 $.59 

TUBES 
1B36T .63 6SQ7 .42 IU4 .48 6T8 .74 IU5 .48 6U6 .57 
155 .48 eue .78 
1X2 .63 6V6GT .46 
5U4 .38 6V8 .83 
5W4GT .46 6W4 .45 
57367 .29 6W6 .52 
6A7 .62 6X4 .34 
6A8 .51 7C6 .42 
64G5 .62 7X7 .62 
6A1(5 1.14 12876 .48 
6AL5 .41 12ÁU6 .48 
6AÚ6 .43 12ÁU7 .56 
secs .58 12AV6 .52 
68C7 .86 12AZ7 .94 
6BE6- .48 12BA6 .47 
6606 1.21 12587 .52 
6BH6 .62 1251(7 .49 
6616 .53 125L7 .57 
68K7 .86 125N7 .54 
6606 .76 125/37 .42 
6807 .86 14ÁF7 .59 
6CB6 .48 1978 .78 
6F6 .49 25606 .77 
6J6 .79 25W4 .48 
6L6G .89 251.6 .48 
6547 .52 25Z6 .42 
6567 .49 351.6 .48 
65K7 .49 35Z5 .33 
651.7 .52 50L8 .8 
65N7 .54 80 .38 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
As°t. 5% Á°°, 

s 
fl Y7-0 o 

STEVE -EL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Depf. RE -3r 61 Reade St., New 

BRIGHTEN With The Ni 

YOUR 

PICTURE MINE-LITE 
Picture I tll)t 

Pet Pending 

Brightener & Rejuvenator 
VIDAIRE`S Kine -Lite upe.ateu 

on ANY cathode ray picture tube of 10" 
and larger, including electrostatic focus. 

VIDAIRE's Kine -Lite brings SA 95 
new brightness to TV picture list 
tubes having low emission - 
permanent installation - can 
be re -used - simple instruc- 
tions with each unit. 

* Renews brilliance and contrast of picture * Prolongs life of old picture tubes 

* Easy to install * No soldering necessary * For all standard tubes using duo -decal bases * No limit to tube size -10" to 30" * Standard Warranty* Two connecting plugs * Compact, attractive package * QUICK SELLER - EXCEPTIONAL PROFITS 

Sold only through VIDAIRE distributors 
Write for Catalog A 

Vidaire Electronics Mfg. Co. 

iell 
Mfrs. of TV color equipment, 

phono 8 TV amplifiers 
6 E. 39th St., N. Y. 16, N. Y. 

lExington 2 -7372 

York 7, N. Y. COrtlandt 7 -0086 

et me show you how EASY it is to 

Gnessal 

the practical way -- Fi °`°r' °" Dire,- 

17" 
tO 21rr ASSEMBLE A 

TRANSVISION 

TV KIT 
Pay as You Wire $L.ter, 
I WILL HELP YOU to start learning j 

TV the practical may - by 
assembling a TRANSVISION TV KIT 
in EASY STAGES. For only $39 you 
get PACKAGE #1 (standard first 
pkg. for all of our kits). This pack- 
age gives you the BASIC CHASSIS 
and over 450 TV COMPONENTS with 
complete Instructions, Drawings, 
Photos, Service Booklet, and a 
year's subscription to my "TV and 
Electronics Notes". When ready, 
you order the next stage (pkg. #2), 
etc. Low prices make your complete kit a terrific buy! 
Your completed chassis is a superb 25 tube we (22 tubes 
plus 3 rectifier tubes), with 6 "x9" p.m. speaker, Auto- 
matic Frequency Control, Automatic Gain Control. You 
have a CUSTOM -QUALITY TV SET worth up to 100 
over your investment. Ideal for fringe areas. UHF and 
Remote Control may be had at a small additional cost. 
(Also adaptable to foreign TV systems). Used in Naval 
Reserve Training Program. Over 70,000 learners, includ- 
ing U. S. Naval trainees, have assembled our kits. No 
Previous Technical Knowledge or special tools required. 
FAMOUS EDITOR of a national science magazine says: 

. my own assembly (of the kit) produced lop - 
quality results, comparable with any set I've seen and 
better than most." So you see, you have everything to 
gain. Don't put it off - order your PACKAGE #1 today. 

FREE CATALOG describes 6 great new 
Trenneislon TV Kits. 

Write today to D. GNESSIN, EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR, at 

TRANSVISION, INC., Dept. RE, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 

Down Payment 
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"PERSONAL" HEADPHONES 

Headphones have been with us for 
many years and are simple and efficient 
devices for those with normal hearing 
or those with equal hearing loss in both 
ears. However, there are many of us 
whose hearing is near normal in one 
ear while the other is only a fraction 
as sensitive to sound. For such people 
headphones can be easily improved to 
give the impression of normal hearing. 
The result is truly amazing to those 
who have become accustomed to "one - 
sided" sound. 

In a pair of magnetic phones, we 
find two identical units connected in 
series. Now if we connect a 50,000 
or 10,000 -ohm control across them, 
we can now proportion the voltage to 
each phone unit, giving the stronger 
or more sensitive ear less sound and 
the weaker ear more sound until the 
sensation is that of normal hearing in 
both ears. 

It would appear from the drawing 
that an additional wire would be needed 
in the phone cord. This is not so. We 
need not change the appearance of the 
phones at all. The volume control is 
used just to find the value of resistance 
to place across each phone unit. Then it 
is removed and fixed resistors substi- 
tuted. In many makes of phones there 
is space enough inside the phone hous- 
ing for the resistors so that the exter- 
nal appearance is unchanged. 

Most headphones are reversible, so 
a spot of paint may be added as a 
means of quickly determining the phone 
for the left or right ear. -E. E. Young - 
kin 

MOUNTING ACORN TUBES 
The 954 and other types of acorn 

tubes are useful in many types of u.h.f. 
and v.h.f. circuits. However, their un- 
usual construction often makes it diffi- 
cult to incorporate them into conven- 
tional circuit layouts. Try the follow- 
ing the next time you want to use an 
acorn tube: 

Punch a % -inch hole in the chassis 
at the desired place for the tube. 
Mount the acorn socket under the chas- 
sis, concentric with this hole. The tube 
is then ins tailed in an upright position, 
but it is put in its socket from the bot- 
tom, with its envelope projecting 
through the 3/4 -inch hole in the chassis. 
Since the tube is used in an upright 
position with the socket inverted, the 

- FREE 
WITH EVERY 

Y PURCHASE 

Sparkling styrene utility box with every 
order this month. Quantity limited -so 

HURRY! Order now! 

HANDY RADIO 
ASSORTMENTS 

100 Insulated resistors $2.39 
100 Solderless terminals .49 
25 Tie lugs & terminal strips .49 

100 Tube sockets (mini, octal, etc.) 3.65 
100 Knobs (set screw & push on) 2.95 
100 Tubular condensers 4.69 
50 Trimmer condensers .79 

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUES 
300 Ohm twin lead-I00 Ft. $1.18 
GE RPX -050 reluctance cartridge 5.69 
ASTATIC "LQD" flip-over cartridge 2.95 
RCA 12" PM speaker 3.95 
Volume controls .18 w /sw. 500K Ea. .29 
RCA pin plug & jack IO sets .95 
Superhet vari -cond. 365 Irµf Ea. .39 

O Lb. SURPRISE ASSORTMENT Parts, 
assemblies, hardware, etc. You 

will like it and want more. $4.95. 

ALL PURPOSE AMPLIFIER 
In leatherette box. Volume ,; u ,;.. ' , 
control -mike & phono in- "/ f; 
put -3 tubes -5' alnico 
PM speaker. All electric. 
Complete, ready to op- 
erate. $8.95 3 tube am- 
plifier chassis only (as 
above) $2.75. ,' . 

GI 3 SPEED CHANGER 
Special needle plays RCA, Columbia & standard 
records. 12 records at one loading. 12 "x12 1/2". 
W gt. 14 lbs. $15.95 
With flip -over cartridge $19.95 
Metal base for above $3.50 

SPECIAL! FAMOUS 
MAKE 

Pocket V.O.M. with battery, test leads, guar- 
anteed. Limited quantity. $12.95 

WRITE FOR FREE BARGAIN LIST NOW. 
IMPORTANT: 25% deposit on C.O.D. orders. 
Minimum order $5.00. 

ELECTR 
DISTRONIC IBUTORS 

222 FULTON STREET NEW YORK 7. N.Y. 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

BURROUGHS RADIO Inc. 
711 Second Street N.W. 

Canton, Ohio 

HAS THE 

SENSATIONAL NEW 

470 -K 7" SCOPE KIT 

IN STOCK! 

PLEASE MENTION 
RADIO-ELECTRONICS 

when answering advertisements 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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TRY THIS ONE 

pin connections must be changed ac- 
cordingly. In triodes, the plate and grid 
connections, and in pentodes, the screen 
and suppressor connections, must be 
transposed from their positions with 
the tube and socket in normal relation- 
ship. This is very easy to clear up with 
the help of suitable base diagrams. 

Acorn tubes are excellent for con- 
verter and r.f. amplifier applications at 
v.h.f. and u.h.f. where gain is not criti- 
cal. However, their transconductances 
are considerably lower than those of 
the more modern loctal and miniature 
tubes. Therefore, they should not be 
used in local oscillator circuits designed 
for these tubes. Erratic or poor opera- 
tion may result. -Charles Erwin. Cohn 

CLOCK -RADIO MODIFICATION 
One of the disadvantages of clock - 

radios is that when the volume is re- 
duced sufficiently to provide soft music 
using the sleep switch on retiring, it is 
too low to waken one in the morning. 
Conversely, when the volume is set high 
enough for satisfactory waking opera- 
tion, it is too loud the night before. 

ALARM SW 

SLEEP SW SERIES RES 

117VAC SEE TEXT 

t 
a FLOCK MOTOR 

. r 

The diagram shows a simple circuit 
modification which can be applied to 
most clock- radios to remedy the situa- 
tion. In many clocks the sleep switch 
is usually a separate unit in parallel 
with the alarm switch. The modification 
consists of introducing series resistance 
into the sleep switch circuit. The re- 
sistor drops the voltage to the radio, 
causing a reduction in volume. The re- 
sistance depends on the individual radio 
and on personal preference, and will 
have to be chosen by trial and error. 
However, for the a.c. -d.c. sets using 
150 -ma heaters, a value of between 100 
and 200 ohms should be satisfactory. 
Wattage rating will be determined by 
the value of resistance used, and the 
current drain of the radio. A 10 -watt 
resistor should handle the 150 -ma heater 
sets, and a 20 -watt resistor the 300 -ma 
sets. Users of radios having trans- 
former power supplies can calculate 
wattage dissipation. I have used a 150 - 
ohm metal ballast tube on a set having 
150 -ma heaters with very satisfactory 
results. -Thomas S. Ely, W3M.IP 

GONSET NOISE CLIPPER 
The hum level in Gonset noise limiters 

can be greatly reduced and the apparent 
effectiveness of the device can be in- 
creased by inserting an 8- to 10 -ohm re- 
sistor in series with one of the heater 
leads supplying the clipper. The resistor 
reduces the heater voltage and mini- 
mizes hum introduced into the audio 
circuit by heater -to- cathode leakage. 

This same procedure can be used to 
reduce hum in similar noise limiter cir- 
cuits which use a separate clipper 
tube. -G. P. Oberto 

(The installation of the series re- 
sistor is one of the first steps in the 
instruction sheets issued with late Gon - 
set clippers. Editor) END 

TO RADIO 
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C -D does it again! 
6 capacitor assortments 

in beautiful plastic cases! 
Ideal for storing 
screws, tubes, small 
parts of all sorts. Even 
fishing tackle. And you 
pay no more than if 
you bought the capac- 
itors individually. 

The majority of sets 
can be serviced with 
these six twist -prong 
electrolytic replace- 
ment kits. See your 
jobber today for full de- 
tails. Cornell- Dubilier 
Electric Corp., South 
Plainfield, New Jersey. 

KIT #1 - UNIVERSAL 
KIT #2 - FOR RCA SIETS 

KIT #3 - FOR PHILCC SETS 
KIT #4 - FOR MOTOROLA SETS 
KIT #5 - FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC SETS 
KIT #6 - FOR ADMIRAL SETS 

A service of 

CORNELL - DUBILIER 
world's largest maker of capacito 

PLANTS IN SO. PLAINFIELD. N. J. NEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER AND CAMBRIDGE. MASS. PROVIDENCE. R. I. 
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. rUOUAY SPRINGS. N C SUBSIDIARY. RADIANT COR.. CLEVELAND. OHIO 

3easy STEPS TO BETTER TV INSTALLATIONS 

with MOSLEY FLUSH SOCKETS 
1. Get the PK Package (right) -contains every- 
thing needed to complete installation! 
2. No outlet box needed. Mounting 
brackets fit any type wall -easily, quickly 
installed! 
3. Here's a neat, efficient installation. 
TV owners like the convenience of plug -in 
connection to lead -in! 

Available at Radio Parts Jobbers 

M O S L E Y 012C-Po.n.Ice. 
2125 Lackland Rd. 
Overland. Missouri 
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126 I QUESTION BOX 

A.F. AMPLIFIER 
? I get good results from this little 
receiver and would like to add a simple 
audio amplifier to it. Please show how 
I can add a 3Q5 -GT as a power ampli- 
fier with sufficient power to drive a small 
PM speaker. -L. C., Texarkana, Ark. 
A. The diagram of your set is shown at 
a and the diagram of the amplifier at b. 
The amplifier is hooked up to the receiv- 
er by making the connections shown in 
dashed lines. With these connections the 
amplifier and receiver are turned off 
with the switch in series with the com- 
mon negative sides of the batteries. 

(L. C. did not include the values of 
the resistors and capacitors in his set, 
so we have added typical values for 
those who may want to give the circuit 
a try. If the set does not go into and 
out of oscillation smoothly, try different 
values for the .001- .006 -µf capacitor 
and insert a 2.5 -mh r.f. choke at X. 
The input coil consists of a 112 -turn 

35yyf 

3Q5 -GT 
3.1 AFT 3 

5 

+ -'4.5V 
112T,N°30 ENAM,1/8"FORM 

a 

I.SV 30V 

grid winding and a 30 -turn tickler. 
Both are wound on a 7/8 -inch form with 
No. 30 enameled wire. The coils are 
wound in the same direction and spaced 
about 3/16 inch apart with the tickler 
at the bottom of the form. The plate 
lead connects to the outside end of the 
tickler and the grid lead connects to 
the outside end of the tuned coil. The 
tuning range of this coil is approxi- 
mately 1100 -3200 kc with a 144 -µµf 
capacitor and 700 -2100 kc with a 365- 
µµf unit. You can cover the range 

60V 
6 

+90V 

of amateur and short -wave radio bands 
down to about 10 meters by using a 
144 -µµf tuning capacitor and a set of 
standard commercial all -wave plug -in 
coils, now obtainable from some of the 
radio mail -order houses. Editor) 
TONE CONTROL FOR TV SET 

? I am enclosing a circuit of the 
audio section of a Magnavox CT -274 
TV receiver. Please show how I can 
add a simple tone control to this re- 
ceiver. -E. J. H., Plainfield, N. J. 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM EDLIE 
ANOTHER GREAT EDLIE FIRST 
SUTCO VHF -UHF BOOSTER CONVERTER 

This terrific unit enables any TV receiver now 
being manufactured fo receive UHF signals 
and also have the booster necessary for VHF in 
fringe areas. It employs its own power, a 
crystal mixer, and two tubes, a 6AF4 and a 616. 
Operates on 110 -115 volts AC. The 616 is used 
in a balanced push -pull amplifier circuit and 
in the converter I.F. The converted signal is 

then boosted and fed to the TV receiver. The 

booster is slug tuned and has a 75 -300 ohm 
input and output. Provision for built in UHF 
antenna. Very simple to install. 

ONLY 

$3 5.70 
UHF IS HERE AND EDLIE HAS IT! ! 

VEE -D -X ULTRA Q -TEE 

Net 

4$-37 

One antenna for both VHF and UHF. The 
Ultra Q -TEE is by far the most important 
antenna ever perfected. It solves one of 
TV's biggest problems by combining both 
VHF and UHF (all- channel 2 -83) into a 
single antenna using a single transmission 
line. The Ultra Q -Tee employs eight pat- 
ented printed circuit band reject filters 
that isolate the VHF and UHF portions 
of the antenna. 

DON'T DISCARD THAT CRT 
UNTIL YOU'RE SURE THAT ITS DEAD. 
FIND OUT WITH THE NEC -INTENSITOR. 

Tests all TV picture tubes 

Automatic testing for shorts 

No extra power supply needed 

Shows hot tube shorts 

Checks tube quality in set or out 

Light and portable 

YOUR PRICE $8.95 

VEE -D -X ALL CHANNEL Q -TEE 
THE BEST ANTENNA THAT MONEY CAN BUY 

The outstanding new feature, patented Electronic 
Channel Separators, plus amazing, newly engi- 
neered all- channel power give the Q -TEE better 
gain and directivity, higher front to back ratio, 
increased mechanical strength and better appear- 
ance. Light in weight the Q -TEE has rugged 
VEE -D -X pre -assembled construction. Single Bay 
for primary areas; 2 -stack array for near fringe 
areas; 4 stack array for ultra fringe areas. The 
0-TEE's pronounced directivity minimizes co -chan- 
nel interference and results in less noise pick -up 
since signals off the side and back are rejected to 
a much greater degree than in conical antennas. 
2 boy $11.49 4 bay $24.34 

Single 

$ 5.44 

$ $ $ MONEY SAVER KITS FROM EDLIE ELECTRONICS $ $ $ 

5 TUBE AC -DC SUPERHET KIT 

Kit #1 -Five Tube superheterodyne kit, 
A.C. -D.C. contains all components re- 
quired to construct this latest design, 
highly sensitive superheterodyne broad- 
cast receiver complete with black Bake- 
lite cabinet (excludes wire $7.95 
and solder) Price 

Extra for a kit of 5 tubes (12AT6, 12BA6, 

I2BE6, 35WA, SOCS). Price $3.25. 

6 -TUBE KIT 
Kit #2 -A low- priced 6 TUBE KIT de- 
signed for high sensitivity, excellent 
selectivity and good tone quality. Uses 
25L6, 25Z6, 6507, 6SA7, 6SK7, 6SK7 in 
an easily constructed circuit. The 6 Tube 
Kit is shipped with all parts, including 
punched chassis, resistors, condensers, 
coils, sockets, PM Speaker, hardware, 
etc. 
And at a closeout price of $6.95 
only (less tubes and cabinet) 
Extra for matched set of six 
tubes for kit $3.25 

Electronic Code Practice 
Oscillator & Blinker Kit 

AC /DC or Battery Operated! 
Kit :3-One of the most practical Code 
Practice Oscillators ever designed, yet one 
of the simplest to build and operate. 
Can he used with any number of head- 
phones. 
Adjustable Pitch Control -Any type of 
headphone can be used. 
No warmup time -ready to operate instantly. 
Simple and sate to operate. 
Operates anywhere -with AC or DC power. 
or from a 90 volt Miniature Battery. 
Learn Blinker Code with flashing light. 
Blinker can he used as signaling desire. 
International Morse Code included. 

Kit each $1.95 Assembled $2.95 

Kit H4 -Basie 1 tube training kit. Simple 
to construct complete with all parts one tube 
and headset diagrams and instructions in- 

Bcluded. Use 1.354 tube and a 67í /z It 
attery. Price- $3.95 less Battery.... ........ 

Kit 55 -2 tube Amplifier Kit mplete 
with 50L6,3525, and 4" PM toconvert Kit 
No. 1 to a 3 tube set for loud- $4.95 speaker operation 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

THREE TUBE PHONO AMPLIFIER 
Not a Kit! 

An assembled unit ready for installa- 
tion using tone and volume control and 
six feet of rubber $2.95 cord 

(Not including Tubes) 
With Complete Set of Tubes $3.95 

PHONO OSCILLATOR 
Not a Kit! 

Wireless phono oscillator transmits re- 
cording for crystal pickups or voice 
from carbon mike through radio with- 
out wires. Can also be used as an 
intercomm by using P.M. speaker 
as mike. Price (excluding 2.95 tubes) $ 
With Complete Set of Tubes ....$3.95 

Satisfaction guaranteed on all 
merchandise. All prices subject 

to change without notice. 

EDLIE ELECTRONICS 154 Greenwich St. New York 6, N. Y. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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QUESTION BOX 

A. Fig. 1 shows a simple high -cut 
type of tone control. The 470,000 -ohm 
grid resistor in the 6V6 -GT circuit is 
replaced with a 500,000 -ohm tone -con- 
trol potentiometer with a .005 .01 -µf 

I/2 6SN7-GT 
5.01 VI 2 

IMEG. 

4.7IMEG 

h111/h X 
t 470K 

500K 

.005 -.01 

+ 
`35 

-i 
.140 

6+TO VIDEO IF 4 

SYNC CKTS 

Fig. 1 -A top -cutting tone control. 

capacitor connected between the arm 
and ground. The 470,000 -ohm fixed re- 
sistor must be removed since it is re- 
placed by the resistance of the poten- 
tiometer. 

The diagram in Fig. 2 is a more 
elaborate circuit which permits individ- 

70 RATIO DET OUT I/2 12AU7 OR .02 
6C4 

4.01 

IMEG 
VC 

.006 

I MEG 10 

47K 300 

+ 

270K I/26SN7-GT 

¶Vé p4f 

TREB E 

' BA 
MEG MEG 

a7KT óo3 
715 

.L 
+225 -250V 

Fig. 2- Complete bass -treble control. 

ual control of bass and treble notes. 
An extra triode stage is required to 
compensate for the insertion loss of 
the tone -control networks. You can 
mount the 6C4 on or under the chassis 
or you may replace the 6C4 vertical 
oscillator with a 12AU7 and use the 
remaining triode section as in Fig. 2. 

YAGI ANTENNA PROBLEM 
? 1 have single -channel, 300 -ohm 
Yagis for channels 4, 5, 7, and 9. I 
would like to stack the high -band an- 
tennas and connect them to one lead -in 
and the low -band antennas to another. 
How should I space the antennas and 
what type of stacking bars should I 
use? What spacing should I use be- 
tween the high- and low -band stacks? - 
R. T., St. Joseph, Mich. 

A. Although the Yagis are single - 
channel models, you will probably find 
that all of them have considerable sig- 
nal pickup on adjacent channels. For 
this reason, it may not be advisable to 
stack them and use a common trans- 
mission line. You may have interaction 
between the antennas which will result 
in reflections and ghosts. On the other 
hand, stacking may result in a gain of 
2 -3 db over a single antenna. 

The spacing between the antennas in 
either pair should be approximately 
one -half wavelength at a frequency 
midway between the low- frequency end 
of the lower channel and the high -fre- 
quency end of the higher one. The low - 
band antennas should be spaced 78 
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ANOTHER FIRST! 

BRACH UNIVERSAL MODEL 482 
the ONE Indoor Antenna 

for ALL TV Channels! 

Only the Brach Universal 

Indoor Antenna 482 

provides dual - purpose 

reception for all VHF and UHF channels. Revolutionary new 

design -an eccentric rotating joint in the base -permits 

switching from a vertical V for VHF to a locked horizontal 

V position for UHF. Available for immediate delivery! 

CHECK THESE FEATURES 

$5.95 
List 

Smooth ball -socket action and spring tension insure 

fixed location of elements and tight contact. 

. Elements extended for VHF . .. fully retracted for UHF. 

VHF and UHF position markings are molded into base. 

Base is finished like fine furniture and is weighted to 

prevent tipping. 

Write for details and prices. Technical article 

"How to Select UHF Antennas" also available. 

Dnriston of Generol Bronze Corp 

MANUFACTURING CORP. 
Quality- Engineered TV & Radio Products 

200 CENTRAL AVENUE, NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

PENINSULA TELEVISION & RADIO SUPPLY 
881 South First St. 

San Jose, Calif. 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 

470 -K 7" 
SCOPE KIT 

IN STOCK! 

E/CO 

LEARN WITH "AMECO" COURSES 
Simple, Low Cost, HomeStudy 
Courses prepare you to pass 
F.C.C. Code and Theory license 
examinations. 

Write for details and re- 
ceive free sample F.C.C. 
type questions and an- 

FREE -> swers for all amateur ex- 
aminations. 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO. 
1203 Bryant Ave. (Dept. RE -3), New York 59, N. Y. 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

VAN SICKLE RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
1320 S. Calhoun St. 

Ft. Wayne, Indiana 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 

470K 7" 
SCOPE KIT 

IN STOCK! 

E/CO 

world's finest radio kits 
i rile for fret, Iirocloture 

RADIO KITS, INC., 120 Cedar St., N. 1. 6 
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128 QUESTION BOX 

HOTTEST TV PACKAGE for "ONE BUCK "! 
Hints for Better Pictures on 630TY All for only 

630TV Diagram with Modifications 

Illustrated TV Conversion Manual 

Pulse Keyed AGC Circuit Diagram 

RMA Resistor b Mica Code Charts 

EVERYONE INTERESTED IN TELEVISION should own this TV 
literature package . .. The information will be found useful 
on any make TV set. It's different and right to the point. 
If carries instructions that are up to the minute and not yet 
found in expensive text books. Indispensable to the TV tech- 
nician yet easy enough for anyone with even a limited knowl 
edge of TV to understand and follow. 
SAVE MONEY ON REPAIRS - Important common occurrences 
are carefully analyzed and corrective procedures are sug- 
gested. You are fold what to do -WHEN THE RECEIVER FAILS 
TO OPERATE, WHEN THERE ARE GHOSTS, INTERFERENCE, 
NO PICTURE, PICTURE FOLD -OVER, NO RASTER, PICTURE 
BLOOMS, DISTORTED PICTURE, PICTURE ROLLS, NO 
SOUND, DISTORTED SOUND, CORONA EFFECTS, ETC. PIC- 
TURE TUBE ASSEMBLY and PATTERN ADJUSTMENTS are 
outlined in detail (the ion trap adjustment caution may save 
you the price of a new picture tube). The HORIZONTAL 
SYNC, RCA TUNER and STANDARD TUNER step by step 
adjustments alone are worth many times the cost of this 
package. 

TUNING GUIDANCE and ANTENNA ADVICE will enable you 
to enjoy peak performance at its best. The HIGH VOLTAGE 
#630 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM, AGC DIAGRAM, RESISTOR & 
MICA CODE CHARTS need no emphasis as to their usefulness. 

$1.00 
Postpaid 

Brooks LIFE -SIZE TV Instructions for building 
any #630 TV RECEIVER only $2,49 Posepaia 

Brooks GASCODE MANUAL. How to install 
Cascade Tuner in any make TV set only 

Postpaid 

"HIGHLIGHTS of TV OFFERS for 19 3" included with each order or on request. 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP. 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y. 

LfARN 

TRAIN QUICKLY! OLDEST, BEST 
EQUIPPED SCHOOL of ITS KIND in U.S. 
Come to the Great Shope of Coyne in Chicago. Get 
practical training in opportunity fields- TELEVI- 
SION -RADIO- ELECTRICITY - ELECTRON- 
ICS -vital in Defense Program. Prepare now for a bet- 
ter job in Industry or better service rating. 

App d for Veterans 
Finance Plan -Enroll now, pay most of tuition later. 
If you need part -time work to help out with living ex- 
penses 
tuition plan for 

Coyne, 
men Draft Ag u 

gget it. Special 
Age. 

Clip coupon for Big Free Illus- 
trated Book. No salesman will 

call. Act NOW. 
B. W. Cooke. President A TECHNICAL TRADE 

INSTITUTE CHARTERED 

ISÇHOOL 
NOT FOR PROFIT 

1899 Established 
PROFIT 

I II 500 S. Paulina. Chicago 

ELECTRICITY * TELEVISION 
RADIO * REFRIGERATION * ELECTRONICS 

FREE BOOK 

I B. W. COOKE, Pres. 
COYNE School 

1 500 S. Paulina St, Chicago 12,111. Dept. 33 -81H 

TELEVISION-RADIO 
FREE BOOK and full details on: 

ID r EVISION -v ADIO 13 ELECTRICITY 

STATE 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

have been 
identified with 

QUALITY since the 
swaddling days of Radio. 

The era of Television finds 
them, more than ever, the 
Serviceman's Friend. 

GLUTTONS for 
PUNISHMENT 

hferred 
for their 

Absolute Uniformity. "', 

Superior Qualities 

and 

Ultimate Econo ny'µ' 

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY, INC. 

50 Church Street, New York 1, N. Y. 

inches apart and the high -band an- 
tennas 32 inches apart. Use 425 -ohm 
stacking bars. You can use standard 
open -wire TV transmission line or %- 
inch tubing spaced 61/4 inches apart. 

The high- and low -band arrays should 
be spaced any convenient distance apart 
greater than 45 inches. 

TV MATCHING PADS 

? I would appreciate details on con- 
structing resistive matching pads for 
connecting several receivers with 72- 
ohm antenna inputs to the 72 -ohm 
output of a booster. -O. R. B., Greens- 
boro, N. C. 
A. The diagram shows a resistive 
pad for connecting five 72 -ohm receivers 
to a common 72 -ohm signal source. Val- 

DISTRIBUTION BOX 

-0 
82 !SETT 

82 ;SET 2 

82 :SET 3 

82 'SETS 

82 SETS 

ues of the series and parallel resistors 
depend on the number of receiver out- 
lets. Refer to the table for values for a 
different number of receiver outlets. 

No. of 
Sets 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

TABLE 
Series Parallel 

Resistors Resistors 
(ohms) (ohms) 

56 100 
100 100 
120 82 
150 82 
180 82 
240 82 
270 82 

TRANSMITTING TUBE TESTS 
? I service industrial and medical 
equipment which uses transmitting -type 
tubes. Since defective component can 
quickly ruin a new tube substituted for 
the suspect, I am looking for details 
for testing tubes of these types. Can 
you supply a diagram of a tube checker 
or details on setups for testing indus- 
trial and transmitting tubes ? -W. F. 
M., Oakland, Calif. 

A. There are a number of procedures 
for testing transmitting and industrial 
tubes. One method is to run a series of 
characteristic curves and compare these 
curves with those given in manufac- 
turers' data on the tube being tested. 
Another method is to use a C -R tube 
curve tracer (see "Versatile Tube 
Checker," RADIO -ELECTRONICS, August, 
1951) which enables the operator to 
instantly compare a tube of unknown 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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SPECIAL THIS MONTH...10% EXTRA OFF 
On a COMBINED PURCHASE -Of a #630 TV CHASSIS or KIT with a MANHATTAN CABINET and any size PICTURE TUBE 

#630 SUPER DELUXE 31 -TUBE TV KIT 

OPERATES ALL 16 "TO 24" PICTURE TUBES 

Engineered in strict adherence to the genuine 
RCA #630, plus added features * * * * * 

NOTHING BETTER AT ANY PRICE! 
Standard Cascode Turret Tuner for DX 
Cosine 10° Deflection Yoke for Definition 
Original 630 Synch. Chain for Stability 
16 KV for Clarity and Brilliance 
Fast Action Pulse Keyed AGC 
Large Concert tone 12" PM Speaker 

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS including the 
components of the STANDARD KIT plus added 
features, more tubes, doubler components, AGC 
components, Cascode tuner, Cosine 70° deflection 
yoke, 12" speaker, etc., and the Brooks LIFE -SIZE 
TV builder instructions (less CRT & wire) ' only ... 119'44 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII' 11 IIb'l' 61111111 !1111111111111111111111111111 

The MANHATTAN 
CUSTOM -BUILT CABINET 

AL =For #630 AND OTHERL TV SETS 

#630 SUPER DELUXE 31 -TUBE TV CHASSIS 
KNOWN MANUFACTURER Licensed under RCA patents 

COMPLETE READY TO PLAY including all tubes, 12" speaker and CRT mounting brackets. No 
charges for extras of any kind. Each set is factory aligned and air tested. All parts are guaranteed 

= 3 months. Our booklet "HINTS FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE ON 
YOUR #630 TV RECEIVER" is supplied with each set. You best buy at $167'97 (less C.R. Tube) 

= 1111111111111111111! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111111111111111! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

FINEST STANDARD GUARANTEED PICTURE TUBES 
Most desirable 4 sizes . . . BRAND NEW in Sealed Cartons -With a Full Year G 

From Factory - To You -_ 17" S29,ss 20" $39.7a 21 " $44.ss 24" '79.49 j H -41 \w 26^U 
-Y3 . 

ReefRect. Rect. Round 

Pi IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIll( lIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi! The MANHATTAN has everything 
Modernize a #630 or any TV Set 

-STYLI ...QUALITY ...PRICE SUPER DELUXE 

#630 TV BASIC PARTS KIT 
PUNCHED & DRILLED CHASSIS PAN 
BRACKET & SHIELD KIT (18 items) 
VIDEO & I.F. KIT (19 items) - POWER TRANSFORMER #201T6 
VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
VERTICAL BLOCKING TRANSFORMER 

With a New - STYLED - to blend with any furniture setting, it's " 

STANDARD CASCODE TUNER ------ 

6,.sr seller. 

QUALITY- constructed of genuine mahogany or wal- 
For better all around performance - nut, handrubbed to a fine piano finish. 

Complete with tubes, and e IQ -.=f'- LOW PRICE - made possible by our controlling 
Brooks CASCODE MANUAL F.7 = interest t the factory. 
with step by step instructions - THE MANHATTAN - Takes any TV set. The knob -panel FLYBACK TRANSFORMER # 21 175 = -and sherf are either drilled for a #630 chassis, or 

- - -- FOCUS COIL, 470 ohms #202 D2 = 
¡se any 

for u any 
(r12 V set. to 2Ì) alnd the uma mask COSINE DEFLECTION YOKE 70° = safety guars are included. 

All for Only... $49 iV 
Intl build IIFE -SIZE 

builder instructions= Finest, most accurate and the easiest Kit to install = } II t included-assembling 

PULSE KEYED AGC KIT EVERYTHING NECESSARY - for an easy, perfect in- 
in a #630 or in any other make TV receiver. Im- 

t a a ion is r instructions, 
backboard, -_ tube mounting brackets, hardware, decals, backboard, 

111111'" Illllp! !!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'' ill ll! IIIIIIIII'!! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII= 
proves performance, 

jumping' 
eliminates 

a 
airplane picuture - for r cessing the 

finishing we even 
be neck, 

include a backcup 

#630 TELEVISION PARTS -= on all 
channels. 

EACH CABINET - is carefully packed in an air cush- 
COMPLETE SET OF PARTS $4.59 _ ioned carton & shipped F.O.B. factory, N. Y. 

PUNCHED CHASSIS PAN. -ddmium plated S 4.87 -= Including 6AUb tube & Instructions N - 
STANDARD CASCODE TUNER compl.w /tubes 22.49 
ESCUTCHEON PLATE. for tuner 
COMPLETE SET OF KNOBS, Incl. decals.... 1.34 

.69 -= =- 

COMPLETE SET OF KNOBS gold incl. decals 2.49 
POWER TRANSFORMER, 295ma. 20176.... 9.97 Also available for 24" C.R.T. $86.22 
VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANS 20472 630 PARTS 2 69 `= IN SETS 

$59.97 
(blond 10% extra) 

VERTICAL BLOCKING TRANS. 20872.... 1.32 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII: IliBilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANS. 21173.... 2.98 - 

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANS. 21 ITS .... 3.98 
FOCUS COIL, 247 ohms 20201.... 2.29 
FOCUS COIL, 470 ohms 202D2.... 3.42 
DEFLECTION YOKE, 60 20101.... 2.97 
COSINE DEFLECTION YOKE, 70° 206DI ... . 3.98 
HORIZONTAL DISCRIM. TRANS. 20878.... 1.49 
FILTER CHOKE, 62 o'rm.; 1.47 

CONTROL COIL, Keyed AGC.... .79' 
ION TRAP BEAM BENDER, (single) 203D1.. .79 -- 
ION TRAP BEAM BENDER, (double) 203D3.. .98 
AUDIO OUTPUT TRANSFORMER (6K6) .69 
HV RECTIFIER, SOCKET ASSEMBLY, double 1.37 

TV WIRE & SOLDER KIT, for any Set $1.49 ` Picture Tubes 630 -KIT, screws, nuts, refs, washers. eta 1.69 - UNIVERSAL MOUNTING BRACKETS VIDEO AND I.F. KIT, 19 items 7.84 
AGC KIT. complete with instructions 4.59 - Fits All 
VARIABLE CONTROL KIT, 9 controls 5.83 = 

Picture 

o21° 
CARBON RESISTOR KIT. 107 resistors 6.98 - picture tubas 

WIREWOUND RESISTOR KIT. 4 resistors 2.31 - BRACKET AND SHIELD KIT, 18 items 8.63 - 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER KIT. 6 cond 7.37 = 
TUBULAR CONDENSER KIT, 38 condensers 4.28 
CERAMIC CONDENSER KIT, 28 condensers 3.37 
MICA CONDENSER KIT, I I condensers 1.38 
COMPLETE SOCKET KIT, 25 sockets 1.57 

.. 

++ 

, / / 
r",r, 

Cumulate- 
including band 

that holds 
picture tube. 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP , 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 1, N.Y. 
- IIIIIIIIIIII! 

HNIIIIIIII'( IIIIIIIII ,Fl11IIIIll:ill111!!111111IIf JJIIIIIIII !111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
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GREATEST NEWS 
IN TV HISTORY! 

THE SENSATIONAL NEW 

RCP Model 8813 

SERVISHOP 
TV -FM -AM 

Never before has there been a 
Single instrument combination 

to match this! 

CATHODE RAY TUBE TESTER 

CR TUBE REACTIVATOR 

TUBE TESTER 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 

AM SIGNAL GENERATOR 

FM SIGNAL GENERATOR 

AF SIGNAL GENERATOR 

This unit includes: 
An up -to -date tube tester for testing and re- 
juvenating Cathode Ray Tubes as well as testing 
all modern, miniature, naval base and sub- 
miniature tubes. Uses the speedy Rollindex Tube 
Chart. A complete 17 range VTVM with excep- 
tionally high input impedance (25 megohms). 
Check AC and DC volts with negligible loading 
of circuit. Accuracy-L- 3% DC, ± 5% AC. Meps- 
ures ohms from .2 to 1000 megohms. Includes 
High- Voltage Probe. The Signal Generator is 
a fixed frequency AM, FM generator and Audio 
Oscillator. 
Advanced engineering results in the fine per- 
formance of the Model 808 combination Tube 
Tester -Reoctivator and YTVM with the Model 730 
AF -AM -FM Signaligner. 
Complete with tubes. batteries. 
leads. etc. In beautifully finished 
oak portable ease. Size 1614" x 
12%' n 51/4". Weight It pounds. 

$13995 

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 

FREE CATALOG ea NI 
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 1 

ept. RE -3. 152 West 25th St.. N. Y. 1. N. Y.11 

Please send me copy of your new 1 953 1 
colorful, fully illustrated catalog featuring the, 
rop- auolity RCP instrument line. 

NAME 

ADDRESS , 

I CITY STATE 1 

9 al-. ] isi] 

QUESTION BOX 

,quality with a standard by comparing 
their traces on the curve tracer screen. 

The May -June, 1951, issue of G -E 
Ham News is devoted almost entirely 
to procedures for testing 23 popular 
transmitting tubes including the 813, 
4D21, 211, 807, 810, 811, and 2E26. 

Copies of the May -June, 1951, issue 
of Ham News can be obtained from 
Tube Division, Bldg. 267, General Elec- 
tric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

ADDING A SHORTWAVE BAND 
/ want to convert a Fada model 740 

5 -tube, a.c. -d.c. broadcast receiver to a 
2 -band set for use on the broadcast and 
6 -15 -mc bands. This can be done either 
by band- switching or using plug -in 
coils. The latter is preferable if I can 
get coils about the size of a 50B5 tube. 
This will permit mounting the coil 
socket between the 12BE6 and the front 
of the chassis. Can you help with this 
problem ? -R. F. G., Washington, D. C. 

A. If you want to use plug -in coils, 
we suggest that you purchase minia- 
ture antenna and oscillator coils for the 
bands that you want to cover. The coils 
should be about s -inch diameter and 
not more than 2 inches long. 

5420 2-BAND ANT COILS 

ó? 
Qa 

A ° 25,0 

12BE6 
5 

VC .05rrrr ' 3PDTBANDSW ----- ---, 

I 

5253 2-BAND OSC COILS 

l 

T 

5D7Pyt 

T ¡a 25ypf 

25Vpf r 

The present tuning capacitor has a 
465 -µµf section for the antenna and a 
184 -µµf cut -plate section for the oscil- 
lator. Replace this tuning capacitor 
with a unit of approximately the same 
over -all dimensions. The maximum ca- 
pacitance of each section should be 
420 to 467 µµf. 

Sockets for the plug -in coils may be 
installed on a metal bracket fastened to 
the right side of the chassis close to the 
tuning capacitor. The 25 -µµf trimmers 
and the oscillator padders can be 
mounted on top of or inside the small 
plug -in coil forms. 

Band -switching coils will probably be 
just as easy to install and much more 
convenient for the operator. You can 
purchase 2 -band coils which are about 
the same size as the broadcast oscillator 
and antenna coils that you are now 
using. You can use these as replace- 
ments and install a small switch to 
select the band that you want. The dia- 
gram shows how Stanwyck S -420 an- 
tenna and S -253 oscillator coils may be 
added to the set to give coverage on the 
broadcast and 6 -18 -mc bands. END 

RADIVEpNTMEERIN91 
nONT11s 

111lelealee, ava'I:,a,.... . ,uulae Iba'IUdellg etru,Ig basis In 
mathematics and eleer rival eng,neering, advanced radio 
theory and design. tele. eion lodern lab. Low tuition. 
self-help opportunities. AI -o II. S. degree in 27 months 
in Aeronautical. Chemical. Civil. Electrical. end 
sleeltonic:u 6oalneering. 1: 1 t:uv't approved. Enter 
March, June. September. Ih- armber. Catalog. 

INDIAI4A TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
_153 E. Washington Blvd.. Fort Wayne 2. Indiana 

TUBES 
All receiving and special purpose types. 
Real values that will save you 10 to 700e. 
Cell or write today for special price list. 
State type &quantity for additional discount. 

METROPOLITAN SUPPLY CORP. 
1133 Broadway. New York 10, N. Y. . CH 3.1105 

Every RADIOMAN 
can use these 

SERVICE HINTS! 
Valuable Manual Yeuro -F BEE 

Write today, no obilootfon. 
FEILER ENGINEERING CO., 

8026 N. Monticello Are., Skokie. III. 

Every page of 
How to Sim- 

plify Rodio Re- 
pairs" Is pack- 
ed with on -the- 
bench, practical 
ideas. 

Dept. 3 RC 3 -1 
(Suburb of Chicago) 

BUILD 'EM YOURSELF 
Build your own radio, AM- 
FM tuner, phono pickup am- 
plifier, disc recorder, power 
supply, public address am- 
plifier and a host of other 

equipment at a fraction of 
the Lost of assembled units. 
The new MEISSNER "HOW 
TO BUILD" Manual shows 

you how, with simple step- 
' ''.....1 by -step instructions, fully il- 

lustrated with pictorial wiring 
and assembly diagrams and 
scores of photos. IT'S EASY 
AS ABC. Th popular new 
2 -CW novice transmitter kit 

' 0 is illustrated above, also the 

T -4BK trainer kit. Both are 

' Q included in the new manual. 

A separate section on basic theory, tells you all 
about the construction and operation of different 

radio parts, in simple easy to understand language. 

Whether you know nothing about radio, or are an 

advanced student or even if you are an instructor, 

the "HOW TO BUILD" Manual is worth its weight 

In gold. 160 packd -lull pages written by the en- 

gineering staff, of THORDARSON and MEISSNER, 
two great names in radio 
and electronics. Previous edi- 
tions ran into tens of thou,- -ds 

of copies. This NEW enlarged 
issue is the best ever pub- 
lished. See your radio parts 

distributor or use coupon. 

"HOW TO BUILD" Manual, 

u 53.1, Price $1.50 

THORDARSON- MEISSNER 
Dept. BL Mt. Carmel, Illinois 

Enclosed is 21.50. Please send "HOW TO 
BUILD" Manuol,THORDARSON- MEISSNER pays 
the postage. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

L 

l 

J 

RADIO- ELECT'ONICS 
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STEWART -WARNER TV SETS 

Interference caused by the sound 
carrier of a lower frequency adjacent 
channel can be eliminated in the 26 -tube 
chassis by installing an adjacent -chan- 
nel sound trap. The trap (part No. 
520131) is installed in the screen cir- 
cuit of the second i.f. amplifier stage. 
The modified circuit is shown in the 
diagram. The installation can be sim- 
plified by following the procedure out- 
lined below. 

2ND IF AMPL 

Ve 

6AU6 

I t 

7 tl 
m ez,. I 1, L--- 

175 TO V9 

173182,0 GRID 

91 

.039µy1 ADJACENT 
CHANNEL 
SOUND TRAP 

--11 
172 .001 174 R(a 

- s+ 

How the adjacent -channel sound trap is 
placed in 26 -tube Stewart -Warner Sets. 

1. Mount the trap coil in the hole 
directly in front of tube V9 (the 
6AU6 third i.f. amplifier). (On the 
9103, 9104, 9105, 9106, and 9108 series 
receivers, drill a 5/16-inch mounting hole 
for the trap.) Insert the coil from the 
under side of the chassis and push it 
through until the mounting clip snaps 
into place. 

2. Disconnect resistor 174 (1,000 
ohms) from pin 6 of V8, the second i.f. 
amplifier. 

3. Carefully disconnect capacitor 172 
(.001 µf) from the chassis ground and 
from pin 6 of V8. 

4. Disconnect the second i.f. coil 173 
from pin 6 of V8. 

5. Connect one terminal of the trap 
coil directly to pin 6 of V8. 

6. Connect the other end of the trap 
coil to the end of the second i.f. coil 
which was previously disconnected (in 
step 4.) 

7. Connect the open end of resistor 
174 to the junction of the second i.f. 
and the trap coils. 

8. Connect one end of capacitor 172 
-removed in step 3 -to the junction 
of the two coils. Ground the other end 
to the chassis at a point close to the 
second i.f. coil. 

To align the circuit, rotate the trap - 
tuning adjustment until the stem of 
the slug is as far out as possible. Use 
the fine tuning control to tune in a nor- 
mal picture. Do not touch this control 
during the rest of the adjustment 
procedure. 

Then connect a standard signal gen- 
erator through a 330 -µµf capacitor to 
point Q on the r.f. tuner and a v.t.v.m. 
across the video detector load resistor 
196. (Refer to the manufacturer's dia- 
gram for proper conneètions.) Set the 
signal generator accurately to 28.25 
mc. Adjust the adjacent -channel sound 
trap for minimum reading on the meter. 

In fringe areas, it may be necessary 
to watch the screen and touch up the 
setting of the trap to reduce the inter- 
ference to a minimum.- Stewart- 
Warner Service Bulletin 

MARCH, 1953 

TECNNOTES 

FM OSCILLATOR DRIFT 
Excessive frequency drift in Motor- 

ola 1949, 1950, and 1951 FM receivers 
may be caused by a defective or in- 
correct temperature compensating ca- 
pacitor in the FM oscillator circuit. This 
capacitor, located on the FM oscillator 
inductor assembly, has a value of 85 
µµf and a negative temperature co- 
efficient of either .000750 µµf per µµf 
per degree Centigrade (N750), or 
.001500 µµf per µµf per degree Centi- 
grade (N1500). Table model receivers, 
which are tightly enclosed, generate 
more heat and require more compensa- 
tion than relatively open consoles. 

If frequency drift is objectionable 
during the warmup period, change the 
compensating capacitor. It may not 
have the correct temperature coefficient. 
If the oscillator drift requires re- 
tuning to a lower frequency on the dial, 
the compensation is too great. Com- 
pensation is too small if the set must 
be retuned to a higher frequency on 
the dial during warmup. 

Replacement capacitors may be disc 
or tubular types. On the latter type, 
the temperature coefficient is indicated 
by the end dot. It should be either 
purple (for 750 parts per million) or 
orange (for 1,500 parts per million.). 
Disc type capacitors are marked di- 
rectly in parts per million (PPM). 

Motorola's Service and Installation 
Bulletin No. 3 (dated June 19, 1952), 
available from Motorola distributors, 
contains a printed table listing recom- 
mended conmpensating capacitors for 
all 1949, 1950, and 1951 Motorola FM 
receivers. This table should be taken 
as final authority for replacement ca- 
pacitors, even though it may not agree 
in all instances with parts lists in the 
service manuals. Motorola Service 
Dept. 

OLYMPIC DX -621 COMBINATION 
In the early models, hum may be 

heard occasionally on the AM -FM or 
PHONO positions. This can be eliminated 
by rerouting and shielding the three 
leads connected to the tone control - 
power switch. Disconnect the three 
leads from the a.c. switch and reroute 
them to run directly from the rear of 
the chassis to the switch. Cut off excess 
length of leads. Shield each lead with 
one 7% -inch length of spiral shielding 
(part SD -2340) and insulate with an 
8 -inch length of sleeving (part IT- 
1932) . Ground rearmost end of shield- 
ing to the chassis. Connect a short 
jumper from the center lug (ground) 
of the three -terminal tie post under 
the record changer to the adjacent lug 
on which the shield braid of the phono 
pickup lead is soldered. 

In these sets, bass response is normal 
when the set is operated on a hard - 
surfaced floor. On carpeted floors, low - 
frequency response may not be satis- 
factory. To increase it, mount a 3% x 
10% -inch piece of % -inch tempered 
Masonite to cover the hole in the speak- 
er baffle next to the speaker. Mount a 
17% x 16%-inch piece of the same 
material under the speaker on the shelf 
inside the speaker compartment. - 
Olympic Television Service Bulletin 

'31 

`> PHYSICISTS 

AND 

ENGINEERS 

ATTENDING THE 

>I.R.E. 
CONVENTION 

NEW YORK CITY 

MARCH 23 -26... 

Inquiries are 

invited regarding 

openings 
on our Staff 

RADAR LABORATORIES 

GUIDED MISSILE LABORATORIES 

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES 

ELECTRON TUBE LABORATORIES 

FIELD ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

For the convenience of 
those attending the I. R.E. 
meetings and Radio Engineering 
Show, members of the 
Laboratory Staff will be available 
for interviews at the 
Convention hotel. For appointment 
telephone Hughes New York 

office, LAckawanna 4 -9330. 

HUGHES 

a 

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

Scientific and 
Engineering Staff 
CULVER CITY, LOS ANGELES 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

Assurance is required that relocation 
of the applicant will not cause disruption 
of an urgent military prolect. 
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TECHNOTES 

World's 

.7 most 

powerful 
TV Antenna! 

Model AD 2 -8 

Guaranteed 10 times more 
powerful than stacked 10 ele- 
ment Yagis. 

Receives channel 2 -83 from all 
directions without a rotor. 

Broadband UHF -VHF and FM, 

motorless all direction recep- 
tion. 

Pat. # 2,585,670 - 2,609,503 - 
2,625,655 others pending. 

All aluminum flip -out assembly. 

$3650 LIST PRICE 
Includes Stacked Antenna Array. 9 Position Switch. 

Completely Wired Stacking Harness. A.I.M. - 
Automatic Impedance Matching Coupler. 

Individually packaged with complete instructions. 

The only TV antenna that in- 
stantly beams the television set 

directly to the signal without a 

rotor. This antenna brings strong 

signals from all directions to weak 

signal areas instantly ... with a 

flick of the nine position switch 

located near the television set. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
To outperform any present day antenna array using a rotor motor, 

including stacked 10 element Yagis, 4 bay conicals, fans, double V's, etc. 

Available at local jobbers or write for name of nearest representative 

All CHANNEL ANTENNA CORP. 
70.07 Queens Blvd., Woodside 77, N. Y. Hickory 6 -2304 

WANT 
WE NEED YOUR SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

WE PAY TOP $$$ FOR: * RADIO RECEIVERS 
*TRANSMITTERS * ARC -I * ARC -3 * ART -13 * CONTROL BOXES 

INDICATORS * CLAMPS 

* PLUGS * CORDS * RELAYS * TELEPHONE 
MATERIALS * AN CONNECTORS * WE BUY 
ANYTHING! 

Write, Wire today! Tell us what you Asee. 

TALLEN CO., nc.. Dept. RE 
159 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. 

LEARN CODE 
No matter how difficult it has been for you to learn 
code before, I guarantee that you will memorize the 
Morse International Code in two hours or return 
method within 5 days and I will refund your money. 
Send one dollar for complete method. NOTHING ELSE 
TO BUY! 

OTTO LUTHER. NEW PRESTON. CONN. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS is paying good rotes on 
acceptance for original and unusual articles on 
audio, television, FM and AM servicing, as well 
as articles on industrial electronic equipment 
and applications. Send for a copy of our 
Authors' Guide. Address: 

THE EDITOR 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE HINT 

Thé output of a crystal pickup car- 
tridge varies with temperature. Its out- 
put is higher at room temperature than 
at lower temperatures. Do not imme- 
diately reject a cartridge because of 
low signal output if it has been in cold 
storage or subjected to low tempera- 
tures. Wait until it has warmed up be- 
fore passing final judgment. RCA 
Radio Phono Television Service Tips 

SPARTON 5006X AND 5007X 

Reduced sensitivity and low audio 
output were encountered in the first 
production run of the 25TK10 TV chas- 
sis using a 6AX5 low- voltage rectifier 
for the 140 -volt B- supply line. 

The minimum allowable voltage on 
this line is 130. It has been found that 
the internal resistance of the 6AX5 
increases enough to drop the voltage 
to 110 -120 after the set has been oper- 
ated for as little as 50 hours. 

It is recommended that the 6AX5 be 
replaced with a 6X5 in cases where the 
voltage on the 140 -volt line drops be- 
low 130. The 6AX5 has been replaced 
with a 6X5 in later production runs. - 
Sparton Service Division Bulletin 

STANDARD COIL TUNER 
Loss of sensitivity on all channels 

and split tuning on high -band channels 
have been encountered on several sets 
using Standard Coil type TV303 tuners. 

In all cases, the trouble was caused 
by a break at the terminal on the con- 
verter plate coil. 

The lead was resoldered to restore 
normal operation. -A. D. Marikle 

PHILCO TV PRECAUTION 
Always disconnect the outside an- 

tenna lead -in or pull the line cord from 
the outlet before replacing the back on 
Philco TV sets which use a tapered -line 
antenna circuit. Failure to observe 
these precautions may cause serious 
damage to the antenna input assembly. 

If the antenna happens to be a 
folded -dipole type with a metal boom 
and a grounded mast, accidental con- 
tact between the high side of the power 
line and the chassis will cause the 
tapered -line assembly to become burned 
out. -C. E. Wyatt 

ZENITH TV SETS 

Smeary pictures in Zenith TV sets 
using the 24H20 chassis with interfer- 
ence in the form of horizontal lines, 
have, on several occasions, been traced 
to an open 10 -µf decoupling capacitor in 
the plate circuit of the 12AT7 noise 
limiter. The trouble clears up when the 
capacitor is replaced. -Jim Caveseno 

PHILCO 45 -131 

If the set is dead, the trouble is most 
likely traceable to an open circuit in 
the primary of the output transformer 
which is mounted underneath at the 
back of the chassis. If the replacement 
does not fit the holes used to mount the 
original unit, you can probably use 
one or more of the holes which you will 
find close to the position occupied by 
the original component. Howard Simp- 
kins END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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THE Pn4iyeddioga 
LINE OF 

CRT 
EXTENSIONS 
MAKES SERVICING EASIER 

9 

PEOPLE 

G. W. Duckworth was named manager 
of the equipment sales field force of 
the RCA TUBE DEPARTMENT in a re- 
alignment of the company's equipment 
sales activities. At the same time, four 
veteran field representatives were made 
managers of newly created districts. 

CR -33 3 ft 

CR- 33 -6 6 ft 

Exclustve 

Non -Breakable 

Molded Ends 

t and .e 6.0 o, 
.nest lob. 

u.ble l. 3 

e e ft eeeele 

Ca-35 3 /t 

Exclusive 

One model for both 

Electrostatic 

tlectr,atnetie 

CRT's. 

CA -55 3 ft 

CA- 55- 6 6 ft 

Exclusive 

Leads sacked 
For Security 

need 
Booklet on TV 

Interference. 
Just wri te. 

\ 
Now! HANDLE UP TO 

90% OF TV TROUBLES 

by the easy 
PICTURE 

ANALYSIS 
METHOD! 

PIX -O -FIX 
TV TROUBLE 
FINDER GUIDE 
By Ghirardi 8 Middleton 

Covers 24 common 
troubles identified by 
actual screen photos 

190 possible 
causes of these troubles 
localized to receiver 
stage or section where 
they are most likely 
to occur. 

253 step -by- 
step remedies for 
these troubles 

4,500 words 
In CAUSE AND 
REMEDY section to 
show exactly what to 
do. 

Cut hour, of I cdious TV trouble - 
shooting to minutes! Make repairs 
twice as fast! Operation of Ohir- Irdi's new PIX -O -FIX TV 
TROUBLE FINDER GUIDE is 
simplicity itself. Covers all TV 
receivers. 
Just turn dial until actual TV 
screen photo appearing in PIX -O- 
FIX "window" matches distorted 
picture on set being repaired. PIX - 
0 -FIX then gives you all possible 
causes for this trouble and lust 
where in the receiver they are 
likely to be found. But that is 
only the beginning! 
Step -by -step repair instructions fol- 
low. Components likely to be faulty 
are specified. Quick tests are out- 
lined. PIX -0 -FIX guides you every 
step of the way! 
Remember! PIX -O -FIX is NOT a "fix -it- yourself" gadget for con- 
sumers. It is a truly professional 
device for servicemen, apprentices 
and students -prepared by two of 
the nation's foremost service in- 
structors-A. A. Ohirardl and R. 
G. Middleton. 

MONEY BACK IF YOU'RE 
NOT SATISFIED! 

Simply pin a $1 bill to this ad. 
Mail with your name and ad- 
dress to the publisher. If not 
satisfactory, return PIX -O -FIX 
in 10 days and your SI will be 
refunded promptly. (Price out- 
side U.S.A. $1.25 same money - 
bock guarantee). 

Dept. RE -33, RINEHART BOOKS, Inc., Technical 
Div., 232 Madison Ave., New York 32, New York 

MARCH, 1953 

Left to right, rear: C. R. Klinger, 
J. W. Kirschen, L. D. Kimmel. Front: 
G. W. Duckworth and J. H. Mosher. 

They are: J. W.. Kirschen, Eastern dis- 
trict; C. R. Klinger, Western district; 
L. D. Kimmel, Central district; J. H. 
Mosher, Interdepartmental district. 
William W. Taylor, formerly assistant 
sales manager of the Capacitor Division 
of the SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO., Marion, 
Ill., was appointed sales manager. He 
succeeds John Giltner Twist who re- 
signed to become a manufacturers' rep- 
resentative in Chicago. H. Laurence 
Kunz, general manager of the Division, 
was elected vice- president. He will con- 
tinue as general manager of the Ca- 
pacitor Division. 

John H. Hauser joined HYTRON RADIO 
& ELECTRONICS Co., Danvers, Mass., as 

renewal tube sales 
manager, according 
to an announce- 
ment by John Q. 
Adams, vice- presi- 
dent in charge of 
sales. Mr. Hauser 
was formerly with 
Sylvania Electric. J. H. Hauser 

W. Walter Jablon was appointed vice - 
president in charge 
of sales of the 
DAVID BOGEN Co., 
New York City 
manufacturer of 
electronic equip- 
ment. He was for- 
merly with' Espey 
Manufacturing Co. W W Jablon 
Leon Golder joined CARBONNEAU INDUS- 

TRIES, INC., Grand 
Rapids, Mich., as 
general sales man- 
ager. He was for- 
merly chief of the 
Radio and Televi- 
sion Section, Elec- 
tronics Division of 
the NPA. Prior to 
that he had been L. Golder 

1133 

Naled 
acaw/ 

ta DEMONSTRATE 
AND TEST 

D.C. APPARATUS 

FROM A.C. LINES 

"A" BATTERY 
ELIMINATORS 

For DEMONSTRATING AND TESTING 
AUTO RADIOS 

New Models ... Designed for testing D.C. 
Electrical Apparatus on Regular A.C. Lines. 
Equipped with Full -Wave Dry Disc Type 
Rectifier, Assuring Noise -less, Interfer- 

ence -Free Operation and Extreme 
Long Lire and Reliability. 

V NEW MODELS 

NEW DESIGNS 

NEW LITERATURE 

"A" Bolter, miminaror A -C D-C Inverters 

r w o Radio Vibrators 

See leers /eÓáa as wee& Autos" 

AMERICAN TELEVISION 1 RADIO CO. 

Quality Pa14td1 Briste 1931 
. SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA -U.5. A. 
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New Products iz 
The Better O r 1 The 0/ 
ELECTRIC EXTRA a 

SOLDERING-r, LONG LIFE 
GUN TIP 

HEATS IN 3 TO S SECONDS -COOLS QUICKLY 

Better Designed 

Better Made 

Tips Rigid - 
Stay Tinned 

Easily Replaced 

Underwriters' Approved 
The 250 Watt electric sold- 
ering gun entitled to show 

this certification. Speaks well for the 
quality of the product and its safety. 
Users praise its balance, ease of 
handling, excellent performance. 

NO DUTY CYCLE 
Can be used almost constantly. Its excel- 
lent design and construction prevent 
overheating. Operating on 120 Volt 
AC, 60 cycle, the Wen Gun handles all 
soldering requirements 50 to 250 Watts. 

A FINE PROFESSIONAL TOOL 
Ideal for assembly, maintenance, service 
and repair. Retails for $12.95 with dis- 
counts for quantities and to the trade. 
Individually boxed. Fully guaranteed. 

EXPORT 

ACTUALLY LASTS 

20 TIMES 504 
AS LONG L I S T 

This Feraloy tip is same size as standard 
tip of the Wen Gun but specially coated 
to protect against corrosion and silver 
plated to insure best electrical contact 
and heat transfer. Stays tinned indefi- 
nitely, never requires dressing, extra 
rigid, retains full tip contact area. 

BIG HELP IN SHOP, FACTORY 
Where soldering is constant and tip life 
is important (as in factory production 
or bench work) this Wen Feraloy tip is 
terrific. One plant reports standard tips 
had to be changed every half hour - 
Wen Feraloys every two weeks. 

AND NOW ANOTHER 
A special tip for smooth, fast cutting 
of plastic tile, linoleum, asphalt 
tile. Cuts straight lines, 
curves, any shapes. 
Works in regular 
Wen Soldering Gun. 

AGENTS, SCHEEL INTERNATIONAL, INC.- CHICAGO 18, ILL. 

A TIP 
FOR CUTTING 
PLASTIC TILE 
- 504 LIST 

WEN PRODUCTS, INC. 
5806 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY CHICAGO 31, ILL. 

EASY TO LEARN CODE 
It is easy to learn or increase speed 
with an Instuactograph Code Teacher. 
Affords the quickest and most prac- 
tical method yet developed. For be- 
ginners or advanced students. Avail- 
able tapes for beginner's alphabet 
to typical messages on all subjects. 
Speed range 5 to 40 WPM. Always 
ready -no DRM. 

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS! 
The Instructograph Code Teacher 
literally takes the place of ars oper- 
ator-instructor and enables anyone to 
learn and master code without fur- 
ther assistance. Thousands of successful operators have 

acquired the code" with the instructograph System. 
Write today for convenient rental and purchase plans. 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
4701 Sheridan Rd.. Dept. RC, Chicago 40- lit. 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

MERCURY ELECTRONICS DIST. CO. 
Comer Clinton a Wail Sts. 

Binghamton, N. Y. 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 

SCE /CO OPE KIT 

IN STOCK! 

F $3.00 FOR CARTOON IDEAS 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS prints several radio 
cartoons every month. Readers are imvited to 
contribute humorous radio ideas which can be 
used in cartoon form. It is not necessary that 
you draw a sketch. unless you wish. 

Address 
RADIO -CARTOONS, RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

PEOPLE 

with the Rola Co. 
executive positions. 
Floyd A. Hayhurs 
staff assistant to 

F. A. Hayhurst 

Lou Burzyoki 
joined CREST LAB- 
ORATORIES, Rock- 
away Beach, N. Y., 
as chief trans- 
former engineer. 
He was formerly 
affiliated with 
Berkshire Trans- 
former Co. 

and Magnavox in 

t was promoted to 
Edward C. Tudor, 
president of 
I. D.E.A. (REGEN- 
CY), Indianapolis, 
manufacturer of 
Regency boosters 
and converters. 
Hayhurst was for- 
merly purchasing 
agent for I.D.E.A. 

L. Burzyoki 

Personnel Notes 
... Walter E. Peek has joined CEN- 
TRALAB, a division of Globe -Union, Inc., 
Milwaukee, as sales manager of the 
Mechanical Electronic Products Section, 
which covers variable resistors and 
wave- change switches, according to an 
announcement by W. S. Parsons, Cen- 
tralab president. ... R. H. Siemens was appointed man- 
ager of kinescope equipment sales and 
J. T. Wilson, manager of receiving tube 
equipment sales of the RCA TUBE DE- 
PARTMENT in a move to create Separate 
kinescope and receiving -tube sales func- 
tions. Previously, Siemens had admin- 
istered both kinescope and receiving 
tube sales. Wilson was formerly field 
application engineer for the Tube De- 
partment's Equipment Sales Section. ... A. D. Davis, president of ALLIED 
RADIO CORP., Chicago, presented a gold 
watch to Max Hechter, assistant pur- 
chasing agent, to mark his 25 years 
with the company. The presentation 
was made at a meeting to organize an 
Old- Timers Club of employees associ- 
ated with the company 20 years or 
more. 

Kenneth A. Giffin was appointed 
district sales manager for the GENERAL 
ELECTRIC TUBE DEPARTMENT in the 
Western region. He was formerly with 
Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ... E. T. Spence of the Special Sales 
Division of ALPRODCO, INC., Mineral 
Wells, Texas, was appointed director 
of sales for all states along the Atlantic 
seaboard. The company manufactures 
aluminum TV towers and the Erec- 
tower, portable trailer -tower device for 
dealer use. 

. Arthur L. Chapman, a vice -president 
of SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
for the past two years, was named 
vice -president in charge of electronics 
operations of the company. 
. . . Charles Weyl, formerly executive 
vice- president of INTERNATIONAL RE- 
SISTANCE Co., Philadelphia, was elected 
president. Ernest Searing, former presi- 
dent, was elected chairman of the Board 
of Directors. END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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V E EGOTIT! 
Check these tube prices against 
your last purchase order. We're 
positive you can't beat these 
prices for branded tubes, fully 
guaranteed and individually 
boxed. 
OZ4A .. .68 6AV6 .. .41 6W4 . . . .49 
1B3 . . . .68 6646 .. .48 6X4 . . . .39 
1.i5 . . . .61 6BC5 .. .56 6X5 ... .3a 
ISS . . . .52 6BG6 . .1.40 12AT7 . .73 
1T4 . . . .61 6 BE6 .. .49 12 AU6 . .48 
1114 . . . .60 6BQ6 .. .90 12AU7 . .57 
1X2 . . . .68 6C4 . . . .40 128A6 . .48 
3Q4 . . . .65 6CB6 .. .56 12BE6 . .48 
3Q5 ... .70 6CD6 ..1.79 12SA7 . .57 
3S4 . . . .60 635 . . . .40 12SK7 . .55 
5U4 . . . .45 6J6 . . . .71 12SN7 . .57 
5Y3 . . .35 6K6 . . . .48 12SQ7 . .47 
6AC7 . . .80 6S4 . . . .51 19BG6 .1.44 
6AG5 .. .56 6SA7 . . .57 25BQ6 . .90 
6AKS .. 1.15 6SK7 .. .55 25L6 .. .50 
6AL5 .. .45 6SQ7 .. .47 35W4.. .34 
6AQ5 .. .51 6SN7 .. .57 35Z5 .. .40 
6AT6 .. .41 6T8 . . . .83 5085 .. .53 
6AU6 . . .45 6V6 . . . .51 50L6 . . .53 

Jobber Inquiries Invited 
All prices F.O.B., N.Y. Min. 
order $5.00. C.O.D.'s, of course. 
25% deposit with order. Pre- 
paid shipments if check in full 
with order. 

V E E Dept. E 
Box 134, 

Queens Village 29. N.Y. 

"HIGH FIDELITY 
Simplified' 

by 
H. D. WEILER 

Here is the complete story of high fidelity 
-clearly told, easily understood. This 
brand new, practical book covers every- 
thing from 'what high fidelity is to the 
actual selection, purchase and installa- 
tion of the proper high fidelity equipment. 
You'll find page after page of detailed, 
illustrated information concerning record 
players and changers, amplifiers, loud- 
speakers and tope recorders ... it an- 
swers your questions on what to buy and 
do to obtain perfect results. Learn how 
you can enjoy the most lifelike musical 
reproduction possible. Order your copy of 
this valuable, new first edition today at 
your local bookstore ... or simply send 
$2.50 to - 

John F. Rider, Publisher, Inc. 
Dep't. T, 480 Canal Street 

New York 13, N. Y. 

MARCH, 1953 
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BEGINS HERE ... 
with General Industries' Phonomotors 

The fidelity reputation of your record players, 
phono- combinations, and portables begins at the 
phonomotor. Be sure it's a good reputation 
that stays good ... protected by General Industries' 
Smooth Power Phonomotors. 

Complete data and specifications on 
the entire line of Smooth Power Phonomotors 
will be sent promptly on your request. 

NIVE 

/9 
3.1955 

T 

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO. 
DEPARTMENT ME ELYRIA, OHIO 

NEW DYNATRACER* 
FOR DYNAMIC SIGNAL 

TRACING AT LOW COST! 
REQUIRES NO 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 
Dynamic Signal Tracing is the fast- 
est known method of trouble-shoot- 
ing any radio or television set. 
"DYNATRACER" is designed to 
signal trace through any radio or 
TV audio, video, sync, AFC, vertical 
or horizontal sweep circuit, and 
instantly isolate trouble to a stage 
or component. 

DYNATRACER" is a Portable Self - 
Powered Instrument that is used 
under actual operating conditions. 
Ideal for home service calls and 
bench. 
Complete Instructions and Trouble - 
Shooting Methods Enclosed. 

Distributors Inquiries Invited 
CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO. 

8509 -21st Ave., Dept. 101, Brooklyn 14, N. Y. 

Check or M. n. 
Postpaid U.S. A 

$4.95 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

Used Recording Tape (plastic base) 

1.99 for 7" 1200 foot. 
1.09 for 5" 610 ft. 

.69 for 4" 300 ft. 

.29 for 3" 150 ft. 
(plastic reel Included 
with all above sizes) 

Money cheerfully refunded if 
you do not find this lape cleanly 
erased and as good as new. 11 

you are skeptical and from Mis- 
souri send us 120 in stamps and 
we'll roll you a sample). 

New enlpty plastic reels in boxes for easy labeling 
3^ -2Oc; 4° -226; 5 ̂  -24C; 7 ^ -300 each. EMPTY BOXES, 3. -3C; 4 ̂  -5f; 5. -SC; 7^ -IO0. 

e We carry ew r 
cordera, recording blanks, tape, tape recorders, etc., at large savings. PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT POSTAGE. 

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO. 2503 Champlain Street, N.W., Washington, 9, D.C. 

Please mention RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
when answering advertisements 
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New Portable 
Battery -Operated 

Spring -Motor 
Tape Recorder 

For all field recording without AC power! 
Smaller and lighter than a portable type- 
writer, the Magnemite* actually makes 
field recordings that can be played on any 
studio console equipment. Completely 
self -powered, the Magnemite* does away 
with bulky and cumbersome generators, 
storage batteries and rechargers. 

Just check these unusual features: 

Noiseless and vibrationless governor. 
controlled spring -motor assures constant 
tape speed. 

100 operating hours per set of inexpensive 
flashlight -type dry cell batteries. 

Earphone monitoring while recording, and 
earphone playback for immediate quality 
check. 

Operates in any position, and is unaffected 
by movement or vibration during operation. 

Warning indicator tells when to rewind, 
and shows when amplifier is on. 

Broadcast models weigh 15 pounds. Slow - 
speed models weigh only 10 pounds. 

Requires no more desk space than a letter- 
head, measuring only 11 x111/2 x 5 t/2 inches. 

There's a choice of 5 different models for 
any recording need. High fidelity units, 
meeting primary and secondary NARTB 
standards, which record and play back 
frequencies up to 15,000 cycles, are avail- 
able for broadcast stations, critical music 
lovers, and scientific research. For investi- 
gation, missionaries, reporters, and general 
dictation while traveling, there are units 
which play up to 2 hours per reel of tape. 

Write today for complete descriptive literature 
and direct factory prices. 

AMPLIFIER CORP. 
of AMERICA 

398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

*Trade Mark Reg 

MISCELLANY 

THE FUND NEARS 
$10,500 

There is always a distinct feeling of 
anticipation when we here at RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS open the Help- Freddie- 
Walk Fund mail, for it's fun to meet at 
first -hand the many friends of little 
Freddie Thomason, four -year -old son of 
Herschel Thomason, radio technician of 
Magnolia, Arkansas. Freddie was born 
without arms or legs, but his faith and 
courage are mirrored in the hundreds 
of letters we have received. 

The following are excerpts from let- 
ters received this month: 

"As I looked through my RADIO- 
ELECTRONICS I noticed the Help -Fre d- 
die -Walk Fund. I brought it to t he 
attention of our team chief, and he 
suggested I contact the other tea m 
members, who each donated $2.00. Th ey 
are: Lt. Col. Willis B. Scudder, M aj. 
Charles T. Boyle, Capt. Arthur E. 
Lomax, M / Sgt. Dewey Duckwort h, 
M / Sgt. Robert F. Strosnider, and S gt. 
Joseph T. Olwick." A picture of t he 
entire team, all working with t he 
Turkish Military in Erzurum, Turke y, 
was forwarded to Freddie. 

"We are pleased to enclose our check 
in the amount of $50.00, with our be 
wishes for Freddie and you all," fro m 
the Radiotelephone Communicators of 
Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico. 

With a check for $10.00 comes a not e: 
"Please accept this small contribution 
towards your fund. We all wish that we 
could contribute a whole month's pay 
but we hope this will help just a little," 
from the 1st Inf. Div. Signal Repair 
Team #2, A.P.O. 1, c/o Postmast er, 
New York. 

We should also like to mention t he 
special Christmas greetings receiv ed 
from Linda Zeiher, age 41/2, of Jacks on 
Heights, N. Y., with her $2.00 donatio n. 

Although the Help-Freddie-Walk 
Fund has now topped $10,400, the fig ht 
is just beginning. We urge each a nd 
every one to help this worthy cause by 
sending in his contribution, small or 
large, as soon and as often as possib le. 
No donation is too small to receive o ur 
sincere thanks and acknowledgme nt. 
Make all checks, money orders, etc., 
payable to Herschel Thomason. Addre ss 
all letters to: 

HELP -FREDDIE -WALK FUND 
c/o RADIO -ELECTRONICS Magazine 

25 West Broadway 
New York 7, New York 

FAMILY CIRCLE CONTRIBUTIONS 
Balance os of December 22, 1952 ..$ 577. 50 
Anonymous, Washington, D. C. .... 1. 00 

FAMILY CIRCLE Contributions as 
of January 20, 1953 $ 578.50 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS CONTRIBUTIONS 

Balance as of December 22, 1952 $9,731.22 
A Friend, Worcester, Mass. 2.00 
Anonymous, S. S. Irvingdale 2.00 
Fred R. Courtney, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5.00 
John Doe, Monterey Park, Calif. 10.00 
Ist Inf. Div. Signal Repair Team #2, 

ime 
Will 

yt lob? much t nex 

dong 
seen to spot the cause of 

trouble quickly and 
accurately on your 
next service job, take 
along a copy of 

and" 
TELEVISION 

SERVICING 
A master index shows the possible causes of 
100 trouble symptom in sound and picture. 
and refen directly to the page on which serv- 

icing instructions are given. 

You'll learn simple signal tracing procedures. 
essential factors for successful VHF and UHF 
servicing, how to improve reception in fringe 
areas, how to troubleshoot A.G.C. and syn. 
chroguide circuits, and many more trade tricks 
in diagnosing troubles in minimum time. 

You'll see how each unit in the TV receiver 
functions, how it is set up by the different 
manufacturers,. what flaws may occur in it, 
what points in the circuitry cause these flaws, 
how they affect the other components in the 
unit and how they show up on the TV screen. 

You'll have clear illustrations of scope patterns 
and station defects as well as hundreds of ache- 

matics to help you check and locate trouble. 
Every practical aid is here to help you do the 
bet, most satisfactory servicing job in the min- 
imum time. Try it out free of charge. See 

below. 

enough 
know s? 

you hearing did 

about I! Mandl 

HEARING AIDS 

HEAR/ VG' 

A//)S 

tells you how to select and get the most out of a hear- 

ing aid, and how to service it. Here is badly needed, 

reliable information on the various types of aids being 
manufactured today, their components, and their adap- 

tability to different types and degrees of deafness, to- 
gether with instruction for the serviceman on testing, 
adjustment and repair. 

SEE COPIES ON APPROVAL 

The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 11 

Please send me the books checked below. I will 
either remit in full or return the books in 
10 days. 

Signed 

Address 

Mandl', Television Servicing $5.50 

Mandl's Hearing Aids 13.50 

This offer good only within oontinentst limits of U.S.A.) 
Pal ___a-s,s,sssa- a- a-a-N -a -a 
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MISCELLANY 

A.P.O. I, N. Y. 
Michael Gaffney, Lyndhurst, N. J. 
P. Hoffman, E. Paterson, N. J. 
M. Jarnagin, Arlington, Va. 
Johns Radio Service, Griffith, Indiana 
Edward T. Jones, RCA, Camden, N. J. 
Sgt. Joseph T. Olwick, on behalf of 

his Team, working with the Turkish 
Military, Erzurum, Turkey 

Radio Maintenance Shop, Augusta, 
Georgia 

Radiotelephone Communicators of 
Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico 

Walter A. Upson, 16 Bateman St., 
Haverhill, Mass. 

Linda Zeiher (age 41/2), Jackson 
Heights, New York 

10.00 
1.00 
5.00 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 

12.00 

5.00 

50.00 

5.00 

2.00 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS Contributions 
as of January 20, 1953 $9,844.22 

FAMILY CIRCLE CONTRIBUTIONS 578.50 

TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS as of Jan- 
uary 20, 1953 $10,422.72 

CORRECTION 
When the "Low -Cost V.T.V.M." is 

connected according to Fig. 1 on page 
46 of the December, 1952, issue, the 
meter will not operate. The corrected 
circuit is shown here. 

1.5V 

= I0.eMEG 

lav 

9006 
6011 

270K 

60011 

306 

M-5EE TEXT 

6SN7 -GT 

33.3MEG 

3.3MEG 

CALM CANT 

56 

6 

r 
2.26 2.2K 

L_` 

SET 5K -WW ZERO 

60MX 
15K 6476 

+ Io.150V = 22K 

}0 6.3V 

The original schematic showed an 
excessively high cathode bias. 

3liabío Xfjírtp=ffit)e Deno Ztqo 
31n t5ernsbA[lì $)ublicationfs 

HUGO GERNSBACK 
Founder 

Modern Elettrics 1908 
Wireless Association of America 1908 
Electrical Experimenter ..1913 
Radio News .....1919 
Science & Invention ..1920 
Television 1927 
Radio -Craft 1929 
Short -Wave Craft 1930 
Television News 1931 

Some of the larger libraries still have copies of ELEC- 
TRICAL EXPERIMENTER on file for interested readers 

March 1919 
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

Underground Wireless & Sub -sea Ra- 
dio, by H. Gernsback 

My Inventions, by Nikola Tesla 
Amateurs Win; Wireless Bill is Killed, 

by H. Gernsback 
The Rogers Underground Wireless, by 

H. Winfield Secor 
How I Invented the Audion, by Dr. Lee 

de Forest 
Gigantic French Radio Station 

MARCH, 1953 

the all- weather lead line 

for finest TV reception 
SHEATH -LEED -the DON GOOD super -fine leadline is built for use wherever 
tough weather conditions prevail. It's especially recommended for use in coastal 
areas where salt spray encrusts the regular leadline and devitalizes it. And also 
in hot humid areas, where much alternate rainfall and strong sunlight prevails, 
and where leadlines are subjected to frost, snow and icy conditions. 

PURE POLYETHYLENE TUBING - ENCASING GOODLINE AIRLEAD 
TWO COLORS - STANDARD BROWN or SILVER -GRAY TUBING 
RECOMMENDED FOR FINEST VHF or UHF RECEPTION 
GIVES MAXIMUM LONG -LIFE SERVICE VS WEEKS OF SERVICE 
WHERE A REGULAR TYPE LEADLINE IS USED 

Goodline Airlead - Nationally Accepted as the Basis 
of Finest Television Reception 

80% OF LOSS PRODUCING DIELECTRIC WEB IS REMOVED 
CORRECT IMPEDANCE FOR SHARP, CLEAN, "SNOW- FREE" PICTURES 
PACKAGED: 100'- 250' -500'- 1000' -2500' 

GIVE TELEVISION SETS A CHANCE TO GIVE YOU FINEST RECEPTION 
INSIST ON SHEATH -LEED or GOODLINE AIRLEAD 

,INC. SOLD BY LEADING 
JOBBERS & DEALERS 

Send coupon NOW for 
complete information. 
Get samples "in your hands" 
-you'll realize why 
Goodline Products give 
the finest possible in 
television reception. 

DON GOOD, INC. 
1014 Fair Oaks Ave., So. Pasadena, Calif. 
Please rush Samples and Complete Infor- 
mation covering Sheath -Leed and Goodline 
Airlead. 

Name 

Street 

City State 

., 

cOLOR 
TOIE 

ON rouRTELEYISION 
Simply attach TELECOLOR FILTER to front 
of set and enjoy programs in glorious color 
tones Instead of dull black and white. GUAR- 
ANTEED to give genuine color tone. Can also 
be used with any other filter. Once tried. 
you will never go back to old black and 
white. Write for FREE Information. ORDER 
BY MAIL. NEW REDUCED PRICES! 
Send check, M.O., cash, COD to Dept. RE -3 

10 in..._ $1 16, 17 in..._..$3 
12 14 in. .2 19 21 in. .5 

659 FULTON 
HARVARD LAB ..SROOKLYN " NS Y. 

PRES- 
PROBE 

Finds Intermittent 
Condensers Instantly 

NET 
Pres -probe's sliding tip 
with variable resistance 
prevents condenser 
healing. Tests with 
power on. Requires 
no adjustment. Stops 
guesswork. Saves 
time. Convenient 
probe size ( 7 Y " long) . 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 
See Your Dist. or Order Direct 

PRES-PROBE CO. 
4034 N. Sixth St., Milwaukee 12, Wisc. 
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Another 11FAV ID First... 

The ALL NEW 

BAZOOKA 

CAT. NO. 1860, 
SILVER STREAK 

BAZOOKA 

Here is the first broad -band antenna that 
provides top performance on all seven 
channels (7 -13). It's a BAZOOKA -TUNED 
yagi, incorporating all these advantages: 

Single forward lobe. 
131/2 db front -to -back ratio. 
Snap -Spring assembly. 
Mechanically balanced -ideal for 
use with rotor. 
Extremely high, flat response 
throughout high -band VHF. 

A NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF TOP DISTRIBUTORS 

12 

210 

oe 
CO 06 

4 
7 8 9 10 II 12 t3 

CHANNELS 

CARRY TACO ANTENNAS 

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORP. Sherburne, N.Y. 
HACKBUSCH ELECTRONICS TORONTO 4, ONT., CANADA 

STANDARD 
BRANDS TUBES 041011p6ia.t.1 

BBXE,O 

woo WOO" NEW Low PRICES BRAND 
NEW il 

0Z4 ...$ .54 5Y3GT .$ .39 66A6 ...$ .54 6F6GT ..5 .54 6W4GT .5 .54 12SQ7GT 5 .63 
1B3GT .. .87 6AB4 ... .61 6BA7 ... .76 6146. . .57 6W6GT . .65 19BG6G . 1.75 
1L4 .... .65 6AC7 ... .98 6BC5 ... .65 6J5GT . .54 6X4 .. .49 1978 . .87 
185 .... .59 6AG5 .. .64 68E6 ... .57 6J6 . .76 6X5GT .. .43 25AV5GT 1.05 
1S4 .... .76 6AG7 .. 1.19 6BF5 . . .69 6K6GT .. .54 12AT6 .. .47 25BQ6GT 1.08 
1S5 .... .64 6AH6 .. 1.05 68G6G . 1.69 6L6GA .. 1.05 12AT7 . .76 25L6GT . .54 
1T4 .... .64 6AK5 . .88 6BH6 ... .72 6SA7GT . .61 12AÚ6 .. .54 25Z6GT . .49 
1U4 .... .69 6AL5 ... .50 6BJ6 ... .61 6SC7 ... .76 12AU7 .. .65 3585 ... .61 

.61 6A05 .. .54 6BL7 ... .98 6SF5 ... .58 12AV7 . .88 
1X2A .. .75 6A06 ... .49 6BN6 .. .72 6SH7 ... .65 12BA6 . . .54 35L6GT . .61 
314 .75 6AR5 .. .69 6806 . 1.08 6SJ7 . .54 12BE6 .. .58 35W4 . . .41 
3QSGT .. .72 6AS5 ... .62 61307 ... 1.08 6SL7GT . .64 12BH7 .82 35Z5GT . .39 
354 .... .65 6AT6 . . . .46 6C4 .... .49 6SN7GT . .69 12SA7GT .62 50B5 . .. .61 
3V4 .... .65 6AU6 .54 6C5 .... .57 6SQ7GT . .49 12SG7 .. .61 5005 .61 
574 .... 1.31 6AV5GT 1.05 6CB6 .. .65 6S R7 ... .49 125H7 . .49 50L6GT . .59 
5Ú4G .. .54 6AV6 ... .46 6CD6G . 1.29 678 . . .79 12SK7GT .63 117Z3 .. .54 
5V4G ... .98 684G ... .98 6E5 .... .76 6V6GT .. .57 12SN7GT .73 

Many other types equally low priced -Inc ude all your tube needs with your order. 
One of the largest stocks In the country! 

Min. Order $25.00. Terms: 25% with order. balance C.O.D. 
All prices subject fo change without notice. F.O.B. New York City. Mail order division. 

ele T ision Materials Corp. 
120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 6, N.Y. COrtlandt 7 -4307 

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING JOBBER 

PENINSULA TELEVISION & RADIO SUPPLY 
42 West Gabilan St. 

Salinas, Calif. 

HAS THE 
SENSATIONAL NEW 

E /COL /SC0 E KIT 
IN STOCK! 

You can't beat 

Radio -Electronics 
for complete coverage of 

Radio, Television and Audio 

COMMUNICATIONS 

TRANSFORMER POLARITY 

Dear Editor: 
In the article "Saturated -Core Light 

Flasher" by Erwin Levey on page 62 
of the December issue of RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS, the author suggests a method 
for checking polarity of the trans- 
formers. For safety, a much lower 
voltage (any filament supply) could be 
used instead of 117 volts a.c. to obtain 
the same results. If 117 volts is used, 
the supply voltage should be connected 
to the high -voltage instead of the low - 
voltage winding to avoid stepping up 
the voltage during the test. 

There are two other methods for 
checking polarity of transformers. The 
first uses a small pocket magnetic com- 
pass and a single 1.5 -volt dry cell. The 
compass is placed above the iron core 
of the transformer and a 1.5 -volt dry 
cell is connected to either winding. The 
movement of the compass should be 
noted and also which lead is connected 
to the positive pole of the battery. The 
leads are marked accordingly. The other 
winding can be tested in the same man- 
ner noting the direction of the flux 
around the core as indicated by the 
compass. Coil connections should be 
changed if necessary to obtain the 
same indication of flux direction as 
for the other winding, The low tension 
and high tension leads which were con- 
nected to the positive terminal -I-, or 
following the article's markings, of the 
dry cell can be marked A and C re- 
spectively. The other transformer can 
now be checked in the same manner. 
If the transformers are identical and 
the leads are colored, the positively con- 
nected leads will be the same on each 
transformer which is a further check as 
to correct polarity. 

The second method calls for a dry 
cell and a 5 -volt or 10 -volt d.c. volt- 
meter. For a transformer with 450 volts 
total secondary voltage, a 1.5 -volt meter 
is large enough, although higher range 
meters will give sufficient indication. 
Connect the voltmeter across one wind- 
ing. Connect the 1.5 -volt dry cell across 
the other winding through an s.p.s.t. 
switch. The switch should be left open 
until all other connections are made. 
Close the switch while watching the 
voltmeter. The voltmeter will either 
kick up momentarily in the positive 
direction or show reversed polarity. 
If the latter, reverse the connections 
to the dry cell. The voltmeter will now 
kick up when the switch is closed and 
immediately return to zero. On open- 
ing the switch, the meter will kick 
downward momentarily. Mark the 
transformer lead which is connected to 
the positive terminal of the dry cell. 
This lead becomes either A or C de- 
pending on which winding of the trans- 
former is being checked. The other 
winding and the other transformer can 
be checked and leads marked in a simi- 
lar manner. Then transformers can 
be connected in series or parallel as re- 
quired, by simply observing the mark- 
ings. 

J. H. BROWNELL, VE4BU 
Pointe du Bois, Manitoba 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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ELECTRONIC LITERATURE 

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, 
or periodicals are available to you on re- 
quest direct to the manufacturers, whose 
addresses are listed at the end of each 
item. Use your letterhead -do not use 
postcards. To facilitate identification, 
mention the issue and page of RADIO - 

ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. 
All literature offers void after six months. 

CAPACITOR CATALOG 
Wells' 1953 capacitor catalog lists a 
wide variety of mica, paper, oil- filled, 
electrolytic, and variable capacitors. 

Free of charge from Wells Sales Inc., 
833 West Chicago Ave., Chicago 22, Ill. 

JFD CATALOG 
JFD's 1952 -1953 "Television Almanac" 
is a well -illustrated 35 -page catalog 
listing television antennas, mounts, 
boosters, masts, lightning arresters, 
and screw -eye standoffs. The antennas 
are fully described, and of special in- 
terest are the Jetenna conical and the 
Baline Yagi. 

Request Catalog No. 450 from JFD 
Mfg. Co., Inc., 6101 16th Ave., Bklyn 4, 
N. Y. 

TRANSFORMER CATALOG 
A 15 -page transformer catalog listing 
audio and power transformers and 
chokes has been released by Peerless. 

Copies free on request to Peerless 
Electrical Products, 161 6th Ave., New 
York 13, N. Y. 

MASTER TV SYSTEMS 
A manual giving complete technical 
data on all types of master TV systems, 
The B -T Unit System for Better Tele- 
vision, has been issued by Blonder - 
Tongue. It describes the characteristics 
and functions of the various units and 
accessories and gives information on 
the layout of a master system, the loca- 
tions and installation of various units, 
and the elimination of interference. 

Gratis from Blonder -Tongue Labo- 
ratories, Inc., 526 North Ave. E., West- 
field, N. J. 

AUDIO CATALOG 
Terminal Radio Corporation's new 128 - 
page Audio Catalog is divided into five 
sections: home music, public address, 
recording, broadcast, and special equip- 
ment. Completely indexed, it should be 
of interest to music lovers, sound engi- 
neers, and installation men. 

Copies may be obtained free of charge 
by writing to Terminal Radio Corp., 
85 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y. 

MICROWAVE CATALOG 
Titeflex, Inc. has issued a 12 -page cata- 
log describing its line of microwave 
components. The booklet includes speci- 
fications for both rigid and flexible 
waveguides, plus schematic diagrams 
and application charts. 

Available free of charge from Tite- 
flex, Inc., 500 Frelinghuysen Ave., 
Newark, N. J. 

MARCH, 1953 

1139 

$9.95 

LIST 

Z TESTED ... APPROVED 

Z High Gain 
LL1 over all UHF channels 

~ No Rust Z all aluminum con- 
'11:C struction 

Excellent vertical 
directivity 

Broad horizontal 
pattern 

Ideal front -to -back 
ratio 

Completely assembled 
for quick, easy 
installation 

CLEVELAND 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
6612 Euclid Avenue Cleveland 3, Ohio 

Morhon Exporting Corp. 
458 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

SUBSCRIBERS 

If you're moving, please don't for- 
get to send us your address as it 
appears on the copy of the maga- 
zine, including the numbers shown 
beside your name, as well as your 
new address. 
If we receive this information before 
the 20th of the month, you will con- 
tinue getting the magazine without 
interruption. 
Your cooperation will be most help- 
ful and greatly appreciated. 

COUPON -OF- THE -MONTH 
AUTO RADIO FOOT CONTROL -List $2.00...2 for $0.99 
TUBES -STD. BRAND 12SQ7 or 35Z5 2 for .99 
VOL. CONTROLS -STD. BR. .5 Meg. W. SN 3 for .99 
CONDENSERS -40 40 Mfd. 150V 2 for .99 
CONDENSERS -2O -20 Mfd. 150V 3 for .99 
LOOP ANTENNA -HI GAIN (5^x8 ̂ ) 3 for .99 
I.F. COILS 455 KC ; 11/4x21/p) 3 for .99 
OSC. COILS 455 KC (for 125A1) 4 for .99 
BY PASS COND. KIT -18 Asstd. .99 
DIAL CORD KIT -100 ft. Asstd. & 6 Springs .99 
GRILLE CLOTH -6 Asstd. 6.080 & 10 Knobs .99 

COMBINATION KIT -All Above Items -Only 10.00 
WITH THIS COUPON -ORDER AT ONCE 
Write for monthly Coupons and Bulletin 

RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO. PASADENA 18, CAL. 

fou can't beat 

Radio- Electronics 
for complete coverage of 

Radio, Television and Audio 
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UHF TELEVISION IS HERE! 
Telecasting on the UHF channels is under way. Several sta- 

tions are on the air now and, soon, almost every city will 
have two or more UHF stations in operation. Now you can get 
UHF antennas with the same durable construction that made the 
Tel -a -Ray Model T and Butterfly famous. 

HERE ARE THE ANTENNAS 
TO RECEIVE IT BEST! 

TEL -A -RAY UNIVERSAL 
All- channel (14 through 83) an- 

tenna constructed from Dural and cast 
aluminum. Completely guaranteed 
against weather damage - can not 
corrode. Flat frequency response over 
entire band, provides brilliant recep- 
tion in service and fringe areas. 
Quickly assembled. Single bay (UF1 ) 

$3.75 list; Double bay (UF2) $7.50 
list; Four bay (UF4) $14.95 list. 

TEL -A -RAY ULTRA 
Wide- spaced yogi peaked 

for single channel. Some dur- 
able construction as Universal, 
same guarantee. Folded dipole 
completely pre -assembled for 
lightning quick assembly - 
just tighten screws. Eight ele- 
ment single boy $4.95 list; 12 
element single bay $6.50. 

Order today from 

TEL -A -RAY ENTERPRISES INC. 
BOX 332R HENDERSON, KY. 

now 2 specific type 
FLYBACKS by 

HALLDORSON 

service 

115 
DIFFERENT 

ADMIRAL 
TV MODELS 

ECONOMY -With 
Halldorson FB405 
and FB406 Flybacks 
you utilize costly 
Ferrite pieces and 
mounting brackets of 
Admiral part being 
replaced. 
CONVENIENCE -Both 
units are completely 
wired to terminal 
boards with exact 

length plate leads and clips attached. New H. V. 
filament wires and easy assembly instructions 
supplied. 
Think of it! Two parts that are not makeshift 
arrangements but specific replacements for 115 
popular TV models made during the last two 
years by Admiral. You get them as complete 
coil assembly replacements ready for quick 
installation. Keep a few FB405'a and FB406's 
on hand for quick service and extra profits! 
See your distributor today. 

HALLDORSON TRANSFORMER COMPANY 
4500 N. R weed Ave. Chicago 40. Illinois 

Write Dept. RE-3 

11AtIDORSON 
aUAtlTtXmxQAiAEfTd.SWF 1913 

+Ir************,r***Ir******************************************.**,re************* 

GREYLOCK GREYLOCK 
TERRIFIC TUBE BUYS! CONICAL ANTENNAS # All tubas listed below carry full ONE -YEAR 

Az GUARANTEE. All individually boxed, in attrac- 
4z tve GREYLOCK Cartons. 4x2 Element Conics 
* 1B3GT .. .89 6CB6 . .54,12BE6 .. .49 Antenna, Aluminum * 5U4G . .59 6CD6G 1.59 12BH1 .. .19 . 

less mast. $3.19 

* 6ÁK5 ... .89 6JC .... .69'' 12SATGT .19 % e 4x4 Element Conical * 6ÁL5 ... .49 6SN1 .59 12SK1GT .19 _ Antenna, (illustrated) 
66Q5. . .49 6T8 .19 12SN1GT .19 Aluminum, 

* 6AU6 ... .49 6V6GT .49 12SQ1GT .69 less mast. 13.59 

* 6ÁV6 ... .49 6W4GT .49 19BG6G 1.39 . STACKING BARS f0- * 68A6 ... .49 12617 .19 25BQ6GT .19 above conicals, pe- 
featuring: 

# 68E6 ... .49 12AU1 .59 35W4 .49 . :?'I pair 75, ,, GREYLOCK TUBES, at new low prices! 

*Á866G 1.39 12ÁV1 .69 35Z5GT .49 51 - STANDARD BRAND TUBES, values! * Á8K1 .89 12AX1 .59 5OL6GT .59 

C Á8Q6 .89 12BÁ6 .49 80 59 STEEL ANTENNA COMPLETE STOCKS OF STANDARD BRAND LINES * 
#* 111L1GT 1.29 MASTS )OOl1NM i * ncluding: : EXTRA! 5 °0 ADDITIONAL DIS s -ft. Crimped at end Ofßfß BRANDS * COUNT on any assortment of for extending. 89e ea. 300 -OHM INSTRUMENTS 

BOUBS * Y TWIN LEAD tito Howard Sams 
CD I.bretors, Can.erters, 

1 00 tubes or more. CHIMNEY MOUNT $1.49 per C ft. lactson ' Mont Tansformers it As shown above 99. $12.95 per M ft. EMC Sprague Condensers * 
* it SPEAKER TUBULAR ELECTRO Oak Ridge Edlron t fr.gmeec 

SfanvlcA Coils * SPECIALS LYTIC KITS 1f R tRE. TOOLS RADIOS. SOUND GE Eamps 

All PM Fine assortment, popu- 
lar 

* * 

types for radio, TV GREYLOCK SPEC IAL 
Penlrpn 

ShureM raphones 
have Neb,c° RMS Antennas. Arc 
Alnico V 

see ..,on Irons Bogen Challenger 
EleUroroire 

10 eondensers....51.49 TV ANTENNA "PACKAGE" OFFERS Gent Atlas Sound 
Bar * slugs. 25 eondsnsers....$3.69 tctPte Steelman Phones Burgess Batteries 

Complete Kit. 4X2 element conical antenna. mclud- loam Nichols Sunk 3" PM .68 ox. 51.29 Genf Industries * 4" PM 1.0 ox. 1.39 TUBULAR PAPER ing 5-ft. mast, chimney mount. 4 and standoffs. Ehl 
E :cu re Elor4 Radio 

Regency Boosters * 5" PM 1.0 ox. 1.39 BYPASS CONDENSER 75-ft. 300-ohm laadin. I lightning arrestor. spa- uu< * 
. 6" PM 1.0 ox. . 1.79 KITS 

Complete Kit. 4X4 Conical Antenna, other Items as ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CO. 

lrrrt 
4 ":6" PM I oz.... 1.49 100 A'r' 400 WV $4.95 above. special .57.38 GREYLCCK 115 Liberty St. N. Y.6 
5 "x7" PM I -47 Ox. 1.89 100 Ass' 500 WV 55.95 Stacked 4X2 Array Kit. as above. Including stacking Phone BE. 3.0224 
6"x9" PM 3.16 ox. bars. special $14.49 ! aez. - 

with heavy duty - Stacked 4X4 Array Kit, other items as above. sae- GREYLOCK ELECTRONICS, Dept. C -3 8 output trans- INSULATED Mal 515.39 
former 2.99 RESISTORS 

I IS Liberty St., N. Y. 6 

8" PM 2.15 ox 3.69 
1/4 i I/3 Wott, Kit ; * 

* l0" PM 6.8 ox. of 100 Asstd $2.25 
I Send FREE Catalog x200 at once to 

(extra heavy) .5.95 MANY THOUSANDS MORE. 1 Name . 

12" PM 3.2 ox. . 4.95 1/3 Watt A8 t, IRC. u n nee -.me more nargam 
12" PM 6.8 ox... 5.95 separated. In plastic Radio n s nee that you as Address 

> say, In GKF.I r, r ti'. great new catalog. 
* 

# 

AUTO RADIO SPEAKER container. 20 popular ur,tor soar rree cupr today. 
71/ " PM 3.95 sixes $4.85 ; ch, State ll ricea F.O.B. . NYc. Neue include postage end i with your remittance. 23% deposit on all C.O.D. 

eoe henal lung charge on order. ender 5.00. 
******************************************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **'* 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

AN ESSENTIAL 
BUYING GUIDE 
for every RADIO 
& TV SERVICEMAN! 
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS 
Rates -45e per word (including naine, address and 
initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accompany 
all ads except those placed lev accredited agencies. Dis- 
count, 10% for 12 issues. Misleading or objectionable 
ads not accepted. Copy for May issue most reach us 
before April 21. 1953. 
Radio -Electronics, 25 W. Broadway, New York 7. N. Y. 

SPEAKERS REPAIRED at wholesale prices. Guaranteed 
workmanship. Fast service. Amprite Speakers Service 
70 Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y. 
YOUR TAPE OR WIRE RECORDINGS REPRODUCED 
onto Disc. 78RPM $2.85 seven minutes, 33% microgroove 
$3.50 fifteen minutes. Connecticut Recording Co., 15 Park - 
lane. Wallingford, Connecticut. 
1'lí(3 i'S AND E.tUlPMENT BOUGHT, SOLI) AND EX- 
('HANGED. For a fair deal send details to B. N. Genater. W2LNI. 136 Liberty. N. Y. 6, N. Y. 
EXPERIMENTER'S "RADIOBUILDER" 12 issues 
$ 1.50; copy 15e. Laboratories, 1131 -B Valota, Redwood 
City, California. 
WANTED -TOP PRICES PAID-Navy Selsyns 1DG, 1F, 
1t'T, 1G, 5DG, 5D, 5CT, 5G, 6G. 7G, etc., and BC -348, 
BC -221, AN /ART -13, AN /ARC -1, AN /ARC -3, RTA -1B, 
AN /APR -4. Lectronle Research, 719 Arch St.. Philadelphia. 
BUY WHOLESALE- 25,000 ITEMS- CATALOG 25e. 
Matthews, 1472 -P6 Broadway, N. Y. C. 36. 
FOR SALE: MATERIALS FOR BUILDING electronic organ. Console, tubes, relays, etc. V. R. Parker. Box 88, Fitchberg, Mass. 
11.1. 'l'YP6;S OF ANTENNAS FOR AMATEUR AND 
TV. Aluminum Tubing. Willard Radcliff, Fostoria, Ohio. 
FOR SALE: RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINES. Almost 
complete set. First issue July 1929 to December 1947. 
Alma Rutherford, 303 W. Court St., Doylestown, Pa. 
SAVE 90% ON YOUR TEST EQUIPMENT. FREE 
Information. Technological Developments, 475 Fifth Ave.. 
New York 17. N. Y. 
1Y -MM AN'T'ENNAS. ALL TYPES INCLUDING UHF. 
Mounts, accessories. lowest prices. Wholesale Supply Co. 
Lunenhnrg 2. Mass 

1111111 11 
ELP 

CRIH PPLED CHILDREN 

The National Society for Crippled Children 
& Adults, Inc. 11 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, III. 

EVERY 
RADIOMAN 

Can Use These 

SERVICE HINTS! 

Valuable Manual Yours -FREE! 
Every page of How to Sim- plify Radio Repaira" is packed with on- the -bench, practical ideas. Contains 
photos, charte, diagrams- 
no Ruff-no vague theory. In plain 
gives 

every -day 
priceless g augges- 

fions -new servicing ideas. You'll use and benefit from the experience of experts. Partial list of contenta: How 
to localise Trouble; How to Service Amplifiers; How to Test for Distortion: How to Teat Audio Circuits; How to Test Speakers; How to Find Faults In Oscillators; How 
to Test Radio Parts -and It's all yours -FREE! No ebl!- golinn. 

SEND COUPON OR GOVERN- 
MENT POSTCARD FOR 

YOUR FREE COPY TODAY! 

FEILER ENGINEERING CO., Dept. 3RC3 8026 N. Monticello Ave., 
Skokie. 111. (Suburb of Chicago) 

Please RUSH my Fahd: Dopy of 'How to RImpllty I Radio Repairs." 

IName 

I Address 

L°________°n_'_R = t=____ 
MARCH, 1953 

ELECTRONIC LITERATURE 

TV TRANSMITTERS 
A 12 -page bulletin giving technical de- 
tails of the complete range of TV trans- 
mitting equipment made by Standard 
Electronics Corporation is now avail- 
able. It presents the electrical and me- 
chanical specifications of the S -E 500 - 
watt visual- 250 -watt aural -basic unit 
with final amplifiers providing com- 
plete transmitters of 5, 10, and 20 kw 
output. 

Request Bulletin TTS -61 from Stand- 
ard Electronics Corp., 285 -295 Emmett 
St., Newark 5, N. J. 

INDUSTRIAL RELAYS 

Automatic Electric Co. has released a 
color -illustrated brochure describing 
its line of telephone -type relays, in- 
cluding hermetically sealed (in metal 
and glass containers) subminiature, 
plug -in types. 

Request brochure 1702 -A from Auto- 
matic Electric Co., 1033 Van Buren St., 
Chicago 7, Ill. 

MASCO CATALOG 
Mark Simpson has issued its new gen- 
eral catalog of 1952, revising catalog 
No. 50. The 24 -page booklet describes 
high -power and high -fidelity amplifiers, 
transcription, mobile, and preamplifica- 
tion equipment, as well as institutional 
or school control amplifiers with micro- 
phone, radio, and phonograph inputs for 
up to 40 locations. 

Separate individual catalogs list in- 
tercommunication equipment, tape re- 
corders, television boosters, and the 
Masco economy line. 

All available gratis from Mark 
Simpson Mfg. Co., 32 -28 49th St., Long 
Island City 3, N. Y. 

TRANSFORMER CATALOG 
Stancor's revised 24 -page catalog and 
replacement guide contains over 500 
separate listings of transformers and 
related components and includes a sepa- 
rate TV component section. It is in- 
dexed. There are sections for hi -fi, in- 
put, interstage, output, driver, modula- 
tion, power, filament, plate, and isola- 
tion transformers and filter chokes. 
Also included is an output transformer 
chart, matched power supply chart, and 
data on the Stancor -Williamson ampli- 
fier. 

Available free of charge from Stand- 
ard Transformer Corp., 3580 Elston 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

Manual 101, explaining operating prin- 
ciples of basic circuit -breaker designs 
and providing engineering data on fac- 
tors of application, has been released 
by Heinemann Electric Co. 

Simplified diagrams show the three 
basic types of circuit breakers in gen- 
eral use. There are explanations of 
temperature factors, inrush current ef- 
fects, tripping and reset time, and time 
delay. 

Available on request to Heinemann 
Electric Co., 342 Plum St., Trenton 2, 
N. J. END 

Special Offer On This 

Complete RADIO 
ENGINEERING 

LIBRARY 
New, Up -To -Date Edition of Fa- 
mous Library Covers Whole Field 
of Radio Engineering. Places 
Latest Facts, Standards, Data 
Practice, and Theory At Your 
Fingertips 

The five big volumes of the new edition of 
the Radio Engineering Library now include 

the very latest facts, standards, data, and prac- 
tice. This Library will help solve hundreds of 
problems for designers, researchers, engi- 
neers, and students in any field based on 
radio. 

Written by leading radio engineers, these 
books cover circuit phenomena, networks, 
tube theory, vacuum tubes, amplification, 
measurements, etc. give specialized treat- 
ment of all fields of practical design and ap- 
plication. They provide you with a complete 
and dependable encyclopedia of facts. 

5 Volumes, 3872 Pages, 2770 Illustrations 
Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM 

TUBES, 3rd Edition. 
Termantion. 's RADIO ENGINEERING, 3rd Edi- 

Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEER- 
ING, 2nd Edition. 

Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASURE- 
MENTS, 2nd Edition. 

Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HAND- 
BOOK, 4th Edition. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Special Low Price -Easy Terms 

On this special offer you get this Library for $37.50, 
instead of $43.50. You save $6 and may pay on easy. 
terms. Mail coupon below to examine the Library 
FREE for 10 days. No obligation, These books are 
recognized as standard works; you are bound to need 
them. So take advantage of this special money -saving 
offer. Mail coupon al once! 

McGraw -Hill Book Co., Dept. RE -3 
327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y. 

Send tor 10 days' FREE trial, the RADIO 
ENGINEERING LIBRARY. If not satisfied I 

will return books. Otherwise I will send $7.50, 
plus delivery charges, then; and $6 a month for 
5 months. (Reg. price $43.50, you save $6) 

Name 

Home Address 
RE -3 

City & State 

Employed by v 
We'll Pay Delivery Charges if you endose 
$7.50 first payment WITH coupon. Same re- 

turn privilege for full refund. 
(Wee amities ro U.S, only.) 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Thousands depend on 

PHOTOFACT! 
THEY TELL YOU WHY 

Unsolicited letters tell what the 

world's finest TV and Radio Data 

means to Service Technicians 

il 

J. S. Hedges 

Service Television Co. 

514 Main 

Beacon, N. Y. 

"I have found your schematics most advan- 
tageous in my work. Your schematics are not 
mere diagrams. They rank with the best of 
instruments for servicing, not only for their 
preciseness, but also for their noted particu- 
lars of the various components employed in 

radio and TV receivers. Believe me when I 

say with all sincerity that I think you are the 
leaders in your field." 

Jack Lapine 

1 8 1 Dist. Co. 

3249 Kildare Road 

Cleveland Heights, Ohio 

"Words cannot express my appreciation for 
the wonderful service you have rendered me. 

It is no wonder that your concern is growing 
in popularity with the serviceman." 

V. L. Bethea 

Betheu Electric Service 

108 E. Gibson Ave. 

McColl, So. Car. 

"I would like to express my pleasure at your 
new system of placing the voltages on the 

different points in the circuits ... a great help 
. thanks again..: r 

NOW! GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELF! 

We'll send you a Free Photofact 
Folder on any receiver listed in 

"PF Index & Technical Digest." 

Learn for yourself -at our expense -how PHOTO- 
FACT pays for itself by earning bigger repair 
profits for you! Select any folder from the PF Index 
(if you haven't an index, get a copy from your dis- 
tributor). When you write us for your Free Folder, 
be sure to state Photofact Set and Folder Number 
as shown in the Index. Get your Free Folder now. 
Examine, use, compare -see why you can't afford 
to be without PHOTOFACT! 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
2205 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 

FREE 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

ESSENTIALS OF MICROWAVES, by 
Robert B. Muchmore. Published by 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 16, N.Y. 5 3/ x 9 
inches, 236 pages. Price $4.50. 

Every serious reader, whether novice 
or technician, can benefit from a book 
that features logic and completeness. 
This book gives a good physical expla- 
nation of the basic electromagnetic 
laws. Then it shows that waves and 
fields obey these laws. Math appears in 
only a few places. Illustrations appear 
throughout. 

The practical and detailed approach 
of the author will make the book par- 
ticularly useful to technicians lacking 
in mathematical training, or to engi- 
neers and scientists in other fields who 
may not have the time to plod through 
the demonstrations of a so- called "rig- 
orous" work. The author has contented 
himself with simply presenting the in- 
formation. The practical reader will be 
grateful for this, since in most cases he 
is much more interested in the facts 
than in knowing how they were devel- 
oped. 

Wave guides, cavity resonators, an- 
tennas and filters are developed from 
more conventional h.f. components. Slot 
antennas and microwave lenses are 
treated in detail. Then material is 
presented on tubes. Klystrons, mag- 
netrons, lighthouse and travelling wave 
types are analyzed. Microwave appli- 
cations and measurements follow. 

This book should dispel much of the 
mystery that sometimes seems to sur- 
round microwaves. IQ 
EVERYBODY'S TELEVISION AND 
RADIO HANDBOOK. Published by 
Popular Science Publishing Co., New 
York 10, N. Y. 61/2 x 91/2 inches, 255 
pages. Price. $2.49. 

This book is a compilation of ap- 
proximately 200 hundred "how- to -do" 
and "how -it- works" articles and short 
items reprinted from Popular Science 
magazine. 

Although a number of the articles 
are quite basic and would be of greater 
interest to the general public than to 
the average experimenter or technician, 
a number of articles describe the con- 
struction of items of interest to the 
radio and electronic experimenter and 
gadgeteer. Among these are: 

A power converter which operates 
from 115 -volt, 60 -cycle lines and de- 
livers 115 volts a.c. at frequencies 
which permit 78- r.p.m. synchronous 
phonograph motors to be operated at 
45 or 33?'s r.p.m. 

An electronic target range like those 
commonly seen in penny arcades and 
other amusement centers. 

An induction -type model control sys- 
tem that does not require a licensed 
operator. Details include diagrams of 
the receiver and transmitter which op- 
erate on about 115 kc. 

A vacuum -tube driven Tesla coil for 
experimental and demonstration pur- 
poses. 

Also included is the usual array of 
receiver and TV booster diagrams along 
with short articles on simple servicing 
kinks and methods of improving re- 
ception. -RFS END 

STAN-BURN' - %P 77 

* ANTENNAE SPEC :ALS 
1.11 12 or more J. 

* DOUBLE V 1/9° 52.98 $2.20 
DOUBLE V O /B° Dowel 3.45 2.45 

* DOUBLE V i/2^ Dowel 3.95 2.9$ 
10 Element Conical a,e° 3.55 2.55 
Folded Hi Straight Low quick Rig 

* WIN2DOW CONICALS 4.95 
MASTS * 5 FOOT SWEDGED 

* TV WIRE 
$9 42 Mil. .t. * 55 Mil. 300 OHM 14.95 

M F95 

M Ft. * 
72 OHM COAXIAL 415.00 M Ft. 

* CATHODE ftAY TUBE SPELIALS * 
Standard Brands- uncond,t,nna,ly Guaranteed 

*. GENERAL ELECTRIC 21EP4A 37.35 
5TP4 $43.54 24Á,4A 73.20 

SXELDON * 108P4Á 18.35 l08,4Á $14.30 * 
IOFP4A 24.40 12LP4A 17.80 

* 12K,4Á 27.50 
150,4 20.35 

12LP4A 
22181...435005 

1.40 16FP4 24.85 
12UP4B 27.10 16EP4A 24.85 

A 14CP4 20.60 1611P /HP4A ... 24.85 * 
16Á,4A 29.10 16JP4A 24.85 * 16a,4Á 26.64 162P4Á .. . 24.85 
16GP4 27.85 16K,4Á 24.85 
16KP4 / 16RP4 25.25 178P4 . . .. 26.05 * 176P4Á 23.90 19DP4 . .. 28.50 
17CP4 23.90 19ÁP4 . 

28.50 
J. 

19AP4A . 34.80 20CP4 . .. .. 30.80 
2200CLpP44 36.95 16EPe A Rau land. 42.00 

* CHASSIS 630 REGAL with Cascode Tuner * 
$149.50 

* OPEN FACE CABINET 39.00 yt 

SPECIALS * 4 Prong Vibrators h S 1.29 * 
Lots of 12 or more 1.19 * 12^ Heavy Slug Speaker Special 4.98 * 
Audio Devices. Discs and Scotch Tape in Stock 

* Audio Plastic Red Oxide Plastic tape- 
Half -hour spool...52.30 One -hour spool ... 83.3n* 

10 FOOT PLAIN 

* 
3.25 * 
3.75 

.79 .69 
1.39 1.29 * 

* W IttE kECORIJ1iRS IN STOCK * 
WILCOX GAY -Model 2A10 $ 89.97 
PENTRON-MOdel 973C-2-speed Tape Re- * corder Net 134.50 * 
RADIO CRAFTSMAN 

Model RC2 -Ht Fi Amplifier Net 42.89 * model CS10 -AM-FM 'ruiler Net 130.84 * 
Model CS-Williamson Amplifier Net 99.45 

* AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS for: 
* General Electric, Kenrad. Tung -Sol, * 
* National Union, De Wald, Regal, 

Automatic and General Motors 

We carry a complete 
* * 
* and SOUND 

stock HI-FIDELITY 
D EQUIPMENT.Send us re-* your 

quests. We also carry a complete line of 
* popular makes of Radio and TV tubes, at * 

50% discount. Also many other special pur- 
pose and transmitting types, and all elec- * 
Ironic parts and equipment at lowest prices. * Send us a list of your requirements for * 
prompt quotations. * Terms: 200/u with order. Balance COD. All * * prices FOB. NEW YORK Warehouse. Mini-* 
mum order $5.00. * Write for our latest price list to Dept. RE-3* 

STAN -BURN 
RADIO and 
ELECTRONICS CO. 

(C.O.S. THEATRE BLDG.) 

1697 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, N.Y. 

ONTHE BATTERY RECORDER 

WALKIE-RECORDALL 8 
RE CORDER-PLAYBACKRY 

Continuous, permanent, accurate, indexed recording 
at only Sc per hr. Instantaneous, permanent play- 
back. Picks up sound up to GU ft. Records confer- 
ences, lectures, dictation. 2 -way phone & sales talks: 

Nile walking. riding or eying. Records In closed 
briefcase with "hidden mike "t Write for detail.. 

MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC. 
812 BROADWAY Dept. RE -3'NEW YORK 3. N. Y. 

PEN -OSCIL -LITE 
Extremely convenient test oscillator for all radin 
servicing; alignment Small as a pen Self 
powered Range from 700 cycles audio to over 
600 megacycles u.h.f. Output from zero to 125 
v. Low In cost Used by Signal Corns 

Write for information 
GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT 

38 Argyle Ave. Buffalo 9, N. Y. 

FREE 
Write today for "How to Service T.V. Receivers" 
with the HICKOK VIDEO GENERATOR. 

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 
10814 Dupont Ave., Cleveland. Ohio 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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RADIO SCHOOL DIRECTORY 

ELECTRONICS and RADIO 
Engineering Laboratory and Classroom 
Training. Day and Evening Classes. ¡ for illustrated Catalog 

ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, Inc. 
21 HENRY, DETROIT 1, MICH. 

T V R E P A I R M E N 
MAKE TOP MONEY! 
Is just 39 weeks, you can get complete TV trainingl 
Streamlined course gives you all the essentials for 
big Job as service technician. Graduates in great 
demand; Jobs are plentiful in this booming field. 
Other courses in electronics, radio operation and 
maintenance. Day or evening classes; modern equip- 
ment. Opportunity for employment in local industry. 

Write for Catalog 111 Today 

INDIANAPOLIS ELECTRONIC SCHOOL 
314 E. Washington, Indianapolis 4, Ind. 

1 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A service of Radio Corporation of America 
350 West 4th St., New York 14. N. Y. 

OFFERS COURSES IN 
ALL TECHNICAL PHASES OF 

RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS 
Approved for Veterans 

Write Dept. RC -53 for Catalog 

RADIO-TV ELECTRONICS 
It El gradual en iu big demand. Aopruced by 

Engineers Connell for Professional Develop- 
ment. New classes start every month. Free 
placement service for grads. Courses offered- 
!Indio Engineering (Practical or Broadcast) 
Ty Engineering. TV. FM, AM Servicing. 
Write for free catalog. 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. RE, 3224 -16th St.. N -W., Washington 10. D.C. 

fe GET INTO 

ELECTRONICS 
You can enter this uncrowded. inter- 
esting held. Defense expansion. new 
developments rleuland trained special- 
ists. Study all pha,es radio & elec- 
tronics theory and practice: rV: FM; 
broadcasting; servicing; aviation. ma- 
rine, police radio. 1S -month course. 
Graduates in demand by major cotn- 
panles. H.S. or equivalent required. 
l;egin Jan.. March. June. Sept. Campus 

I ifs, Write lee cal°log. 
VALPARAISO TECH N ICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. C Valparaiso, Ind. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS 

Complete Radio tng.neering course including 'elev., 
U. H. F. and F. M. Bachelor of Science Degree also 
in Mech., Civil, Elect., Chem., and Aero. Eng.; Bus. 
Adm., Acct. Extensive campus, modern buildings, 
well equipped labs. Low cost. Prep courses. Personal- 
ized. practical instruction. Founded 1884. Placement 

service. Growing shortage of engineers. 
Prepare now. Approved for Korean vets. 
Enter March, June, September, January. 

Write for catalog.. 

2433 College Ave. ANGOLA, IND. 

i 
RADIO COURSES 

RADIO OPERATING CODE 
RADIO SERVICING ELECTRONICS 

F.M. TELEVISION 
Preparation for Civilian. Maritime. Army and 
Navy license requirements. 

Write for Catalog TE 

15 W. 63 St., N. Y. 23 
ENdi,o*t 2-8117 

1.1.3 

EARN MORE MONEY - 
B E A PROFESSIONAL 

TELEVISION . 
SERVICE 

TECHNICIAN 
STEP INTO THE TOP PAY 

$5,000- $10,000 A YEAR 

CLASS. YOU CAN WITH 

WTI SHOP TRAINING. 

If you want to reach your goal as 
a Successful Service Technician you 
will need plenty of "KNOW HOW" to 
qualify for the better servicing jobs 
or profitable shop ownership. 

SEND FOR 

FREE 
BOOK TODAY! 

WESTERN TV offers real experience on live equipment 
In our BIG SHOPS AND LABORATORIES in the shortest 
practical time under expert Instructors. Graduates are 
in big demand because they have the "field expe- 
rience" necessary for Immediate "bench" or super- 
visory positions. You learn every phase of Radio and 
TV servicing (AM, FM, VHF, UHF). WTI men win fast 
promotion ... can demand better pay ... develop 
highly profitable businesses of their own with the 
latest and most PRACTICAL PERSONALIZED TRAINING 
BEHIND THEM. You concentrate all your time on being 
a PROFESSIONAL TV SERVICE TECHNICIAN -non- 
essential math and engineering theory omitted. YOU 
CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. Special Finance Plan. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS. Find out how you can get 
into the TOP PAY GROUP - Send for this fact -packed 
book NOW! 

WESTERN 
TELEVISION 
INSTITUTE 

America's Leading 
Television 

Servicing School 

rWestern Television Institute Dept. E -33 
341 W. 18th St., Los Angeles 15, Calif. 
Without obligation, please send FREE 
booklet. (No salesman will call.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

LCITY 

fully illustrated 

AGE 

70NE STATE 

Become an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER in 36 MONTHS 

TELEVISION Bachelor of Science Degree 

Big demand for graduates 
B.S. DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS in radio including 
TV engineering -VHF, UHF, AM and FM. Students 
use over $100,000 worth of equipment including 2 

large commercial type transmitters in new TV lab. 
Intense specialized course includes strong basis in 
mathematics, science and advanced design in 
rodio and TV. 
Hundreds of young men each year are earning engi- 
neering degrees in this recognized institution. Start 
any quarter. Many earn a major part of expenses 
in this industrial center. Low tuition. Competent in- 
struction. Thorouah, intense, practical program. 
Also B.S. DEGREE IN 27 MO. in Aeronautical, 
Chemical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engi- 
neering. G.I. Gov't approved. Enter March, June, 
Sept., Dec. Free catalog. ENROLL NOW 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1733 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS can use good photo- 
graphs of service benches, service shops, 
high -fidelity audio layouts, and any other 
interesting and original radio -electronic 
photographs. 
We will pay $6.00 each for good profes- 
sional photos or equivalent, suitable for 
reproduction. 
Full information on subject photographed 
will increase their acceptability. 

The Editor, RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

MARCH, 1953 

- Major in Electronics or Power 
It is estimated by 1955 there will be at 
Least two positions for every engineer- 
ing and technician graduate. This col- 
lege offers a tested plan that permits 
you to enter these vast employment op- 
portunities at an early date. Save a 
valuable year through optional year - 
round study.' Receive advanced credit 
for prior training gained in the armed 
forces, other schools or field experience. 
ENTER BOTH RADIO AND TELEVISION 
12 months or one -third of the B. S. de- 
gree course (Electronics major) - also 
brings you the Radio Technician's 
certificate. An added 6 -month course 
qualifies you for the Radio -TV Tech- 
nician's certificate. Recent develop- 
ments open unlimited opportunities for 
TV technicians and engineers. 

THE PROVEN "UNIT CHASSIS SYSTEM" of 
teaching was developed here. It "breaks 
down" the TV set by stages. You learn 
every component of all types and makes - and are prepared for future design 
changes, including the advent of color. 
6 TO 12 -MONTH TELEVISION SERVICE 
COURSE ... trains for good servicing jobs 
and shop ownership in the shortest prac- 
tical time under expert instructors. 
Terms open April, July, October, J 

Over 48,090 former students from all 
states and 23 overseas countries. Fac- 
ulty of trained specialists. Modern 
laboratories and equipment. 
Write for free 110 -page catalog, 48 -page 
pictorial booklet "Your Career" and 
"Occupational Guidance Bulletins." 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
APPROVED FOR VETERANS NONPROFIT FOUNDED IN 1903 

M ilwaukee School of Engineering 
Dept. RE -353, North Milwaukee 
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

Without obligation send Catalog for 
Electrical Engineering, B. S. Degree, 
major in D Electronics; D Power; 

"Your Career": D Occupational Guidance 
Bulletin on: D Radio -TV; D Electrical Power; 
D Welding: D Heating. Refrigeration, Air 
Conditioning; D Mechanical Engineering, B. S. 
Degree; D Preparatory; D Television Service. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

If veteran, indicate date of discharge 
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NEED 
ANY TUBES? 

Barry for FAST- DELIVERY on all types. We carry all 
the standard brands. Tubes individually cartoned and 
carry Standard RMA GUARANTEE. 

Tube Orders Over $8.00 with full 
remittance Prepaid To You in USA. I 

All tubes INDIVIDUALLY retested (not just spot - 
cheeked) on our Hickok Mutual- Conductance Tube - 
Testers to insure you 100% perfect merchandise. For 
your maximum money's worth, buy in full confidence 
from TUBE -SPECIALISTS. Here is a partial listing of 

r large stocks. You may Order types not listed at 
approx. same savings. 
0A2 5 .90 
0A4G 1.00 
OB2 1.10 
0C3/ V R 105 1.10 
0D3/VR150 .88 
A7GT .89 
AE4 .90 
B3/90I6 .80 
B22 2.00 
B23 .... 8.00 
B27 12.50 
L4 .60 
LA6 .90 
N21B(SYI ) 1.75 
N23A(WE) 2.25 
N23B 3.49 
1434 .64 
N34A(Syl ) .75 
N44/40013 1.21 
N45 /400C 1.39 
N48(GE) . .55 
N54 (Syl.) .77 
X2A .90 

2043(GE) 13.95 
2052 5.50 
2021 1.25 
2E24 .. 2.50 
2E30 1.95 
2122 6.50 
2134 27.00 
2.149 34.00 
2K25 .... 29.50 
3A4 .59 
3API 9.00 
3828 7.50 
3829 12.00 
3BPI 5.75 
3BPI1 9.50 
3C23(GE) 9.50 
3027 7.50 
3C33 9.00 
306/1299 .50 
3E29 9.95 
3Q5GT /G .99 
384 .80 
4C35 22.50 
4E27 13.00 
4-125A 22.00 
4.250A 32.00 
5D21 16.75 
5FP7 1.95 
5R4GY 1.25 
5U4G .55 
5V4G .95 
5Y3GT . .42 
6AB4 .75 
6AB7 .98 
6A07 .77 
6AG5 .65 
6AG7 1.25 
6AH6 1.00 
6A15 1.30 
6A K5 .70 
6ÁK5 -W .90 
6AN5 2.25 
6AT6 .60 
fiAU6 . .59 
6 A V 6 .49 
60D6 .80 

613E6 .55 
6BG6 -G 1.35 
6BG6 -G (RCA) 

1.85 
6BH6 .60 
6BQ6GT 1.20 
6BZ7 1.25 
604 .45 
6CB6 .55 
6CD6 -G . 1.60 
6F6 -Mtl .69 
6F8 -G .85 
6G6 -G .85 
615GT .45 
616 .62 
617 .70 
6K4(Syl.) 3.50 
6K6GG .59 
6K7 -M .70 
6L5 -G .49 
6L6 -G 1.19 
6L6 -GA 1.20 
6L6 -M 1.95 
617 .80 
6N7 -M .80403 
6Q7GT .80 
687 -M .98408 
6SG7 .72 
68H7 .60 
6317 .69 
6SK7GT .62 
6SL7GT .60 
6SN7GT .70 
6V6GT .55 
6W4GT .55 
6W6GT .85 
6Y6 -G 

. 

.88 
6X5GT .55 
7A8 .69 
766 - .69 
7C30 85.00 
7F7 .69 
7H7 .72 
2A6 .50 
2AT7 . .75 
2AÚ7 . S .62 
2AV6 .49 
2AX7 .79 
2BÁ6 .57 
2BE6 .57 
28H7 1.15 
2SA7 .75 
2SF5 .70 
2SG7 .80 
2817 .69 
28K7 .70 
2SL7GT .65 
2S N 7 G T .70 
2SQ7GT .63 
2SK7 .60 
4F7 .80 
9AP4A(GE) 

44.00 
25AV5 1.25 
258Q6GT 1.00 
25L6GT .64 
2516 .67 
35B5 .40 
3505 .40 

35L6 .69 
35Z5GT .49 
42 .65 
5005 .50 
50L6GT .. .55 
FG -105 17.00 
1 I7Z6 1.00 
F-123A 6.50 
211(GE) .75 
250 -TH(GE) 

18.75 
274 -A &B 2.95 
275A(WE) 3.00 
304 -TH 7.00 
304 -TL 8.75 
310 -A(WE) 5.95 
31I -A(WE) 6.50 
328 -A(WE) 5.00 
349 -A(WE) 1.35 
359 -A(WE) 4.00 
371.8 .85 
373 -A(WE) 4.00 
374-A(WE) 3.50 
387 -A(WE) 2.50 

-BIWE) 7.50 
407 -A(WE) 5.00 

-A(WE) 2.75 
WL -417A . 8.50 
GL -559 1.00 
717 -A ... .88 
725 -A 5.50 
805 3.25 
807 1.59 
811 2.85 
812 2.70 
812 -A 3.50 
816 1.10 
832 -A 8.50 
837 1.45 
861 15.00 
866A(Hyt.) 1.55 
872 -A(GE) 3.95 
959 2.75 
1613 .75 
1616 .70 
1622(6L6M) 1.95 
1625(RCA) .35 
1631 .70 
1632 .70 
2050(RCA) 1.35 
2051 1.10 
5514(Hyt.) 4.50 
5528/C6L 13.00 
5608 -A 3.95 
5645(Syl.) 8.25 
564601.) 8.25 
5654 2.00 
C K -5702 3.23 
CK -5744 2.25 
CK -5886 3.00 
5814 2.95 
5910 .75 
8020 .98 
9001 1.35 
9002 .85 
9003 .. 1.5n 
9004 .35 
9006 .25 
AX9903 I7.75 

CBS- HYTRON CATHODE -RAY PICTURE TUBES 
First Quality in factory- sealed ca tons. Full Year 
Warranty Card on each tube. Remember . no 
seconds; no rebuilts Prices include Fed. Tax. 
C.R. Tubes via Express Collect. 
7JP4 ...18.75 16KP4 ..28.75 I7HP4 ..25.50 
1OBP4A .21.00 16RP4 ..30.00 2OCP4A .38.50 12LP4A .21.50 16TP4 ..30.00 21EP4A .36.50 14CP4 ..24.00 17BP4A .24.75 
16AP4 ..31.00 17CP4 ..25.25 21 FP4A .38.00 

Current 
(Con- 

finuousl 
1 Amp. 
2 Amps. 

21/7 Amps. 
4 Amps. 
6 Amps. 

10 Amps. 
12 Amps. 
20 Amps. 
24 Amps. 
30 Amps. 
36 Amps. 

SELENIUM 
Full-Wave 

18/14 
Volts 

RECTIFIERS 
Bridge 

36/28 
Volts 

Types 
54/42 
Volts 

130/100 
Volts 

$7.50 
10.50 
13.00 
25.25 
33.00 
40.00 
45.00 
79.50 
90.00 

. 

. 

$1.35 
2.20 .... 
4.25 
4.75 
6.75 
8.50 

13.25 
16.25 
20.00 
25.00 

$2.15 
3.60 .... 
7.95 
9.00 

12.75 
16.25 
25.50 
32.50 
38.50 
48.50 

$3.70 
5.40 
6.00 

12.95 
13.50 
20.00 
25.50 
39.00 
45.00 .... .... 

New, Selenium Rectifier Transformers 
IItI: 115 V., 60 cycles In. Amps S 8.75 
sE.C: 9. 12. 18. 24. and 36 12 Amps 16.75 
.,dl? n.f Amn. 3575 

W.E. HERM. SLD. PWR XMFR PRI-115V.- 60 
cy. SEC -930V. CT 08 520 ma and 5.2V. (iD 4 
amps. Brand New- Boxed -Hi- Voltage In- $9g5 
sulation 
New selenium Rectifier Chokes 

4 Amps.-.07 by. -.6 ohm $7.95 
12 Amps.-.01 hy. .1 ohm $14.95 
24 Amps.-.004 hy. .025 ohm...... 529.95 
For other types of rectifiers and supplies, write 
AR-11-Complete Station for 20. 40, or 80 meters. 
Superbet Revr -50 Watts CW /built in 115 V.A.C. 
Pwr Supply. New -in compact suitcase (orig. coat 
over 55001 An excellent buy for Only 9.t 

Trimm. Model 100x"Featherweight" Headsets 
& Bane. New- in orig. mfr.'s carton A R R 

III ELE[TR011I[5 CORP. 
136 liberty Street, N.Y. 6, N.Y. REctor 2-2562 
Terms: 250/t, with Order, balance C.O.D. -Sentl a few 
cents for ostage -All merchandise guaranteed. F.O.B. 
N.Y.C. Please, minimum order $2 ". 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
All Channel Antenna Corp. 132 
Allied Radio Corp. 17 
American Electrical Heater Co. 88 
American Electronics Co. 127 
American Phenolic Corp. 110, 111 
American Television and Radio Co. 133 
Amplifier Corporation of America 136 
Arkay Radio Kits, Inc. 127 
Astatic Corp. 99 
Astrun Corp. 8 
Audel Publishers 122 
B arry Electronics 144 
B ell Telephone Labs 28 Blonder- Tongue Labs 95 
Brach Manufacturing Co. 127 
Brooks Radio and TV Corp. 128. 129 Burroughs Radio Inc. 124 Candler System Co. .... 
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 89 Centralab -Div. of Globe Union 12 Century Television Co. 135 Certified Radio 123 Channel Master Corp. 24, 25 Cleveland Electronics Inc. 139 Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 11 Columbia Wire & Supply Co. 124 
Commissioned Electronics 135 
Concord Radio 94 
Cornell- Dubitier Electric Corp. 125 
Cornish Wire C o . 
Coyne Electrical & TV Radio School. 15, 128 
Crescent School 79 
Davis Electronics 97 
DeForests Training, Inc. 7 
DuMont Labs., Inc., Allen B. 2nd Cover Editors and Engineers 120 
Edlie Electronics 126 Electro Devices, Inc. 116 Electro -Voice Inc. 19 
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 32 Fair Radio Sales 102 Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. 3rd Cover Federated Purchaser 97 Feiler Engineering Co. 130, 141 Finney Co. 81 Galvan its 84 
General Cement 119 General Electric Co. 18 General Industries Co. 135 General Test Equipment 142 Gonset Co. 30 Good. Inc.. Don 137 
Greylock Electronic Supply Co. 140 Nalldorson Transformer Co. 140 Harvard Labs 137 
Heath Co . 67.77 Hickok Electrieal Inatru mint Co 26, 27, 142 Hi -Lo TV Antenna 
Hughes Research and Development Labs 131 Hylton Radio & Electronic. Corp. 83 Indiana Technical College 130 Instructograph Co. 
International Correspondence Schools 113 Jackson Electrical Instrument Ca. 122 Jan Electronic Distributing Co. 124 Jersey Specialty Co. 1O8 
Kryylon, Inc. 14 LaP te.Plaecomold Corp. 10 Leotone Radio Corp. 103 Luther, Otto 132 Macmillan Co., The Mallory and Co., Inc., P. R. 131 Mannfred Electronics 122 McGraw -Hill Book Co. 

Electronic 134 Mercury 
6 Transformer 16 Metropolitan Supply Corp. 130 Miles Reproducer Co.. Inc. 142 Mosley Electronics 101 Nags Electronic 

Electric 
Distributing 

Corp. 
101 National Radio c sProducts rp 90, 93. National Radio Institute 3 National Sehools 

Nidisco Radio Supply Co. 41 Opportunity 
Television Supply 

..: .............. 138 Peninsula Television and Supply 127, 138 Penn Electronic Parts 94 Perms -Power Co. 120 Perms, Inc. 112 Pickering & CO. 124 Precise Development Corp. 121 Precision Apparatus Co., Inc. 116 Pres -Probe 1. Inc. 131 Progressiv Co. 137 RCA Instil Electronics Inc. 321 RCA Institutes, Inc. 21 RCA Victor Division (Radio Corp. of Ameriea)...Back Cover Radiate Manufacturing Co. 118 Radios Corp. 93, 98 Radio City Products 130 Radio Distributing Co. 139 Recept or Inc. 108 

RADIO SCHOOL DIRECTORY -PAGE 143 Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
Electronics Institute, Inc. 
Indiana Technical College 
Indianapolis Electronic School Milwaukee School of Engineering 
RCA Institutes, Inc. Tri -State College 

Western s Telev 
Technical 

Television 
YMCA Trade & Technical School 
Radio- Television Training Assn. 23 
Rad -Tel Tube Co. 106 
Ram Electronics Sales Co. 104 
Rauland Corp., The 87 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. 22 
Regency Div. (I.D.E.A., Inc.) 108 
Rice. Ward E. 100 
Rider, Inc.. John F. 78, 135 
Rinehart Books, Inc. 94. 102, 133. 182 
Rose Co. 99 Rytel Electronic Manufacturing Co. 112 
Sams and Co,. Inc., N. W. 30, 120, 142 
Sangamo Electric Co. 96 
Scala Radio Co. 80 
Schott Co., Walter 86 
Service Instrument Co. 118 
Skyline Manufacturing Co. 116 
Simpson Electric Co. 107, 113 
Sprague Products Co. 29 
Sprayberry Academy of Radio 65 
Stan -Burn Radio & Electronics Co. 142 
Standard Transformer Corp. 100 
Steve-El Electronics Corp. 123 
Supreme Publications 103 
Sylvania Electric Products 6 
TV Products Co. 94 
Tab 146 
Tallen Co., Inc. 132 
Tech -Master Products 103 
Technical Appliance Co. 138 
Tel -A -Ray Enterprises, Inc. 140 
Telematic Industries Inc. 133 
Telesound Corporation 117 
Television Communications Institute 113 
Television Materials, Inc. 138 
Thomas Mold and Die Co. 102 
Traenviarson- Meissner 130 
Trans vision, Inc . . .. .. ........123, 115 
Triad Manufacturing Co. 189 
Trio Manufacturing 

Electrical 
89 

Triplett E Iostru mint Co. 105 
Tung -Sol 

Co., 
Electric Co. 20 

Turner 
Technical 

80 
United 

Radio Products 
84 

Utah Radio 
Radio 

Co. 84 
Van Sickle Radio 135 
Vee 135 
Vidaire 10 
Ward 

Products Corp. 
123 

Ward Products Co. 85 
Wells Sales 144 
Wen Products Co. 134 
Wholesale Radio Pasta Co., Inc. 98 

Radio - Electronics does not assume responsi- 
bility for any errors appearing in above index. 
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H. D. Suesholfz, 
General Manager, 
Transvision, Inc. 

eft, Tens, t cure y u 

145 

/LL START YOU 
in DWELL- PAYING 
TV SET BUS /NESS 

Be a TRANSVISION Factory Agent - 
and make good money full time or part time. 

Would you like to boost your income with at least $2000 to $5000 a year, or mere? 
Then get on the Transvision Factory Agent band wagon. Here's a golden opportunity 
to get that extra income you've been dreaming of- without investing in merchandise 
or overhead. 
That's right - I don't tie you up with inventory. ALL YOU NEED is my SALES KIT 
costing only $9.95. This kit gives you our 3- Dimensional Illuminated Viewer, Natural - 
color Slides displaying our complete line of gorgeous TV Sets; also our spiral -bound 
Salesman's Catalog and price list. 

YOU CARRY NO STOCK: With my Sales Kit you sell from our million - 
dollar inventory. We ship either to you, or direct to your customer, as you wish. 
YOU MAKE 2 INCOMES FROM EACH SALE - profit on the set, and a fee for the installation 
(we expect all of our Factory Agents to be competent installation- and -service tren). 

YOU CAN BEAT COMPETITION: Our prices on giant screen TV sets will 
enable you to meet and best competition at a good profit. 

YOU SELL THE FINEST SETS: You sell sets with the incomparable RCA - 
licensed 630 Chassis - the finest on the market - or the famous fine -quality Transvision 
A4 Chassis. You have a wider sales range - a greater choice of Table Models, Consoles, 
Combinations, in screen sizes from 17" to 21 ". You have a set and a price for every prospect. 

SECURE YOUR FUTURE: Fill 
Don'out t lose time. 

ma il 
Get 

the 
started 

coupon 
making 

e 
more money now 

and m - TODAY 

We offer the LATESI, 31 -tube 

TYPE RCA licensed CHASSIS 
with High- Fidelity Sound 

This famous Chassis offers many exclusive features, includ- 

ing . . high -fidelity sound . . . flat response, 60- 12,000 

cycles . . . push -pull amplifier . . . 31 tubes (27 tubes, pic 
y , designed for optimum UHF per- 

formance 
3 ha 

handles all picture tubes up to 24- . . . made 
formante ...handles all p 

with only the finest parts ... 
carries 

airees from 
standard 

my factory. A 

Guarantee. 

Buy this great 

630 

CLINCH SALES 
in paspect's home 

with my 3. 0imensional 
Illuminated Viewer, 
Natural Color Slides, 
and Salesman's Catalog. 

TRANSVISioN, INC. 
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 

NE 6 -6000 

Droit ATED TO 

drtegrrly 
IN TELEVISION 

SERVICING 

MARCH, 1953 

BEAUTIFUL, IRRESISTIBLE CABINETRY: This illustration is only suggestive of our vast line of gorgeous TV Sets. Get the 
SALES KIT. See the Natural -Color Slides. You'll agree that 
Transvision offers the hottest TV deal in the entire industry! 

Mr. H. D. Suesholtz, Gen. Mgr. 

TRANSVISION, INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. Dept. RE3T 

I enclose $9.95 for your complete SALES KIT. 

I like the idea but would appreciate more details. 

Nome 

Address 

City State 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TEST CORDS 

Ideal 
Feeler 

Gauge TL147 
ideal Teletype 
& Relay Work 

Setting Cont. g, Spark Gap, 
Removable Gauges 0 .035/.037/.055" ... or 

$5.0 
Extension Hvy Lus yy . 

Rubber Covered Insulation....$1.10 
Foot Line .. Rubber 1ay- 

red ... 556; 2 $1.00 
4 Foot Cord. Plug & Alligator 
Clips n 2 98e 
4 Foot um ent Te st Leads. High 

va.v,. Refl & Block. As illllsirated- 
"TAB" SPECIAL 496; 2 for 986 

/ 

146 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 
READY TO GO 

Model 305MP ' Watt 
Amp], Pictured Above 
Features Mike. & Phono 
Inpts. W /Sep- Gain 
Ctnrls. Latest Compen- 

..I% 
` sated Tone Cntrl De- sign. Complete with `.Q 

° 
Tus 514.98 

` - - -- B 
be 

a00M0 uou. 
Broadcasts Through Your Your 

Radio with No Direct Connection. 

100P0 Phono OSC Phonograp h Broad- 
casts Through Your Rod io. Direct Hook- 

ModelV302PA 3 Tube Phono no Ampl. Ideal for 
Custom Building Your Phonograph. 
W /Tubes $4.98 

AUDIO COMPONENTS 
OE RPX041 Phono Curt...$4.49 
GE RPX050 Triple Play Cart 5.69 
E leetrovoiee Triple Play.. 2.69 
Pickup Arm S. Xtal Hi -OUtpt 2.39 
PM 12 "Hi -Fi BritishSpeaker 4.98 
PM 12e GE 51201D Speaker 19.00 
PM 8" Blue 8T18 -1 Permfux 13.00 
PM 5" Speaker Gud Tone 1.98 
PM 10^ HiFi Woofer & Separate Horn 
Tweeter. 10 Watt 40 -20 KC 19.98 
Crystal Mike & Cable 3.98 
Crystal Mike Cartridge (Lapel Type) 2.98 
Crystal Mike Cart. CeramicWetpruf. 4.98 

TELEVISION ANTENNA 
TV CONICAL ANTENNA All Channel Sturdy 

Prefab Con.st. Inclds 8 elements & 100 ft. 
Copper Twinex Cross Bar & Hdware. 
Brand New ....... ......... .55.58 

DUBL -STACK CONICAL RRAY. 16 Elements 
Hardware. 2 Crossbars & 100 It. All 
Copper Twinex $9.98 

DOUBLE -V Ant. All Channel, Sturdy Coast. 
w/Mtg Clamps & 100 ft. All Copper Twinex S4.49 WINDOW CONICAL ANT. All Channel, Hey 
Duty Coast. Mounts outside your Win- 
dow. Special ....... 

5 FOOT Intel locking ast Sections, Hvy 
Duty Painted. rustproof 956 

866A KIT and 
XFORMER 

2 Tubes. Sekts. xmfr, 
t15v6UCyc Inpt, outpt 
2.5vct/ 10A/ 
Elision $5.49 

KITS AND COMPONENTS 
SPRGE CRP3 Vrrt Integrator Netwk 3 Res 

:3CNLSH only 3 LEADS 29ç; 5 for $1.00 
r ';0ERAMIC 2X.004 tutti 1600V6 for 1.00 VARIAC 200CU 5A Reconditioned.. .14.98 

.AC 200CÚ Brushes $.49 Q S for 2.00 
1.0 PWR Magnifier & Condsr 

i,en.oec 696 4 for 2.00 
S i r & Mica Cndsrs 30 for 2.50 "0 ohm to 2 Me ̂  10 for 2.50 Resistors, 1/0 & 1W, to 2 Megs100 for 1.98 

s Mod/ Resistors S for .69 
,eta, Asstd. 8, 7. 5. 4P. .25 for 2.49 

Ce 
Rotary 

ramicon iCndsrs,AAsstd. 12 for 1.00 Electrolytic Condensers, Awl...25 for 4.98 Oil Condensers, Asst. 25 for 4.98 Resistors, 2 Watt. Asst. 25 for 2.49 
METER SPECIALS 

O -3OVDC Aircraft Type AN" 
as Illustrated- 

$1.95; 3 for $5.25 0.25 MA DC Weston....$6.98 
O -GOADC -AN" type 
Special. .53.25; 3 for $9.00 0- 24uADC "AN" type 53.49; 3 for 59.75 -20. 3VU Weston 3(11 Vol. Level Indicator Brand New $14.98 

CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE 
Etttiuiv to 12" -Only 21/a" Radius. LAMI- MATED -Print Stays On. Molt. Div, S,is. Cubes & Roots. Log, Decimal Equiv Data, Case 
Parallel Rules. Precision Drafting Tool Mfr. BRUN1NG 6" wide. For Radiomen, En- gineers, Students -Unsurpassed for Quick Ckt Diagrams. SPECIAL ..39e; 3 for $1.00 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Model 102- Pocket m (timer features: 
AC &DC 10 gs to 2000V, AC current 
.3 ryas to 6011 ma, DC current 4 rugs to 1.2 amps, ohms 2 rngs to t megohm. Compact, accurate & durable construe- 
Lion. Std mfgr. "TAB" GTD display model. 
SPECIAL 
Model 106 106-Vacuum tube vol 

$ 
volt meter.. Features include: AC &DC 10 rogs to 1000V, ohms 5 ranges to 1000 meg- ohms, 5 DB ranges. AC freq. response 

25 to 100,000 cycles. Designed for fielt) alignment of TV & Radio sets. Sto mfgr. "TAB" GTD display model. SPECIAL Post Paid. .......$33.49 
Model 106-In kit form SPECIAL Post Paid $22.98 Model NVP -30.000 Volt probe for model 106. Display model "TAB" GTD. SPECIAL Post Paid ...... .$8.25 
Model 208P -Real Mutual Conductance Tube Tester- Checke all latest tubes, Industrial, Radio & TV types. Tests all elements for gas, shorts, opens & leakage. Meter 41/2" reads Microhmos, English Scales Reject & Good. Roller Chart. GTD includes Factory Warranty 
& New Test Information as available. TAB" GTD Display Model. Post Paid .. .. $80.00 lerit, For Test Fr,,;1, P',ol'I, let 

TELEVISION COMPONENT BUYS Horiz Def output & Hivolts xnifr SIM RCA 211T5, for 15" -16" picture tubes...$1.98 Width Control similar RCA 201R4... .39 Hivoltage Condenser 500MMF 15KV.. .65 Hivoltage Condenser 5(1011,1MF 20KV.. .75 ION TRAP permanent magnet type... .79 RG59U Cable per ft .08; 100 ft $5.98 300 ohm All Copper TELEVISION TWINEX SPECIAL-100 ft $1.49; 1000 ft $12.49 
MODEL HF-1 OSCILLOSCOPE 

Laboratory Features. 5 M C Bandwidth, 1OMV Sens, PP Dori. & Vert Amp., Cathode 
Coupled Multi Vib Swp, Int 
Retrace, Cathode F'lwr Inpt Vert Be Holds Amp, Non -Fre,i 
Discrim Gain Cntrl, Cal Com- 
pensated Attenuators, Sync Pos 
or Neg. Intrnl or Externl, In- built Cathode F'lwr for Sig 
Tracing with Phones, Intrnl 
Calib Voltage. Tech Manual. 
All Data Diagrams. 13 Tubes. 
Complete -Incld 3BPI C'Ray 
Tube. Write for Complete Data. 

A "TAB" SPECIAL only $99.50 

'T A B 
THAT'S A BUY 

FUSES & HOLDERS 
3AG: 1 /s, 3/4, 1/2 Antp. Ea. Se: 100 for 3.98 3AG: 1. I Vs, 2, 3, 4, 15. 20 Amp. 

Ea. 36 .. . 100 for 2.49 
3AG: SloBio; 10, 20 Amp. 70.100 for 5.98 4An: BUSS 10 Amp. Ea. 70; .100 lur 0.58 48G: t/4. 1/6 An; ' Ea. 70; .100 tor 5.98 4A01 3, 5, 10, 15 Amp. Ea. 50; 100 for 3.98 SAG: 35. 80 Amp. Ea. 56...10,1 tor 3.98 HOLDER 11175 Littelfue 20c:..1(1 tor 1.7S 
HOLDER Dual 3 or 4 AG 15e; 8 for 51.00 

ONE YEAR GTD PICTURE TUBES 
10 13P4 $13.98 
10 13I'4A 14.49 
12^ Glass 17.95 
1.2" Metal 21.98 
14" Rectangular 20.95 
16" Glass 22.95 
16" Metal 23.98 
17^ Rectangular 23.49 
19" Round 27.98 
20^ Rectangular 29.95 
21" Heclan.nllar zo . es 
Your old pict. tube is worth money. write 
for trade -in allowance on RMA coded and 
dated tubes with one year guarantee. Ship your defective picture tubes prepaid only. 
When ordering metal tube. defective metal 
tube Is required. 

BENCH TOOLS 
Pliera 6" Long, Nose & Side Cutters.896 
Pliers 6" Side Cutter ... ......89c 
Pliers Linesmans 7" Heavy Duty 79c 
All (3) Pliera Listed Above $2.25 
Screw Driver Set 6 Pcs. Plastic Handle, 

Hardened Tempered Steel.Specia1.90e Utility Screw Driver Set 3 Standard x 
2 Recess Interchangeable Blades. 
W /Wrap Around Plastic Case...79c 

12 Piece Drill Set. 1/16^ to 1/2" Vana- 
dium Speed Steel. Std Length .$3.49 

29 Piece Drill Set. íy16" to 1/2" Vana- 
dium Speed Steel. Std. Length.$8.69 

Spiral Ratchet Screw Driver & Drill, 
W/3 Drill Bits & 1 Sd Blade..$2.25 

PHOTOFLASH CONDENSERS 
IOOMFD /500WVDC C. Dubilier $2.69 
200MFD /450WVDC C. Dubilier 2.89 300MFD,450WVDC C. Duniller 4.39 ISMFD /330VAC /1500VDC Intermit't. 3.98 
a19M 

FD /600VAC /2800VDC Intermit't. 8.85 16MFD /66OVAC /3000VDC Intermlt't. 7.95 32MFD /1.2KVDC /23W. See. 7.49 27MFD / 1.2KVDC /2KV DCInt.S4W.See. 8.95 
TAB "SUN- FLASH" LAMPS 

"Tab" W -Sec. 
No. Replaces Max. Each 

USW GE FT1O5 100 55.98 U10 GE FT114 100 7.25 
No. 1 AMGLO 5804X 100 10.98 
21ST GE FT 210 200 9.98 530T GE FT 403 500 13.50 
VA A SYLV. 4330 200 9.98 

:IMT FT 214 250 9.98 
22ST FT 110 200 9.98 
353GTQ FT 5113 5000 49.98 
V4X4 X400 200 10.98 
DX SPRGFAIOO 150 9.00 

Write for Complete 'THRIFTLITE" Data 
Bsnsterpacks. Est lutes. Units for Focal plane .(. -c & neee caries We R S01 & Swap. 

TAk BROG R 
W FOR IT 

WE STOCK LARGE VARIETY OF 
COMPONENTS TELL US YOUR NEEDS. 

SELL US YOUR TUBES & EQUIPMENT. 

"HO" RAIL PACK 
0 to 12 VDC /2 Amp. Va- 
riable DC supply. uo- 
cased and completely 
built -inpt. 115v/60 ey. 
Usable LAB supply, fila- 
ment D. C. plating, bat- 
tery charging. model rail- 
road, includes voltage or 
speed control and center 
off reversing sw. Ideal for two HO" loco- 
motives $10.95 2 for $20.00 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
We specialize in Rectifiera and Power sup- plies to your specifications. Immediate de- livery. 
Current 18/14 36/28 54/40 130/100 
)cunt.) Volts Volts Volts Volts 1AMP 1.35 2.15 3.70 7.50 2AMP 2.20 3.60 10.50 
4AMP 4.25 7.95 12.95 25.25 RAMP 8.75 12.75 20.00 4u.0 12AMP 8.50 16.25 25.50 45.00 20AMP 13.25 25.50 39.00 79.50 24AMP 16.25 32.50 45.00 90.00 

30AMP 20.00 38.50 
36AMP 25.00 48.50 
Full -Wave Selen Rect & Trans. in Kit Form. All 115V /60 cy inputs 
up to 14VDC at 12 amps $18.98 
up to 28VDC at 12 amps 28.98 
up to 28VDC at 48 amps 117.00 

RECTIFIER XFMRS 
18.8 -19.2 -20.4- 21.4Volts /12Amp.$10.98 31- 32- 34- 36VOlta /12Amp2 Kvins. 13.98 18- 12 -9-CT -9-12 18V,4Amp,, 8.75 18- 12- 9- CT- 9- 12- 18V,12Amp., 16.75 36VCT- 24V- 18V /24Amo 35.7=_ 
18V /2Amp $2.75; 2824- 20V /4A 4.69 

RECTIFIER CHOKES 
4 Amp .07 By .6 Ohm $7.95 12 Amp .01 Hy .1 Ohm 14.95 

24 Amp`.004 By .025 Ohm 29.95 
BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER 

10.0 -10V (CT) 120 Amp., fan cooled. Re- place your old inefficient sulfide rectifier w /new selenium type. SPECIAL 513.75 
RELAY SPECIALS 

SPST miniature size 115V/ 
60CY 3A contacte 980: 
3 for $2.75 
SPDT min. elms 115V/ 
60CY 3A contacts, $1.39; 
3 for $3.75 
SPDT 24V DC. 5A CTS 986; 
6 for $5.00 
SPNO 115 V AC, 15A CTS 
S'Dunn $2.98 

DPDT & SPNO 12 V DC, 10 A CTS $2.98 
DPDT Clare SK 5010. Octal Base 18.28V 2Amp Cts Nitrogen S1d. 51.49; 4 for $5.00 
DPNC & SPNO Clare Telephone Type 
115VAC, Octal Base $4.25 

VARIAC 
Made by General Radio. Model 200C1.7. 
Rated 0 -135 Volta at 5 Amp. Reconditioned. 
Tested and "TAB" Guaranteed....516.98 
"GR" 10011/0- 230V /2KW /9A . 30.00 "GR' 508/0.270V/7KW 28A .. .110.00 
Brushes 200CU & 118 / 11(;v. a9c; 5 for S2 

TOGGLE SWITCHES 

SPST GE BKLT CSD 
3A/250V 25e; 5 for 51.00 
SPOT AHH BKLT CSD 
3A/250V .... 356; 4 for 51.00 SPDT BKLTCSD Momentary 490; 5 for $2.00 
DPST BELT CSD 15A/ í25V -890: 3 for $2.50 
DPST CH CSD 8A /125V.. 65e: 5 for 52.95 
DPST 20A/250V $1.25; 3 for $3.25 

SOCKET ASSEMBLY for 
10 slide lamps. Excel- 
lent on -off indicator for 
control panel. As illus- 
trated with lamps -$2.98 
SLIDE LAMP, type T -2, 

114V . . ....1St; 10 for ........$1.50 
SLIDE LAMP, type T -2. 12V 180; 10 for $1.50 PILOT LIGHT SOCKET BAYONET with 1/2" Jewel ......45f; 10 for $3.49 PILOT LIGHT SOCKET I" Jewel. HI- Polish 
Finish. "TAB" Special ..750; 10 for $6.49 V' LIGHT SOCKET, w í í 5V 6 Watt Bulb.85e 

B 
0A2 ..... .95 0A3/r... 1.04 
0B2 1.37 
083/VR90 . , 1.09 
OC3/VR105 . 1.15 
003/VRISO . .90 
1B3/8016 .81 
5840Y 1.39 
5R4GYW ' 1.75 

.69 

.79 
1.39 
1.49 
1.22 
1.40 
.74 

2.98 
1.05 
.54 

1.29 
2.90 
.55 

3.98 
.81 

1.29 
2.98 

.79 
2.43 
4.65 
.63 

1.10 
.59 

1.29 
,49 

1.89 
1.23 
.63 

1.27 
.63 

1.23 
1.65 
.83 
.59 
.98 
.65 

2.55 
1.79 
1.98 
.63 
.89 

2.15 
1.45 
1.49 
1.69 
1.20 

SAGS 
6AG7 
6ANSG 
6AHB 
GADS 
OAKS 
6AKSW 
BARG 
6AL5 
BAL7GT .. 
BANS 
6AQS 
6AQSW 
6AQS 
8AQ7GT .. 
BARB 
BASS 
6056 
6A570 
GATE 
6AÚ507 
6AU6 
6AVSGT 
6AV6 
6AW6 
6B4G 
GBA6 
BBA7 
SECS 
6BC7 
68DSGT 
6806 
68E8 
6SF5 
BBF6 
6BF7 
61066 
6807 
6BH6 
6816 
68117 
6BL7GT , 

6BN6 
BBN7 
660607 

*From This Special List We Ship $10.00 and 
Up Tube Orders At Our Expense (Post- 
paid) Within Continental Limits of U.S.A. 
90 Day G tee Tubes. 

12BH7 1.29 CK538DX 98 
12BY7 1.35 CKS39DX 2.19 12827 1.25 CK5410X . 1.99 1251170T .69 CKS42DX .. .99 125C7 .80 CKS43DX .99 125FSGT .72 CK544DX .. .99 12SF7GT .49 CK546DX . 1.99 12507 .83 CK547DX . 1.98 
125117 .63 CK571AX 2.49 125J7GT .59 CK573AX . 3.49 1251(7 .72 CK100S .85 1251707 .85 CK1027 2. 
12511707 .75 CK1028 ..1:98 . 125Q7GT .63 CK1089 , 2.99 1978 1.09 CK1090 2.98 
19V8 1.62 C 1(5672 .. 1.29 
25BQ6GT 1.19 CK5676 , 1.29 25L6GT .69 CK5676 .. 1.89 
25Z5 .79 5687 5.49 
25Z6GT .99 CK5702 3.49 2807 1.95 CK5703 . 1.29 
35ZSGT . .59 Mal Diodes 
SOLBGT . .89 1N21Á 1.55 
80 .69 1N21B 2.89 
81 1.89 1N21C 21.50 
82 1.19 11122 1.25 
82V 1.39 IN23 1.35 
83 1.45 1N23A 2.20 
83V 1.79 1N238 3.49 
84/624 .89 1N25 4.98 
117E /M7GT . 1.59 íN28 8.75 
117N7GT .. 1.79 IN27 1.55 
117P70T .. 1.'9 íN29 3.50 117260T .. 1.19 1N32 23.75 
117Z7OT .. 1.49 
CKSOIX . .. 1.26 1N34A .90 
CKSOIAX 2.20 1N3S 1.65 

AA .. 1.79 1N38 1.43 
CK502AX .. 1.49 1N39 4.15 
CK503AX .. 1.49 11144 1.24 
CKSOSAX ... 1.79 1H43 1.45 
CK506AX .. 1.49 1647 4.00 
CK509AX .. 1.79 1N48 .55 
CK512AX ,. 1.45 11151 .45 
CK522AX 1.29 11152 1.62 
CK525AX .. 1.29 1H54 .89 
CK526AX .. 1.49 1H56 .89 
CK526AX .. 1.49 INS7 .89 
CK529AX .. 1.79 1N58 1.19 
CK53IDX .. 1.89 IN90 .60 
CK532DX .. 1,89 1N61 2.10 
CKS33AX .. 1.29 1N63'K63 2.49 
CK534AX .. .99 1N64 .69 
CK536AX .. .99 1N67 1.95 
CK537AX .. 3.04 1N69 1.19 

BBQ7 1.65 
6BYSG 1.45 
6C136 .69 
6CD60 1.69 
6D4 2.70 
614 6.66 
6J5GT .47 
6J6 .63 
BK4A 6.45 
8L6 2.09 
SLOG 1.35 
6L6GA 1.35 
BL6GAY 2.29 
65A7GT . .63 
65A7GTY 3.37 
6567Y 1.19 
65C7 .90 
65137111T .80 
6SF5 .77 
6SF7 .73 
BSG7 .72 
OSH7 .61 
6517 .70 
6SK7GT .69 
6SL7GT .69 
e5N7GT . .70 
6SN7WGT' 2.25 
65Q7GT .63 
65117 .65 
6557 .75 
6577 .98 
65U7GTY 2.69 
6V8GT 1.57 
6W4GT 57 
12AH7GT 1.45 
12AKS 1.9 
12AK5W 2.-58 
12AL3 .75 
12AT6 .52 
12AT7 .81 
12AU6 .72 
12AU7 .63 
12AV6 .49 
12AV7 .98 
12AW6 1.79 
12AX4GT . 1.20 
120X7 .79 
12AY7 2.95 
12AZ7 1.49 
12BA6 .59 
12BA7 .79 
121106 1.23 
12BE6 .59 
12BF6 .85 

THAT'S 'V% 

BUY TAB " ABUYTtS 
DEPT. 3RE 1l1 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N.Y. U.S.A. 

CIRCUIT BREAKER FUSES 

PUSH TO RESET 
Amps '3- 5- 7- In -l5 -20 
Ea. 270; 4 for $1.; 25 for 
$5.; 100 for ........$18. 
Circuit Breaker Fuse W/2 
Mounting cup. .. 39e 
3 for.$1.00; 20 for.$5.98; 100 for.$25. 
t'use Is :MG Slue. "eel ales up l 24 Volta 
Heinmann Magn Bkrs. Amps; 0.22, 

3, 7, 9, 12, 15, 30, 35. 40, 80. 180.......Each $1.69. 10 for $15.98 
Sq. D & CH Toggle Sw Brkrs, Amps; 

5. Ill. 15. 20. 25 986 . 10 for 98.98 
Klixon Thermal Push Button Bkrs Amps; 

5, 10, 15, 20. 25, :311 896..10 tot .7.98 

RHEOSTATS 
2 ohm 50W Model J...52.25; S for $10.00 
O ohm 25W Model I.H...1.98; 3 for 5.00 
15 ohm 25W w /knob....1,98; 3 for 5.00 
20 ohm 50W Model J. .2.35; 6 for 12.00 
60 ohm 50W w /knob....2.49; 3 for 7.00 
100 ohm 50W Model K..2.25; 3 for 6.00 200 ohm 25W Model D..1.98; S for 9.00 
250 ohm 25W......ea. 1.39; 4 for 5.00 
300 ohm 200W Model P..3.98; 2 for 7.00 
350. 500, 5000 ohm Slotted shaft, 

25 watt 796 3 for 2.00 
1000 ohm 25W Model J 2.10 5 for 10.00 
7500 ohm 50W Model J 2.49 3 for 7.00 

SOLDERING IRON GUNS 115V AC 'Weller 100 Watt & Lite Postpaid $8.69 
"Wen" 250 Watt & Lite Postpaid 10.0o 

Soldering Irons 115V AC & DC 
Famous Make Fully Guaranteed 

55 Watt /34s Tip /111/2 Lng /.38 lbs $1.29 
100 Watt /2 /s Tip /12" Lng /.5 lbs....2.69 
Instrument Type 25 Watt /1/2" Tip...3.29 
American Beauty 100 Watt /3/4 Tip...5.29 
E lement for Amer Beauty 100 Watt...2.00 

SOUND -POWERED PHONES 
US Navy Mike, as illus- 
trated. Push to Talk..$1.2S 
RCA Head & Chest Set. Sound 
Pwr. No Batteries Needed. 
Ideal for TV Antenna Instal- 
lation. $15.98; 2 for $28.50 
P 20 Reves w /Band & Cord. 
24000 $4.98 
H5-18, 2 Rcvrs /Cord w /PL54 less /HD 
Band .98 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
6.3V /1.SA .. 5.98; 6.3V/2Á ..$1.59 
2.SV /2A .2 for 1.49; 7.5Vet /12A 
24V/6a csd .. 4.98; 15KVins .10.98 
2.5VCt /10Amp 24V/1.25Á cad. 1.98 

5 Kvins... 3.59; 2x12V /2A ... 3.89 
5V/60A .. .13.98; SV /11SÁ . .16.95 
6.3V /lA, 11O/40MA Isolation Wnde 1.89 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 
2500V for Cet 6.3V /.6A, 

2.5V/1.75A csd Heins 
4/BC412 replmnt ...$7.98 

1000VCT /45MA, 795vet/ 
80ma, 360vct /55ma, 
3x5V /3A, 6.3vct /IA, 
6.3vet /.3A csd Heins 
can be used 2x rating 
Raytheon Hypersil Core 4.98 950VCT /100MA, 5V /5A, 5V/2.5A 45V /1A, 1OV /1.50 .. 5.49 900V /35MA, 2x2 5V /2A, ceInt 18(l0- V'dblr two 2x2 8l. wind¢ s hold . 3.49 

84OVCT /110MA, 53ovct /2Imo, 2x5V 
/3A 

6.3vct /1A, 6.3vet /.3A 4.98 77 VCi' /85MA, 5V /2A. 6.3V/3.5A 3.98 720V /85MA, 5V/3.5A, 6.3V/3.5A 2.98 760VCT /120MA,2.5VCT /10A.6.3VCT/ 
2A, 5V /3A, 10V 3.25A 6.98 700VCT /12OMA, 2x6.3V /3A. 6.3V /1A $3.98 2 for $7.25 

S50VCT /150MADC, 5V /3A, F),3V /5A 3.49 
SOOVCT /SOMA, 6.3V/4A Hold ... 2.98 

420VCT /9OMA, 6.3V/1.9A, with 
230VAC Vibrator Trans 

& 1151.98 

FILTER CHOKES 
Dual 30 Hy /BOma Cad .S .98 
15Hy /4Oma AC /DC sets 3for .98 
12Hy /80ma /13Sld /SKVlns 2.25 
1OHy /125ma /UTC /Cad/ 

H Sid /1KVIns 1.69 
5OHy/ 125ma /Csd /H'SId 2.89 

2011v ,300ma or 1 5Hv /4(10ma /1 2KV1ns 8.95 
13.5Hy 1 amp 17 Kvins Raytheon.. 39.95 
6 Hy /175ma. 250 ohm 1.49 
12HY /30Oma, Hmsld 5KVine 4.95 
Dual 2HY /30Oma, USN ..1.25: 2 for 1.98 

STORAGE BATTERIES 

36 Volt WILLARD Mini -BRAND NEW- 5 oz 
Designed Portable Equip Models .980; for $3 
(4) 36V Batteries w /acid..........53.33 
2V /20ÁN Willard PLUS 2V. Vibrator. 2.98 
2V /20ÁR w/vib Be acid .. . 3.59 
6V /BAH Wilid NT6 /BB214U 2.98 
6V /BAH Battery w /acid 3.25 
6V /4OAH Battery 6.98 
6V/40A11 Battery w /acid 9.25 
Hydrometer í.U8 
We ship acid le bo o ttes4 . 

Sp 
eG only 

. 198 

ALIGNMENT 
TOOLS 

(Top) Ideal NO- 
LOSS Alignment .c-- Screwdriver-long 
Insulated Shaft. 
Slue Grip Knurled Knob. 
ONLY . .. 490; 3 for $1.25 
(Bottom) RELAY Spring Adjuster & Switch 
Rd Tool Slot take. up to .022". 
WECO 293 986: 6 for $5.00 

Money Back Guarantee (Cost of 
Mdse. Only) $5 Min. Order F.O.B. 
N.Y.C. Add Shpg. Charges & 25% 
Dep. Tubes Gtd. via R -Exp. only. 
Prices subject to Change Without 
Notice. Phone Rector 2.6245. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

PRINTED IN THE U. 5. A. BY THE CONEO PRESS, INçc 
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DOWN GO CALL -BACKS 

VP GO PROFITS 
That's why ... 

Federal 
T Y PICTURE TUBES 

... ARE THE REPLACEMENT 
CHOICE OF MORE AND MORE 
SERVICEMEN 

Federal tubes are designed right, made 
right, factory- tested to the hilt ... and 
BACKED BY A YEAR'S GUARANTEE! 

FEDERAL is fast -growing in demand as a profitable picture tube 
replacement, because Federal goes the limit to assure your customers steady 
satisfaction! 

Every Federal tube must measure up to exacting standards of 
efficiency for breakdown and stray emission (at max. ratings), ion trap current, 
central grid cut -off, zero bias beam current, focus voltage current, highlight 
brightness, leakages, shorts, gas ratio, screen and glass quality ... plus other 
characteristics. Tests include the tough 500 -hour operation run. 

Moreover, a unique, prior -to- shipment check -up follows a 24- 
hour minimum storage period -an extra provision for trouble -free performance! 

Start now to protect your replacement profits with Federal pic- 
ture tubes ... the tubes backed by decades of experience in producing highest - 
quality vacuum tubes for broadcast, military communications and other major 
uses. 

Consult your Federal distributor for full information and prices. 
FEDERAL POPULAR-SIZE TUBES INCLUDE: 121/2 and 16 -inch round; 14, 16, 
17, 20 and 21 -inch rectangular. Write for your free copy of Federal's Tele- 
vision Picture Tube Data Book. 

Federal ç't 
Telephone and Raafo Corpora/ba 

VACUUM TUBE DIVISION 100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q. 
Export Distribvtors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.Y. 

"Federal always has made better tubes" 
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AS A RESULT OF YOUR CALL 

k doe 
pa ail.. 

YOU'VE just finished a routine call. 
Just a few adjustments ... a couple of 
tubes ... and the set works as good as 

new. Nice the way folks smile appreci- 
atively when you bring that missing 
picture back to their screen. 

Now you've got yourself another 
steady customer. You know they'll re- 
member you ... and recommend you to 
their friends ... because they're enjoy- 
ing the finest picture their set can pro- 
duce. And the RCA Tubes you installed 
will continue to provide them with 
long, faithful service. The superior 
quality of RCA Tubes and Kinescopes 
is your best measure of protection 
against the costliness and inconven- 
ience of premature tube failures. It's 
good to know you can service a re- 

ceiver ... and forget about call- backs. 

Safeguarding your reputation is a 

vital, everyday service of 
RCA Tubes. And that ser- 
vice is yours at no extra 
charge. 

O 

lir 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ELECTRON TUBES HARRISON. il. J. 
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